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MATHEMATICAL MODELING OF TWO-PHASE ZONE ORIGINATION IN
DIRECTIONAL CRYSTALLIZATION PROCESSES
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Abstract: Directional crystallization of binary melts is one of the ways of obtaining solid materials, the quality of which is completely
determined by the physical and regime parameters of the solidification process. It is well known that, under certain conditions, the solidliquid interface becomes morphologically unstable and the constitutional supercooling occurs ahead of the planar solidification front, which
leads to the appearance of a metastable region. In this supercooled region, crystals can grow in the form of dendrites, grow on impurity
inclusions, etc. As this zone is transitional between the already formed crystal and the melt, it is called a two-phase zone. In this paper, we
present the results of numerical experiments carried out in accordance with the model taking into account the formation of a two-phase zone.
In particular, qualitative and quantitative patterns of the time dependence of the formation of a two-phase zone in the Fe-Ni melt are
obtained under two different regimes of active and passive cooling. Based on the results of calculations, it can also be concluded that, in
both cases, there are such values of the cooling parameters, under which a two-phase zone is formed very close to the right boundary of the
sample, i.e. practically the whole sample remains homogeneous. Choosing the appropriate cooling mode and its parameters makes it
possible to optimize the directional crystallization process both in the quality of the obtained alloys and in the speed of their production.
Keywords: SOLIDIFICATION, TWO-PHASE ZONE, CONSTITUTIONAL SUPERCOOLING

consequently, to a decrease in product quality and production
efficiency. In this connection, we must know when and where the
two-phase zone appears.

1. Introduction
Directional crystallization of binary melts is one of the ways of
obtaining solid materials, the quality of which is completely
determined by the physical and regime parameters of the
solidification process. It is well known that, under certain
conditions, the solid-liquid interface becomes morphologically
unstable [1-3] and the constitutional supercooling occurs ahead of
the planar solidification front [4], which leads to the appearance of a
metastable region [5-9]. In this supercooled region, crystals can
grow in the form of dendrites, grow on impurity inclusions, etc. As
this zone is transitional between the already formed crystal and the
melt, it is called a two-phase zone.

In this paper, we present the results of numerical experiments
carried out in accordance with the model taking into account the
formation of a two-phase zone. In particular, qualitative and
quantitative patterns of the time dependence of the formation of a
two-phase zone in the Fe-Ni melt are obtained under two different
cooling regimes. Based on the results of calculations, it can also be
concluded that, in both cases, there are such values of the cooling
parameters, under which a two-phase zone is formed very close to
the right boundary of the sample, i.e. practically the whole sample
remains homogeneous. Choosing the appropriate cooling mode and
its parameters makes it possible to optimize the metallurgical
process both in the quality of the obtained alloys and in the speed of
their production.

In the case of the formation of a two-phase zone, the
crystallization pattern changes radically. In particular, the classical
Stefan thermodiffusion model becomes inapplicable. To describe
the process of crystallization, one can use one of the mathematical
models [10-17]. However, it should be noted that in the modern
scientific literature there are many other models of the solidification
process with a two-phase zone, taking into account the different
features of the latter. One of the goals of this study was to determine
the moment of origination of a two-phase zone and the rate of
solidification at various thermophysical parameters characterizing
the crystallization process. The determination of the formation time
of the two-phase zone also defines the time frame for the
applicability of the Stefan model with a planar solid-liquid
interface.

2. Governing Equations
Let us consider the process of directional crystallization in a
mold of length L. The regions 0<ξ<Σ(τ) and Σ(τ)<ξ<L are filled
with the solid and liquid (binary melt) phases, respectively (here
Σ(τ) represents the position of the crystallization front at the time τ).
The front moves from the cooled wall from the position ξ=Σ(0)
towards the opposite wall ξ=L. The process of solidification in the
solid phase and the melt is described by the following equations of
heat conduction and diffusion (diffusion in the solid phase is
neglected)

In addition to a purely theoretical study, the study of the
solidification processes of binary melts has a great practical
importance. This is due to the fact that two-component alloys are
widely used in industry. The inclusion of a small amount of
impurity in some metals can significantly change the mechanical
properties of materials. Examples include the well-known Ti-Al
alloy, which combines the strength of titanium with the cheapness
of aluminum, or the iron-nickel alloys (Fe-Ni).

∂θs/∂τ=as∂2θs/∂ξ2, 0<ξ<Σ(τ),

(1)

∂θl/∂τ=al∂ θl/∂ξ , ∂σ/∂τ=D∂ σ/∂ξ , Σ(τ)<ξ<L,
2

2

2

2

(2)

where θs and θl are the temperatures of the crystal and the melt, as
and al are the corresponding thermal diffusivity coefficients, σ and
D are the impurity concentration and the diffusion coefficient in the
melt.

The problem is that the formation of a two-phase zone,
frequently occurring during the crystallization processes of binary
melts, in most cases adversely affects the quality of the resulting
material. Investigations of the structure of alloy samples show that a
sharp deviation of the impurity concentration from the mean value
over the sample is observed in places where the metastable zone is
supposed to be formed. This effect was called the layered liquation,
because the impurity is usually concentrated by layers parallel to the
surface of the crystallization front. The damage of layer segregation
is obvious, because it leads to a strong heterogeneity of mechanical
and strength properties of products obtained from alloys and,

Let's consider two cooling modes for the left mold wall.
1. The heat flux at the cold boundary increases linearly with
time (forced or active cooling)

λs∂θs/∂ξ-λlgl=αaτ, ξ=0.

(3)

2. Heat exchange with the environment through the left wall is
carried out according to Newton's law (natural or passive cooling)

λs∂θs/∂ξ=αp(θs-θE), ξ=0.

5

(4)

Here αa is the cooling coefficient, αp is the coefficient of heat
exchange, θE is the ambient temperature, λs and λl are the
coefficients of thermal conductivity in the solid phase and melt, and
gl is the temperature gradient in the melt.

Figs. 3 and 4 show the results of calculations for the case of
passive cooling. It is easy to see that the crystallization rate slowly
decreases with increasing time, as the mold cools down at a
constant ambient temperature. Fig. 4 illustrates the time τ* of twophase zone incipience and the position of the crystallization front at
τ=τ* versus the heat transfer coefficient αp. In general, the physical
situation here is analogous to the regime of active cooling.

At some time τ=τ* the constitutional supercooling ahead of the
planar crystallization front occurs, i.e. the gradient of the impurity
concentration exceeds the temperature gradient at the crystallization
front as a result of displacement of the impurity by the moving front
-m∂σ/∂ξ>∂θl/∂ξ, ξ=Σ(τ),

(5)

where m is the liquidus slope.
This leads to the formation of a two-phase zone at the front,
where the nucleation processes and the growth of dendrite-like
structures can occur [18-25]. The heat and mass transfer processes
in the two-phase zone are described by equations different from the
aforementioned model (1)-(4) with a planar front. Therefore, the
models for active and passive solidification regimes, strictly
speaking, are only valid for times τ<τ*. The time of two-phase zone
incipience should be determined from the condition
-m∂σ/∂ξ=∂θl/∂ξ, ξ=Σ(τ).

(6)

The other boundary and initial conditions are given in ref. [26].
Fig. 1 The frontal coordinate Σ (dashed lines) and crystallization
velocity dΣ/dτ (solid lines) as functions of time τ at different coefficients of
active cooling αa (measured in cal/(s2 cm2)).

3. Origination of the Two-Phase Zone
The above-described model is a problem with unknown moving
boundaries. Methods for solving such problems are described in
[27]. To reduce this problem to the standard form (with fixed
boundaries), the coordinate transformation was used separately for
the crystal and melt regions. Thus, the original problem was
reduced to a system of parabolic partial differential equations with
variable coefficients defined on fixed domains. Similarly, the initial
and boundary conditions were transformed. The system solution
was based on an implicit four-point finite-difference scheme with
accuracy O(h2+t) [27]. Here h and t are the steps of the spatial and
temporal grids. The advantages of this scheme are the ease of
implementation and the weak dependence of the convergence on the
ratio for calculations over small time intervals. The numerical
solution of the system of differential equations at the i-th step t=ti is
reduced to solving a system of linear algebraic equations of order
N=1/h. Note that the system matrix has a tridiagonal form and has a
diagonal predominance, which makes it possible to solve the system
of linear equations by the sweep method in time O(N). In the
calculations, the results of which are given in the article, a uniform
spatial-temporal grid was used.

Fig. 2 The time τ* and coordinate Σ* of two-phase zone incipience as
functions of the coefficient αa of active cooling at different temperature
gradients gl (measured in OC/cm).

Fig. 1 shows that the rate of solidification is a linear function of
time until the formation of a two-phase zone. The position of the
crystallization front, respectively, varies according to a parabolic
law. Large values of the coefficient αa of active cooling correspond
to a faster crystallization process, because the heat removal through
the left mold wall is increased. This leads to an earlier origination of
a two-phase zone. A similar effect on the two-phase zone
origination time has an increase of the temperature gradient in the
melt (in fact, the heat flux going to the sample through the right
wall): with increasing gl (for fixed αa), the time of origination
increases (see Fig. 2). This is explained by the fact that for large
values of the gradient gl, the growing crystal needs to displace more
impurities in order to satisfy the condition of constitutional
supercooling (6) and, therefore, to go for this longer distance and
spend more time. In addition, Fig. 2 demonstrates that when the
cooling rate of the sample decreases, the position of the resulting
two-phase zone shifts more and more toward the right wall of the
mold. The crystallization time is also increased. Based on this, it is
possible to select process parameters that will correspond to
obtaining a homogeneous sample of a given length. At the same
time, for a given position of the two-phase zone, the crystallization
time also depends on the temperature gradient in the melt, which
provides additional possibilities for optimizing the technological
process from the point of view of energy costs.

Fig. 3 The frontal coordinate Σ (dashed lines) and crystallization
velocity dΣ/dτ (solid lines) as functions of time τ at different coefficients of
passive cooling αp (measured in cal/(s cm2 OC)).
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4. Conclusion
The calculations carried out in the present work show that when
the constitutional supercooling condition is satisfied, a two-phase
zone forms ahead of the planar solidification front. Physically, this
means that the mathematical model describing the crystallization
process is changing. In a two-phase zone, processes such as
nucleation and crystal growth, evolution of dendrites, coalescence
and coagulation, and the like can occur.
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Abstract: The results of development of the technology for manufacturing samples of insulators made of alumina ceramic with an aluminum
oxide content of up to 95% are presented. The maximum tensile strength of the produced insulators has been investigated. The structures of
the chip of the ceramic insulator surface have been obtained. It is shown that a change in the aluminum oxide content by 8-10% leads to an
increase in the strength properties of the product by 1.5 times. The developed technology can be used to produce high-strength dielectric
products, for example, antenna rod insulators, applied in the field of electrical engineering, radio engineering and other industries.
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Dielectric measurements of ceramic insulators based on alumina
were carried out at a frequency of 1 MHz using E7-20 immittance
device. Open porosity was investigated on polished samples using
Olympus GX 41 optical microscope. Experimental data was
processed using Autoscan 2500 Studio software.

1. Introduction
Alumina ceramic with Al2O3 content up to 95% has wide
application in various fields of engineering, electronics and other
areas of the national economy. In particular, it is used for
manufacturing various insulators [1-5]. In this regard, high
requirements on such ceramics are imposed concerning the
electrophysical properties: electrical strength, dielectric loss
tangent, density and tensile strength.
The manufacturers of alumina ceramics are dealing with complex
sintering processes. To obtain the highest mechanical strength of
such materials, it is necessary to sinter them in a strictly defined
temperature range, which depends on the characteristics of the
initial material and the technique of producing (molding) the
product [6].
Having regard to the above, the actual task is to develop a
technology for manufacturing products made of ceramic material
with increased dielectric and strength properties.
The purpose of this work was to develop a technology for
manufacturing products based on aluminum oxide, which have high
mechanical strength and high electrophysical parameters.

3. Experimental
Ceramic insulators were made of powders with different alumina
contents (more than 83% and more than 90%) for research and tests.
Ceramic half-finished products were pressed in the State Scientific
Institution “Powder Metallurgy Institute” using the isostatic pressing
technique on ISPR.1 isostat with an elastic shell. The appearance of
the unit is shown in Figure 1.

2. Method of procedure
To obtain a composite ceramic material, a wet mixing of the initial
material containing more than 80% Al2O3, SiO2, MgO and B2O3
was carried out for 12-14 hours. The powder then was dried and
granulated.
To obtain structural elements, which are parts of a complex
volumetric configuration, the isostatic pressing method was used
[7].
The pressed samples were sintered at a temperature of 14001500 °C for 1-2 hours in air atmosphere. The insulators were then
sealed in metal fastenings and transferred for testing to determine
the minimum destructive force for tensile. Tests of ceramic rod
samples for tensile were carried out in the Test Center of the State
Scientific Institution “Powder Metallurgy Institute” in accordance
with GOST 24409-80 [8] on the universal testing machine "Instron
1195" (England), and also at Gomel Radio Plant (Belarus).
Further studies were carried out on samples obtained from ceramic
insulators that had undergone tensile strength tests.
The samples for water absorption were tested in accordance with
GOST 26093-84 [9].
Investigation of surface morphology and determination of the grain
sizes of the phases of the studied ceramic materials was performed
using LEO 1455 VP scanning electron microscope of Karl Zeiss
company.

Fig. 1 The appearance of the unit of isostatic pressing of ISPR.1
In order to make the required shape of the insulator, a pressing tool
was developed and manufactured. It was a structure consisting of a
shape-generating steel rod and a polyurethane membrane in the form
of a pipe. The assembly of the tool was fixed with flanges. The
drawing of the shape-generating rod of the tool is shown in Figure 2
and the appearance of the tool for isostatic pressing is shown in
Figure 3.
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The test results showed that with increasing alumina content in the
samples, the maximum breaking force is increased. It was found that
a change in the content of aluminum oxide does not lead to an
increase in the tensile strength.
A ceramic insulator with the highest strength properties (with a
maximum tensile strength of 10800 kgf) was chosen for further
investigations.
Investigation of the microstructure was carried out on the fracture of
a ceramic sample produced after testing for an insulator rupture. The
results of investigations of the microstructure are shown in Fig. 6.

Fig. 2 The drawing of the shape-generating rod of the tool for
pressing insulators

Fig. 3 The appearance of the tool for isostatic pressing
The prepared charge was poured into the cavity of the tool. The tool
was then installed in the isostatic pressing unit and pressed at a
pressure of 100 MPa. The appearance of the pressed insulators is
shown in Figure 4.

a)

Fig. 4 The appearance of the pressed ceramic insulator based on
aluminum oxide
Ceramic insulators made of powder with an aluminum oxide
content of more than 83% were tested at the Test Center of the
State Scientific Institution “Powder Metallurgy Institute” on the
universal testing machine "Instron 1195". The testing machine is
shown in Figure 5. The maximum tensile strength of such samples
was 4900-5880 kg.

b)

Fig. 5 Universal testing machine "Instron 1195"
c)
Fig. 6 The microstructure of the ceramic rod fracture formed after
the tensile tests with a maximum tensile strength of 10800 kgf:
а) ×1000; b) ×3000; c) ×5000

Ceramic insulators made of powder with an aluminum oxide
content of more than 90% were presented for testing at Gomel
Radio Plant. The maximum tensile strength of these samples is in
the range of 6200-10800 kgf.
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[6] Kostanyan K. Ceramic and glass dielectrics in electronic
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p. 203 (K. Kostanyan, H. Gevorkyan). (in Russia).

In the presented photographs of the microstructure, it can be seen
that the ceramics consist of dense-packed prismatic grains. The
processing of the experimental data, carried out with the help of
Autoscan 2500 Studio software, showed that the main grain size is
3-4 μm.
The grain size distribution is relatively uniform. This ensures a
good packing density and, correspondingly, the density of the
ceramic as a whole.
The electrophysical properties of ceramics samples based on
aluminum oxide are presented in Table 1.

[7] Thin technical ceramics. Edited by Yanagida H., Japan, (1982):
Per. from the Japanese, Moscow: Metallurgy, (1986), 279 p. (in
Russia).
[8] Reut O. Dry isostatic pressing of compacted materials. Mn .:
Debor, (1998), p. 258 (O. Reut, L. Boginsky, Ya. Piatsiushyk). (in
Russia).

Table 1. Electrophysical properties of ceramics based on Al2O3
Property
Value
Relative dielectric permittivity, ε
9,4±0,5
Dielectric loss tangent, tg δ
Porosity, %
Water absorption, %

[9] GOST 24409-80, Ceramic electrotechnical materials. Test
methods, 1982.

Max. 0,0005

[10] GOST 26093-84. Ceramic insulators. Test methods, 1986.

5,5
0,015

The developed technology can be used to produce high-strength
dielectric products used in the field of electrical engineering (for
example, for the production of antenna rod insulators (Figure 7)),
radio engineering and other industries.

Fig. 7 Antenna rod insulator with a minimum breaking strength of
more than 5000 kg

4. Conclusion
As a result of the work carried out, it was found that the strength
properties of the products are affected by the amount of aluminum
oxide in the content of ceramic material. The change in the content
of aluminum oxide by 8-10% leads to an increase in the strength
properties of the product by 1.5.
Based on the obtained results, a technology was developed for the
manufacture of products made of alumina ceramic, which has high
dielectric and strength characteristics.
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EFFECT OF LOW-FREQUENCY VIBRATION ON THE STRUCTURE AND
RESIDUAL STRESSES IN SLM Ti-6Al-4V ALLOY
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Abstract: The effect of the low-frequency vibration processing on the residual elastic stresses in the Ti-6Al-4V alloy manufactured by 3D
printing (Selective laser melting) was investigated. The studied sample was manufactured horizontally in respect to the building platform.
Different vibration oscillations modes (vertical, horizontal, and elliptical) were chosen for study. The oscillations were done with frequency
of 16 Hz, and a processing time was 20 minutes. Studies shown that 3D printed sample had a high level of residual elastic stresses, which
were changed after vibration treatment. The optimal parameters of vibration processing, which provide a minimum level of residual elastic
stresses in 3D printed Ti-6Al-4V alloy are discussed.
KEYWORDS: TITANIUM ALLOY, SLM, 3D PRINTING, MICROSTRUCTURE, RESIDUAL STRESSES

NanoTest; the load F = 32 mN, load time was 10 s, and the
measurement error was 2 %. Vibration tests were done with the
laboratory-training stand for assessing the impact of vibration on
railway products. The vibration frequency was 16 Hz. Three
consecutive oscillation modes (vertical, horizontal, and elliptical)
were applied; a processing time was 20 minutes. The test modes
were set from a personal computer with licensed software. An Xray diffractometer DRON-3 with Cu K radiation was used in this
study. A sample cut from a bar of industrial medical hot-rolled and
hot-pressed medical Ti-6Al-4V (ELI) alloy (ASTM F136, Grade 5)
was taken as a reference [6]. Residual internal stresses leading to a
shift in the X-ray lines were calculated from the formula [7]:
E d
1   2    , where E is Young's modulus,  is Poisson's ratio
 d
( = 0.3 for Ti-6Al-4V), d is interplanar distance. Residual surface
stresses were calculated from the following formula [8]: HIT - HIT,0,
where HIT,0 is the hardness of the reference sample, obtained with
nanoidentor.

1. Introduction
Analysis of the residual stresses is one of the important tasks
solved in the design of metallic parts and constructions. Residual
stresses can have both the negative and positive effects on the
structure of the materials. In many cases, the decrease in the level of
residual stresses in the critical parts of the metal constructions leads
to the increase of their reliability and durability. Most impact of the
residual internal stresses is found to be associated with the
limitation of exploitation capacity of the material under cyclic
loads, small plasticity of the material, or at low temperatures [1].
Residual stresses are present in the material, regardless of the
presence or absence of external influences. They arise because of
local plastic deformations from non-uniform heating, local external
mechanical action, local structural-phase changes.
Vibration treatment has been successfully used for several
years in the oil and gas industry for decreasing of the residual
internal stresses in the welded joints [2]. This process is provided
with the fact, that in the case of resonant vibration, high dynamic
stress amplitudes appear in the structure of the metal, which
significantly affect the redistribution of stresses in the entire volume
of the material. It was found that the vibration processing of
titanium alloys allowed one to reduce the residual internal stresses
up to 60%. As it is also shown, the necessary frequency for such
vibration processing of metals should be not less than 50 Hz [3].
High level of the residual elastic internal stresses was found in
the Ti-6Al-4V alloys manufactured by selective laser melting [4].
Tensile twins given an evidence of the existence of the high level of
the tensile stresses in the 3D printed Ti-6Al-4V material were
observed in [5].
The aim of this work is to study the possibility of using the
vibration treatment with decreased frequency to change the level of
residual stresses in the Ti-6Al-4V alloy manufactured by the 3D
printing.

3. Results and discussion
TEM results are presented in Figures 1-4. Figure 1 presents the
structure of the reference sample. Two-phase structure with plates
of the HCP -phase and grains of retained BCC -phase can be
observed in this sample (Fig.1a). SAED pattern taken from this
region contains the reflexes of HCP and BCC phase in positions
corresponding to the relationships between BCC and HCP crystal
lattices (Fig.1b).

(a)

(b)
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0-110

2. Experimental procedure
Ti-6Al-4V samples were manufactured by 3D printing using
the selective laser melting (SLM) with the EOSINT M280 (EOS
GmbH) 3D printing machine equipped with an Ytterbium fiber
laser, and operating at 1075 nm wavelength (IPG Photonics Corp.).
Standard regime for manufacturing of the titanium alloys was used.
The chemical composition of a powder corresponded to the ASTM
B348 standard for medical titanium alloy (grade 23). Structural
studies were done with the transmission electron microscopes JEM
200CX and Tecnai G2 30 Twin with scanning systems and energy
dispersive spectrometer EDAX, GATAN-filter image. Mechanical
properties were measured at room temperature with nanoindentor

200 nm

Fig. 1. Microstructure of the reference sample: (a) the bright-field
image; (b) SAED pattern to (a), zone axis [0001]HCP  [110]BCC
High cooling rates at SLM method result in the formation of
the acicular α´ martensitic phase in Ti-6Al-4V (Fig.2a-b). Thin
twins are observed in the structure of the as-build sample (Fig.2c).
The twin plane is corresponds to the tensile HCP {10-12} twin
plane (Fig.2 d). The twinned structure with the same twin plane is
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also observed in the sample after vibration (Fig.3a-c). High density
of the defects one can see inside the HCP plates (Fig.3c).

(a)
(a)

According to X-ray analysis BCC phase is present in both
samples the as-build and after vibration (Fig.5). However, in asbuild sample almost all BCC diffraction lines coincide with HCP
diffraction lines (Fig.5a). In TEM pictures, we did not found the
BCC regions in the as-build sample. Probably, it is associated with
the small and local presence of BCC phase in the structure of the asbuild sample. After vibration the intensity of the BCC diffraction
lines are higher than that in the as-build sample (Fig.5b). Last fact
means that the vibration promotes the phase transformation   .
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Fig. 2. Microstructure of the as-build sample: (a) the bright-field
image; (b) SAED pattern to (a), zone axis [01-11]HCP; (c) the darkfield image taken in HCP twin reflex; (d) SAED pattern to (c), zone
axis [0001]HCP, (10-12) twin plane
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Fig.5. X-ray results of the studied samples: (a) as-build;
(b) after vibration
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Results of nanoidentation and X-ray analysis are presented in
Table 1.
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0-110m

-1100t

Table 1: Results of nanoidentation
Sample
reference
As-build
after
vibration

(10-12)

Fig. 3. Microstructure of the as-build sample: (a) the bright-field
image; (b) the dark-field image taken in HCP twin reflex; (c) the
dark-field image taken in matric reflex; (d) SAED pattern to (c),
zone axis [0001]HCP, (10-12) twin plane

HIT,
GPa

Residual
internal stresses
(MPa)

132
174

5.3
5.6

189

177

5.9

458

Residual
surface
stresses
(MPa)
300
600

As can be seen from the Table 1, the high level of the tensile
internal stresses is found in the as-build sample. The results of Xray and nanoidentation are correlates with each other. After
vibration, the level of the residual elastic stresses is increased in
comparison with that in as-build sample. In contrast to surface
hardening treatments, vibration acts in the same way on both the
internal and surface residual stresses.

We did not found the recrystallization grains in the sample
after vibration, which could testify the occurring the relaxation
process in the structure. The -phase regions with high defect
density were also found in this sample (Fig.4).

(b)

(a)

EIT,
GPa

Conclusion
Thus, low-frequency vibration used in this study affects the
structure, phase composition and residual elastic stresses of the 3D
printed sample. These results are promising for a possibility of
using low-frequency vibration processing for titanium products
manufactured by 3D printing. It is known that surface of the
titanium products needs to be cleaned after every heat treatment.
Low frequency vibration treatment is a non-expensive method,
which allows one to save the material.
Effect of vibration exposure depends on not only the
frequency, but also the amplitude and shape of the oscillations.

011
0-11

130 nm

Fig.4. BCC region in the sample after vibration: (a) the dark field
image taken in (0-11)BCC reflex; (b) SAED pattern to (a), zona axis
[100]BCC
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Thus, by changing the modes of oscillation and the time of action, it
is possible to select the optimal parameters for the relaxation
process, which would promote the decreasing of the residual elastic
stresses.
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Abstract: The influence of various factors on the processes of nonequilibrium crystallization of dipeptide (DPT) from its aqueous solutions
has been studied. The nonequilibrium crystallization leads to the formation of spatially heterogeneous structures. Depending on the charge
of the DPT molecule (neutral or anion), not only the morphology of the surface of the layers changes, but also its electronic structure. The
important role is played by the properties of the substrate-layer interfaces, which are responsible for the formation of ferroelectrics on gold
during the crystallization of the DPT anion. The structure of the solid layers is also significantly affected by charges on the substrate
surface, which can partially or completely compensate for the charges of individual functional groups in the PT molecule. The observed
effects of bipolar resistive switching in peptide layers and the formation of ferroelectrics can find practical application as a smart material of
memristor organic electronics.
Keywords: CRYSTALLIZATION, PHASE TRANSFORMATIONS, SMART BIOMATERIALS, NANOPARTICLES, MEMRISTORS
large-scale practical applications in engineering. Also it was found
that due to the specific zwitterionic structure of their molecule, it is
possible to modify its chemical, electrical and structural properties
simply by changing pH of solution. In this communication, we
report the results of studying the influence of molecule charge and
different interfaces on the structure and electrical properties of PTs
materials to determine the structure-property relationship of the
formed layers and the feasibility of practical application of DPT in
engineering, for example, as a smart material of organic electronics.

1. Introduction
The use of biological objects and the principles of their
functioning for the organization of matter at the molecular level biomimetic - is an actual and intensively developing direction in
nanotechnology. Discoveries in it gave impetus to the creation of
new functional (smart) materials. The characteristic feature that
actually makes them smart is their ability to respond to very slight
changes in the surrounding environment. The uniqueness of these
materials lies not only in the fast macroscopic changes occurring in
their structure but also these transitions being reversible. It is
assumed that such materials can replace metals as conductors of
current, while retaining their inherent resistance and ductility. Also
it was found that the hardness of peptide (PTs) nanospheres formed
as a result of the self-organization of simple protected DPTs turned
out to be higher than the hardness of steel. On the basis of PTs, a
material with unique adhesion properties and providing super-strong
adhesion was developed.
At present, in spite of the continuously increasing number of
PTs studies, the regularities of their binding to solids and the
formation of solid structures from them remain to be studied. In
order to reliably control the formation of PTs based self-organized
structures on solid surfaces, it is necessary to elucidate the roles of
different factors in this process, such as: the molecule chemistry, its
charge, the chemical nature of a substrate surface and the presence
of various defects or foreign “structural” units on it.
Methods of colloid chemistry make it possible to create various
ordered nanostructures on solid surfaces as a result of self-assembly
and self-organization processes. At the same time, they are
characterized by high efficiency, manufacturability and low costs.
Unfortunately, the mechanisms for the formation of solid-phase
nanostructures are still not disclosed. As a result, there is no
possibility of complete control over the technological processes of
their production (coatings, 3D printing, etc.).
There is a considerable interest in the processes of selforganization that occur during crystallization from a melt or
solidification from a solution. First of all this is due to fundamental
problems, in particular, to the problem of molecular design.
However, the relationship between molecular structure and
macroscopic supramolecular organization is very complex and
poorly understood. Therefore, based solely on the structure of the
PT molecule, it is very difficult to predict the final structure and
properties of solid-phase coatings based on it in advance. So a high
level of understanding of the underlying processes and mechanisms
is required. All this requires more detailed studies of all stages of the
processes of PTs crystallization and the influence of various factors
on them.
Previously we investigated basically the synthesis of various
bionanocomposites, including different PTs [1-3]. These studies
have shown that PT composite materials and coatings with silver
and gold nanoparticles (NPs) do have a variety of structural,
electrical and tribological properties that make them promising for

2. Experimental section
In this report, a short DPT {HOOC-(CH2)2-CO-Glu-Lys-NH(CH2)3}2 was taken [3]. It belongs to the class of short PTs of
neuroprotective effect
and is a mimetic of nerve growth factor. Its structural formula is
shown in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. Structure of dipeptide molecule.
When studying the processes of crystallization of DPT layers,
the methods of probe microscopy and spectroscopy (AFM, STM,
STS), IR and Raman spectroscopy, XPS, interference microscopy
and dynamic light scattering were used. The experiments were
carried out at pH values 4.2 (neutral molecule) (DPT-0) and 7.6
(anion) (DPT-1) by adding K2CO3 solution. In each experiment 10
ml of DPT aqueous solution at different pH was deposited at room
temperature on the surface of polycrystalline gold films, as well as
on the cleaned glass and freshly prepared mica and HOPG (ZYH
with misorientation angles of 3.5o-5o) surfaces. The deposited DPT
layers were dried in air at room temperature. Two methods of
deposition were used: drop casting and spin coating at 2000–3000
rpm, resulting in thin and ultrathin layers, respectively. The
maximum height of the formed thin layer at the boundary of the
drop was ≤ 0.5 μm.

3. Results and discussion
The evaporating drop of a colloidal solution deposited on a solid
surface is a complex strictly non equilibrium system in which the
degree of supersaturation continuously changes, local gradients of
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concentrations and temperatures appear, and processes of mass
transfer of the solute to the drop boundary proceed. The final
structure of the composite layer, which can not be predicted in
advance, will be determined by the action of a variety of forces,
particle sizes and concentration of reagents. Therefore, the structures
of thin layers formed in the center and on the rim of the drop can
differ significantly. The limited volume of the article does not allow
us to present and consider all changes in the structure and
morphology of the formed solid layers that are observed moving the
probe from the center of the drop to its periphery. Thus, when
moving in the radial direction from the center to the edge of the
drop, along with the change in structure, the thickness of the layer
also increases and reaches its maximum at drop boundary where the
rim is formed. Only the most characteristic structures in our opinion
are listed here.
At the initial stages of crystallization, the self-assembly of DPT0 NPs begins on the gold surface (Fig.2a). Their average size is ca.
50 nm and the aspect ratio (height/diameter) is 1/10. They are
assembled into separate units, the forms of which are very diverse.
The layers of DPT-1 on the surface of gold also consist of
separate flat NPs, but in this case they form chains with a width of
400-600 nm, oriented in a certain direction (Fig. 2b). The directed
aggregation of DPT-1 NPs into anisotropic chain-like structures
proceeds probably according to the mechanism of bridge formation
between adjacent NPs via non-covalent interparticle interactions.
In the of DPT-1 layers on graphite, a growth of monolayers is
observed. Their height is ≤ 0.9 nm (Fig.2c). This is very close to the
calculated value for an anion of 0.7 nm [4].
Fig. 2d presents 3-d image of ultrathin DPT-1 layer on mica. In
this case the individual mesocrystals are growing. Their height is
less than 80 nm, and the angles formed by the crystal faces are 60°
and 120°. These structural features indicate on one side a higher
degree of perfection of such mesocrystals and on the other side, that
the growth front is formed by certain crystal facets. In addition to
mesocrystals, individual filaments are also can be seen. The height
of these filaments does not exceed 4 nm.

Fig.3. AFM images of thin layers of DPT-0 on the surfaces of mica
(a), gold (b), glass (c) and graphite (d).
In thin layers of DPT-0 on the surface of mica the coalescence
of islands are observed. They have equal thickness about ≈ 2-3 nm
(Fig. 3a). Between the individual islands bridges are formed. In this
case, structures similar to honeycombs appear. Near the rim there is
a coalescence of individual particles of micron size with the
formation of a continuous layer with a height up to 35 nm. It should
be noted that the growth of such aggregates is observed only at the
edges of the drop.
On the surface of gold, the formation of various linear 3-d chains
or short rods begins atop of a layer consisting of tightly packed
‘‘pancakes’’ which can be seen at higher resolutions (left corner of
Fig. 3b). There is a certain similarity between the DPT-0 structures
on mica and gold. Indeed, at the center of the drop on mica, we also
see layers consisting of tightly packed NPs, similar to Fig.3b, and
only upon moving toward the drop boundary, the growth of
individual 3-d aggregates begins. Their length can reach ≥ 10
microns.The morphology of thin layers of DPT-0 on the glass
surface can be characterized as having elongated short chains
formed by individual flat particles as main structural elements of
self-assembling (Fig. 3с). These building blocks forms 100-mkmlong chains composed of individual flat particles with an average
length of ca. 800 nm, a width of 1.2 mkm and a height of 100-150
nm. Similar to the gold surface the chains are also built atop of the
layer consisting of tightly packed NPs. Thin layers of DPT-0 on
graphite completely cover its surface, forming a continuous layer,
which has no pronounced relief (Fig. 3d).

Fig.2. Examples of self-assembly of DPT molecules in ultrathin
layers, DPT-0 (a), DPT-1 (a,b,c) - on gold (a,b), graphite(c) and
mica (d)

Fig.4. AFM-STM images of thin layers of DPT-1 on the
surfaces of mica (a), gold (b), glass at pH 10 (c) and graphite (d).
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On mica the self-assembly of DPT-1 particles takes place with
the formation of aggregates of various shapes (Fig. 4a). The growth
of various crystals oriented in two perpendicular directions occurs
on the surface of gold atop a layer of densely packed particles (Fig.
4b). At pH 10 on glass substrate, DPT-1 chains build dendrite
structures (Fig. 4c). The angle between the branches of dendrites is
30-40°. The formation of such structures was never observed upon
DPT-0 crystallization.
In thin layers of DPT-1 on the graphite surface the growth of
extended fibrous structures of different widths is observed (Fig. 4d).
At a higher resolution, it can be seen that these strands have
different widths. The ultra thin DPT-1 layers crystallize on the
graphite surface in accordance with the mechanism of 2-d (layer-bylayer) growth of monolayers, so the topography of the clean surface
of graphite is copied.
The local tunneling current-voltage characteristics (LTCVC)
DPT-0 and DPT-1 layers on gold and graphite are very different
(Fig.5).

To summarize the experimental results including spectral data,
firstly it is necessary to consider the conformation of the neutral
(DPT-0) and ionized (DPT-1) molecule and their interactions with
gold, graphite, mica and glass surfaces. The total charge of DPT
molecule depends on pH, because it contains amino acids with ionic
side groups. Molecule is neutral when pH reaches the value of 3-4
and is characterized by four stabilizing intramolecular hydrogen
bonds. Then with increasing pH, DPT becomes negatively charged
due to the acid dissociation of two terminal carboxylic groups at
first, and at pH > 10, the negative charge reaches the value - 4 due to
the acid dissociation of two carboxylic groups at the side chains of
the glutamic acid residues. The pH range of 7-8 corresponds to DPT
molecule having one or two ionized terminal carboxyl groups; and
two uncharged amino groups of lysine residues. They can participate
in coordination with the surfaces of different substrates.
Conformation of an isolated anion in a strongly basic environment is
stabilized by eight intramolecular hydrogen bonds. Because of the
repulsion of like-charged groups, the DPT chain stretches and its
radius of gyration increases. Therefore, the height of the anion
decreases in comparison with the height of the neutral molecule
(1.2-1,5nm). This is what we observe in the ultrathin layer on the
graphite surface.
Owing to amphiphilic character of molecule the presence of
water-soluble functional groups of PT molecule (antennas) and
hydrophobic hydrocarbon chain, DPT chains self-organize
differently on the substrates of various polarities.

Fig.5. LTCVC of DPT-0 (1) and DPT-1 (2) on the surface of gold
(A) and graphite (B)
The greatest differences are observed on a gold substrate. In
this case, the width of the energy band (Eg) at points on the surface,
located at a distance of less than 200 nm, can vary from 0 to 3 eV,
the change in the form of LTCVC on different samples is caused by
a change in the local work function or the local density of electronic
states (LDOS) of the substrate-DPT-tip system. For all LTCVC, the
nonlinear form is characteristic and is conformed the model of
currents, limited by the space charge.
Regardless of the nature of the substrate and molecule charge,
the effect of bipolar resistive switching is observed at all LTVACs,
i.e. presence of areas of high (OFF) and low (SET) resistance,
depending on the forward or reverse direction of the current. When a
molecule becomes an anion, the order of their succession also
changes. Thus, the switching effect depends mainly on the charge of
the DPT molecule, not on the substrate. The most interesting result
is the presence of hysteresis of LTCVC in the DPT-1 layers on the
gold surface (Fig.5a). This indicates the existence of residual
polarization and the formation of a ferroelectric. An increase in the
crystallization temperature of DPT to 90° C on the gold surface does
not change the shape of the CVC of the DPT-1 layers and,
consequently, its electronic structure. In the case of DPT-0 layers,
they become dielectrics with Eg ≥ 3 eV. However, in this case it
does not become a ferroelectric.
The significant local nonuniformity of the electronic structure
of DPT layers was found. It is primarily associated with the chosen
method of material deposition. Indeed, the evaporation of water
from the surface of the drop begins at its periphery, and ends at its
center. Therefore, during the evaporation process local DPT
concentrations in the drop volume continuously change. In addition,
with a decrease in the drop area, the rate of evaporation of water
sharply increases; the crystallization conditions change and the
formed layer is disordered. So the thickness of the DPT layer and
morphology of its surface at the center and at the rim are
significantly different. When measuring LTCVCs, a change in the
thickness of the layers will also lead to a change in the local strength
of the electric field. Thus, the formed layers would have a local
lateral disorder in both the interface region and the volume of the
layer. In this case the charge injection process also becomes laterally
heterogeneous and acquires a filamentary character.

Fig.6. The scheme of DPT monolayers orientation on graphite, gold
and mica surfaces, PTs antennas - red, hydrophobic linkers –green
[4]
The materials we studied differ not only in their structure and
chemical composition, but also in the surface charge. Indeed, the
surfaces of graphite and glass are electrically neutral, and on the
surface of gold a positive charge arises only when DPT-1 is
deposited (image charge). The surface of mica, which is a classical
dielectric, contains an equal number of positive and negative
charges. If two terminal carboxylic groups are negatively charged
two antennas of DPT are anchored on mica surface through
hydrogen bonding and electrostatically. Remaining part of the
molecule including its central hydrophobic unit stays non-adsorbed
due to the high surface charge of muscovite (Fig.6).
Therefore, when DPT-0 and DPT-1 are deposited on the
surface of gold and mica, the nature of their interactions will be
significantly different. Initially neutral surface of gold during
adsorption of DPT-0 remains neutral and DPT chain adsorbs
entirely, and upon adsorption of anion DPT-1 is charged positively.
All this contributes to the localization of the DPT-1 molecule on the
surface of mica and gold.
The silanol SiOH groups on the silica surface can participate in
hydrogen bonding with PT chains. The interaction between
molecules is weak hydrogen bonding between amino- and
carboxylic groups and silanol groups of the silica. The surface of
graphite is the most inert and hydrophobic. After depositing the PT,
it becomes hydrophilic, in contrast to, for example, mica and gold
where initially hydrophilic surfaces become hydrophobic (Fig.6).
The influence of the substrate is manifested in the way in which the
growth mechanism of DPT layers changes from a layer-by-layer on
graphite to a growth of individual 3-d aggregates with their
subsequent coalescence on the surfaces of mica and gold.
On the non-charged surface of graphite DPT chain adsorbs entirely
[3]. Here COOH and NH2 groups build intramolecular hydrogen
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bonds. Because of the van der Waals character of the interaction
between the chain and the surface, the strength of the adsorption is
moderate.
1.
We have previously found out that self-organization in PT
layers [1-2] is observed in case of weak particle-substrate2.
interactions at poor wetting conditions and at low rate of solvent
evaporation. Apparently, the stronger interactions between3.
negatively charged carboxyl groups of DPT and positively charged
mica and gold surfaces due to a large number of charges prevent the
formation of extended ordered structures.
The crystallization processes are largely dependent not only on the
nature of the substrate, but also on the surface roughness and the
method of deposition used. As a consequence, at different areas of
the same substrate, the various structures can be observed.

4. Conclusion
Our experimental results demonstrate that the structure and
morphology of the thin layers of the DPT composites depend
significantly on the properties of the substrate-layer interface.
Otherwise, on different substrates, we would observe the same
morphology of relatively thick layers. As a result, a diverse set of
crystal morphologies is observed including disc-like particles,
dendrites, chains and mesocrystals at all stages of DPT
crystallization. Depending on the charge of the DPT molecule
(neutral or anion), not only the morphology of the surface of the
layers changes, but also its electronic structure. This is due to the
fact that the crystallization of DPT-0 leads to the formation of an
organic crystal with covalent and hydrogen bonds, and DPT-1 to the
formation of a DPT-1 salt with an ionic bond type. The important
role is played by the properties of the substrate-layer interfaces,
which are responsible for the formation of ferroelectrics on gold
during the crystallization of the DPT anion. The structure of the
solid layers is also significantly affected by charges on the substrate
surface, which can partially or completely compensate for the
charges of individual functional groups in the PT molecule. It is
known, that polymorphism plays an important role in the
manufacture of drugs and products of fine organic chemistry. Since
DPT we studied is also a drug, its various polymorphs can exhibit
different bioavailability, stability, melting point, solubility. The
effect of bipolar electrical switching allows usage these structures as
elements of two-terminal resistive nonvolatile memory. Regardless
of the specific mechanism for the appearance of CVC hysteresis
DPT -1 can find practical application in memristor organic
electronics.
This study was supported by the Ministry of Education and
Science of the Russian Federation grant 9.1195.2017/4.6.
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INFLUENCE OF THE EXTERNAL MAGNETIC FIELD ON THE STRUCTURE
AND PROPERTIES OF THE HYPEREUTECTIC ALUMINUM-SILICON ALLOY
ВЛИЯНИЕ ВНЕШНЕГО МАГНИТНОГО ПОЛЯ НА СТРУКТУРУ И СВОЙСТВА ЗАЭВТИЧЕСКОГО
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Abstract: The effect of a constant magnetic field during the crystallization of a hypereutectic aluminum alloy on its structure in the solid
state investigated. It is shown that the superposition of the magnetic field positively affects the structure of the alloy. A uniform distribution
of the doped phases and eutectic in the volume of the alloy is observed. The phase of primary silicon significantly changes the size and the
shape. It is established that the influence of an external magnetic field reduces the dimensions of the shrinkage defects. In general, the effect
of an external magnetic field on the structure of the alloy leads to an improvement in the operational properties. The obtained measurement
results showed more stable hardness values over the cross section of the sample in comparison with the alloy that was not processed.
KEYWORDS: CRYSTALLIZATION, STRUCTURE OF ALLOYS, HYPEREUTECTIC ALUMINUM-SILICON ALLOYS, EXTERNAL
MAGNETIC FIELD

1. Introduction
Aluminum casting hypereutectic alloys are used in engineering for
the manufacturing of critical parts. Pistons are produced from these
alloys for internal combustion engines. These parts should have
high operational properties. Without further processing, the
structure of the alloy in the bulk of the metal is distributed
unevenly. The primary silicon phase is predominantly large in size
and is in the form of clusters. It has sharp angles that act as stress
concentrators. The primary silicon is strong and brittle at the same
time. Its uneven distribution in the structure contributes to the
formation of various defects during operation, which lead to the
destruction of parts.

2. Preconditions and means for resolving the problem
To improve the operational properties of hypereutectic silumin,
doping, modification, physical or physicochemical treatment are
used [1-10]. In the first two cases chemical elements are added to
the melt; they, as a rule, are expensive, improvement of metal's
characteristics is not always achieved. Hypereutectic alloy in any
country has a normalized chemical composition, which must be
adhered to and therefore the possibility of entering chemical
elements is limited. The use of melt processing by energy fields of
different physical nature also makes it possible to obtain the
necessary properties of the material. Such techniques are easier to
implement in practice, but they are not yet perfect. Therefore, in this
paper we give results of our investigations of the effect of an
external magnetic field during crystallization process on formation
of the structure of the hypereutectic silumin and on some of its
properties in the solid state.
The aim of the work was to study the effect of a constant magnetic
field during the crystallization of a hypereutectic alloy on its
structure and properties in the solid state.
The alloy was melted at 700° C and poured into a metal mold. A
permanent magnet was placed beneath the bottom of the metal
mold, which interacted with the material to create a magnetic field
in the middle of the alloy.

а)

b)

Fig. 1. Section of hypereutectic alloy:
a) without processing; b) overlapping the
magnetic field.
during the crystallization. It can be seen from the figure that in the
alloy that was being processed, shrinkage defects are much smaller
in size than shrinkage defects in the alloy without treatment. On the
macrosection of the alloy the phase components are distributed,
which are probably phases with alloying elements. In Silumin,
which was exposed to a magnetic field, the distribution of such
phases is uniform in comparison with the alloy without treatment.
With the help of light metallography, the microstructure of the alloy
was analyzed. The size of the structural components and their
distribution were estimated. The main attention was paid to the
shape, size, distribution in the volume of the investigated samples of
primary silicon crystals and phases with iron. Images of the
microstructures of the alloy without and after the action of the
magnetic field are shown in Figures 2 - 3.
The microstructure of the untreated alloy is characterized by a
nonuniform distribution of the eutectic and inclusions of the needle
phases observed in the form of colonies. In some places in the
structure of the alloy, the available silicon phases are large in size,
from 180 μm to 300 μm with sharp angles. Also, phases with a starshaped structure, whose size is from 350 μm to 500 μm, are
observed.

3. Results and discussion
3.1. Results of metallographic analysis
Figure 1 shows the macrostructures of the original hypereutectic
alloy and of alloy after exposure to it of a constant magnetic field
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It can be seen that silicon, which is unevenly distributed in the alloy
structure, is mainly in the form of clusters. The sharp corners of the
silicon phase can be stress concentrators, this significantly reduces
the mechanical properties of the material. Such a distribution of
crystals of primary silicon leads to a rapid destruction of a part of

such an alloy during operation. It is known [11] that the presence of
primary silicon in the structure of large crystals leads to large
intervals of α-solid solution between them, which are easily
scratched by abrasive particles, which leads to a decrease in the
wear resistance of the piston and to formation of such operational
defects as scuffs.
The microstructure of the hypereutectic alloy treated with a
constant external magnetic field compared with the previous case
has a more evenly distributed eutectic, and the dimensions of the
inclusions of primary silicon are much smaller. The distribution of
primary silicon in the volume of the alloy is uniform, and this helps
to reduce the interstitial spaces of the α-solid solution between the
primary silicon crystals and increases the wear resistance of silumin
with an increased silicon concentration [11]. According to the
metallographic analysis in the hypereutectic alloy after the action of
the magnetic field, the sizes of the primary silicon particles were in
the range 20-60 μm.
To obtain a more contrast image of the distribution of different
phases and determine their chemical composition, raster electron
microscopy was used. The obtained images of microstructures with
the help of REM for an alloy without and after exposure to it a
magnetic field are shown in Figures 4 - 5.
Analyzing the structure of the alloy in the initial state, it is worth
noting that it has an inhomogeneity in the distribution of both the
main phases and the alloying elements at the grain boundaries. This
is evidenced by the uneven location of light areas on the image.
A local chemical analysis of the phases and structural constituents
for the alloy without treatment was also determined. Analysis of the
image and local chemical composition shows the formation of the
Al15 (FeMn) 3Si2 phase, which has no classical needle shape, that is
due to the action of nickel (point 2). The eutectic Al + Si (point 1)
and the solid solution based on aluminum (point 3) were also found.
The presence of a primary silicon phase was determined (point 4,
figure 4 b).
The data of the local chemical phase analysis for the hypereutectic
alloy, which crystallized without the influence of external magnetic
action, are given in Table 1.

a)

b)
Fig. 2. Microstructure of hypereutectic alloy without
processing (a, b - different fields of view), × 100

Table 1 - Chemical analysis of the phases of a hypoutectic alloy
without processing by a magnetic field
№
1
2
3

4

Chemical composition of the phase, % mas
Al
Si
Mn
Ni
Fe
76,83
23,17
–
–
–
40,43
0,46
0,59
52,90
5,61
96,88
2,68
0,10
0,13
0,21
1,06
98,80
0,02
0,016
0,047

Phase
(Al+ Si) eutectic
Al15(FeMn)3Si2+Ni
(Al)
(Si)

According to the data of the local chemical phase analysis (Figure
5), in the structure of the alloy after the action of the magnetic field
the following things are observed: the Al + Si eutectic (point 1), the
Al15(FeMn)3Si2 phase containing nickel (point 2), the solid solution
point on the basis of aluminum (point 3) and the primary phase of
silicon (point 4). Local chemical phase analysis data for the alloy
after the action of the magnetic field are given in Table 2.

a)

Table 2 - Chemical analysis of the phases of a hypoutectic alloy after
its treatment by a magnetic field
№
1
2
3
4

Chemical composition of the phase, % mas
Al
Si
Mn
Ni
Fe
43,17
3,41
–
33,60
19,81
6,30
93,43
0,11
0,16
–
98,76
0,89
0,02
0,30
0,02
68,81
30,91
0,07
0,17
0,04

Phase
Al15(FeMn)3Si2+Ni
(Si)
(Al)
(Al+ Si) eutectic

At point 2 (Figure 4) and 1 (Figure 5) there are phases whose
chemical composition and stoichiometry indicate that Ni interacts
with iron. Due to the presence of Ni, the stoichiometry of the
Al15(FeMn)3Si2 phase changes, as well as its appearance. Instead of
extended inclusions of a needle-like shape, compact inclusions are
observed.

b)
Fig. 3. Microstructure of the magnetic field after
treatment of the hypereutectic alloy (a, b - different
fields of view), × 100.
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Microhardness, GPA

3.2. Analysis of microhardness and Brinell hardness
Measurements of the microhardness were performed to determine
the influence of the magnetic field on the properties of the
hypereutectic alloy. The study was conducted in an area that was
guaranteed to be subjected to an external magnetic field, from the
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Fig. 6. Microhardness alloy:
a) in the initial state; b) after external magnetic influence.
are obtained in comparison with the untreated alloy (Figure 6, a).
This may indicate a uniform distribution of alloying elements in the
alloy structure.
In Brinell hardness measurements, the mean change in the HB of
the samples from the bottom to the top of the cast was estimated.
When carrying out the measurements, a steel ball with a diameter of
5 mm was used, the load F was 2452 N (or 250 kgf), and the
holding time was 10 s. Graphs of the average values of the change
in hardness for hypereutectic silumin are shown in Figure 7 a, b.

4

b)

HB

Fig. 4. Microstructure of hypereutectic alloy, which

Brinell hardness

wasn't influenced by a magnetic field, with different
magnitudes:

а) ×785; b) ×393

4

a)

HB
3

Number of measurement
series

1
2

Fig. 5. Microstructure of hypereutectic alloy,
which was influenced by a magnetic field, with
different magnitudes, ×785.

b)
Number of measurement
series
Fig. 7. Hardness
of the alloy according to Brinel:

lower edge of the sample to the depth of the metal. The load on the
diamond pyramid was 50 g, the holding time was 10 s. The results
were compared with measurements in a similar region in the
original alloy. The results obtained are presented in the form of
graphs of microhardness's change in Figure 6.
From the obtained results it can be seen that the superposition of the
magnetic field positively influences the structure of the
hypereutectic alloy. An increase of the microhardness is observed.
The graph shows the changes in the microhardness of the alloy after
the action of an external magnetic field (Figure 6, b). Stable results

a) in the initial state; b) after external magnetic influence.
Figure 7 (a) shows a different distribution of hardness values. This
can be explained by a nonequilibrium structure. The stable values at
the beginning of the graph (Figure 7, b) for the alloy after the action
of the magnetic field can be explained by a more even distribution
of the alloying elements in the alloy structure, and the decrease in
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hardness observed at the end of the graph is due to the fact that the
upper part was less exposed to the magnetic field.
Thus, the effect of a constant magnetic field in the process of
crystallization of the hypereutectic silumin has a noticeable effect
on its structure and properties.

9. Donii, O.M. Crystallization of hypereutecticon silumin AK18
under the action of external electromagnetic field / O.M. Donii,
T.M. Narizhna // International scientific conference "Materials for
work in extreme conditions - 6", December 1 - December 2, 2016 ,
m. Kyiv. - Kyiv: KPI named after Igor Sikorsky, 2016. - P. 320321.
Electronic
resource
access
mode:
http://ela.kpi.ua/handle/123456789/20373 (Ukrainian)
10. Pavlov, A.V. Influence of a pulsed magnetic field on the
microhardness of an aluminum alloy of the Al-1.6% Mn system,
after 3D precipitation / A.V. Pavlov, J. Prezlawski // Student
Scientific Forum 2012: IV Intern. student. electron. sci. Conf., Feb.
15 - March 31, 2012 / The Russian Academy of Natural Sciences. P. 105-112. (Russian)
11. Shemetev, G.F. Aluminum alloys: compositions, properties,
application [Electronic resource]. Part 1: a textbook on the course "
Manufacture of castings from alloys of non-ferrous metals" / G.F.
Shemetev; St. Petersburg State Polytechnic University. - Electron.
text dan. (1 file: 2.6 MB). - St. Petersburg, 2012. - In accordance
with the title from the screen. - Free access from the Internet
(reading, printing, copying). - Text Document. Adobe Acrobat
Reader 7.0. - access mode: http://elib.spbstu.ru/dl/2747.pdf&gt.
(Russian)
12. GOST 1583-93. Cast aluminum alloys. Technical conditions /
Interstate Council for Standardization, Metrology and Certification.
- Minsk. - 1993. 24 p. (Russian).

4. Conclusions
1. The application of an external constant magnetic field for 10-15
seconds during crystallization positively influences the formation of
the structure of the hypereutectic alloy of the Al-Si system.
2. It has been established that treatment with a magnetic field leads
to a reduction in shrinkage defects, and the gas porosity of the
treated alloy does not exceed 1 point in accordance with [12] .
3. In the microstructure after treatment, a uniform distribution of the
doped phases in the bulk of the material and the grinding of the
primary silicon phase is observed. In an alloy without a block, the
size of silicon inclusions is 150 μm - 300 μm, and after processing
30 μm - 60 μm, this indicates its uniformity, which leads to the
improvement of the operating properties of the alloy.
4. It is established that the superposition of the magnetic field
positively affects the microhardness of the hypereutectic silumin.
An average microhardness increase by7.5% is observed. Its
minimum indicator increased by 2%, and the maximum by 72.6%.
5. An increase of the values from 3% to 15% for 66% of the Brinell
hardness measurements after the action of the magnetic field on the
hypereutectic silumin has been shown.
6. The developed technique can be recommended for controlling the
structure formation and pulverization of the phases of primary
silicon of hypereutectic silumins.
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CALCULATION OF TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCES OF THERMAL
EFFECTS AT COOLING OF METAL ALLOYS
РАСЧЕТ ТЕМПЕРАТУРНЫХ ЗАВИСИМОСТЕЙ ТЕПЛОВЫХ ЭФФЕКТОВ ПРИ ОХЛАЖДЕНИИ
МЕТАЛЛИЧЕСКИХ СПЛАВОВ
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Abstract: A method is proposed for determining the temperature dependences of thermal effects (the amount of heat released when the
temperature changes) based on data on the temperature-concentration dependences of the free energies of the phases of metallic systems.
These dependences are necessary for modeling of the processes of crystallization of alloys. They make it possible to obtain temperature
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the Al-Si system, silicon, which in its pure form does not have a
FCC lattice, is included in the FCC structure of the solid state
solution based on aluminum). However, for most metal systems the
data are widely represented in the literature (they are also used to
calculate the state diagrams) on the lattices’ stability parameters (on
the temperature dependences of the differences of the molar free
energies of pure components in the standard state (as a rule-in liquid
one) and in the state with the structure under consideration (with a
certain type of crystal lattice)). Therefore, the problem is reduced to
the determination of enthalpy of mixing and enthalpies of pure
components in phases with the help of known dependences of
excess free energy of mixing and of stability parameters of
components’ lattices. The solution of this problem is complicated
by the fact that in expressions for free energies, the entropic and
enthalpy terms, as a rule, are not separated.
At the same time, the magnitudes of enthalpy, entropy and isobaricisothermal potential are interconnected through the heat capacity
Cp:

1. Introduction
Mathematical modeling of crystallization and formation of the
structure of metal castings [1], including of castings with freezing
[2], is of considerable practical interest. The degree of reliability of
such models is largely determined by the accuracy of the
temperature dependences of the thermal effects associated with the
cooling of the metal. The problem of the availability of such
dependencies is particularly acute when it comes to crystallization
of alloys, as transformations in multi-component systems occur
mostly in the temperature range where the system is in a
heterophase state. And for most alloys, only data of the heat
capacity averaged over the temperature and composition are
generally available.

2. Solution of the problem under consideration

H   C p dT ,

At the same time, data on the temperature-concentration
dependences of the free Gibbs energies of the phases forming the
system under consideration for many metallic systems are given in
the literature. For example, for the case of a two-component system,
the molar free energy and enthalpy of the phase are determined as
[3]:
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If the temperature-concentration dependence of the excess molar
heat capacity of mixing (Сpmix(x,T)) in the phase is expressed as a
polynomial

(2)

where GА(Т), GВ(Т) –are the molar free energy of pure components
A and B in the phase at a temperature T; хА = (1 – хВ), хВ - contents
of components А and В in the phase (molar fractions); Gmix(х,Т) is
the excess molar free energy of mixing in the phase of composition
x at temperature T; НА(Т), НВ(Т) – are molar enthalpies of pure
components A and B in the phase at a temperature Т; Нmix(х,Т) is the
molar enthalpy of mixing in the phase of the composition x at
temperature T.
The temperature-concentration dependences of the excessive
mixing energies in phases (Gmix(х,Т)) are widely given in literary
sources (they are used to calculate state diagrams). In addition, if
the phase structure coincides with the structure of the pure
component in the aggregate state under consideration, then its molar
enthalpy in the phase (НА(Т) or НВ(Т)) can be determined from the
data on the temperature dependence of the heat capacity
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then, in accordance with (3), expressions for molar enthalpies and
excess free energy of mixing will take the form [4, 5]:
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heat capacity of the components in phases whose structures differ
from the structure of the component in pure form (for example, in
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accordance with the thermodynamic phases adopted in [7], the
values of the enthalpy of mixing in all phases of the Pb-Sn system
depend only on the composition and do not depend on the
temperature (the heat capacity of the mixing is zero).

where m1(х) and m2(х) are the integration constants.
The dependence of the specific heat of mixing on the composition
can be taken into account by introducing of each of the coefficients
in (4) in the form of polynomials:
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Table 1. Dependences of Enthalpies of Mixing in the Phases of the
Pb-Sn System

In the same way, by introducing of changes of the components’ heat
capacity in the transition from the standard state to the state under
consideration in the form of polynomials,
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Enthalpy of mixing
Нmix(х,Т), J/Mole

Melt (L)

х(1 – х)∙(4800 + 200∙х)

FCC solid solution based on
plumbum (Pb)

х(1 – х)∙(6700 – 0.365∙х)

(8)

it is possible to obtain expressions for the temperature dependences
of changes of molar enthalpies and free energies of pure
components during phase transitions:
i

Phase

BCC tin solid solution (Sn)
OCT solid solution based on
tin (Sn)

2

х(1 – х)∙(− 203068)

According to the state diagram of the system Pb-Sn [7], at
temperatures above 2340 C (507 K), the considered alloy is in a
single-phase liquid state (Figure 1). Therefore, the thermal effects
(changes of enthalpy) when cooling of 1 mol of alloy by ΔТj = Tj+1–
Tj in the indicated region of temperature are defined as:

(10)

3. Results and discussion

Qi  1  x   H iPb  x  H iSn  H imix xi , Ti  ,

The idea of the proposed method is based on the thesis that, in the
presence of analytical expressions for the temperature-concentration
dependence of the excess molar free energy of mixing in the phase
and the temperature dependences of the stability parameters of the
components’ lattices, their values can be determined for an
arbitrarily large number of values of temperatures and compositions
from the phase’s region of the existence. And the values of
coefficients mmix and mi which are interesting for us can be
determined by solving the system of equations obtained by equating
expressions (6) and (10) with the calculated values of the free
energy of the phase and of the stability parameters of the
components’ lattices. As a result, we obtain the temperatureconcentration dependences of the entalpy and the heat capacity of
the mixing, as well as the temperature dependences of the changes
of the components’ enthalpies and heat capacities at phase
transitions.
The enthalpy of a heterogeneous system is defined as the sum of
enthalpies of individual phases. Therefore, the change of the
enthalpy in the transition of a multiphase system from one state to
another one is defined as the difference of sums of the phases’
enthalpies in these states. In calculating changes of the
heterogeneous system’s enthalpy caused by changes of temperature,
changes of the compositions and quantities of phases remaining in
equilibrium (in accordance with the state diagram) must also be
taken into account.
The peculiarities of the application of the proposed methodology
were investigated on the example of modeling of cooling of the
alloy of the system Pb-Sn, containing 36.35 wt. % Sn (a = 0.499 of
mole fractions of Sn). Temperature dependencies of thermal effects
were calculated at cooling in the range of a temperature from 290 0С
(563 К) to 300С (303 К). The whole period of temperature’s
variation was split into intervals ΔT = 1 K. Changes of enthalpy
were determined for each of these intervals. The step of
temperature's change ΔT = 1K provides the required accuracy of the
calculation. In addition, the thermal effect accompanying cooling by
1K can formally be considered as the average heat capacity in the
specified range of temperature. This allows us to apply algorithms
of the simulation of crystallization of pure metals [2] to calculate
the crystallization of multicomponent alloys. Thermal effects were
determined on the basis of 1 mol of alloy. The temperature
dependences of the heat capacity of pure components in the liquid
state are taken from [6]. The enthalpies of mixing in phases (Table
1) were determined according to the abovementioned method,
based on the data on the excess free mixing energies [7]. In
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of the molar enthalpies of pure tin and plumbum in the liquid phase
when it is cooled by ∆Тj, C pPb T  and C pSn T  - the temperature
dependences of the molar heat capacity of liquid plumbum and tin;
T, K

Fig. 1. Temperature dependences of specific heat effects
when cooling the alloy Pb + 0.499 mol. of the fractions of
Sn (a) and the scheme for determining the specific thermal
effect during crystallization of the eutectic component of the
alloy by the differential curve (b).
(1 - x), x - the content of plumbum and tin in the liquid phase (molar
fractions); H imix x, T  - change of the molar enthalpy of mixing in
the phase when the temperature changes from Tj to Tj + 1.
In the interval from the temperature of liquidus (507 K) to the
eutectic temperature (454 K), and also at temperatures less than 454
K, the alloy stays in a two-phase state (Figure 1) (liquid phase +
solid solution based on plumbum (Pb) - in the first case, and two
solid solutions (Pb) + (Sn) - in the second case). To determine the
changes of enthalpy in the process of cooling of the alloy in the
two-phase regions of the system's existence, changes of the
quantities and phases’ constitutions when the temperature was
changed by ΔTj were taken into account:
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Table 2. Temperature Dependences of Changes of Enthalpies (ΔH) and Heat Capacities (ΔCP) of Components of Pb-Sn Systems
at Phase Transitions
Component

Sn

Liquid phase → (Pb)
−5622+0,055∙Т+0,012∙Т2/2+
∆НІ→ІІ(T), J/moles
+1288342/Т
І→ІІ
∆СР (T), J/(moles∙К) 0,055+0,012∙Т−1288342/Т2
∆НІ→ІІ(T), J/moles

Pb

Type of phase transition I → ІІ

Thermodynamic
function

-4700

∆СрІ→ІІ(T) J/(moles∙К)

0

Liquid phase → (Sn)
−9168-3,952∙Т+0,0174∙Т2/2+
+967769/Т
–3,952+0,0174∙Т+967769/Т2
209555–1,408∙Т+0,00196∙Т2/2-107767/Т
–1,408∙Т+0,00196∙Т2/2+
+107767/Т

(Pb) → (Sn)
5510
−7,795∙10−13+1,47∙10−13∙Т
213580
0

°C
Table 2. Temperature Dependences of Changes of Enthalpies (ΔH) and Heat Capacities (ΔCP) of
Components of Pb-Sn Systems at Phase Transitions

H j  [H I ( x j 1 ,Tj1 ) p j1  H II ( y j1, Tj1 )q j1 ] 
 [ H I ( x j , Tj ) p j  H II ( y j , Tj )q j ] ,
І

(Figure 2a; for the convenience of comparison, the calculated data
are given to 1 g of alloy, calorimetric data are in this form). For
example, according to the calculations, the specific heat released
during the crystallization of the alloy of the given composition is
40.93 J/g, while according to the experimental data, its value is
41.49 J/g (the difference does not exceed 1.5% ). For the amount of
heat released during the crystallization of the eutectic component of
1 g of alloy, these quantities are 19.29 J and 19.09 J, respectively
(the difference does not exceed 1%). It should be noted that, due to
the coherence of the dimensions, the temperature field is not
homogeneous in terms of the volume of the sample under study.
Therefore, the data on thermal effects on the experimental curves
appear to be "stretched" along the abscissa axis (Figure 2a) and in
order to exclude the influence of the inhomogeneity of the
temperature field, the thermal effects at phase transitions were
determined by the areas of figures bounded by peaks on the
experimental differential curves and characteristic lines (Figure 2 b)
[8].

(12)

ІІ

where Н (хj+1,ТJ+1), Н (уj+1,Тj+1) are the molar enthalpies of phases
I and II at temperatures Tj + 1 containing respectively xj + 1 and yj + 1
of molar fractions of tin (according to the diagram of the system’s
state); НІ(хj,Тj), НІІ(уj ,Тj) are the molar enthalpies of phases I and II
at temperature Tj containing xj and yj of molar fractions of tin
(according to the diagram of the system’s state); pj + 1, pj are the
quantities of phase I, respectively, at temperatures Tj + 1 and Tj; qj +
1, qj are the quantities of phase II at temperatures Tj + 1 and Tj,
respectively. The molar enthalpies of the phases were determined
according to the proposed method. Changes of enthalpies and heat
capacities of pure components at phase transitions (Table 2) were
calculated from data on lattices’ stability parameters [7]. The
quantities and constitutions of phases remaining in equilibrium
were calculated on the state diagram in accordance with the lever's
rule.
At a temperature of 454 К, the alloy undergoes an eutectic
transformation, which occurs at a constant temperature. Therefore,
the change of enthalpy was calculated as the difference between the
enthalpy of the liquid phase of the eutectic composition and of the
sum of the enthalpies of two solid solutions, taking into account
their quantities and compositions at eutectic temperature.
To verify the consistency of the proposed method with the help of
differential scanning calorimetry, the temperature dependences of
the thermal effects accompanying the cooling of the alloy of system
Pb-Sn containing 0.499 mol of tin were empirically established (rate
of temperature’s change was 1K/min). It is established that the
experimental and calculated data are in satisfactory compliance

4. Conclusions
1. A procedure for calculating of the temperature dependences of
thermal effects accompanying the cooling and heating of multicomponent alloys is developed. Their presence makes it possible to
develop adequate mathematical models describing the
crystallization of alloys of metallic systems.
2. The results of experimental verification indicate that the proposed
method provides sufficient accuracy of calculation. The discrepancy
between calculated values and experimentally obtained ones does
not exceed 1.5%.
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Abstract: This study reports the milling time optimization of the Al-7 wt.% Si alloys by using planetary ball mill, the incorporation of 2
wt.% LaB6, NbB2, VB and TiB2 particles into Al-7 wt.% Si matrix and the fabrication of composites using cold pressing and pressureless
sintering. Mechanical alloying (MA) time carried out for 4, 8, 12, 16 and 20 h was optimized via crystallite size and phase determinations
and microstructural investigations. 12 h was chosen as optimum MA time. Then, different particulate reinforcements were added to Al-7
wt.% Si matrix to constitute boride reinforced composites. All composite powder batches were also milled for 12 h, then compacted and
sintered at 570°C for 5 h. Microstructural, physical and mechanical (hardness and wear volume loss) properties of these composites were
performed. Hardness values of 120.8 ± 11.37 and 121.77 ± 19.02 were obtained for the LaB6 and TiB2 reinforced composites, respectively.

Keywords: ALUMINIUM BASED COMPOSITES, PARTICULATE REINFORCEMENT, SINTERING, MICROSTRUCTURE

study. As-blended Al-7 wt.% Si powders that were named as Al7Si
were mechanically alloyed for 4, 8, 12, 16 and 20 h using a
FRITSCHTM (400 rpm) planetary ball mill. Hardened steel vials
(500 ml) and balls ( 6 mm) were used, and ball-to-powder weight
ratio was chosen as 7/1. Vials filled with powder batches were
sealed inside a Plaslabs™ glove box (under Ar gas supplied by
Linde™ with 99.999 % purity) to prevent the oxidation. MA’d
powders were characterized by Bruker™ D8 Advanced Series Xray diffractometer (XRD) with CuKα (=1.5406 Å) radiation, 35 kV
and 40 mA operating conditions to determine the crystalline phases.
Also, Bruker™-AXS TOPAS 4.2 software was used to crystallite
size and lattice deformation calculations. Then, morphologies of the
powders were characterized via JEOL™ JCM-6000Plus NeoScope
scanning electron microscope (SEM) coupled with energy
dispersive spectroscopy (EDS).
After the morphological characterizations, optimum MA time
was determined and 2 wt.% different types of boride reinforcements
(LaB6, NbB2, VB and TiB2) were added into Al7Si matrix one by
one. 12 h MA’d powders were compacted using a MSE™ MP-0710
one-action hydraulic press under 450 MPa uniaxial pressure. Each
compacted sample was debinded in a Protherm™ tube furnace
under Ar gas flow at 420C for 2 h with 2C/min heating and
cooling rate. Debinded bodies were sintered at 570C in a Linn™
HT-1800 furnace under inert Ar atmosphere for 5 h (heating and
cooling rate was 10C/min).
Microstructural characterizations of the sintered samples were
carried out using XRD and SEM. Density measurements of the
sintered compacts were carried out using Archimedes method.
Then, Vickers microhardness tests were conducted on the sintered
samples using a Shimadzu™ HMV microhardness tester under a
load of 25 g for 10 s. Result for each sample is the arithmetic mean
of 10 successive indentations and standard deviations. Wear tests
were carried out TribotechnicTM oscillating tribotester by using
100Cr6 steel balls (6 mm), 3 N applied force, 5 mm/s sliding speed
and 25,000 mm total sliding distance. Morphologies of the worn
surfaces were examined with SEM. Besides, compression tests were
performed to determine the compression strength, yield strength and
strain at ShimadzuTM Autograph AGS-J at loading rate of 0.18
mm/min.

1. Introduction
Nowadays, metal matrix composites (MMCs) have wide range
of application areas like aviation, defense and automotive [1–3].
Strength to weight ratio is an important parameter to improve the
MMCs, so light metals are reinforced with ceramic particles that
enable high strength to improve the properties of matrix metals or
alloys [1,2,4,5]. Among the light-weight metals, Al-Si alloys draw a
considerable interest due to their low density, low thermal
expansion, high wear resistance, high stiffness, high corrosion
resistances and good formability [3,6–8].
Although Al based composites were always produced with
liquid-state production techniques, it is possible to produce this
composites with solid-state processes [9,10]. Wettability of the
reinforcement materials in the Al matrix is generally poor, so high
energy milling can be used to produce homogeneous
microstructures [10]. SPEX shaker mill, attritor ball mill, planetary
ball mill, tumbler ball mill, vibratory ball mill are some types of
mills that used for mechanical alloying (MA) in solid-state
processes [10,11]. Amongst them, planetary ball mill is utilized for
production of the milled powders in large quantities [11]. This is the
main advantage of the planetary ball mill although SPEX shaker
mill have 3 times higher rotation speed than that of planetary ball
mill [11]. During the MA, powder particles are fractured, cold
welded, fractured again and rewelded at high energy ball mill
media. Therefore, powder particles are work hardened, particle
sizes refine and composition homogeneity is achieved [11].
Up to now, aluminides, nitrides, carbides, oxides and borides
were used as reinforcements for Al based MMCs due to their
superior mechanical properties [12]. In this work, planetary ball
mill were used for mechanical alloying and homogeneous
dispersion of the reinforcement materials into the Al-7 wt.% Si
matrix. LaB6, NbB2, VB and TiB2 were chosen as reinforcement
particulate materials for these experiments. Also, various boride
reinforced Al-7 wt.% Si powders were milled for constant time, and
they were pressed and sintered to produce boride reinforced
composites. Mechanical, physical and microstructural properties of
the boride reinforced composites were characterized.

2. Experimental Procedure

3. Results and Discussion

Al (Alfa AesarTM, 99.5 % purity, particle size ≤ 12 m), Si
(Alfa AesarTM, 99.99 % purity, particle size ≤ 20 m), LaB6 (Alfa
AesarTM, 99 % purity, particle size ≤ 44 m), NbB2 (Alfa AesarTM,
99 % purity, particle size ≤ 44 m), VB (Alfa AesarTM, 99 % purity,
particle size ≤ 44 m) and TiB2 (Alfa AesarTM, 99 % purity, particle
size ≤ 44 m) powders were used as raw materials in the present

First of all, Al7Si matrix alloy was MA’d for different
durations, and phase and morphology investigations were conducted
to determine the optimum MA duration. Fig. 1(a)-(e) show the XRD
patterns of the Al7Si powders MA’d with different durations (4, 8,
12, 16 and 20 h). XRD patterns of the powders displayed only the
Al and Si phases. Intermetallic phase formation and contamination
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were not detected in the powders even after 20 h milling (within the
detection sensitivity of the diffractometer).

performed for the MA’d powders, then microstructural, physical
and mechanical properties of the sintered bodies were characterized
after pressing and sintering of these MA’d powders.
Fig. 3(a)-(d) show the XRD patterns of the Al7Si-2LaB6, Al7Si2NbB2, Al7Si-2VB and Al7Si-2TiB2 powders, respectively. Only
Al, Si and boride phases were detected. There is not intermetallic
phase formation between the Al, Si and reinforcement particles.

Fig. 1: XRD patterns of the Al7Si powders MA’d for 4 h (a), 8 h (b), 12 h
(c), 16 h (d) and 20 h (e).

Calculated average crystallite sizes and average lattice
deformations of the MA’d (for 4, 8, 12, 16 and 20 h) Al7Si powders
are given at Table 1. Average crystallite sizes of the powders were
reduced and their lattice strains were increased with increasing MA
time. Because, plastic deformation during milling provided the
lattice strain increment [13].

Fig. 3: XRD patterns of the boride reinforced Al7Si powders MA’d for 12 h:
Al7Si-2LaB6 (a), Al7Si-2NbB2 (b), Al7Si-2VB (c), Al7Si-2TiB2 (d).

Table 2: Average crystallite sizes and lattice deformations of the MA’d (for
4, 8, 12, 16 and 20 h) Al7Si powders.
Average
Average lattice
MA time
crystallite size
strain
[h]
[nm]
[%]
4
88.2
0.118
8
73.7
0.189
12
62.4
0.221
16
56.9
0.299
20
48.7
0.345

SEM micrographs of the boride reinforced Al7Si powders
MA’d for 12 h (Al7Si-2LaB6, Al7Si-2NbB2, Al7Si-2VB and Al7Si2TiB2 powders) are given in Fig. 4(a)-(d). Hard and brittle
reinforcement particles caused the fracturing of the matrix material
during milling. Flaky shaped particles were seen in Fig. 4 for all
reinforced powders. However, the fracturing is seen obviously in
the NbB2 and TiB2 reinforced powders (Fig. 4(b) and (d)).

SEM micrographs of Al7Si powders MA’d for 4, 8, 12, 16 and
20 h are presented at Fig. 2 (a)-(e), respectively. 4 h MA’d powder
get flattened due to the ball-to-powder collisions. Besides, 8 and 12
h MA’d powders have equiaxed and agglomerated particle
morphologies. However, 16 and 20 h MA’d powders get flattened
again. Moreover, flattened particles cause crack and porosity
formation after pressing and sintering [11]. Therefore, optimum MA
duration was selected as 12 h to obtain homogeneous particle size
formation.

Fig. 4: SEM micrographs the boride reinforced Al7Si powders MA’d for 12
h: Al7Si-2LaB6 (a), Al7Si-2NbB2 (b), Al7Si-2VB (c), Al7Si-2TiB2.

Each powder was compacted and sintered. After that,
microstructural, physical and mechanical properties of the sintered
compacts were determined via characterization investigations and
their results are explained below.

Fig. 2: SEM micrographs of the Al7Si powders MA'd for 4 h (a), 8 h (b), 12
h (c), 16 h (d) and 20 h (e).

OM images of the sintered compacts are given in Fig. 5 (a)-(d)
for Al7Si-2LaB6, Al7Si-2NbB2, Al7Si-2VB and Al7Si-2TiB2
samples. Si (dark regions) distributed homogeneously into the Al
matrix. Also, particulate reinforcements distributed homogeneously
via MA.

After the MA time optimization, all different reinforcement
particles were added to Al7Si and these blends were MA’d for 12 h
to constitute Al7Si-2LaB6, Al7Si-2NbB2, Al7Si-2VB and Al7Si2TiB2 powders. Microstructural and phase characterizations were
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of the Al7Si-2VB sample is the narrowest one. These wear track
images are in good agreement with the wear volume loss results.

Fig. 6: SEM images of the wear tracks taken from the sintered samples:
Al7Si-2LaB6 (a), Al7Si-2NbB2 (b), Al7Si-2VB (c), Al7Si-2TiB2.
Fig. 5: OM images of the sintered boride reinforced Al7Si samples: Al7Si2LaB6 (a), Al7Si-2NbB2 (b), Al7Si-2VB (c), Al7Si-2TiB2 (d).

Compression strength, yield strength, elastic strain and strain of
the all sintered samples are listed at Table 4. The highest yield
strength was obtained for the TiB2 reinforced composite whereas
the highest compression strength was obtained for the LaB6
reinforced one. Also, elastic strains of the composites were not
high; this situation is probably arisen from the flaky shaped
reinforced and milled powders. These types of hard and brittle
reinforcements resulted in a weak bonding in the ductile matrix and
mechanical properties were not found as so high.

Theoretical density and Archimedes density results are
presented at Table 2. The highest relative density value was reached
with LaB6 reinforcement and the lowest relative density value was
obtained with TiB2 reinforcement. Densities of the samples related
with the interfacial area between the reinforcement and matrix
material. If the reinforcement particles inhibit the diffusion during
solid-state sintering, lower densities enabled than the theoretical
densities [8]. Otherwise, densities of the reinforced samples are low
due to the flaky shaped morphologies of the milled powders. These
flaky microstructures affect negatively the compaction and dense
bodies were not produced.
Table 2: Density measurements of the sintered samples.
Theoretical
Archimedes
Sample
Density
Density
(g/cm3)
(g/cm3)
Al7Si
2.672
2.62
Al7Si-2LaB6
2.690
2.66
Al7Si-2NbB2
2.672
2.65
Al7Si-2VB
2.696
2.64
Al7Si-2TiB2
2.692
2.58

Table 4: Compression strength, yield strength, elastic strain and strain of the
sintered samples.
Yield
Compression
Elastic
Total
Sample
Strength
Strength
Strain
Strain
(MPa)
(MPa)
(%)
(%)
Al7Si-2LaB6
103
164
0.37
2.18
Al7Si-2NbB2
101
152
0.27
0.60
Al7Si-2VB
93
140
0.31
0.66
Al7Si-2TiB2
119
142
0.42
0.68

Relative
Density
(g/cm3)
88.18
88.90
87.96
87.89
86.01

4. Conclusion
In this study, effects of the various types of boride
reinforcements into the Al7Si matrix were examined. The usage of
the planetary ball mill in mechanical alloying applications was also
investigated. Based on the characterization investigations, results
can be summarized as below:

Table 3 shows the average Vickers microhardness results taken
from the 10 successful indentations for each sample. Hardness of
the MA’d and sintered composites with various reinforcements are
higher than the hardness of the MA’d and sintered Al-Si matrix
alloy. The Vickers microhardness value of the VB reinforced
composite is the highest value amongst all samples. Besides, wear
volume tests were conducted for all reinforced samples. VB
reinforced composite has the lowest wear volume loss. Therefore,
VB reinforcement improve the wear resistance and microhardness
of the matrix.
Table 3: Microhardness measurements and wear volume losses of the
sintered samples.
Vickers
Wear volume
Standard
Sample
Microhardness
loss
Deviation
(HV)
(mm3)
Al7Si
104.7
±20.1
Al7Si-2LaB6
120.8
±11.3
0.007
Al7Si-2NbB2
114.9
±14.6
0.012
Al7Si-2VB
135
±28.4
0.005
Al7Si-2TiB2
121.7
±19.0
0.010



Al7Si matrix powders were milled for different durations.
Although, crystallite sizes reduced with increasing MA time,
particles were started to be flattened after 12 h of MA.
Therefore, optimum MA time was chosen as 12 h.



Among the sintered samples, the highest relative density was
obtained for the Al7Si-2LaB6 sample



Among the sintered samples, the highest hardness and wear
resistance were obtained for the Al7Si-2VB sample. Besides,
Al7Si-2TiB2 composite has the highest yield strength.
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ВЛИЯНИЕ РАЗЛИЧНЫХ ФАКТОРОВ НА МИКРОМЕХАНИЧЕСКИЕ СВОЙСТВА
СТАЛЕЙ
INFLUENCE OF VARIOUS FACTORS ON MICROMECHANICAL PROPERTIES OF STEELS
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Abstract: This work is aimed at determining the influence of some factors (the value of load P applied to indentor, deformation
temperature T and duration τ of load application) on the modification of the mechanical properties of steel and iron alloy samples subjected
to micro-, macroindentation action. It has been demonstrated that the dependence H = f (P) is not monotonous. The microhardness-load
curves H = f (P) can be divided into three load ranges within which the hardness values undergo certain changes: (i) the 1st interval P = 0.050.5 N; (ii) the second interval P = 0.5-2.0 N; (iii) third interval P = 2.0-7.6 N. Intervals I and II refer to the characteristics of submicro- and
microhardness, the deformation zone around the imprint includes one or two grains and largely occurs by the intragranular dislocation
mechanism. A small contribution of the intergranular dislocation mechanism also takes place in the II interval. Interval III describes the
macrohardness parameter, the deformed zone around the imprints covers several grains, the deformation mechanism is significantly
complicated by the activation of the rotational deformation mechanism, migration of the grain boundaries, and the grain moving as a single
whole. For all the studied temperatures (T = 300, 400, 500, 600) K, two deformation stages are selected: I – nonmonotonous stage, P < 2,0 N
(microindentation stage) and II – smooth stage, P > 2.0 N (macroindentation stage). It was shown that the increase of values of all
investigated factors (the load value increasing, the deformation temperature growth and the increase of the applied load duration) reduces the
hardness value. The explanation of this phenomenon has been made.
Keywords: STEELS, INDENTATION, MECHANICAL PROPERTIES, HARDNESS, MICROSTRUCTURE, LOAD,
TEMPERATURE, LOADING DURATION

с наличием довольно большого числа факторов, которые
независимо или совместно с другими факторами оказывают
влияние на значение конечной величины микротвердости или
макротвердости.
Важно отметить, что прочностные свойства материала
могут существенно изменяться в процессе приложения
нагрузки. Характер зависимости твердости от нагрузки для
каждого материала в значительной степени зависит от
способа его обработки и продолжительности приложения
нагрузки. Например, во время вдавливания индентора
сопротивление материала постепенно возрастает, поэтому
рекомендуется определять твердость на определенной
глубине для различных материалов. Аналогично этому, при
изучении износостойкости поверхность может быть
подвергнута закалке, в результате чего ее износостойкость
будет увеличиваться. Поэтому, исследование динамики
микровдавливания необходимо для установления физической
природы микротвердости. Изучение влияния длительности
приложения нагрузки и температуры на величину твердости
металлов проводилось в работах [1,4]. Было показано, что на
протяжении времени проникновения поле напряжений
увеличивается из-за неадекватности явлений на границе
между упругими и пластическими зонами. Это создает
значительные остаточные напряжения, которые становятся
определяющими при удалении приложенной нагрузки.
Однако четкой зависимости микротвердости от длительности
приложения нагрузки для разных металлов не было
установлено. В некоторых случаях было показано, что
значение Н уменьшается с увеличением длительности
действия приложенной нагрузки. В других случаях
зависимость твердости от τ была почти незаметной.

1. Введение
Одной из основных задач при изучении материалов
является исследование их механических свойств и оценка
взаимосвязи этих свойств со структурой. Механические
свойства
характеризуют
способность
материала
противостоять деформации и разрушению. Механические
свойства - эластичность, твердость, пластичность, вязкость и
другие в большинстве случаев являются основой для
правильного выбора металла. Знание механических свойств
важно как для строителей, так и для технологов. Для
материалов, которые используются как строительные, эти
свойства являются определяющими. Большое влияние на
долговечность материалов оказывает величина приложенной
нагрузки. Как правило, твердость материала уменьшается по
мере увеличения нагрузки.
Влияние становится гораздо более выраженным, когда
одновременно с увеличением нагрузки возрастает и
температура, при которой внешняя сила прикладывается.
Данный вопрос, в частности зависимость микротвердости от
величины
нагрузки,
является
объектом
внимания
исследователей, начиная с обнаружения несогласованности
между величиной макротвердости и микротвердости для
одного и того же материала, измеренной при одинаковых
условиях [1]. Также было продемонстрировано [2], что
зависимость твердости металлов, определенная по методу
Виккерса H = f (P), в широком интервале нагрузок имеет
немонотонный ход. Известно также, что увеличение
температуры деформации снижает твердость [3]. Однако
общие закономерности этого влияния на металлы не были
полностью установлены. Это в значительной степени связано
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подвергаются конкретным изменениям. Так, можно выделить:
(i) I-й интервал P = 0.05-0.5 N; (ii) II-й интервал P = 0.5-2.0 N;
(iii) III-й интервал P = 2.0-7.6 N. Как мы видим, интервалы I и
II относятся к характеристикам субмикро- и микротвердости,
а интервал III описывает параметр макротвердости. В этом
отношении изученные металлические образцы обладают
следующими характеристиками. Интервал I отличается тем,
что значения твердости постепенно возрастают с
увеличением нагрузки. Интервал III демонстрирует довольно
монотонное уменьшение H, когда величина нагрузки
возрастает. А самым неустойчивым с точки зрения изменения
твердости является второй интервал, в пределах которого с
ростом Р твердость то уменьшается, то возрастает. Что
касается плавного уменьшения твердости при нагрузках P >
2.0 N, то это присуще обоим изученным образцам и совпадает
с литературными данными [2]. Особый интерес представляет
отметить волнообразный характер изменения зависимости H
= f(P) в интервале II,
где твердость колеблется в
определенном диапазоне значений.
Отмеченные
три
интервала
также
отличаются
микроструктурой
деформированной
области
вокруг
отпечатков. В качестве примера на рис. 2 показан вид
отпечатков, нанесенных при двух нагрузках, относящихся,
соответственно, к интервалам II и III. Отчетливо видно
различие
в
формировании
пластической
зоны.
Деформированная область вокруг отпечатка от нагрузки 0.5 N
распространяется практически в пределах одного зерна, и
отпечаток имеет почти квадратную форму (рис. 2а). В то
время как деформация в окрестности отпечатка от нагрузки
3.0 N захватывает область нескольких зерен, что приводит к
существенному искажению сторон отпечатка по причине
разворота зерен в различных направлениях (рис. 2б).
Сказанное наглядно подтверждается картиной поверхности
вокруг отпечатка в режиме интерференции (Рис. 3).

Учитывая
вышеизложенное,
настоящая
работа
посвящена изучению влияния ряда факторов (нагрузки P,
приложенной к индентору, температуры деформирования T и
длительности приложения нагрузки τ) на механические
свойства металлических образцов, подвергнутых действию
концентрированной нагрузки, а именно индентированию.

2. Методика эксперимента
Используя
микротвердомер
PMT-3,
методом
квазистатического вдавливания были определены параметры
твердости обычной нержавеющей стали Ст3сп (в дальнейшем
- сталь) и сплава железа, содержащего 0.40 вес.% Si, 1.40
вес.% Mn и др. элементы (в дальнейшем – сплав железа или
сплав Fe). Размер зерен в поликристаллах колебался в
пределах Lmed = 20-50 μm. Нагрузка на индентор
варьировалась в пределах P = (0,05-7,6) N с 10-ю
конкретными значениями: 0.05, 0.1, 0.2, 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0, 3.0,
5.0, 7.6 N. Для получения качественных результатов при
каждой нагрузке наносилось по 10 отпечатков. Твердость
рассчитывалась как среднее арифметическое по известной
формуле: H = 1854 P/d2 [3]. Исследование деформированной
области вокруг отпечатков проводилось методами оптической
микроскопии в режиме отражения и интерференции и
селективным химическим травлением, которые представляют
собой важный инструмент для определения механизма
деформации материалов и прогнозирования их качества при
эксплуатации. Образцы для исследований при высокой
температуре фиксировались на миниатюрной печи,
установленной на рабочем столике микротвердомера и
подключенной к температурному датчику с указанием
температурных индексов. В соответствии с их значениями на
основе калибровочной кривой устанавливалась температура
эксперимента. Испытания проводились в температурном
диапазоне T = 300-600 K. Испытания на длительность
приложения нагрузки выполнялись при комнатной
температуре в интервале τ = (0,0014-110) часов.

3. Результаты и дискуссия
Фактор величины нагрузки. Рассмотрим влияние
приложенной нагрузки на модификацию твердости. Кривые
на рис. 1 представляют собой графическое изменение
твердости исследуемых металлов при увеличении нагрузки,
приложенной к индентору при комнатной температуре.

Рис. 2. Микроструктура поверхности вокруг отпечатков, нанесенных на стали при разных нагрузках. Р, N: а - 0.5; б - 3.0

Рис.1. Зависимость твердости от величины приложенной
нагрузки. H = f(P). 1 – сталь; 2 – сплав Fe
Из анализа общего хода зависимостей можно видеть
изменение значений твердости с ростом Р и немонотонность
этих зависимостей. Как видно из зависимостей H = f (P) для
исследованных образцов металлов, с определенной степенью
приближения кривые можно разделить на три диапазона
нагрузок, в пределах которых значения твердости

Рис. 3. Интерференционная картина поверхности вокруг
отпечатка, нанесенного на стали при нагрузке Р = 3.0 N.
Диаметр отпечатка равен ≈ 60 μm
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Данный результат указывает на участие различных
механизмов
деформации
при
изменении
величины
приложенной нагрузки. Здесь можно провести параллель с
размером зерен в изученных поликристаллических
металлических материалах. Интервалы I и II относятся к
области
субмикрои
микротвердости,
деформация
охватывает один или два зерна и в значительной степени
выполняется внутризеренным дислокационным механизмом с
небольшим
вкладом
межзеренной
дислокационной
пластичности. В свою очередь интервал III описывает область
макротвердости, деформированная зона вокруг отпечатков
охватывает несколько зерен, поэтому механизм деформации
существенно усложняется за счет активизации ротационного
механизма деформации, миграции границ зерен и движения
зерен как единого целого. Отметим, что полученные
результаты демонстрируют ту же тенденцию, которая была
установлена в работе [2] на сталях другого химического
состава.

размер зернa Lmed, а областью микроиндентирования назовем
интервал II, в котором размер отпечатков меньше размера
зерна, а деформированная зона находится внутри зерна или
раза в два превышает его размер (Табл.1).
Таблица 1. Соотношение между размером зерна Lmed,
приложенной нагрузкой P, диаметром отпечатка d и
деформированной зоной D в стали и сплаве Fe
Интервал

Влияние температуры на механические свойства
металлических образцов. Рассмотрим далее, как

I

Образец
Сталь

Lmed,
µm
30-50

Сплав
Fe

20-50

T,
300К
d
D
d
D

0.05-0.5

II
P, N
1.0-2.0

Этап 1
9-25
40-52
18-54
81-104
9-23
34-49
18-47
68-98

III
3.0-7.6
Этап 2
62-115
125-225
55-105
115-210

Первый этап, в значительной степени немонотонный ход
кривой, находится в диапазоне нагрузок до ≈ 2.0 N (этап
микротвердости), второй этап – более плавный ход кривой,
описывает процесс структурных изменений при Р > 2.0 N
(этап макротвердости). Существование этих двух этапов еще
более отчетливо выражено, если проанализируем кривую h=
f(Р), где h – глубина отпечатка (рис. 5).

температурный фактор влияет на процессы структурных
превращений при действии сосредоточенной нагрузки. В
результате экспериментальных исследований были получены
следующие кривые (рис. 4). Зависимости H = f(T,P),
представленные на рис. 4 для более высоких температур
также, как и для Ткомн демонстрируют немонотонный характер
кривых.

Рис. 5. Сталь. Изменение глубины отпечатка h с ростом
нагрузки P для четырех исследованных температур

Из рисунка видно, что для всех температур на кривых
h= f(Р), существует перегиб вблизи P ≈ 2,0 N и h ≈ (6,5-7,5)
µm, который делит кривые на два участка, отличающиеся
между собой по углу наклона (φ1 > φ2). Это указывает на то,
что на втором этапе углубление индентора с ростом нагрузки
происходит медленнее, чем на первом, что и приводит к более
монотонному протеканию процесса индентирования на
втором этапе, поскольку кристалл успевает адаптироваться к
новому напряженному состоянию. На первом этапе основным
механизмом
деформации
будет
внутризеренная
дислокационная пластичность с некоторым подключением
межзеренной дислокационной пластичности. Это связано с
тем, что деформированная зона отпечатков на данном этапе
иногда может распространяться целиком в пределах одного
зерна и тогда скольжение является более облегченным. Если
же отпечаток оказывается вблизи границы зерна или
пересекает границу двух зерен, то деформированная зона
переходит в соседнее зерно, имеющее другую ориентацию.
При
этом
подключается
механизм
межзеренной
пластичности, что затрудняет скольжение, и как следствие,
вызывает возрастание твердости. В зависимости от доли
участия одного или другого механизма на кривых Н(Р)

Рис. 4 Зависимость твердости стали от величины
приложенной нагрузки, H = f(P), для различных температур,
T, K: 1 – 300; 2 – 400; 3 – 500; 4 – 600
Кроме того для каждой из изученных температур кривые
Н(Р) демонстрируют те же три интервала, которые, как
указано выше, определяются различными механизмами
пластической
деформации
в
поликристаллических
материалах. Однако первые два интервала можно объединить
между собой в один этап поскольку они оба относятся к
области субмикро- и микроиндентирования. Областью
субмикроиндентирования назовем интервал I, в пределах
которого
максимальная
деформированная
зона
D
(квазидеструктурированная область [4,5]) не превышает
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возникает немонотонность. Что касается второго этапа
(интервал III), в нем размеры отпечатков, и тем более размеры
деформированной зоны вокруг них охватывают несколько и
более зерен, что приводит к качественной смене механизма
деформирования. На данном этапе работают практически все
возможные механизмы деформации в зависимости от
величины приложенной нагрузки: внутри- и межзеренное
скольжение, ротационная пластичность, миграция зерен как
единого целого относительно друг друга и т.д. Чем выше
приложенная нагрузка, тем большее число механизмов
принимает участие в процессе деформации при образовании
отпечатка. Это облегчает пластическое течение материала,
что приводит к постепенному уменьшению твердости на
втором этапе.
Полученные результаты также показали, что увеличение
температуры на 300 градусов, от Ткомн до 600 К не сильно
влияет на величину твердости. Тем не менее, можно заметить,
что рост температуры сопровождается уменьшением степени
немонотонности на первом этапе (см. рис. 4). Это
обусловлено тем, что с ростом температуры деформирования
подвижность дислокаций возрастает, т.е. возрастают
пластические свойства материала, и как следствие, процесс
деформации становится более плавным. Выявленные
закономерности представляют интерес для практического
применения металлов и требуют дальнейших исследований.

Анализ представленных графиков позволяет сделать
следующие выводы. Влияние длительности приложения
концентрированной нагрузки (в дальнейшем «длительности»)
является незначительным для обоих образцов. Хотя нет четкой
зависимости, все же, в целом, наблюдается тенденция
уменьшения микротвердости с увеличением длительности τ для
обоих образцов. Нетрудно заметить также, что поведение
образца стали при более низкой нагрузке (P= 0,5 N) более
чувствительно к изменению длительности; при P = 2,0 N
значение микротвердости почти не зависит от длительности и
находится, примерно, в пределах постоянного интервала.
Микротвердость сплава железа, хотя и неоднородно, но все же
уменьшается с увеличением длительности. Результаты,
полученные в работе, находятся в удовлетворительном
соответствии с литературными данными [1,6]. Но следует
отметить, что они были установлены при использовании других
типов деформаций (растяжение, сжатие, кручение и др.), чем
метод, используемый в данной работе. Последнее наблюдение
говорит о существовании некоторой «универсальности» в
поведении материалов, подверженных различным видам
деформации, но которые, в конечном счете, описывают одни и
те же общие внутренние процессы массопереноса в твердых
телах.

4. Заключение

Влияние длительности приложения нагрузки. В

В работе было исследовано влияние различных внешних
факторов (нагрузка на индентор Р, температура Т, при
которой производится деформация, и длительность
приложения нагрузки τ) на изменение микроструктуры и
твердости образцов стали и сплава железа, подвергнутых
действию
концентрированной
нагрузки,
а
именно
индентированию. Установлены основные особенности
протекания процесса деформирования при внедрении
индентора и дано физическое объяснение наблюдаемым
закономерностям.

дополнение
к
факторам,
описанным
выше,
был
проанализирован еще один фактор, а именно влияние
длительности приложения нагрузки
на механические
свойства металлических образцов. Другими словами, был
рассмотрен параметр ползучести. На рис. 6 представлены
кривые изменения микротвердости в зависимости от
длительности приложения нагрузки на индентор.

Работа выполнена в рамках проекта ERA Net_Rus Plus –
2018 -2020.
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Abstract. The ferro-, antiferroelectric and rotational phase transitions of known binary perovskite structure oxides (ABO3) and fluorites
(ABF3) have been considered. Some correlations between their phase transition temperature values, on the one hand, and the interatomic
bond А-X (X – O or F) strain values, on the other hand, have been constructed. It has been established that the known perovskite structure
binary oxides and fluorites with different phase transition nature, caused of a lot of their composition and structure factors, are conditioned,
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2. Model and the interatomic bond A-X strain
determination

1. Introduction
Solid state binary perovskite structure oxides (PSO) and fluorites
(PSF) which compositions are described by the general ABХ3
formula, where Х = О or F, have been intensively synthesized and
studied and study for more than 60 years [1-5], because some of
them undergo structural phase transitions (PT) of different nature at
appointed temperatures. Those are ferroelectric (FE) phase
transitions, at which polar phases appear in the substance;
antiferroelectric (AFE) PT, at which antipolar phases appear as well
as φ- and ψ-type rotational, R, nonferroelectric ones at which
different transformations of the octahedral frame of crystal lattice
have place. As effect of the structural PT symmetry Oh1 of preceding
phase reduces abruptly into a lower symmetry and, as rule,
transforms to any of its subgroups. Ferroelectrics and their solid
solutions are basic of the active functional materials for electronics,
and their PTs temperature values play an important role. In this
connection, understanding why a compound is ferro- or
antiferroelectric or undergoes rotational phase transitions and what
its temperatures can depend on is of great theoretical interest as well
as has practical implications for directed search of new compounds
and materials on its basis with the certain structure and properties.
Is there a common feature of the binary PSO and PSF structure
that can determine their PT nature and their temperature values?
What a feature is necessary to classify their PTs? The theory of
ferroelectricity tries different concepts, values or parameters for this
role. They are used to construct some qualitative and quantitative
correlations between the PT nature and temperature values, on the
one hand, and these parameters, on the other hand. Some of them
can be determined only experimentally, others - both
experimentally and calculated a'priori. Why are there no
ferroelectric or antiferroelectric phase transitions in fluorites, while
there are no symmetric constraints for them? Can polar or antipolar
phases appear in those compounds in principle? Why do take place
similar rotational phase transitions in both the PSO and the PSF?
The aim of this work is to answer the above and other questions
using the proposed the interatomic bonds A-O strains, δAO, or A-F,
δAF, calculated using the perovskite structure quasi-elastic model
proposed by Sakhnenko VP in 1972 [6] and to construct some
correlations between these quantities, on the one hand, and
corresponding PT temperatures, on the other hand.

Review briefly the unstrained cation-anion bonds elastic model
or quasi-elastic perovskite cell model [1, 6-10]. In its creation,
analysis and use participated author too. The internal energy of a
crystal is modeled as the elastic energy of deformable cation-anion
bonds in perovskite structure. The main assumption of the model is
that for any cation-anion bond one can introduce an equilibrium
bond length – the length of an unstrained bond A-X or B-Х, and their
stiffness coefficients. These parameters are assumed to be constants
for such cation-anion pairs in every compound ABX3 belonging to
the same structural type.
In the case of a binary perovskite with chemical formula ABX3,
taking into account 12 A-X and six B-X bonds in the reduced cubic
perovskite cell one can write the elastic energy as
2

 a

a

(1) U  6k AX 
 L0AX   3k BX   L0BX  ,
2
2




a
where is the reduced cubic cell parameter corresponding to one
ABX3 formula unit of a usual slightly distorted perovskite cell, L0AO
and L0BO are unstrained bond lengths of the A-X and B-X pairs, and
k AX and k BX are their respective stiffness coefficients. In the
perovskite compounds the interatomic distances can differ
substantially from the respective lengths of the unstrained bonds.
According to our estimates, their difference for A-X bond can be up
to 25%. Therefore, it is assumed that the equilibrium state
corresponds to the minimum of the elastic energy (1).
The stiffness coefficients k AX and k BX can be estimated from
the generalization of empirical relations found by Gordy [11] in
1946 from the analysis of molecules, which for the case of
perovskites can be simplified to
n
(2) k AX  A  ; k BX  n B  ,
4
where n A and n B are valences of the ions A and B, respectively,
and γ is a constant. By minimization of the energy U given by
equation (1), we obtain the following relation for the reduced lattice
constant of the cubic ABO3 perovskite unit cell:
4 2k AX L0AX  2k BX L0BX
(3) a 
.
4k AX  k BX
Unstrained elastic bond lengths for many chemical elements
frequently encountered in perovskite compounds were calculated
and are given in the supporting information to this work.
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Despite the seeming simplicity of the reviewed model, it
allows the prediction of the reduced cubic lattice constants of
perovskites with an accuracy of better than 1 %. Another striking
conclusion that can be drawn from the model is the equation
(4) a1  a4  a2  a3
between the reduced cubic lattice constants a1 , a 2 a 3 and a 4 of
the perovskite-like compounds with the chemical formulae ABX3,
A′BX3, AB′X3 and A′B′X3, respectively, where A, A′ and B, B′ are
pairs of cations with equal valences, and X is oxygen or a halogen.
As shown in papers [7, 10] the relation (4) holds for more than 50
analyzed sets of perovskites to accuracy better than 1%. This
striking relation, who holds for the lattice parameters of
completely different perovskites, justifies assumption used in the
model.
Substituting in (3) the values k AX and k BX (2) through the
valences of the atoms A and B n A and n B , we obtain a formula
for determining the average parameter aexp  3 Vcell

of the

reduced perovskite cell, which can be slightly distorted, that is,
differ from the ideal cubic one:
(4) a calc =

2 n A L0AX  2n B L0BX
.
n A  nB

Expression (4) will be used later to calculate the interatomic bond
A-X strains.

Table 1. Phase transition nature and temperatures and the
calculated interatomic bonds A-X strains in oxides and fluorites
PT type, composition, bond A-X and
B-X strains (δА-X/δВ-X) , % and ТPT, K
FE1) and
AFE1) and
rotational
*FE2)
*AFE
PT, R PT
KNbO3
NaNbO3
NaNbO3
(-0.2/0.0)
(15/-2.5)
(15/-2.5)
ТPT= 708
ТРТ = 630
*KTaO3
CdTiO3
NaTaO3
(0.2/-0)
(9.1/-4.0)
(15.4/-2.6)
ТPT = 13
ТРТ = 1223
*SrTiO3
*CdSnO3
CaTiO3
(1.4/-0.7)
(12.6/-5.3)
(6.2/-2.8)
ТPT = 10
ТРТ = 1073
*CdHfO3
PbTiO3
SrZrO3
(13.8/-5.7)
(-1.0/0.5)
(6.2/-2.8)
ТPT = 763
ТРТ = 1050
*PbSnO3
BaTiO3
SmAlO3
(2.0/-1.0)
(-2.8/1.5)
(-0.3/0.3)
ТPT = 403
ТPT = 400
*PbHfO3
PrAlO3
(3.0/-1.4)
(-0.8/0.9)
ТPT = 490
PbZrO3
LaAlO3
(3.6/-1.6)
(-1.4/1.4)
ТPT = 505
NaMgF3
(13.1/-5.4)
KMnF3
(7.0/-3.3)
–
–
KCdF3
(11.6/-4.8)
–
–
KCaF3
(13.1/-5.6)
–
–
TlCdF3
(7.7/-3.5)
–
RbCdF3
(7.7/-3.5)
–
RbCaF3
(9.4/-4.1)

R PT: ТPT and
final phase
T1, K
G1
914

00ψ

903

00ψ

The length of the strained interatomic bonds A-X or B-X
differs, sometimes considerably, from their unstrained equilibrium
length, and their relative strains can be determined by the
formula:
L  L0
L  L0
(5)  AX  AX 0 AX ,  BX  BX 0 BX ,
L AX
L BX
where
(6) L AX  а calc / 2 and LBX  аcalc / 2 .
Expression (5) and (6) will be used to calculate (Table 1) the
interatomic bonds A-X strains.

3. Separation of phase transitions of different nature
from the interatomic bond A-X strain values
The considered binary oxides and fluorides having phase
transitions of various natures together with the calculated
interatomic bond strains are shown in Table 1. In its 1) -in
boldface, the formulas of binary oxides and fluorites are
identified, the strains of the interatomic bonds in them, the
abbreviated names of the established nature of their phase
transitions and the bonds A-X strains in binary oxides and fluorites
values of their temperatures, while 2) - in the usual font formulas
– are written, the value of the interatomic bond strains in them,
the abbreviated names of the assumed phase transitions nature and
the values of their temperatures, which is also noted
by the sign "*".
Таблица 2 - The intervals of calculated values (δАX)сalc and
(δBX)сalc for binary PSO and PSF testing: ferro- (FE), antiferroelectric (AFE) and rotational (R) φ- and ψ-types
PT and intervals of their experimental temperatures (TPT)exp
PT
nature

FE
AFE

1533

φφψ

1440

00φ

2100

φφφ

1320

φφφ

770

φφφ

1170

φψφ

185

00φ

488

00ψ

560

0φψ

191

00φ

124

00φ

198

00φ

R PT
φ-type
RPT
ψ-type
R PT
φ-type
R PT
ψ-type

Intervals (δAX)сalc , % and
Intervals (δBX)р, %
PT temperatures
and PT temperatures
(TPT)exp, K
(TPT)exp , K
from
up to
from
up to
Ferro- and antiferroelectric PT of PSO
δAO = -2.8; δAO = -0.2;
δBO = 0,0;
δBO = 1.5;
TPT = 393
TPT=763
TPT=763
TPT=393
δAO = 1.8;
δAO = 15.0;
δBO = -5.7;
δBO = -1.0
TPT = 400
TPT = 638
TPT = 1070
TPT = 400
Rotational PT of φ- и ψ-types of PSO
δAO = -1,6;
δAO = 6.2;
δВO = -2.8;
TPT = 700
TPT = 1440
TPT = 1440
δAO = 6.2;
δAO = 15.4
δВO = -2.8;
TPT =1533
TPT = 914
TPT = 914
Rotational PT of φ- и ψ–types of PSF
δAF = 7.7;
δAF = 9.4;
δBF = -4.1;
TPT = 124
TPT = 198
TPT = 198
δAF =11.6;
δAF = 13.1;
δBF = -5.6;
TPT = 488
TPT = 560
TPT = 560

δВO = 1.4;
TPT = 700
δBO = -2.5;
TPT= 1533
δBF = -3.3;
TPT = 124
δBF = -4,8
TPT = 488

In the structures of the majority of binary PSO, as in the
structures of the binary PSF, bonds A-O or A-F are stretched
(δAO > 0 or δАF > 0), and B-O or B-F bonds are compressed
(δBО < 0 or δBF < 0), in comparison with the tightest packing of
atoms. Nevertheless, several PSO, among which there are famous
ferroelectrics KNbO3, PbTiO3 and BaTiO3 (See Table 1), have
compressed interatomic A-O bonds and, on the contrary, though
slightly but stretched B-O bonds.
The calculated values are the intervals of variation of the
computed δAO or δAF (Table 2) and the intervals of the
experimental temperatures of the corresponding PTs of various
nature for the PSO and the PSF, which are quite clearly separated
from each other in the values δAO or δAF in the case of FE and
AFE PT (Fig. 1), and on the generalized diagram the line of the
polynomial trend of degree 6 most accurately describes this
dependence. Nevertheless, it can be seen that the trend of degree 6
more accurately describes this dependence for AFE PT.
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4. Correlations between the phase transition
temperatures and the interatomic bond A-X strains
Several correlations on the diagrams (δAO, TPT) or (δAF, TPT) are
constructed to determine how the nature of the observed PT of
these compounds can be connected with their interatomic bond
strain values. Taking into account the fairly clear separation of
phase transitions in terms of δAO or δAF values it is established
that, firstly, in the binary ferroelectric PSO structures (Fig.1) the
interatomic A-O bonds are compressed i.e. δAO < 0, in contrast to
the always stretched interatomic bonds A-O in the structure of
every PSF, i.e. δAO > 0 [11]. Secondly, in the PSF the interatomic
A-F bonds are stretched always and much stronger, and the B-F
bonds are more compressed than in ferroelectric PSO, which
possibly interfere with the appearance of ferroelectric properties
in it. Is this not the answer to one of the posed in the introduction
questions, in particular, about the reason for the absence of ferroand antiferroelectric phase transitions in PSO? However, the sum
of the dipole polarizabilities of atoms in each PSF composition
are noticeably lower [12] than for any PSO, and, of course, lower,
than for ferroelectric PSO, which can also be one more reason of
the ferroelectric properties absence for PSF.
Third, in comparison with ferroelectric PSO, in virtual
ferroelectrics KTaO3 and SrTiO3 the interatomic A-O bonds are
already slightly stretched, i.e. δAO > 0. Nevertheless, the
introduction of other A or B atoms into the corresponding
sublattices, for example, in the solid solutions of the systems
KTaO3-LiNbO3 or KTaO3-KNbO3 [13-15], together with the
inevitable decreasing of the average interatomic bond A-O strains
led to the appearance of any ferroelectric properties. By values of
its interatomic bond A-O strains its closer to AFE PSO section,
which starts from PbSnO3 (See Fig 1) and ends on NaNbO3,
which has the most stretched interatomic bonds A-O (δNaO = 15%)
among antiferroelectric PSO.

intervals δAO (see Fig. 2) starting from δAO = -0.3 % for SmAlO3
and ending on δAO = 6.0 % for SrZrO3 on the decline of this
dependence.

Fig. 2. Correlation between the PSO interatomic bond A-O
and PSF A-F strains and the temperatures of their rotational
phase transitions φ-type: TPT of the PSO - dark red rhombuses;
PT of the PSF - blue rhombuses; approximation by a polynomial
trends of degree 5 – blue curve; of degree 6 - black one

Fig. 3. Generalized correlation between the PSO interatomic
bond A-O and PSF interatomic bond A-F strains, on the one
hand, and the temperatures of their rotational phase transitions
φ- and ψ-type PT: φ-type of the PSO - dark red and PT of the PSF
- blue rhombuses; PT ψ -type of the PSF – purple rhombuses and
PT of the PSO - orange rhombuses; PT ψ -type of the PSF –
purple rhombuses and PT ψ -type of the PSO - orange rhombuses
Fig.1. Correlation between the interatomic bond A-O strains in
the PSO and the temperature of their FE and AFE phase
transitions: FE - red triangles; AFE - green squares
Fourthly, for each δAO or δAF values individual interval of
certain PT nature there is a maximum TPT: in the ferroelectric
PSO δAO interval - at the point PbTiO3 equal to 763 K; in the
antiferroelectric PSO δAO interval (See Fig. 1) - at the point
CdTiO3 equal to 1223 K. Fifthly, a situation with the dependences
TPT of different rotational phase transitions are more complicated
(Fig. 2). With increasing δAO and/or δAF, the φ-type rotational PT
temperatures increase almost precipitously and after a certain δAO
real representatives on the narrow interval ends, as if forming a
kind of automatically built-in by the program "virtual" (without
representatives) dome in the temperature range, certainly above
the melting points for such solid state substances. The maximum
of this trend can shift to high temperatures up to ~9000 K.
Temperature TPT dependence for PSO with the rotational φ-type
PT starts from the temperature LaAlO3 TPT = 770 K, closed to the
maximum temperature for ferroelectrics PbTiO3 with TPT =
763 K, and ends on SmAlO3 with the maximum among real such
PSO TPT = 2100 K. That above virtual dome is by its greatest
middle part locates between the ferroelectric and antiferroelectric
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In principle, in order to describe well the dependence of the
TPT of PSO rotational φ-type PTs as a δAO function, a polynomial
trend of degree 2 is suitable. Constructed general dependences
for PSO and PSF (See Fig. 2) are well approximated by
polynomial trends of the fifth or sixth degree, where the author
dared to combine the dependencies for PSO and PSF on two
different intervals in general dependence. Sixthly, after the
previous interval, no longer overlapping with its, but into the
antiferroelectric PSO interval, the PSF rotational φ-type PT
interval starts from δAO = 7.0 % for KMnF3 and ends on
δAO = 9.4 % for RbCaF3, which TPT is very low in comparison
with TPT for antiferroelectric PSO: less than 200 K.
However, if in this diagram (See Fig. 2), devoted to the
rotational φ-type PT, we add the TPT temperatures of the rotational
PTs of the ψ-type, both for the PSO and the PSF (Fig. 3) that
above the virtual maximum will greatly decrease. Such
construction with the combination of different FPs and different
objects is completely justified because the R PTs of ψ-type are
observed quite rarely both among the PSO and the PSF, although
they are fairly well separated by the values of δAX. It turns out that
these dependencies and the temperatures of their PTs are
somehow interrelated, since they can be described by one
common curve.

5. Conclusions
Thus, all binary PSO and PSF that undergo phase transitions of
different nature can be separated by the values of their interatomic
bond A-X strains. Phase transitions of every nature under
consideration: the ferroelectric, antiferroelectric, and rotational φand ψ-types, are located on separate intervals of their interatomic
bonds A-X strain values. At the same time, ferroelectrics are quite
clearly separated from antiferroelectrics. The δAX intervals of
ferroelectric PTs overlapped with rotational φ-type PTs for PSO
are partially, as well as AF PTs for PSO with rotational φ- and ψtypes PT. Thus, the answer to the most important question posed
in the Introduction was found: the structure general argument δAO
was found and tested for all the considered binary PSO and PSF:
interatomic bond A-X strains, which can be calculated a'priori
from a quasi-elastic perovskite type structure model. The same
parameter can be proposed for other perovskite-like structures.
Moreover, here it is clearly demonstrated not only that the
temperatures of PTs, which are experimentally determined in
various laboratories of the world and fixed in recognized
monographs and reference books [1 - 5], depend on these values
of interatomic bond strains, but also rather difficult. Nevertheless,
one can assume their appearance.
It seems that the temperatures of PTs of different nature in the
respective interval of δAX vary in one scenario: with increasing of
the interatomic bond A-O or A-F strain values, to some extent, the
of each nature PT temperature, TPT, increases to a certain
maximum, after which it decreases. When the A-O bond is
strongly compressed, as, for example, in BaTiO3 (δAO = -2.8 %),
the B-O bond is relatively small, but stretched, which, generally
speaking, is not typical for this connection in the structures of the
PSO. That is why, when the ferroelectrics BaTiO3 was
discovered, the "stretching" of the Ti-O bond in it was considered
[2] as the cause of its FE state, which distinguished it not only
from non-ferroelectric PSO, but also from other ferroelectrics
with the perovskite structure. They talked [1 - 3] about some
"freedom" for the Ti atom, which determines the nature of
BaTiO3 PT as FE PT. Nevertheless, as the stretching of B-O
bonds from BaTiO3 to PbTiO3 decreases (see Fig. 1) and
moreover, with decreasing contraction of the A-O bond, the
temperature of its FE PT and even the value of the spontaneous
polarization, Ps, that is one of the main ferroelectric state
characteristics, is higher than their values for BaTiO3.
It seems that the cause of the FE state is just the contraction of
the A-O bond, as in PbTiO3 or KNbO3 with higher temperatures
of the FE PT, than for BaTiO3, rather than the stretching of the
B-O bond, as was thought about BaTiO3. Moreover, the
increasing of the interatomic bond A-O stretching in the future
leads to the absence of ferroelectricity already in SrTiO3 and
KTaO3 with the interatomic bonds A-O comparatively small
strains and then the strain starting already from 2%, leads to the
AFE PT in PbSnO3, PbHfO3, PbZrO3, et al. At some the A-O
bond strain, its elasticity goes over a certain limit, after which the
temperature of the AFE PT drops sharply. The shown separation
of different nature phase transitions into separate intervals for
binary perovskites of ABX3 can be carried out for ternary and
more complex perovskites, as well as representatives of other
structural families.
Author want to finish the message with the prophetic words of
Professor Fesenko EG, stated by him in the monograph [1] in a
free translation of the author: "The study of regularities and
connections is greatly facilitated by the simplicity of the structural
type of perovskite, so we can expect that they will be successful
and will form an important stage in the near future in the
development of solid-state physics and crystal chemistry. This
will make it possible not only to explain the physical properties of
the PSO and to solve the problem of computational design and
creation of new highly effective materials on the basis of PSO, but
also to make important generalizations that go far beyond the
family limits to the boundless "sea" of ion-covalent crystals. "
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The results were obtained partly in the framework of the state
task of the Ministry of Education and Science of the Russian
Federation: Projects Nos. 3.6371.2017/8.9 and 3.6439.2017/8.9.
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NANOSTRUCTURED BY SPARK PLASMA SINTERING PIEZOCERAMICS PMN-PT
AND MECHANOACTIVATED UNDER ULTRASOUND INFLUENCE
PIEZOCERAMICS PCR-1
НАНОСТРУКТУРИРОВАННАЯ ИСКРОВЫМ ПЛАЗМЕННЫМ СПЕКАНИЕМ
ПЬЕЗОКЕРАМИКА PMN-PT И МЕХАНОАКТИВИРОВАННАЯ ПОД ВОЗДЕЙСТВИЕМ УЛЬТРАЗВУКА
ПЬЕЗОКЕРАМИКА ПКР-1
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Abstract The functional parameters of lead magnesium niobate PbMg1/3Nb2/3O3 (PMN) and materials based on it make it possible their use
as elements of precision motion devices. Nevertheless, it is necessary to increase the time stability of these parameters. Here, the ceramic
(1-x)PMN-xPbTiO3 (PMN-PT) was sintered by the spark plasma sintering method (SPS), which, in contrast to traditional sintering methods,
allowed to reduce the sintering time and temperature and to obtain fine-grained ceramics with high and stable piezoelectric parameters. The
preparation technology of ferro-piezoceramic material PСR-1 needs to be improved, in particular, it is necessary to increase the density of
its ceramics. It is shown that the use of ultrasound as an additional influence on the process of mechanically activating of the initial powders
on different equipment affects the density, piezo- and dielectric properties of mechanically activated PСR-1 ceramics and allows increasing
its density by 10% and at the same time to low its sintering temperature.
KEYWORDS: FUNCTIONAL MATERIALS, NANOSTRUCTURED PIEZOCERAMICS, SPARK PLASMA SINTERING, PIEZOELECTRIC
MODULUS, TEMPORAL STABILITY, CERAMICS DENSITY, SINTERING TEMPERATURE

1. Introduction

2.1. Methods for the PMN-PT ceramic samples
sintering and studying

The lead magnoniobate PbMg1/3Nb2/3O3 (PMN) and the materials
based on it have the effective mechanical, dielectric and
piezoelectric parameters that can provide their wide applications
[1, 2] as elements of precision movement devices. The PCR-1
(Piezoceramic Rostov-1) ferropiezoelectric ceramic material has
found wide application in the radioengineering and electronics
devices. Nevertheless, their preparation technology needs to be
improved. Until now, the possibilities and mechanisms of the
various effects influence on the initial batch during the preparation
of certain piezoceramic materials have been little studied,
including, when applying for the above purposes the new and nonconventional methods of the influence upon the initial batch before
sintering with its use of the final functional ceramics.
In particular, it was necessary to achieve a high temporal
stability of piezoelectric parameters of the ceramic material
(1-x)Pb(Mg1/3Nb2/3)O3-xPbTiO3 (PMN-PT), and for the PСR-1
ceramics to increase the ceramics density to improve their
mechanical, dielectric and piezoelectric parameters. The
conventional methods, including traditional methods of hightemperature solid-phase reactions at atmospheric pressure or
conventional hot pressing with these problems cannot cope. Further,
in two large parts, it will be described how, with the use of some
nonconventional methods of processing the initial oxides mixture
powder in their ceramics synthesis and sintering under various
conditions, the piezoelectric properties temporal stability of the
PMN-PT material, and the PСR-1 material ceramics density have
been increased, what have improved their piezo- and dielectric
properties as the result.

The PMN-PT ceramics were prepared by the non-conventional SPS
method at various sintering temperatures. To compare the temporal
stability of its parameters with the temporal stability of the
parameters of ceramics obtained by two traditional methods, other
ceramic samples were prepared by conventional solid-phase
sintering in a chamber furnace at atmospheric pressure (ATM) and
hot pressing (HP) at temperatures of 1250 and 1180 °C,
respectively. X-ray diffraction analysis was performed on an ARL
X`Tra diffractometer and the ceramics microstructures, prepared by
different sintering methods at different temperatures, on an
electronic scanning microscope "JEOL JSM 6390 LA", were
studied. The electrophysical parameters and their dependence on the
sintering temperatures by various methods were determined on the
measuring equipments "Tsenzurka-M" and "D33-meter APC”.

2.2. Structure, microstructure, piezoelectric and
dielectric properties of PMN-PT ceramics
X-ray phase analysis of the ceramic samples obtained shows
(Fig. 1) that every of them is predominantly phase with a perovskite
structure but with a small admixture of the pyrochlore phase, as is
often the case with the Pb-containing ceramics synthesis, and only
ceramics prepared in a chamber furnace at 1250 °C , did not have
such admixture at all.

2. Temporal stability of nanostructured piezoceramics
PMN-PT
Preparation of the qualitative samples of a ceramic material
(1-x)Pb(Mg1/3Nb2/3)O3-xPbTiO3 (PMN-PT) with the piezoelectric
parameters high stability is associated with a number of difficulties
[3, 4], which were overcome here. For the sintering of samples of
nanostructured ceramics from batch with a particle size of up to 100
nm, the method of spark plasma sintering (SPS) on the spark plasma
sintering press SPS 515S "DR.Sinter-LABTM Fuji electronic
industrial" was used. This method, as example, allows sintering in
ten minutes at the lowered temperatures and at high uniaxial
pressure to obtain [5] fine-grained ceramics with high mechanical
and electrophysical parameters.

Fig.1. X-ray diffraction patterns of PMN-PT ceramics prepared by
methods:
ATM at T = 1250 (curve 1), HP at T = 1180 (curve 2) and SPS
method: at T = 1050 (curve 3); T = 1050 (curve 4); T = 1150
(curve 5) and T = 1175 (curve 6)
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modulus of the obtained ceramic samples of piezoelectric material
PMN-PT decreased by 21 ... 22%. The exception was ceramics,
obtained by the SPS method at a temperature of 1175 ° C, the
parameters of which decreased by only 16%.
Table 1. Piezoelectric module d33 and dielectric losses, tg δ
of PMN-PT ceramics, prepared by different methods at various
temperatures and pressures

a - by SPS at T=1050 C

c - by SPS at T=1150 C

Piezo- and
dielectric
properties,
pressure
Piezomodulus,
d33,
pCoul/N
Pressure,
kgf/cm2
Dielectric
loss,
tg δ, %

b - by SPS at T= 1110 C

d -by SPS at T= 1175 C

Ceramics sintering method and temperature, ºС
SPS
АТМ
HP
1050

1100

1150

1175

1250

1180

310

347

420

510

460

480

400

400

400

400

atmospheric

250

0,8

0,5

0.4

0,6

0,5

0,7

e - by ATM at T=1250 C

Piezomodulus, d 33,
pCoul/N

550

f - by HP at T= 1180 C

Fig. 2. Microstructure of PMN-PT ceramics obtained by
different methods and at different temperatures (indicated
below each photo) with the same enlargement
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Piezoceramic PMN-PT samples sintered in a chamber furnace
at a temperature of 1250 °C have high density and strength values.
The size, in comparison with the HP method, of small and uniform
grains of ceramics (Fig. 2, e) was from 12 to 20 μm. The ceramics
obtained by hot pressing method at 1180 °C (Fig. 2, f) has high
density and strength and grains of various sizes, including large
ones, the occurrence of which can be explained by their secondary
recrystallization during hot pressing.
The piezo- and dielectric properties (Table 1) of PMN-PT
ceramics, obtained by various methods and at different
temperatures, are investigated. The piezomodulus d33 = 510 at the
sintering temperature T = 1175 °C is clearly higher for ceramics
sintered by the method of spark plasma sintering than for ceramics
obtained by the same method but at any other temperature and,
moreover, higher than for ceramics obtained by other methods. The
microstructure of the ceramic with the highest piezomodules
consists of fairly small and non-uniform grains that are tightly
pressed together, practically without cracks, but with small pores
(see Figure 2, d), whereas in ceramics, fine-grained and almost onedimensional grains (see Figure 2, e) obtained at atmospheric
pressure and at the highest temperature T = 1250 °C, this
piezomodulus value is somewhat lower, although there is no
admixture of pyrochlore in it, but its microstructure consists of
tightly pressed together grains with rather large rare pores.
Nevertheless, in spite of the comparable values of the piezomodulus
d33 of ceramic samples obtained by the SPS and HP methods, an
extremely advantageous SPS method is the ultra short sintering
time: no more than 10 minutes. The values of tgδ of all PMN-PT
samples are low (see Table) and did not exceed 1%. Samples of
ceramics made by the HP method at T = 1180 °C had a
piezoelectric modulus reduced by 6% in comparison with ceramics
obtained by the SPS method.
On the obtained ceramic samples of the ferroelectric material
PMN-PT, the temporal stability of some electrophysical parameters
was studied, as one of the most important performance
characteristics of ceramics, characterizing its quality. It is shown
(Fig.3) that after the annual period, the values of the piezoelectric

Fig. 3. Temporal stability of piezoelectric module d33 of PMN-PT
ceramics for the annual period:
SPS at T = 1150 ºC, decreased on -21% (line 1); ATM at
T = 1250ºC, – on -22% (line 2); HP at T = 1180 ºC – on -21% (line
3); SPS at T = 1175 ºC – on -16% (line 4)
Thus, the best parameters for the properties of PMN-PT
ceramics and their annual stability were achieved by a nontraditional method of spark plasma sintering at a temperature T =
1175 °C.

3. Mechanoactivated under ultrasonic influence
piezoceramics PCR-1
A traditional method for the synthesis and sintering of similar PKR1 Pb-containing materials is the solid-phase reaction method, where
an untreated mixture of initial oxides is used as the starting mixture.
The disadvantage of this method is the need for sufficiently high
synthesis temperatures in the interval T = 850 ... 900 ° C and its
duration is up to 20 hours, which together leads to a violation of the
stoichiometry of the chemical composition of sintered ceramics due
to the long evaporation of some of the initial oxides, especially lead
oxide.
In addition, in this method, due to the duration of the hightemperature treatment, intensification of the secondary
recrystallization process takes place during the final sintering of the
compacted samples, which leads [6 - 7] to a considerable scatter of
ferroelectric piezoelectric ceramics of dielectric and piezoelectric
parameters: dielectric constant, dielectric loss tangent, piezoelectric
coefficients and others in the finite products. It is necessary to solve
these problems.
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3.1. Methods for PCR-1 ceramic samples sintering
and studying

3.2. Microstructure, piezoelectric and dielectric
properties of the PCR-1 ceramics

Nonconventional methods of the initial batch treating are needed in
order to intensify diffusion processes that promote the
crystallization of a given chemical composition in a given crystal
structure. It is necessary to change and control the granulometric
composition of the charge, seeking to obtain a sufficiently
monophase dense initial powder with one-dimensional particles for
sintering the ceramics, which will help to liquidate or suspend the
secondary recrystallization of its grains, and thereby increasing the
density of the ceramics. It is possible to reduce the temperature
[8 - 10] and the sintering time of the ceramics from this batch
pressed powder. Thus, the evaporation time of the initial oxides can
be shortened and the chemical composition stoichiometry of the
final ceramics should be avoided.

It is established, that despite the fact that the microstructure of the
initial powders (Fig. 4) varies little: it is dense in any case, and the
grains are small, the state of the microstructure of the final ceramics
– the size and uniformity of the grains, the packing density – vary
much (Fig. 5) from the processing of the initial powder and at what
temperatures. The content of fairly homogeneous agglomerates at
medium temperatures for all treatment methods (See Fig. 5, b, d, f,
h and j) leads to a decrease in the density of the ceramics.

a

а

b

c

d

e

f

g

h

i

j

b

c

d
e
Fig. 4. Microstructure of PCR-1 initial powders obtained
by different methods:
in ball mill (a); vibration mill (b); vibration mill and
ultrasound (c); planetary mill (d) and planetary mill and
ultrasound (e) (with the same enlargement)
We applied various nonconventional methods of mechanical
disintegration and activation of particles of the initial charge. We
investigated the influence of these different methods of particles
treatment on the mechanical parameters - the ceramics
microstructure and density and on some of the electrophysical
parameters of the final ceramics under preparation various
conditions. Mechanical disintegration and activation of charge were
carried out on various technological equipment: a drum ball mill
"SHLM"; planetary mill Fritsch "Planetary Mill Pulverisette 5";
vibratory mill Fritsch vibration mill "Pulverisette 0" and ultrasound
effect, performed by ultrasonic disintegrator IL10-1.0. And then
combined any equipment with the ultrasound impact of ultrasound:
a planetary mill and an ultrasonic disintegrator, as well as a
vibratory mill and an ultrasonic disintegrator.
The batch synthesis was carried out in a "Nabertherm" furnace
at T = 800...900 °C and ceramics sintering – at T = 1150...1250°C
according to the method described in [11]. The electrophysical
parameters of the ceramics and their dependence on the sintering
temperatures for various methods were determined using the "
Tsenzurka-M" and "D33-meter APC" measuring equipment. The
particles dispersion of the synthesized batch, as well as the
microstructure of the sintered ceramic samples, was studied on an
electronic scanning microscope "JEOL JSM 6390 LA".

Fig. 5. Microstructure photos of piezoceramics PCR-1, sintered at
the temperatures:
T= 1150 (а, c, e, g, i – left column); 1220 °C (b, d, f, h, j – right
column) mechanoactivated under different conditions: in ball mill
(a, b); vibratory mill (c, d); vibratory mill under ultrasound action
(e, f); planetary mill (g, h) and planetary mill under ultrasound
action (i, j)
The highest density is possessed by ceramics, obtained from the
batch, which has been treated in a planetary mill and in a vibratory
mill, and also in their combination with ultrasound at medium
temperatures (See Fig. 5, b, d, f, j).
However, the use of a planetary mill as a mechanism of
disintegration and activation proves to be preferable because of the
short exposure time of the ultrasound to the batch (only 2 hours), in
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contrast to the vibratory mill (almost 24 hours), with comparable
parameters (Table 2) for the final ceramics.
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Thus, the use of ultrasonic action in combination with other
methods of mechanical activation of the material promotes the
homogeneity of the ceramics grains and increases the density of its
microstructure, and reduces the sintering temperature and also,
consequently, prevents the violation of the stoichiometric
composition by reducing the evaporation at the initial oxides with a
shorter sintering time.

4. Conclusions
The undertaken research of an influence on piezoceramics quality
of different ceramics sintering nonconventional methods, in
particular, spark plasma sintering method or preliminary initial
batch treatment methods on different equipments under ultrasound
action before the ceramics sintering process allows to solve some
problems.
First, spark plasma sintering method use increases piezoelectric
modulus d33 temporal stability of the PMN-PT ceramics for the
annual period in contrasts with the conventional ceramics sintering
methods: the usual high temperature solid state synthesis and
ceramics sintering in which one uses only untreated the a reaction
initial components batch, or the usual hot pressing method in which
they use additionally to high temperature the small pressures.
Second, use of the combination of the initial batch treatment on
different equipments with the ultrasound integrator before the
ceramics sintering had allowed increase any mechanical and
electrophysical properties of the final functional ceramic products.
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Abstract: A methodology was developed for the casting of samples of AlSi7Mg alloy modified with nanocomposites (NCs). The following
NCs were used: SiC + Cu, AlN + Cu + Al, TiN + Cu, SiC + Al, SiC + Ag Cu, where Ag and Al are cladding metals. The introduction of the
nanocompositions takes place in the crucible of a furnace. A thin-walled cylindrical casting mould is used on whose axis is installed a
protected thermocouple to measure temperature variation as a function of time. The effect of NCs on overcooling and on sample structure is
established.
Key words: NANOPARTICLES, NANOCOMPOSITION, MODIFICATION, CRYSTALLIZATION

The following NCs are obtained by the method of
mechano-chemical treatment of the powders in a centrifugal

1. Introduction
The combination of temperature and structural research
allows a thorough study of the interaction of different types of
nanocompositions (NCs) with an aluminum alloy melt and of the
crystallization of the alloy in their presence. In [1] are presented the
results of the thermal and metallographic analyses of AlSi7Mg alloy
before and after modification with two types of nanoparticles: ND
(nanodiamond) + Ag (0.1%) and TiN + Al (0.03-0.3%). Using
thermal analysis, the temperature changes during the different
stages of crystallization and the values and the duration of
overcooling as a result of the modification have been registered. By
means of metallographic analysis, it has been found that modifying
with NCs results in a significant presence of small-sized α-grains
with cellular structure and in the refining of the silicon and
intermetallic crystals. The average grain diameter decreases by 2628%, DAS values by up to 13%, and microhardness increases by up
to 15%. The influence of the cooling rate on the hardening and the
properties of AlSi and AlMg alloys is investigated in [2]. From the
temperature curves obtained by a specially developed apparatus, the
cooling rate and the solid phase content in the biphasic zone for the
various types of alloys has been determined. Microstructure
improvement at high cooling rates has been established. The effect
of the varying amount of a classical modifier Al-5Ti-1B on the
macro and microstructure characteristics and on the characteristic
parameters of the cooling curve of aluminum alloy 319 is
investigated by thermal analysis in [3]. Acceleration of the
crystallization as a result of the introduction of the modifier has
been obtained, and it has been found that the parameters of the
hardening process depend on grain refinement. A study on the
influence of 0.2% Ti and 0.03% Sr on the temperature cooling
curves and on the micro and macro structure of alloy A356 shows a
change in the character of the curves and refinement of the
macrograins as a result of the introduction of the additive [4]. The
present work offers a methodology and an experimental device,
both developed by the research team, for the casting and thermal
analysis of small samples of alloy AlSi7Mg modified with NCs. It
shows how modification with nanoparticles influences the
parameters of the crystallization process and the structure of the
alloy.

planetary mill: (1part TiCN+2 partsTi) 0.04wt%TiCN and
(1partTiN+1.5parts Cu) 0.05wt%TiN. For this purpose, nanosized
powder is mixed with micron-size particles of Ti or Cu.
Metallization of nanoparticle surface is achieved after treatment in
the planetary mill.
Cladding by currentless method is used to obtain the
following NCs: (SiC + Cu) 0.03 wt% SiC and (SiC + Ag) (0.03,
0.05, and 0.17) wt% SiC.
The following NCs: (4 parts AlN + 1part Cu + 12 parts
Al) 0.05wt% AlN and (4 parts SiC + 1 part Cu + 12 parts Al)
0.05wt% SiC are obtained by extrusion. In this case, a mixture of
NPs with aluminum and copper particles is homogenized, placed in
a container and extruded through a suitable nozzle.
NCs of the type (1part SiC + 4 parts Al) of 0.04wt% SiC
are introduced into the melt in the form of briquettes obtained by
compressing a mixture of nanoparticles and micron-sized Al
particles.

а)
b)
Fig.1 а) General appearance of the installation for the casting of cylindrical
samples.
b) Casting mould on whose axis is installed a thermocouple.

A methodology has been developed in which, by tilting
the crucible removed from the melting furnace, the melt is poured
directly into a thin-walled cylinder-shaped casting mould made of
stainless steel. On the axis of the mould is installed a type K fastacting mantle thermocouple TCMI-K1x100G + 3m 800oC with
outside diameter of the working part 1mm and a length of 100mm.
At the bottom of the mould is a bushing made of cladded sand to
reduce the heat flow (Fig. 1a). The thermocouple is mounted in a
thin-walled steel tube to protect it from the aluminum melt. Figure 1
b) shows the gripping device of the thermocouple pressed against
the protective thin-walled tube by means of a tension spring which
provides the required pressure. This ensures a minimum thermal
resistance on the boundary thermocouple-protective tube, resulting
in minimum thermal inertia when registering the rapidly changing

2. Experimental Studies
Casting alloy AlSi7Mg with chemical composition:
6.65wt% Si; 0.49wt% Fe; 0.05 wt% Cu; 0.28 wt% Mg; 0.07wt%
Zn, determined by spectral analysis, is modified with NCs based on
nanopowders (NPs): SiC, TiN, TiCN and AlN. To improve the
wetting of the nanoparticles by the metal melt, metal cladding is
carried out. Various methods of cladding are applied.
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temperature. The sequence of the experimental steps is as follows:
melting aluminum alloy in a crucible, melt degassing, introduction
of NCs, homogenization using an impeller, removing the crucible
from the furnace and casting the melt into the mould until it is full.
Throughout all the procedures the temperature is recorded by an
archiver, which makes it possible to obtain information of
temperature change as a function of time with a step of 0.2 seconds.
The melting is carried out in an 11 kW electric resistance furnace in
which is installed a crucible with a capacity of 1.0 kg. The melt is
degassed at a temperature of 730 to740 ° C by using tablets of
Degaser (product of the firm "Region CM"). The tablets are
introduced below the melt level with a special device. A degassing
method with argon blowing of the melt is also used. The degassing
time is from 1 to 3 minutes. Next, the respective NC, placed in an
aluminum container attached to the impeller, is inserted. The
impeller is immersed below the melt level. Mechanical stirring
follows in order to melt the container and finally the melt is
homogenized for 3-5 minutes at a rotation speed of about 150
revolutions per minute and a melt temperature of 720-740 ° C.

Fig.3 shows the dependence of the temperature of the melt
in the furnace on time during the preparatory operations and during
the casting of the experimental samples. Similar dependencies have
been obtained for all casted samples.

Fig. 4 Casted sample with
the mould

Fig. 4 shows the mould filled with crystallized alloy
AlSi7Mg. After the completion of each experiment, an array of melt
and sample temperatures data was obtained and time-dependent
graphs of the temperature were built. For capturing and analyzing
the macrostructure, the samples were prepared according to a
standard procedure – grinding with Nos120, 220, 400 and 600
sandpaper, and etching with Poulton’s reagent. The macro samples
are photographed using a digital camera Canon Power Shot G7. A
section of a measurement line is captured on the pictures for scaling
and for quantitative analysis which is done using licensed
Olympus micro imaging software. The average diameters of the
macrograins are determined (the average diameter is the mean
length of the diameters, passing through the centre of the object,
and measured with a 2-degree step).

a)
Fig.2
a) Homogenization of the melt
b) Sampling

As a result of the homogenization of the melt, its
temperature decreases and this necessitates reheating to reach the
casting temperature of 720 ° C. A picture of the homogenization
process is shown in Fig. 2a. The casting of samples is carried out by
removing the crucible from the furnace with a special appliance and
pouring into the mould. Fig. 2b shows the casting of a sample. All
experiments were conducted at the same melt temperature, which is
continuously controlled by a thermocouple immersed in the crucible
and protected with a corundum tube (Fig. 2a). The signal from the
thermocouple is visualized on the screen of the archiver.

3. Results and discussions
3.1. Temperature dependencies
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Фиг.5 Temperature dependence on time: а) for sample G3 without NCs and
b) for sample G6N with NC 0.05wt% TiN
а)

Fig.3 Ddependence of the ttemperature of the melt in the furnace crucible
on time; 1 - start of degassing, 2 - end of degassing, 3 - introduction of NCs
and homogenization, 4 - end of homogenization, 5 - sampling.
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Figure 5 shows the experimentally obtained dependence
of the temperature on time for a sample without NC (Fig. 5a) and
for a sample with NC: 1 part TiN + 1.5 parts Cu with nanoparticle
concentration of 0.05wt% TiN (Fig. 5b). Similar dependencies are
obtained for each experiment.

covering,
SiC+Ag
0.03wt%SiC

Table 1 shows the types of NCs used. The processed data
shown in Table 1 show a reduction of the overcooling for the NCmodified samples.

3.2 Study of the macrostructure

t L
T, oC
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a) G3-1- without NCs

b) G2N-1 SiC+Cu, 0,03wt%SiC

c) G5N-1 4 parts AlN+1 part
Cu+12 parts Al, 0.05wt%AlN

d) G6N-1 1 part.TiN+1.5 parts
Cu, 0.05wt% TiN

e) G7N-1 - 4 parts SiC+1 part
Cu+12 parts Al, 0.05wt% SiC

f) G8N-1 - 1 part TiCN+2 parts
Ti, 0.04wt% TiCN

g) G9N-1 1 part SiC+4 parts Al,
0.04wt%SiC

h) G10N-1 SiC+Ag, 0.03wt%SiC
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Фиг.6 Schematic diagram showing how the quantities characterizing
the alloy crystallization process are determined.

The data for the experimentally obtained temperature
serve to determine some of the quantities characterizing the alloy
crystallization process after the introduction of NCs. They are: T0 initial melt temperature, TL - liquidus temperature, DTL =TL-TLmin overcooling at the liquidus temperature, Te - eutectic temperature,
DТе - overcooling at the eutectic temperature. Fig. 6 shows how
these quantities are determined.

Table 1. Crystallisation parameters of AlSi7Mg alloy modified with NCs.
Sample
DTL,
DТе,
NC type
T0, 0C
TL , 0C
Te, 0C
0
0
No
C
C
G3
without NCs
684
2.44
617.3
1.4
570.4

currentless
G2N

G5N

covering,
SiC+Cu
0,03wt%SiC
extrusion,
4 parts AlN+1
part Cu +12
parts Al
0.05wt%AlN

650

0.68

621.2

0.6

576.7

666

0.87

622.8

0.3

577.8

Fig.7 Macrostructures of samples without and with NCs
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In Fig. 7 are shown the numbers of the samples tested, the NCs used
and the sample macrostructure.

Al); (4 parts SiC+1 part Cu+12 parts Al) and (1 part SiC+4 parts
Al) confirmed the reduction of the overcooling and grain refinement
for the samples with NCs compared to those without NCs. As a
result of the methodology proposed by the research team,
sustainable results have been obtained with a very good
repeatability of the modification effect, which is a good basis for the
introduction of the method into industry.

Table 2. Results for the average grain diameter of samples of AlSi7Mg alloy.
Dave
Sample
NCs used
Dave, mm
change,
No
%
G3-1
without NCs
2.089
currentless
covering, SiC+Cu
G2N-1
1.87
-10.5
0,03wt%SiC
extrusion, 4 parts AlN+1 part
G5N-1
1.23
-41.1
Cu+12 parts Al 0.05wt%AlN
planetary mill, 1 part TiN+1.5
G6N-1
1.028
-50.8
parts Cu 0.05wt%TiN
extrusion, 4 parts SiC+1 part
G7N-1
0.964
-53.9
Cu+12 parts Al 0.05wt% SiC
planetary mill, 1 part TiCN+ 2
G8N-1
1.136
-45.6
partsTi 0.04wt% TiCN
tableting, 1 part SiC+4 parts Al
G9N-1
1.22
-41.6
0.04wt%SiC
G10N-1

currentless covering, SiC+Ag
0.03wt%SiC

1.79
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4. Conclusions
The conducted studies of the modification of aluminum
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Abstract: Effects of additions of 0.0039, 0.01, 0.019 and 0.029 wt.% Sb on austenite transformation and the metallic matrix structure in
the wall thicknesses of 3, 12, 25, 38, 50, 75 and 100 mm of ductile iron casting containing 2.11 wt.% Si and a low amount of Cu, Sn and Mn
were analyzed in this paper. In the examined ductile iron casting without the addition of Sb, the share of pearlite in the metal matrix was
decreased and the share of ferrite was increased with increasing wall thickness. The share of pearlite was low. Additions of Sb were
increased the share of pearlite in all the walls. Increase of Sb content resulted in increasing the share of pearlite. Almost the same high share
of pearlite in the wall thicknesses of 12, 25, 38, 50, 75 and 100 mm was obtained by addition of 0.029 wt. % Sb (varied from 96.00 to 97.61
%). The additions of 0.01, 0.019 and 0.029 wt.% Sb were resulted in a fully pearlitic metallic matrix in the wall thickness of 3 mm. Iron
carbides were found in the wall thickness of 3 mm when Sb was added.
Keywords: DUCTILE IRON CASTING, AUSTENITE TRANSFORMATION, METALLIC MATRIX STRUCTURE, ANTIMONY,
MICROSTRUCTURE

[1, 2, 17, 18]. Studies have shown that the detrimental effect of Sb
on the graphite morphology can be neutralized by adding
appropriate amount of RE elements [14, 18 - 20].
Real castings in most cases do not have a uniform thickness.
The cooling rates of certain segments of casting vary due to
differences in thickness. In this case the casting will not have a
uniform structure of the metallic matrix. This means that the casting
will not have the same properties in all areas. Uniform pearlitic
metallic matrix is difficult to achieve in the ductile iron casting
containing a thin, medium-thick and thick walls. The thick walls
often contain a higher share of ferrite. It would be useful to
investigate whether Sb can reduce variations in the structure of the
metallic matrix in such castings. This paper deals with the influence
of various Sb contents on austenite transformation and the structure
of the metallic matrix in low-silicon ductile iron casting containing
a thin, medium-thick and thick walls.

1. Introduction
Ductile iron belongs to the family of cast irons containing
graphite particles in the microstructure. These particles have a
spheroidal (nodular) shape in a ductile iron and are not
interconnected. This enables significantly better utilization of the
mechanical properties of the metallic matrix than in the case of
flake or vermicular shape of graphite particles. Due to these facts,
ductile iron has significantly greater mechanical properties than
other graphitic cast irons.
Metallic matrix greatly influences the mechanical properties of
ductile iron [1 - 4]. Another important factor is the graphite
morphology [5 - 8]. In most cases, the metallic matrix is composed
of ferrite or pearlite or ferrite + pearlite. Elongation and toughness
of ductile iron increase with increasing the share of ferrite. On the
other hand, an increase in the share of pearlite results in an increase
in tensile strength and yield strength.
Chemical composition, the number and distribution of graphite
nodules, and the cooling rate are the most important factors that
affect the transformation of austenite and the structure of the
metallic matrix of ductile iron [1, 2, 9, 10]. Sn, Cu, Mn, Ni, Cr, etc.
are pearlite promoting elements. On the other hand, Si is a ferrite
promoter. The share of ferrite in the metallic matrix generally
increases with increasing the number of graphite nodules.
Increasing the cooling rate increases the share of pearlite and
decreases the share of ferrite.
Sb is pearlite promoting element [1, 2, 11 - 13]. Pearlite
promoting effectiveness of Sb can be seen from the pearlitic
influence factor (Px) [14, 15]:

2. Experimental
Special low-manganese pig iron (50 wt.%), steel scrap (20
wt.%) and ductile iron returns (30 wt.%) were used for the
production of the base iron. Melting was performed in a mediumfrequency coreless induction furnace. Preconditioning of the base
iron was carried out using commercial preconditioner containing 63
to 69 wt.% Si, 3 to 5 wt.% Al, 0.6 to 1.9 wt.% Ca, and 3 to 5 wt.%
Zr. The addition of preconditioner was 0.1 wt.%. The Si content in
the base iron was adjusted to achieve Si content between 2.0 and 2.2
wt.% in ductile iron melt.
FeSiMg treatment alloy containing 29 wt.% Mg, 42 wt.% Si,
1.4 wt.% Ca, 0.9 wt.% Al, 0.2 wt.% La and 0.5 wt.% Ce was used
for graphite spheroidization, i.e., nodularization in the Cored wire
process. The first step of inoculation was performed at the same
time by the addition of the commercial inoculant containing 67 to
72 wt.% Si, 1.5 wt.% Ca, 1.9 wt.% Al, and 2.2 wt.% Ba. The
addition of inoculant was 0.5 wt.%.
The step wedge test block (SWTB) consisted of seven walls
with the following thicknesses: 3, 12, 25, 38, 50, 75 and 100 mm
(Fig. 1). Five step wedge test blocks were casted in green sand
molds. The second step of inoculation was performed during the
pouring of the ductile iron melt into the molds. Commercial
inoculant containing 70 to 76 wt.% Si, 0.75 to 1.25 wt.% Ca, 0.75 to
1.25 wt.% Al and 1.5 to 2 wt.% Ce was added to the melt stream in
the amount of 0.2 wt.%. The first SWTB was casted without the
addition of Sb. Pure Sb (99.99 wt.%) was added in second, third,
fourth and fifth SWTB along with inoculant. Targeted Sb contents
are shown in Tab. 1.
Samples for determining the contents of C, Si, Mn, P, S, Cr,
Mo, Ni, Cu V, W and Mg were taken immediately before pouring

Px = 3.0 (wt.% Mn) – 2.65 (wt.% Si – 2.0) + 7.75 (wt.% Cu) + 90
(wt.% Sn) + 357 (wt.% Pb) + 333 (wt.% Bi) + 20.1 (wt.% As) +
9.60 (wt.% Cr) + 71,7 (wt.% Sb)
(1)
Equation 1 shows that the Sb is considerably more powerful
pearlite promoting element than Cu, which is most commonly used
for increasing the share of pearlite in ductile iron. During
solidification Sb is adsorbed on the surface of graphite nodules and
forms a barrier that prevents the diffusion of carbon atoms from
austenite to nodules during the cooling after solidification [1, 11,
16]. The high content of carbon remains in austenite. This results in
the transformation of austenite to pearlite.
When we use Sb in ductile iron, we have to consider that it also
affects the graphite morphology. The Sb content above 0.004 wt.%
hinders the formation of spheroidal graphite, particularly in the
thick walls [2]. It segregates to the intercellular regions where
promotes the formation of very harmful intercellular flake graphite
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It can be seen that the targeted Sb contents and targeted Si content
were achieved. Yield of Sb was varied from 69.6 to 95.8 %. Low Si
content was chosen because it adversely affects the graphite
morphology in the thick walls and promotes the formation of ferrite.
RE elements (Ce and La) were added through the inoculant and
FeSiMg treatment alloy because these elements neutralize the
harmful (antinodularizing) effect of Sb on the morphology of
graphite. In addition, these elements increase the nodule count in
thin walls, which is important for preventing the formation of
carbides in these walls. The data in Tab. 2 show that the content of
carbide promoting elements was low. With the exception of Sb, the
content of other pearlite promoting elements was low. Pearlitic
influence factor Px (defined by the Eq. [1]) significantly increases
with increasing Sb content.
The obtained results of metallographic analysis indicate that the
wall thickness and the Sb content have a very significant effect on
the structure of the metallic matrix in ductile iron castings (Figs. 2
and 3). In SWTB 1, where Sb was not added, the share of ferrite in
the metallic matrix increases, and the share of pearlite decreases
with increasing wall thickness due to decrease in the cooling rate.
The share of pearlite is low (varies from 11.92 % (in the wall
thickness of 100 mm) to 32.95 % (in the wall thickness of 3mm)).
Addition of Sb increased the share of pearlite in all the walls
(SWTB 2 – 5). The share of pearlite increases with increasing Sb
content.

the ductile iron melt into molds. The contents of these elements
were determined by optical emission spectrometry (OES). Samples
for determining the contents of Sb, Ce, La, Nd, Pr, Gd, Sm, Y, Sn,
Ti, Cd, Bi, Zr, Nb, Ca, Co, As, Pb and Al were cut from the step
wedge test blocks. The contents of these elements were determined
by inductively coupled plasma mass spectroscopy (ICP-MS).

Fig. 1 Schematic show of the step wedge test blocks and places where
samples for metallographic analysis were taken.
Table 1: Additions of inoculant in melt stream during pouring into the mold
and the targeted Sb contents.
Step wedge test block
Additions of inoculant
Targeted Sb
(SWTB)
in melt stream, wt. %
contents, wt. %
SWTB 1
0.2
SWTB 2
0.2
0.005
SWTB 3
0.2
0.01
SWTB 4
0.2
0.02
SWTB 5
0.2
0.03

Fig. 1 shows places where samples for metallographic analysis
were taken. Light metallographic microscope with a digital camera
and the image analysis system was used for the analysis of
microstructure of samples.

3. Results and discussion
The chemical compositions of step wedge test blocks are shown
in Tab. 2.
Table 2: Chemical composition of examined step wedge
pearlitic influence factor (defined by the Eq. (1)).
Step
Chemical composition, wt.%
wedge
test block
Elements
Ce
Al
(SWTB)
C-3.55; Si-2.11,
Mn-0.098;
SWTB 1
0.0025 0.014
P-0.035; S-0.012;
Mg-0.048; Cu0.018; Cr-0.029;
SWTB 2
0.0028 0.018
Mo-0.002; Ni0.016; V-0.01;
W-0.0015; SnSWTB 3
0.0029 0.016
0.0055;
La-0.00045; Pr0.0000038; NdSWTB 4
0.0034 0.016
0.000012;
Sm-0.0000017;
Gd-0.000003; Bi0.000011; Pb0.00052; As0.00015;
Ti-0.0169; NbSWTB 5
0.003
0.019
0.0039;
Zr-0.0029; Y0.000014;
Ca-0.0048;Co0.016;
Cd-0.000017

test blocks (* P x -

Sb

Px *

0.00042

1.14

0.0039

1.39

0.01

1.82

0.019

2.47

0.029

3.19

Fig. 2 Optical micrographs of the central part of the wall thicknesses of 3,
12, 25, 38, 50, 75 and 100 mm at various Sb contents (etched in Nital).

Fig. 3 Effect of Sb addition on the share of pearlite in the metallic
matrix of the wall thickness of 3, 12, 25, 38, 50, 75 and 100 mm.
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Addition of only 0.0039 wt.% Sb in SWTB 2 increased the
share of pearlite in all the walls compared to SWTB 1 (Figs. 2 and
3). The effect is more pronounced in the wall thicknesses of 3, 12,
25, 38 and 50 mm. The share of pearlite is not significantly
increased in the walls thicknesses of 75 and 100 mm. It is obvious
that the thicker walls require a higher Sb addition due to very slow
cooling. Iron carbides are present in the wall thickness of 3 mm.
Since the wall thickness of 3 mm in SWTB 1 does not contain
carbides, obtained results indicate that Sb promotes the formation of
iron carbides in very thin walls when the Si content is low because
it lowers the stable and metastable eutectic temperatures.
Increase of Sb content to 0.01 wt.% (SWTB 3) resulted in a
further increase in the share of pearlite in all the walls (Figs. 2 and
3). The variations in the share of pearlite between the walls are
significantly lower than in SWTB 1 and SWTB 2. Fully pearlitic
metallic matrix is obtained in the wall thickness of 3 mm. The share
of pearlite in the wall thicknesses of 25, 38, 50, 75 and 100 mm is
greater than 80 % (varies from 83.67 % to 91.59 % depending on
the wall thickness and nodule count). Nodule count increased with
decreasing wall thickness and influenced the formation of pearlite.
Increasing the share of pearlite is slightly lower in the wall
thickness of 12 mm due to the high nodule count. It is obvious that
a high nodule count facilitates the formation of ferrite and hinders
the formation of pearlite. Therefore, required addition of Sb for
obtaining pearlitic metallic matrix increases with an increase in the
nodule count. The share of iron carbides is greater than in SWTB 2
due to higher Sb content.
The share of pearlite greater than 90 % was obtained in the wall
thicknesses of 12, 25, 38, 50 and 75 mm in SWTB 4 by the addition
of 0.019 wt.% Sb (Figs. 2 and 3). In the wall thickness of 100 mm,
the share of pearlite is slightly lower than in the other walls. Fully
pearlitic metallic matrix is obtained in the wall thickness of 3 mm.
The variations in the share of pearlite between the walls are further
decreased. The share of iron carbides in the wall thickness of 3 mm
is further increased due to increase in Sb content.
Very uniform pearlitic metallic matrix was obtained in the
SWTB 5 containing 0.029 wt.% Sb (Figs. 2 and 3). Fully pearlitic
metallic matrix is obtained in the wall thickness of 3 mm. Almost
the same share of pearlite was obtained in the wall thicknesses of
12, 25, 38, 50, 75 and 100 mm (varies from 96.00 to 97.61 %).
Ferrite is present only in a narrow area around the nodules. It is
obvious that sufficiently high Sb content eliminates the influence of
the cooling rate and the nodule count on the share of ferrite in the
metallic matrix. Due to higher Sb content, share of iron carbides in
the wall thickness of 3 mm is further increased.
Fig. 2 shows that all Sb additions had a positive effect on the
graphite morphology, except in the wall thickness of 3 mm. The
effect is more pronounced in the thick walls. Nodularity and nodule
count were significantly increased in the wall thicknesses of 50, 75
and 100 mm. This indicates that the content of RE elements (Ce +
La) was sufficient considering the added amounts of Sb (wt.% Ce +
wt.% La was varied from 0.00325 to 0.00385 wt.%). RE elements
react with Sb and neutralize its harmful effect on the graphite
morphology [18, 21, 22]. Nucleation potential of the melt is
improved at the same time, because formed intermetallic
compounds act as nucleation sites for graphite [18, 21, 22].

thick and thick walls. This positive effect of Sb on the graphite
morphology is significantly more pronounced in the thick walls.
In addition to the identified positive effects of Sb, one negative
effect was also found. Already very low Sb content promotes the
formation of iron carbides in a very thin wall (3 mm) when the Si
content is low.
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TRANSFORMATION OF HETEROPHASE NON-METALLIC INCLUSIONS “PHASES
ARE BESIDE” IN STEELS UNDER LASER ACTION
ТРАСНФОРМАЦИЯ ГЕТЕРОФАЗНЫХ НЕМЕТАЛЛИЧЕСКИХ ВКЛЮЧЕНИЙ «ФАЗЫ РЯДОМ»
В СТАЛЯХ ПРИ ЛАЗЕРНОМ ВОЗДЕЙСТВИИ
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Abstract. Melting and crystallization of heterophase non-metallic inclusions “phases are beside” was investigated. It was shown that under
laser action the initial structure of inclusion-steel matrix boundaries transits into unstable equilibrium high-energy condition that cause
development of the dissipation processes connecting with aspiration of system inclusion-matrix to the state with minimum of the free
energy. In the result of the system heterophase inclusion-matrix transits to the state of unstable equilibrium which determines structure and
properties of laser-quenched interphase boundary. Processes of melting, fusion and dissolution of non-metallic inclusions “phases are beside”
and also of the melting of steel matrix play the great role in transformation of interphase inclusion-matrix boundaries under laser action.
KEYWORDS: HETEROPHASE NON-METALLIC INCLUSIONS “PHASES ARE BESIDE”, STEEL, STRENGTHENING, LASER
TREATMENT
necessarily a great difference in the melting points of the phases,
1.Introduction.
they can be quite comparable. Often there are such variants as,
In steels, heterophase type inclusions are often present,
for example, Al2O3 + MnO · Al2O3, TiN + TiCN, TiCN + FeO ·
where the phases seem to exist side by side - these are the
TiO2, FeO · Al2O3 + MnO · Al2O3, MgS + MnS and others.
inclusions of the "phases are beside" ph1 and ph2 (Fig. 1) [1-3].
The goal of this investigation was to research the processes of
Respectively, the interphase boundaries of the inclusion-matrix
melting, dissolution, crystallization of the heterophase noncan be designated ph1↔m and ph2↔m. These type of
metallic inclusions "phases are beside" in hyper-nonequilibrium
heterophase inclusions is associated with the appearance of the
conditions and the influence of these inclusions on the
first phase ph1 serving as a substrate for the crystallization of the
peculiarities of structural changes in steel matrix and its
second phase ph2; however, here ph2 is not a shell or a matrix of
strengthening under laser treatment.
inclusions, but exists next to the ph1 phase. There is not

a

b

c

Figure. 1. Heterophase non-metallic inclusions “phases are beside” before laser action; х600
interphase boundaries inside inclusions ph1↔ph2. If the both
phases are low-melting they are fully melted in the moment of
laser action (Fig. 2, c). Liquid phases are mixed and
supersaturated liquid solutions are formed then they are
crystallized with high speed and zones of liquation are formed
too. If the phases of inclusion have very different temperatures of
melting they show different behavior in the moment of laser
action. Analysis discovered mutual mass transfer between each
phase of inclusions and steel matrix and between both phases of
inclusions “phases are beside”. Change of chemical composition
on the surfaces of both phases of inclusions “phases are beside”
and achievement limit of solubility of elements creates the
conditions in each phase for transition of surface layer to liquid
state with minimum expenditures of energy on the break of
interatomic bonds.

2. Materials and Procedures.
Specimens made of wheel steel R7, 08Yu, 08T, 08Kp,
08Ch18N10T,ShCh15, NB-57, 12GS, E3 were irradiated by laser
in GOS-30M installation with an excitation voltage of 2,5kV and
pulse energy of 10, 18, 25 and 30J at heating rate of 105 oC/s and
cooling rate of 106 oC/s with action time of (1,0, 2,5, 3,6, 4,2 и
6,0).10-3s. heterophase non-metallic inclusions "phases are
beside" were identified by metallographic, X-ray microspectral
and petrographic methods, see [1]. Distribution of elements and
nanohardness of steel matrix near inclusions were determined.

3. Results and discussion.
Both phases of inclusions “phases are beside” in the moment of
laser action are fully or partly melted. If the both phases are highmelting they are fused or partly melted (Fig. 2, a, b). Liquid
phases are mixed under convective flows in micrometallurgical
bath that is accompanied with interaction of components of both
phases of inclusion and steel matrix across both interphase
inclusion-matrix boundaries ph1↔m and ph2↔m and also across
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Figure 2. Dissolution and melting of heterophase non-metallic inclusions “phases are beside” under laser action; a-e – x1000, f – x5000
nanophases and sometimes with amorphous phases of inclusions.
Zones with ultrasmall grains, columner shape of grains and
liquation and also with mixed amorphous-nanocrystalline
structures are formed in both phases of inclusions (Fig. 2, a - d).
Evidently silicate compositions have tendency for amorphization
mostly display but amorphization of another phases of inclusions
was observed too. Besides that “satellite” particles in steel matrix
near different phases of inclusion (Fig. 2, e) and new phases with
different chemical compositions on interphase boundaries
ph1↔ph2 inside inclusions were observed (Fig. 2, f).
Sequence of heavy distortion areas on the surfaces of
both phases ph1 and ph2 of inclusion “phases are beside” and
also the movement of both parts of interphase boundary
inclusion-steel matrix ph1↔m and ph2↔m and interphase
boundary inside inclusion ph1↔ph2 in the process of melting
one can present with next image (Fig. 3). On the surfaces of both
phases of inclusion saturating with elements of steel matrix the
heavy disordered areas (the areas of melting) are formed (Fig. 3,
a). The whole these areas pass into liquid steel matrix and are
dissolved saturating it with elements of phases of inclusion.
Character of saturating of steel matrix is different near various
phases of inclusion. Position of the inclusion-steel matrix
boundary is changed owing to melting in dependence on
character of mass transfer between each phase of inclusion and
steel matrix (Fig. 3, b, c).
Evidently one of phases of inclusion is melted scarcely
earlier than other and its nucleuses of melting promote
disordering and melting of interphase boundary inside inclusion.
That promotes the melting of other phase of inclusion and its
nucleuses of melting wholly pass to liquid zone on the interphase
boundary inside inclusion (Fig. 3, c). Grain boundaries of the
both phases of inclusion contacting with liquid steel matrix are
melted more quickly than body of grains. It is possible the speed
melting along grain boundaries of both phases of inclusion and
their separation or “fracture” on the isolated grains is happened
(Fig. 3, d, e). That will causes the transition of complexes of
former grains (micrograins, nanograins) of both phases of
inclusion into liquid state. These complexes of phases 1and 2 are
become the component of structure of liquid steel matrix and
liquid layer on the boundary of phases of inclusion containing
both complexes of phase of inclusion has complicated structure.

Liquid steel matrix causes change of surface tension of
both phases of inclusion that breaks equilibrium shape of
inclusion-matrix boundary. In turn action of melted the phases of
inclusion cause change of surface tension of interphase boundary
ph1↔ ph2 and also breaks equilibrium shape of that boundary.
Besides that interphase boundary ph1↔ ph2 in the moment of
melting of inclusion phases represents liquid zone of components
interaction accompanying with convective flows and formation
of complicated chemical compositions it is become blurring and
can to disappear. Since in the conditions of laser action the
relaxation processes in surface layers of both phases of inclusion
“phases are beside” are not have time for happen. So the time for
the achievement of quasiequilibrium conditions on both
interphase inclusion-matrix boundaries ph1↔m and ph2↔m
and also on the interphase boundary inside inclusion ph1↔ph2 is
increased considerably. Inner stresses in surface layers of both
phases of inclusion control the development of melting process
which happens in limited volume owing to preservation of
contact between phases of inclusion and also between each phase
of inclusion and steel matrix. Elementary act of the stresses
relaxation causes activation and drawing in considerable number
of atoms of both phases of inclusion to the process of disordered
similar melting. In the moment of laser melting of inclusions
“phases are beside” origin high degree of nonequilibrium of
liquid phases (both phases of inclusion and steel matrix) and
bifurcation instability of melt. This ensures gradient of vibration
pressure on both interphase inclusion-matrix boundaries ph1↔m
and ph2↔m and also on the interphase boundary inside
inclusions ph1↔ph2 (fully or partly liquid) which checks
convective and abnormal flows of mass transfer. Considerable
stresses appearing in thin surface layers of both phases of
inclusion and steel matrix in the result of local heat flashes of
laser radiation together with action of reactive forces of recoil by
ejection from zone of treatment of liquid allows to hightemperature deformation of liquid interlayers continuing under
crystallization during rapid cooling.
After high-speed melting of inclusions “phases are
beside” happens the hyper-nonequilibrium crystallization
connecting with formation of heavy supersaturated solid
solutions with liquational zones (including liquation connecting
with separation of liquid solutions) and also with microphases,
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Figure 3. Schemes of laser melting of inclusions “phases are beside”: σ h-l – stresses on boundary between hard heavy distortion area of
inclusion and liquid steel matrix, σh-disor - stresses on boundary between disordered area and hard inclusion or liquid steel matrix, 1 –
inclusion-matrix boundary, 2 – zone of steel matrix saturation with elements of inclusion, 3 – zone of phase 1 of inclusion saturation with
elements of steel matrix, 4 – zone of phase 2 of inclusion saturation with elements of steel matrix, 5 – initial position of inclusion-matrix
boundary, 6 – interphase boundary inside inclusion, 7 – zone of saturation of phase 1 with elements of phase 2 of inclusion, 8 – zone of
saturation of phase 2 with elements of phase 1 of inclusion, 9 – initial position of interphase boundary inside inclusion
Process of melting of the inclusions “phases are beside”
is corresponded with the change of distribution of the forces near
heavy disordered areas in the surface layers in both phases (Fig.
3, f, g). Action of liquid steel matrix causes the change of surface
tension of both phases of inclusion ph1 and ph2 and that breaks
equilibrium shape of both parts of interphase boundary ph1↔ m
and ph2↔ m. Action of liquid phase 1 or liquid phase 2 of
inclusion causes the change of surface tension of both phases and
that breaks equilibrium shape of the boundary ph1↔ ph2.
Previous studies have shown that in the process of pulsed
laser action between nonmetallic inclusion and steel matrix, a
high-speed exchange of atoms across the interface occurs under
anomalously high mobility of atoms that does not meet the
conditions of classical diffusion (anomalous mass transfer)
[1,4,5]. The driving force of such an exchange in the case of
heterophase inclusions is the drop in the chemical potentials of
the elements contained in the various phases of inclusions in
contact with the metal matrix and in the surrounding steel matrix.
It is known that an important role in this process is played by the
fact that the diffusion coefficients of the interstitial and
replacement atoms that make up the matrix and the phases of
inclusions in the conditions of laser action exceed the equilibrium
value by an order of magnitude or more [1,4,5]. In addition, the
factors of mass transfer are influenced by such factors and

processes as the possibility of ionizing the atoms of steel
components and inclusions under irradiation, heating to high
temperatures and the movement of defects in the crystalline
structure arising from thermal shock, melting and convective
mixing, electronic and electromagnetic interaction of the phases
of the inclusions and matrices, formation in the surface areas of
inclusions of zones with an increased density of dislocations.
Obviously, under nonequilibrium conditions of laser action, the
directed mass transfer of elements across the boundaries of a
two-phase inclusion-matrix is a complex quantity that depends on
the level and inhomogeneity of the temperatures, stresses,
chemical potentials of the inclusion phase elements and other
factors. For heterophase inclusions of the " phases are beside "
type, where both phases зр1 and зр2 of the inclusion are in
contact with the metal matrix, the mass transfer rates of the
element through the boundaries зр1↔m and зр2↔m will be
different and each of them contributes to the total mass transfer
rate of the element.
Peculiarities of the structure of saturated zones in steel
matrix near heterophase non-metallic inclusions depends on their
type. All heterophase non-metallic inclusions promote the
heterogeneous strengthening of steel matrix. That connects with
its microalloying from inner sources – the different phases of
non-metallic inclusions and also with the origin of thermal
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stresses, big density of crystalline defects and localization of
relaxation processes having high-speed character. The interaction
between phases of non-metallic inclusions and steel matrix
promote the formation of complicated composite zones in the
areas of saturating. Such zones consist of microstructural,
nanostructural and amorphous elements.
Near inclusions “phases are beside” formation of
saturated zones is controlled with both phases ph1 and ph2 of
inclusions which are the sources of alloying of steel matrix . In
the results near these inclusions the composite liquation zones of
a few types are formed: the cascade type with structure of layer
composite; “spot” type with heterogeneous distribution of
elements of phases ph1 and ph2 of inclusion and steel matrix;
dispersed type with “satellite” particles; mixed layer-dispersed

a

composite with cascade distribution of chemical elements of
phases ph1 and ph2 of inclusion. Characteristic sign of saturated
zones is various structures near different phases of inclusions
having different behavior and abilities of their elements for the
speed mass transfer to steel matrix in the moment of laser action.
The analysis of the sections of the steel matrix adjacent
to the two-phase inclusions of the " phases are beside " type,
where both phases ph1 and ph2 of the inclusion are contacted
with the matrix, showed that their structure is non-uniform not
only near each phase, but also near different phases of the same
inclusion. Various variants of their structure are possible,
revealed by thermal etching in the course of laser action. Near
each of the two inclusion phases, this can be one, two, three
saturation zones of the metal matrix (Figure 4).

b

c

Figure 4. Zones of interaction of the matrix with nonmetallic inclusions of the " phases are beside " type under laser action:
a - (Fe,Mn)O+MnO·SiO2, 08kp, b – (Fe,Mn)O+(Fe,Mn)S, NB-57, c - FeO.+ MnO·SiO2, 08kp; х1000

в

The sections of the steel matrix adjacent to the
inclusion are distinguished by the distribution of the chemical
elements, which is established by microroentgen spectral analysis
of the saturation zones (Fig. 5).
The results of
a study of the distribution of
nanohardness in the zones of saturation of the metal matrix
adjacent to the phases of ph1 and ph2 inclusions of the " phases
are beside " type showed that the nanohardness is much higher
than its average value for the matrix far from the inclusions
(Table 1). Of course, the level of nanohardness of each zone of
the metal matrix is determined by the type of steel, since the
degree of hardening in the process of laser action depends on its
composition and structure. In the first saturation zone, the values

of ( Н м ) at a pulse energy of 25 J and an exposure time of 3.6.
10-3 s at 1.35 ... 1.75 times higher than in the steel matrix far
from the inclusion. In the second and third saturation zones, the
values of the nanohardness of the steel matrix are lower than in
the first zone, but exceed the values of Нм for the matrix far from
the inclusions, respectively, in 1.35 ... 1.75 and 1.1 ... 1.3 times at
a pulse energy of 25 J and exposure time 3.6. 10-3 sec.
Obviously, a cascade distribution of the values of the
nanohardness of the metallic matrix is observed at a distance
from the phases φ1 and φ2 of the inclusion.

I,imp/s

a
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b
Figure 4. Distribution of elements near inclusions of the " phases are beside " type
Table 1.
в

Nanohardness values of the saturation zones of the steel matrix near the phases inclusions of the "phases are beside " type Н м and far from
them, Нм, as well as the coefficient (Ki) at a pulse energy of 25 J and an exposure time of 3.6. 10-3 s

Н мв , х 10, МПа and (Ki) in zones

inclusion ph1+ph2,
steel, Нм,х 10, MPа

Phases of
inclusion

TiCN+TiО,
08H18N10Т,
340

TiCN

Condition of phases under
laser action*
ph1 or ph2
matrix
solid/melted
liquid

TiО2

liquid

liquid

595 (1,75)

MnO·Al2O3

solid / melted

solid / liquid

(Fe,Mn)S

liquid

solid / liquid

(Fe,Mn)O
MnO·SiO2
MnO·Al2O3

liquid
liquid
solid / melted

liquid
liquid
liquid

MnO·SiO2

liquid

liquid

392(1,35)/
424 (1,46)
426(1,47)/
440 (1,52)
364 (1,4)
382 (1,47)
386(1,33)/
446 (1,54)
438 (1,51)

MnO·Al2O3+ (Fe,Mn)S,
08Uy, 290

(Fe,Mn)O+
MnO·SiO2, 08kp, 260
MnO·Al2O3+MnO·SiO2
, 08Uy, 290

The main factor for strengthening the phase-adjacent type
of " phases are beside " the metal matrix is its microalloying from
internal sources, which are the phases of ph1 and ph2 of
nonmetallic inclusion. In this case, by forming local liquation
zones near each inclusion phase, saturation zones of a cascadetype steel matrix are created, which are layered composite
regions near the phase differences of nonmetallic inclusions.

1
459(1,35)/
516 (1,52)

2
408(1,2)/
469
(1,38)
561
(1,65)
-/
377 (1,3)
405 (1,4)
/397 (1,37)
338 (1,3)
315 (1,21)
351(1,21)
/367 (1,27)
396 (1,37)

3
-/
418 (1,23)
442 (1,3)
-/
- /328 (1,13)
304 (1,17)
-/
-

internal doping of the steel matrix. In the vicinity of both phases
of inclusions, we observed composite liquation zones of
saturation
of
a
steel
matrix
of
several
types.
A characteristic feature of the saturation zones of the steel matrix
for heterophase inclusions of this type is that near the different
phases of the ph1 and ph2 inclusions saturation zones of the
matrix with different structures were encountered. Therefore,
their formation depends on the behavior of different phases of
inclusion, as well as the ability to speed mass transfer of the
elements of these phases to the surrounding steel matrix under
conditions of pulsed laser action.

4. Conclusions.
Near the heterophase inclusions of the type of " phases are beside
", the formation of the saturation zones of the matrix is controlled
by both phases of phi and ph2 inclusions, which are sources of
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PECULIARITIES OF THE STRUCTURE FORMATION OF MATERIALS
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Abstract: The features of the structure formation of Al-Cu and Al-Cu-C materials under conditions of spark-plasma sintering under
conditions of superposition of a direct and pulsating current at a temperature of 600ºC and a mechanical pressure of 60 MPa are studied.
The obtained Al-Cu-C system materials with hardness from 400 to 1000 MPa, porosity from 3 to 1% are recommended for use as slip
contacts, and also as antifriction materials in friction pairs either in dry (carbon-containing composites) or wet friction (composites not
containing carbon).
Keywords: spark-plasma sintering, consolidation of powders, structurization, synthesis, intermetallic compound
6% C, 70% Al-25% Cu-5% C and 47% Al-47% Cu-6% C were
prepared for consolidation purposes.
Powders were consolidated in vacuum by the GEFEST
universal experimental complex (Fig.1) [12], which is based on
passing through a powder superposition of direct and pulsating
current with a frequency of 10 kHz at an operating voltage U = 2
V.
Sintering was carried out in matrices of graphite MPG 6
with an inner diameter of 10 mm, where 2 g of the powder
mixture were poured. The powder was filled in layers to study
the intermetallic of the transition layer. The temperature of the
sample was measured on the wall of the matrix (ΔT between the
outer surface of the matrix and samples varied from 150 to 250°)
using a standard K-type thermocouple. The compaction pressure
was ca. 30 MPa, and the sintering pressure was ca. 60 MPa. The
thermocouple was calibrated according to the methods presented
in [13].

1. Introduction
The development of technology and electronics is
accompanied by the need for materials with high thermal
conductivity, electrical conductivity along with higher
tribological characteristics. Such properties are possessed by
copper, and also composites on its basis. However, according to
the London Metal Exchange in February 2016, the cost of copper
on the international market was $ 4,400 per ton, and in February
2018 this figure exceeded the mark of $ 7,200 per ton. This state
of affairs diverts the material scientists towards the search for a
solution to the problem of synthesizing materials for electrical
and tribological purposes with specified properties and reduced
cost.
All over the world much attention is paid to the
aluminum metallurgy, its alloys and the composites of the Al-Cu
system. According to the scale of production and use, aluminum
is second after iron, and aluminum-based alloys with added Cu
obtained by casting are featured by high conductivity, hardness
and durability due to CuAl2 intermetallic phase, and they are
handled perfectly in conditions of liquid friction at high loads and
high speeds, however the technology of their manufacturing
faces certain difficulties [1-4].
Problem discussion
The powder metallurgy methods enable changing the
approach to obtaining aluminum-based products [5, 6] and allows
producing lightweight, durable and high-density materials with
good thermal and electrical conductivity.
In [7] the authors consider the possibility of the synthesis
of the composite of Al-Cu-C system with the amount of carbon
from 5% to 25% (wt). The synthesized composite material is
recommended for use as a slip electric contact The material was
received by the method of isostatic pressing at a temperature of
400°C and pressure of 40 Mpa with further holding at a
temperature of 500-600°C for 360 minutes.
In [8], the method of spark-plasma sintering [9] was used
to obtain compacts of the Al-Cu system, which allowed to reduce
the consolidation time and temperature [10, 11]. Investigations of
phase transformations in 78% Al - 22% Cu mixture with
consolidation in the temperature range 400 - 525 ºC for 10 min at
a pressure of 30 MPa have shown the possibility of synthesis of
CuAl2 intermetallic.
However, the kinetics of the formation of materials of AlCu, Al-Cu-C systems under spark-plasma sintering conditions, as
well as the influence of the thickness of the transition
intermetallic CuAl2 zone on the material hardness have not been
studied sufficiently.
The objective is to study the peculiarities of the structure
formation of materials of t Al-Cu and Al-Cu-C systems under the
conditions of spark-plasma sintering.
2.Objective and research methodologies
Al, Cu (60% of particles less than 20 μm) and graphite
(80% of particles less than 10 μm) powders were used as
elementary powders. Mixtures of weight content 50% Al-50%
Cu, 75% Al-25% Cu, 87.5% Al-12.5 % Cu, 82% Al-12% Cu--

Figure 1. Appearance of GEFEST assembly
The consolidation temperature was chosen according to
[8] and was 500 - 600ºC, the holding time was 20 min at a
pressure of 60 MPa. Additional experiments were conducted for
the 75% Al-25% Cu mixture with a holding time of 40, 80, and
120 min to study the kinetics of the formation of a transition
layer in the solid-phase sintering of two-component powder
mixtures [14]. The control of the sintering process was carried
out with the help of specialized software [15]. The thermograms
typical for consolidation of Al-Cu and Al-Cu-C systems are
given in Fig. 2. As can be seen from Fig. 2, the holding
temperature of the Al-Cu-C system is 100˚ greater than the
holding temperature during sintering of the Al-Cu mixture.
The microstructure of the obtained compacts was
analyzed as per DSTU ISO 643: 2009 using the BIOLAM-I
microscope. To reveal the grain structure of aluminum, Keller's
reagent (1% NaOH solution and 0.5% solution of hydrofluoric
acid) was used. A 20% aqueous solution of HNO3 was used to
detect the phase of CuAl2 [16].
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a) 20 min; b) 40 min; c) 80 min; d) 120 min
Figure 4. Photomicrographs of a transition layer between
aluminum and copper particles at different holding times

Figure 2. Typical thermograms obtained on the matrix
surface during the consolidation of Al-Cu and Al-Cu-C powders
The compacts were tested for Vickers hardness at a load
of 5 kg as per DSTU ISO 6507-1:2007, and since the obtained
materials had a distinct transition zone between Al and Cu
particles, a microhardness determination method was used which
allowed estimating the hardness of individual phases of Cu, Al
and CuAl2 as per GOST 9450-76 on the device PMT-3.
As a result of consolidation of a powder mixture of 75%
Al-5% Cu for 20 min, it was established that in the chosen mode
the diffusion processes begin to occur between the aluminum and
copper particles [17], which lead to the formation of a two-layer
region of the transition zone: eutectic α (Al)-CuAl2 (light area)
and intermetallic CuAl2 (dark area) (Fig. 3, 4). The thickness of
the CuAl2 zone depends on the holding time and increases to 6
μm with 80 minutes of consolidation (Fig. 5). A further increase
in the holding time leads to dissolution of CuAl2 in aluminum
[18] and a decrease in the thickness of its layer to 2 μm at 120
minutes of holding.

Figure 5. Thickness of the transition layer vs. holding
time
The microhardness of the CuAl2 layer is ca. 5 GPa,
microhardness of aluminum is ca. 0.4 GPa and copper ca. 0.5
GPa. It is evident that an increase in the thickness of the
intermetallic layer also affects the overall hardness of the entire
compact. Thus, an increase in the thickness of the CuAl2 layer
from 1 μm to 6 μm makes it possible to increase the Vickers
hardness of the compact from 330 MPa to 870 MPa (Fig. 6).

Figure 6. Vickers hardness of consolidated samples of
75% Al- 25% Cu mixture vs. thickness of the CuAl2 intermetallic
layer.
The exposure time also affected the porosity of the
compacts received. 75% Al-25% Cu samples consolidated for 20
min have a porosity less than 3%. Increasing holding time from
20 to 120 min leads to a decrease in porosity (Fig. 7), so at 40
min the porosity is 1.4%, at 80 min - 0.98%, and at 120 min 0.5% (Fig. 8).

Figure 3. Phase composition of a 75% Al-25% Cu
mixture after 20 min of consolidation (CoKα - radiation from the
HZG-4A unit)

a

b

a

c

d
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b

c
а) 87.5% Al-12.5% Cu; b) 75% Al-25 % Cu; c) 50% Al-50% Cu
Figure 10. Structure of Al Cu samples after applying
Keller's reagent, х450

c
d
a) 20 min; b) 40 min; c) 80 min; d) 120 min
Figure 7. Microphotographs of porosity change of a
material over increasing holding time, х100

Figure 8. Porosity vs. holding time
By identifying the aluminum structure in consolidated
materials we managed to establish that the increase in the holding
time had no significant effect on the particle size of the
consolidated powder (Fig. 9) and it corresponds to the initial
sizes of the Al and Cu powders.

1) 87.5% Al-12.5% Cu; 2) 75% Al-25% Cu;
3) 50% Al-50% Cu
Figure 11. The thickness of the intermetallic CuAl2 layer
and Vickers hardness of Al-Cu composites
Consolidation of 82% Al-12% Cu-6% C, 70% Al25% Cu-5% C and 47% Al-47% Cu-6% C mixtures revealed that
the introduction of a mixture of carbon intensifies the formation
of an intermetallic compound CuAl2 (Fig. 12). Thus, for the 82%
Al-12% Cu-6% C mixture the characteristic thickness of the
intermetallic layer between particles is 2.5 μm (Fig. 13), and for
the 47% Al-47% Cu-6% C 7.5 μm. By increasing the amount of
CuAl2, (Fig. 14 ) we yielded the Al-Cu-C materials having a
Vickness hardness from 700 to 1,100 MPa. The obtained values
of the thickness of the intermetallic layer and the hardness of the
material, as well as for the Al-Cu system, completely agree with
the dependences in Fig. 5. and Fig. 6 previously obtained.

a

b
a) 20 min; b) 120 min.
Figure 9. Structure of 75% Al-25% Cu sample after
applying Keller's reagent, х450
Consolidation of mixtures of 50% Al-50% Cu, 75% Al25% Cu and 87.5% Al-12.5 % Cu composition showed that in
the selected two-component mixtures the increase in the amount
of copper does not significantly affect the thickness of the CuAl2
intermetallic layer, which is from 1 to 1.5 μm (Fig. 10), with the
Vickers hardness of the obtained materials ranging from 350 to
400 MPa. (Fig. 11). It should be noted that the obtained thickness
values of the intermetallic layer and the hardness of the material
are completely consistent with the dependences previously
yielded and shown in Fig. 5. and Fig. 6.

a

a

b

b

c
а) 82% Al-12% Cu-6% C; b) 70% Al-25% Cu-5% C; c)
47% Al-47% Cu-6% C
Figure 12. The structure of Al-Cu-C samples after
applying theKeller's reagent, х450
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1) 82% Al- 12% Cu-6% C; 2) 70% Al-25% Cu-5% C;
3) 47% Al-47% Cu-6% C
Figure 13. The thickness of the intermetallic CuAl2 layer
and Vickers hardness of Al-Cu-C composites

Figure 14. Phase composition of 70% Al-25% Cu-5% C
mixture after 20 min of consolidation (CоKα-radiation from
HZG-4A unit)
4. Conclusions
1. The features of consolidation and structure formation
of materials of the Al-Cu and Al-Cu-C system under conditions
of spark-plasma sintering are studied. It is established that under
the conditions of spark-plasma sintering, the synthesis of CuAl2
intermetallic is initiated in Al-Cu and Al-Cu-C systems.
Moreover, in the composite which contains carbon, the thickness
of the intermetallic layer is 2 times greater.
2.Increasing the thickness of the intermetallic layer
affects the overall hardness of the entire compact. Thus, an
increase in the thickness of the CuAl2 layer from 1 μm to 6 μm
makes it possible to increase the Vickers hardness of the compact
from 330 MPa to 870 MPa.
3.The thickness of the CuAl2 zone depends on the
holding time and increases to 6 μm with 80 minutes of
consolidation. A further increase in the holding time leads to the
dissolution of CuAl2 in aluminum.
4.The obtained Al-Cu-C system materials with hardness
from 400 to 1000 MPa, porosity from 3 to 1% can be
recommended for use as slip contacts, and also as antifriction
materials in friction pairs either in dry (carbon-containing
composites) or wet friction (composites not containing carbon).
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Abstract: A theory of martensitic transformations of carbon steels based on the principle of detailed balance is proposed. This theory
supplements the theory of Landau phase transitions in crystalline media, as well as the theory of crystallization of Kolmogorov's and
Avrami's substance. In the proposed theory the martensitic transformations are described by the equations of induced transitions between
two energy levels, which correspond to the number of particles of the initial phase with low energy (austenite) and the number of particles of
the transformed phase with higher energy (martensite). The source of the transformations is the particles of the third kind - phonons, the
number of which is associated with the induced transitions of particles between the energy levels and depends on the transformation
temperature. The conclusions of the proposed theory correspond quantitatively to the experimental data.
Keywords: MARTENSITIC TRANSFORMATION, CARBON STEELS, ATHERMAL DIRECT MARTENSITIC TRANSITION,
ISOTHERMAL DIRECT MARTENSITIC TRANSITION, TWO-LEVEL SYSTEM

1. Introduction
During cooling of carbon steel being in γ -phase and
characterized as austenite (phase A) its structural transformation
occurs, which is associated with a change of the crystalline lattice
symmetry. FCC symmetry of γ - phase transits to a new, more solid

α - phase with BCC symmetry called martensite (phase M).
Phase transitions, in which the processes of diffusion and selfdiffusion carry slowly, are direct martensitic transformations
(DMT). DMT results in a large number of crystals M formed in
each predefined grain of the initial phase A, which have the form of
a plate with a thin by an order of magnitude smaller than its sizes in
orthogonal directions to it. The size of crystals M depends on the
initial state of grains A: homogeneous and perfect crystal structure A
gives large crystals M and inhomogeneous, imperfect structure
gives crystals of small sizes.
For DMT description in Landau theory [1] the expansion of
Gibbs free energy is realized according to degrees of strain shear.
But in some cases such an expansion does not describe
experimental results [2-4]
Another approach consists in rigorous solution of the problem
of substance crystallization [5, 6].
However, as practice shows, calculations of phase
transformation kinetics using the Avrami equation do not always
lead to correct results.
The discrepancies between the theoretical description of DMT
and experimental data require further search for theories describing
phase transformations in metals and alloys.

Fig. 1. AM two-level system: n A - number of elementary cells of phase A;

nM - number of elementary cells of phase М

3. Equation system for description of DMT in
carbon steel
When describing DMT in carbon steel the following
requirement must be met: the increase in the number of elementary
cells of phase A is equal to the decrease in the number of
elementary cells of phase M, provided that the total number of cells
is constant.
Let us consider the principle physics of transitions in carbon
steel. However, it should be noted that these principle physics are,
in our opinion, common for all systems subject to phase
transformations.
During quenching the lattice atoms are displaced as a result of
thermal vibrations, the concept of a phonon can be used for
description of their energy. The phonon is characterized as a quasi-





particle with energy ε = ω and quasi-momentum p = k , where,


ω , k - frequency and wavenumber of the wave.

2. Physical model of phase transformations in
crystalline media

As the carbon steel temperature T decreases, the phonons
acquire energy comparable to the energy barrier of the phase
transition and their effect on the crystalline lattice of carbon steel
will initiate the transitions of elementary cells from state M to state
A and vice versa. Such transitions are induced, because they are
caused by an external action associated with a temperature
decrease. When interacting with MA two-level system the number
of phonons should vary: decrease in the number of elementary cells
of phase M leads to increase in phonons (phonon emission) and vice
versa, increase in the number of elementary cells of phase M leads
to decrease in the number of phonons (phonon absorption).
We consider two DMT modes of carbon steel below: athermal
and isothermal.

Phase transformations in crystalline media according to their
specific features can be described using a two-level system (TLS),
the foundations of which have been formulated by Einstein A. [7].
Structural transformation of A-phase steel into M-phase steel
can be characterized in TLS as spontaneous and induced transitions
from stable state A to metastable state M and vice versa with
probabilities corresponding to these transitions.
Schematic diagram of such transitions is presented in Fig. 1. In
this figure the stable state is characterized by energy ε A and
temperature TA and the metastable state is characterized by ε M , TM ,
at that ε A < ε M , TA > TM . The arrows in Fig. 1 denote: µ MA - the
probability of spontaneous transition from level M to level A; wMA
and wAM - the probability of the induced transitions of the level M
to the level A and vice versa respectively.
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( µ ′t AM >> 1 ) into which the temperature interval is divided. Phase
M is formed in each of these TLSs in such a way that the final state
of one TLS determines the initial state of the subsequent TLS. The
total amount of the transited phase M can be obtained by summing
the phase M in each TLS to which the DMT temperature interval is
divided.
Thus, it can be concluded from the expression (6) that as the
temperature is decreased from the initial temperature =
T TН* ≤ TН

4. Athermal DMT of carbon steel
Athermal DMT of carbon steel occurs at T ( t ) decreasing
within the range of TК ≤ T ( t ) ≤ TН , were TН* - initial temperature
*

of the experiment TК ≤ TН* ≤ TН .
The initial equations of athermal DMT at a sufficiently large
number of phonons ( N >> nA , nM ) are as follows:

∂nM
µ МА (T )( nA − nM ) N ,
− γ ∂nM =
∂t
∂T
∂nA
− µ МА (T )( nA − nM ) N ,
− γ ∂nA =
∂t
∂T
∂N
− µ МА (T )( nA − nM ) N ,
− γ ∂N =
∂t
∂T
were, T ( t =
) TН

*

γ
time, =

(T

*
Н

−γt

to T = TК then DMT occurs in the alloy steel as a result of which
the elementary lattice cells of phase A almost completely transit to
phase M.
5.

(1)

The high temperature range will be considered as a specified by
*
ratio TK ≤ T ( t ) ≤ TН . Intense thermal vibrations of the crystalline
lattice are observed within this temperature range; it corresponds to
availability of a large number of phonons in the system, i.e.
N 0 >> nA0 , nM 0 >> 1 .
For example, for an isothermic DMT when quenched within
heterogeneous temperature range Ac3 the DMT velocity increases
first from zero, reaches a maximum at T ~ 700° C then decreases
and at <550 ° C assumes a small value [8].
For analytical description of isothermal DMT of carbon steel a
solution for athermal DMT is applicable provided that the
characteristic time of athermal DMT - t AM must be replaced by the

- temperature change in course of the

− TК ) t AM , µ=
w=
wAM
MA
MA

- the relation

between the transition probabilities, which is valid at all
temperatures.
To solve Eqs. (1) we determine the dependence of the
probability of the induced transitions µ МА (T ) upon the
temperature in the following form:

(

)

µ МА=
(T ) µ (TН* ) 1 − (1 − β kT k ) exp  −T k  ,

(2)

characteristic time of isothermal DMT - t *AM which is much greater

were, T (T ) =
(TН* − T ) (TН* − TК ) .

than the first ( t *AM >> t AM ). In this case, at a given experiment

The representation (2) corresponds to the quenching method in
one cooler when metal samples heated to the quenching temperature
are immersed in the quench liquid until completely cooled.
As the temperature is decreased the velocity of DMT of phase A
to phase М increases to the maximum value and then it decreases to
zero, where the DMT velocity can be assumed to be proportional to
the transition probability (2).
As the temperature is decreased from the initial =
T TН* ≤ TН to

temperature TН* the expression (6) can be transformed to the
following form:
k





nMS
1 − exp  −2 µ ′N t 1 − exp  − β  t      (7)
=
eq
  t *AM     


( nM 0 + nA0 ) 






We used analytical dependence (7) to describe isothermic
DMTs of steel ( Fe + 7%Cr + 2% Ni ) [2].
Comparison of the theoretical dependence (7) with experimental
data [2] is carried out by transforming (7) to the percentage of the
amount of the transformed phase A upon the time:

T = TК , DMT occurs in the alloy steel, as a result of which the
elementary lattice cells of phase A almost completely transit to
phase M.
The solution of equation system (1) under condition (2) has the
following form:

N (ξ ) ≈ N eq ,

(

were, A = 1 + nM 0 nA0 , B = 2 µ ′N eq , C = t AM
*

ξ ( t , T ) = t + F (T ,=
TН* ) , nM 0 n=
nA ( 0 ) ,
M ( 0 ) , nA0

*
F (T , T=
Н)

1

γ

µ ′ = µ (TН* ) ,

N eq =N 0 − ( nA0 − nM 0 ) 2 ,

T

{ ( (

(

∫ 1 − 1 − 1 − β k T ( x )

*
TН

)

k

) exp − (T ( x ))  )}dx.
k

Analysis (3) - (5) shows that the total number of elementary
cells that have transited from level A to level M is determined by the
following expression:

(

)

nMS = ( nA0 + nM 0 ) 1 − exp ( −2 µ ′N eqξ ( t , T ) ) .

(8)
−k

.

Digitized experimental curves [2] (points) and analytical
solutions (8) (solid lines) are shown in Fig. 2 a), b).
Comparison of the analytical dependencies describing the
isothermal DMT of one of the alloy steel types with experimental
data (Fig. 2) shows their good quantitative agreement. This
agreement indicates the possibility of describing DMT processes on
the basis of the detailed balance principle formulated for elementary
cells of phase A (austenite) and phase M (martensite) - the main
participants of DMT kinetics.
The values of A, B, C , k coefficients obtained as a result of
approximating the experimental data by the analytical dependence
(8) are presented in Table 1.


nM 0 + nA0 
nA0 − nM 0
exp ( −2 µ ′ N eqξ )  .
1 +
2
nM 0 + nA0

 (5)

N0 = N ( 0) ,

))) ,

( )

(3)

,

were,

( (

nAS
=⋅
A 100 ⋅ 1 − exp − Bt 1 − exp ( −Ct k )
nA0


n + nA0 
nA0 − nM 0
nM (ξ ) ≈ M 0
exp ( −2 µ ′ N eqξ ) 
1 −
2
nM 0 + nA0

 (4)
nA (ξ ) ≈

Isothermal DMT of carbon steel in hightemperature range

6.

Isothermal DMT
temperature range

of

carbon

steel

in

low-

As the temperature of martensitic transformations decreases,
*
when TKом ≤ T ( t ) ≤ TН ≤ TK , the intensity of vibrations of the

(6)

Expression (6) is obtained as a result of summing the phase M
for a large number of TLS with a short characteristic transition time
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crystalline lattice also decreases, which leads to decreasing the
phonon number, i.e. to the relations N 0 > ( nA0 − nM 0 ) 2 >> 1 .

Under these conditions the expressions for a high-temperature
isothermal DMT can be used to describe isothermic DMT at low
temperatures, if only in the expression for γ we replace TК by

TKом and t *AM by tAM ,the probability of the induced transitions
µ ′ by µ ′′ which corresponds to the frequencies of induced
transitions at low quench temperatures.
At that, because of a small number of phonons, the exponential
summands in denominators of accurate solutions of equations (1)
can not be omitted.
In view of the fact that the number of phonons is still large
compared with the number of elementary cells in phase A and phase
M, the athermal DMT process can also be represented as a number
of transitions from one TLS to another.
In general, based on solutions for DMT in high-temperature
range the expression for total amount of transformed austenite is
valid:


( nA0 − nM 0 ) exp −2µ ′′N t 
(
1 − A
eq ) 

( nA0 + nM 0 )
n (t ) 1 
,
≈
nA0 − nM 0
nA0 A 2
1−
exp ( −2 µ ′′N eq t )
2 N0

а)

tot
M

(9)

If martensite formed in high-temperature range is excluded in
(9), the amount of transformed austenite in low-temperature range
will be equal to:

nM ( t )= nMtot ( t ) − nM 0=

( nA0 − nM 0 )

б)
Fig. 2. Comparison of digitized experimental data (points) with analytical
solutions (8) (solid lines) for different temperatures of isothermic DMT of
steel Fe + 7%Cr + 2% Ni
a) Amount of transformed austenite (%);
b) Time (min)

Table 1. The values of A, B, C , k coefficients and
characteristic time t *AM of isothermic DMT for different
quench temperature
Quench temperature,
580 *

were,

(°С)

600*

620*

A
B

2.51

525.61

104.41

167.51 106.07 104.3

130.94

0.02

9.3E-4

0.45

0.02

0.15

0.17

4.1Е-2

C

0.02

1.53E-4 2E-3

0.05

8.8E-3

0.16

6.8Е-2

k

1.73

2.53

0.87

1.21

0.81

1.545

1.21

33.6

1. 3·103 11.51

20.18

3.3

9.2

t *AM 10.60

635

TН*
650

680

725

* The experimental data are insufficient for approximation.
Besides, it is known from experiments, that as the temperature
decreases from martensitic TК to room temperature TKом , DMT is
observed, as a result of which the amount of transformed austenite
increases from 5% at TН* = 450 °С to 95% at TН* = 300 °С [2, 9].

(

)

1 − exp ( −2 µ ′′N eq t )
(10)
2
.
nA0 − nM 0
1−
exp ( −2 µ ′′N eq t )
2 N0
With a relatively small number of phonons it can be shown that
the amount of transformed phase A can be represented with a
sufficient degree of accuracy by the sum of two solutions of the
form (10).
In dimensionless notation the amount of transformed phase A
can be represented as a sum of constant magnitude and two
exponents:
nMS ( t )
=
A′ − B ′exp ( − Bt ) − C ′exp ( − Dt ) ,
(11)
nA0
=



n 
n
n′ 
B ′ 100  1 − M 0  A,
A′ = 100  1 − M 0 − M 0  , =
nA0 
nA0 nA0 




n 
=
C ′ 100  1 − M 0  C .
nA0 

The theoretical dependence (11) was used to interpret
experimental data according to isothermic DMT within lowtemperature range [2].
The points obtained by digitizing the experimental data are
shown by marks in Fig. 3. Solid lines depict the corresponding
curves obtained from (11) at the values of coefficients given in
Table 2.
The obtained analytical dependence (11) includes five constant
coefficients, the values of which depend on the transformation
temperature and are determined by experiment.
Comparison of analytical dependencies describing the
isothermal DMT with the experimental data of the same process for
one of the types of alloyed steel shows good quantitative agreement.
The obtained agreement indicates the possibility of using DMT
model based on the principle of detailed balance in alloy steels
within a low-temperature range.

In this case, the DMT characteristic time tAM is practically the same
for the full temperature range and is short in comparison with DMT
(
characteristic time at high temperatures t *AM

t *AM >> tAM ≈ 1 min.)
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Comparison of analytical dependencies describing the isothermal
DMT with experimental data of the same process for one of the
types of alloy steel ( Fe + 7%Cr + 2% Ni ) shows their good
quantitative agreement. Such a quantitative agreement indicates the
possibility of using DMT model based on the principle of detailed
balance in alloy steels within a high-temperature range.
It was concluded on basis of the obtained analytical solutions
that within a high-temperature range DMT occurs in alloy steel with
decreasing temperature from initial =
T TН* ≤ TН to T = TК , as a
result of which the elementary lattice cells of phase A almost
completely transit to phase M.
The analytical dependences of isothermal DMT of alloy steels
*
in a low-temperature range ( TKом ≤ T ( t ) ≤ TН ≤ TK ), when a small
number of phonons are realized ( N 0 > ( nA0 − nM 0 ) 2 >> 1 ), can
Fig. 3. Isothermal DMT in low-temperature range

be represented as a sum of three summands: a constant summand
and two decreasing in time exponents, each of which has its own
constant factor and its characteristic time value. The values of the
constant summand, two constant factors and two characteristic
times (only five constants) depend on the transformation
temperature and are determined by experiment. Comparison of
analytical dependencies describing the isothermic DMT of one of
the alloy steel types with the experimental data in low-temperature
range shows a good quantitative agreement. Such an agreement
indicates the possibility of using DMT model of alloy steels based
on the principle of detailed balance in a low-temperature range.
I want to express my gratitude to Tkachenko Viktor Ivanovich
for his interest in this work and valuable comments.

a) Amount of transformed austenite (%);
b) Time (min)

Table 2. The values of coefficients of curves (11)
describing the experimental data [2].
°С
C′
B
A′
B′
415
400
375

10.39448
32.02108
50.19302

12.54669
6.86054
85.35374

1.67272
0.93142
6.10650

0
59.43278
11.05937

D
0
6.12407
0.83587

7. Conclusion
The paper analyzes the existing approaches in describing phase
transitions in crystalline lattices of solids starting with the
phenomenological paper of Landau and ending with publications of
Kolmogorov and Avrami on nucleation and growth of a new phase.
By the example of phase transformations of carbon and alloy steels
it is noted that the proposed theories do not always give theoretical
diagrams of austenite decay kinetics that are in good agreement
with the experimental data. To eliminate the noted drawbacks in the
existing theories it is proposed in this paper to describe the phase
transformations of carbon steels on the basis of the principle of
detailed balance formulated first by Einstein. On the basis of the
approach proposed in this paper a system of equations has been
obtained that describes both athermal and isothermal direct
martensitic transformations of carbon steels.
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In high-temperature range TK ≤ T ( t ) ≤ TН and at a large
*

number of phonons due to such a temperature the DMT process can
be represented in the form of a large number of TLSs with a short
transition characteristic time ( µ ′t AM >> 1 ). In each of these TLSs a
phase M is formed in such a way that the final state of one TLS
determines the initial state of the next one. The total amount of the
transformed phase M is obtained as a result of summing the phase
M in each TLS to which the temperature interval of the DMT is
divided.
The analytical dependences obtained from the inюitial equations
include four constant coefficients, the values of which depend on
the transformation temperature and are determined by experiment.
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Abstract: Polyurethanes generally have low thermal stability and thermal degradation can occur during exploitation above 180 °C. It is
assessed that the modification of the polyurethane chains via forming thermally stable permanent heterocyclic structures can improve the
thermal stability. Polyurethane foams based on networks with isocyanurate rings are generally insulation-grade and have excellent thermal
stability. In order to assess a quantitative contribution of pendant chains, polyurethane soft elastomers based with a controlled architecture
were synthesized by prepolymer procedure. A simple strategy was developed to prepare networks based on poly(oxypropylene)diol and 2,4TDI by adding the monofunctional component for prepolymer synthesis. Network formation was described using the cascade theory.
Mechanical properties were determined from stress-strain experiments. It was estimated that the increase of the monool in the precursor
formulation influenced the increase of energy at break and the elongation but affected to decrease of Young modulus.
Keywords: POLYURETHANES, ELASTOMERIC MATERIALS, CROSSLINKING, CYCLOTRIMERIZATION,
POLYMER NETWORKS,

thermosets based on trimerized aliphatic isocyanate such as
polyurethane coatings are generally limited by the high viscosity of
tri‐functional or higher‐functional isocyanurates.

1. Introduction
Polyurethanes are a class of cross-linked materials having the
urethane bonds somewhere in their network chains. The name
polyurethane does not tell anything about its substantial
characteristics. Polyurethane networks may have permanent or
temporary crosslink points, and be highly crystalline, elastomeric or
amorphous and glassy. In polyuretahne production prepolymers are
typically isocyanate-tipped long chains havingc urethane groups in
their backbone, obtained by reaction of a polyol with a molar excess
of di- or polyisocyanate (.they contain isocyanate between 1 and 15
mass%. They are used in the fabrication of coatings, paints,
sealants, elastomers and adhesives. Prepolymers containing high
content of isocyanate (15-30 mass %) are called semi-prepolymers
because only part of the isocyanate molecules contributes to the
formation of the oligomer backbone. The use of network precursors
in industry helps to tailor the properties of polyurethane materials
[1]. The temperature during the synthesis can be controlled. Besides
the prepolymers are less volatile so less hazardous than the
monomeric isocyanates. Urethane prepolymers are also very
important in certain two component systems, when a homogeneous
mixture is required. Isocyanate quasi-prepolymers are extensively
used in the production of one-component polyurethane foams and in
building industry and adhesives preparation. Polyurethane materials
generally have low thermal stability and thermal degradation can
occur at exploitation above 180 °C. It is assessed that the
modification of the polyurethane chains via forming thermally
stable permanent heterocyclic structures (imide, triazine,
isocyanurate, oxazolidone, phosphazen) can improve the thermal
stability [2]. The isocyanurate ring (Fig. 1) is thermally very stable
and enhance the materials fire resistance. It is well known that
hydrochloric or oxalic acids, and also Lewis acids in general)
favorize isocyanurate ring formation. Polyurethane foams based on
networks with isocyanurate rings (trimer foams) are generally
insulation-grade, low density, have excellent thermal stability and
appropriate insulating value, good compressive-strength, and
usually are fabricated in large blocks using a continuous extrusion
process. Laminated trimer foams panels are used for production of
pre-insulated duct that is using for air conditioning systems. Other
applications of PIR foams are for carving/machining media and
industrial pipe insulation. The fabrication and processing of

Fig. 1 The structure of thermally very stable isocyanurate rings.

Real polymer networks always deviate from ideal. Perfect networks,
are defined as random collections of Gaussian chains between
multifunctional junction points under the condition that all
functionalities of the junction points have reacted with the ends of
all different chains [3]. The ideal network entirely consists of
elastically effective chains (connecting two neighbor cross-links)
which are able to transfer the retractive force throughout the
material if subjected to the some deformation. Major imperfections
in cross-linked polymers include pendant inactive chains to
elasticity whose one end is not connected to the network (i.e.
dangling chains) [4,5]. An important key of the energy dissipation
in the irregular networks is the fact that one end of each dangling
chain is free to move. It is possible to expect that a high irregularity
in network structure will yield not only a pronounced damping, but
also temperature- and frequency-insensitive damping and elasticity
because of a broad relaxation time distribution. When the time scale
of the material viscoelastic relaxation is comparable to that of the
vibration, most of the energy can be dissipated as the heat.
Networks with increasing amount of pendant chains are using for
self-repairing materials designed as intelligent systems. It is well
known that a gel close to the critical conversion point (c) has a lot
of pendant chains. The relaxation peaks of pendant (i.e. dangling)
chains are above the glass transition temperature (Tg) due to its
prolonged relaxation time [6,7]. Polymer networks such as
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hydrogels and elastomers and need to show resistance to
exploitation
environments
(solvent swelling or
complex
deformation). The self-repairing property of a network polymer
having pendant chains has been studied employing gel fraction of
cross-linked polyurethane. It was found that the material obtained
from a weak gel just beyond the critical point exhibits autonomic
self-reparation. This would be attributed to the topological
interaction (entanglement couplings) of pendant chains in the
network. It has been assessed that the repairing occurs quite fast
like liquid, whereas it never flows macroscopically because of the
existing permanent crosslink points. A new types of self-repairing
material was proposed by utilizing strong topological interaction of
pendant chains that can managed by eliminating sol-fraction in a
weak gel just beyond the critical conversion (sol–gel transition
point) [8]. The incidence of pendant network imperfections is very
small when the end-linking reaction is carried out with
stoichiometric balance and to high conversion of reactive functional
groups. By unbalancing the stoichiometry in the catalytic endlinking reaction or by the addition of monofunctional network
precursor the desired ratio of pendant chains can be introduced into
the cross-linked structure [9]. The randomly cross-linked linear
polymers have a highly irregular connectivity. Typical defects are
polydispersity, pendant chains, clusters, and self-loops. Thus a lot
of efforts have done on the synthesis of model networks by endlinking of telechelic network precursor. To control the mechanical
properties of the polyurethane networks, both “crosslinking density” and
“pendant chain content” should be taken into assessment. The synthesys
of polyurethane materials can be accompanied by side reactions
owing to a high reactivity of isocyanate groups and this statement
complicates the fabrication of elastomeric materials. The focus of
this study was to synthesize poly(urethane-isocyanurate) networks
(in the first step the incorporation of monofunctional reactive
component to prepolymer based on poly(oxypropylene)diol and 2,4tolylene diisocyanate and then in the second step the catalytic
cyclotrimerization of network precursor mixture. The objective was
to assess mechanical properties of prepared elastomeric materials.

parts the xylene was used as solvents. Sol-free sample were prepared
by drying of those attained equilibrium swelling. Stress-strain
experiments were done using Instron 5800 instrument at 20 °C.
Specimens whose weight was measured previously were swollen to
attain the equilibrium swelling. The gel content, g g, was calculated
as g = Wb/W, where Wb and W are the mass of dried sample once after
swelling to the equilibrium state and the original mass, respectively.

3. Results and discussion
Polyurethane networks with pendant chains were synthesized by
the two stage procedure. The structure of prepolymers preapred in
the first step with stoichiometric excess of isocyanate group
(OH/NCO=r=0.5) is given in the Figure 2. Dominant component
was the telechelic diisocyanate, unreacted 2.4-TDI and small
amount sof dimer or trimer due to the first-shell substitution effect
on aromatic isocyanate. Prepolymers due to the added
monofunctional reactant in the initial mixture contained mainly
bifunctional molecules with NCO groups at both ends, and small
amount of monofunctional chains with a single terminal NCO group
at one of chain end (depending on the stoichiometry and content of
OH groups from DEGME).
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Fig 2. The structural components of synthesized prepolymer
based on 2.4-TD and poly(oxypropylene)diol.

In prepared soft elastomeric materials the functionality of the
crosslink-points is always 3 due to the cyclotrimerization reaction .
The appearance of all synthesized elastomeric materials was transparent.
(Fig 4). For the network formation in a bulk, the catalyst system
should be molecularly soluble in the used network precursor to
produce final materials with high optical quality.

2. Experimental part
2.1. Materials
The primary reactant used in this study were poly(oxypropylene)
diol (PPD2000, Aldrich) and 2,4-tolylene diisocyanate as [NCO]
group source. The commercial cyclopolymerization catalyst was
amine Polycat 41 (producer Air Products and Chemicals). The
monool 2-(2-metoxyetoxy)ethanol (DEGME) was used for
preparation of modified network precursors containing the mixture
of telechelic diisocynates and monoisocyanates. It was applied
constant ratio of functional reactive groups r=[NCO]/[OH]=2 and
X=[OHm]/([OHm]+[OHd]), where [OHd] is content of diol hydroxyl
groups, [OHm] is monool hydroxyl groups.
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2.2. Sample preparation and characterization
To the flask equipped with a stir bar, a nitrogen/vacuum adapter
was filled with diol PPD. The system was degassed at 100oC. For
modified networks the monool component was also added to obtain
precursors containing the mixture of telechelic monoisocyanates
and diisocynates. The melted 2.4-TDI was added to the reaction
vessel via syringe. The reactive mixture was stirred under nitrogen
and after that heated for 48h at 60oC. In the second step crosslinking
of obtained precursor (Fig. 2) was managed by cyclotrimerisation .
When the synthesis procedure was adequate, the obtained precursor
chains usually exhibited the average molar masses (close to the
narrow distributions due to the negative first shell substitution effect
on used isocyanate 2.4-TDI). After mixing the reaction mass was
put to the Teflon coated mold and cross-linking reactions were
performed at 80oC during 5 days in the oven. The gel fraction of
prepared polyurethane materials was assessed after swelling and solvent
evaporation. Because synthesized samples have polar and non-polar
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Fig 3 The chemical structure of network based on 2.4-TDI,
poly(oxypropylene)diol and monofunctional reactive component
diethyleneglycolmonomethylether.
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According to the used topological definition for polymer networks
an elastically active chain (EAC) is a sequence of units between two
elastically active junctions. Active crosslink-points are the
polyfunctional unit from which at least three paths issue to infinity
(i.e. to the sample surface). When the cross-linking reaction
proceeds before the gel point, the preexisting branch points in the
precursor units do not fulfill the requirements of being EAC, but as
the connectivity increases, beyond the gel point, more and more of
them reach the elastically active status. This behavior is coupled
with other changes (the sol-to-gel transformation and the decrease
of pendant chains number and size). For the network formation the
most frequently used theories are the theory of branching processes
(cascade theory) in its random or first-shell substitution effect
versions and its combination with kinetic theory. In our study the
topological parameters of the prepared networks were determined
using cascade theory. In Table 1. are listed calculated structural
parameters evaluated using determined gel content g for networks
with different monool content. Critical conversion at the gel point
was also estimated. In the Figure 4. are shown the dependences of
mass fraction for pen, backbone chains, elastically active chains,
and sol during cyclotrimerization of prepolymer based on 2.4-TDI
and poly(oxypropylene)diol. In the Figure 5. are shown the
dependences of pendant chains mass fraction (wpc) calculated by
cascade theory for networks based on different content of monool
component. It is obvious that with the increase of monool
component the conversion at the gel point (c) is shifted from 0.522
to 0.702. For the synthesized networks the assembly of soluble
branching topologies exists in non-extracted materials because in
the bulk synthesis the [NCO] group conversion is not complete.

Fig 5. Pendant chains mass fractions (wpc) calculated by
cascade theory for networks based on different content of
monofunctional reactive component (X).

Table 1. Mechanical properties and structural parameters
calculated by cascade theory using determined gel content g for
networks with different monool reactant content (X).
Property

X=0

X=0.20

X=0.25

gel content,
g

0.8964

0.8650

0.8203

0.7587

1.916

1.312

1.090

0.856

0.611

0.88

1.37

1.51

1.58

1.60

1.55

0.254

0.366

0.439

0.470

0.493

0.522

0.575

0.604

0.643

0.672

0.702

0.0048

0.0612

0.0805

0.0979

0.1217

0.1707

0.8843

0.8146

0.6920

0.7572

0.7964

0.7906

2.215

1.731

1.125

1.031

0.995

0.524

X=0.10

X=0.15

0.9787

0.9434

2.777

10mol4/cm3
pc

EANC ,
10- 4/cm3

PC,

Critical
conversion
(c)
Energy at
break,
Eb (J)
Tensile
strength, σ
(MPa)
Young
modulus
Ey (MPa)

Fig 4. The influence of conversion on mass fraction of
elastically active chains (EAC), pendant chains (PC), backbone
chains (BC) and the sol calculated by cascade theory for networks
based on 2.4-TDI and PPD2000.

elongation,
Δl/ l0 (%)

The modulus decreases with increasing the number of pendant chains
because they induce free volume. Having in mind the conformational
entropy (which is contributing to the material elasticity) cross-link points
and pendant chains and exhibit an opposite trend. The polyurethane
material design using catalytic cyclotrimerization of telechelic
diisocyantes is additionally influenced by strong topological
interaction (entanglement couplings) of pendant chains in a network
structure close to a critical point. Data for determined mechanical
properties (Young's modulus, tensile strength, energy at break, and
elongation) are given in the Table 1. The equilibrium stress-strain
measurements on rubbery networks combined with swelling
experiments, offer a measure of the fraction of crosslinks engaged
in elastically active chains.

65.5

91.0

142.4

167.7

192.3

X=0.30

0.504

323.0

4. Conclusion
In order to assess a quantitative contribution of pendant chains,
polyurethane soft elastomers based with a controlled architecture
were synthesized cyclotrimerization of prepolymer based on 2.4TDI, poly(oxypropylene)diol using two-step synthesys method. The
monool component diethyleneglycolmonomethylether was used for
preparation of modified network precursors containing the mixture
of telechelic diisocynate and monoisocyanate. The used synthesis
method has advantage in control of low exotherm crosslinking
reaction. The gel fraction of samples was indicating that the unreacted
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network precursor molecules which are not engaged into a network
structure exist. The topological parameters of the prepared thermally
and hydrolytically stable networks were determined by cascade
theory. Critical conversion at the gel point (c) was also calculated.
Mechanical properties of obtained samples were evaluated from
stress-strain experiments. It was estimated that the increase of the
monool component content influenced the increase of energy at
break and elongation value but the decrease of Young modulus. The
modulus decreases with increasing the number of pendant chains due to
the induction of free volume.
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COVALENCE OF THE Fe-C INTERATOMIC BOND
AND THE HARDNESS OF MARTENSITE OF CARBON AND ALLOYED STEELS
КОВАЛЕНТНОСТЬ МЕЖАТОМНОЙ СВЯЗИ Fe–C
И ТВЕРДОСТЬ МАРТЕНСИТА УГЛЕРОДИСТЫХ И ЛЕГИРОВАННЫХ СТАЛЕЙ
Protopopov E.
Tula State University, Tula, Russia
E-mail: pea_12@mail.ru
Abstract: A technique for determining the generalized degree of covalence of the interatomic Fe – C bond is proposed by the addition
rule taking into account the fractions of Fe2C, Fe4C and Fe6C clusters and cementite in steel. The correlation dependence of the
generalized degree of covalence of the interatomic Fe – C bond with the hardness of microstructures observed in eutectoid carbon steel, as
well as the hardness of ferrite and cementite, is revealed. A functional relationship between the generalized degree of covalence of the Fe-C
interatomic bond and the martensite hardness at different mass content of carbon is established, which ensures the correspondence of the
calculated and experimental data.
KEYWORDS: COVALENCE; INTERATOMIC BOND, MARTENSITE, CARBON STEEL, ALLOYED STEEL, MARTENSITE HARDNESS

formation of tetragonal distortion of the martensite crystal
lattice is shown on the figure 1B.

1. Introduction
The fundamental problem of modern material's science is the
search for new theoretical approaches to the task of developing the
foundations of the synthesis of steels and alloys with a given set of
physical and chemical properties of the metal in the finished
product. This problem has a huge amount difficult factors to take
into account, including the limits of the melt production and
processing, technological redistribution between the liquid metal
and the finished product, which makes it difficult to solve it. To
simplify the tasks necessary to transition to a single system of
reference for the evaluation of the effects of these factors. This may
be a consideration of their influence on the structure of the atomic
hierarchical level of the metal structure.
The atomic level is the initial in the hierarchical row of the metal
structure: atomic → nanostructural → microstructural→
mesostructural → macro-structural level.
The atomic level is usually characterized by the belonging of
atoms to specific chemical elements, the spatial arrangement of
atoms and vacancies in the crystal lattice and interatomic
interaction. At the same time, the structure of the set of interatomic
bonds in the alloy, characterized by generalized degrees of
metallicity Cmg , covalence Ckg and ionicity Cig , ( Cmg  Ckg  Cig  1 ),
is potentially able to reflect the chemical and phase composition,
structure and mechanical properties of the metal. But the
corresponding equations have not yet been obtained. This problem
will be theoretically investigated and the results compared with
experimental data on the example of carbon steel.
The problem can be formulated as: Development of a method for
determining the generalized degree of covalence Ckg FeC ,
characterizing in general all interatomic bonds between iron and
carbon atoms in all structural components of carbon steel and
establishing a connection Ckg FeC with the type of microstructure, as
well as with the hardness of martensite.

Fig. 1. Cluster Fe6C (A) in the BCC lattice and clusters Fe2C
and Fe4C (B) in the formation of tetragonal distortion of the
martensite crystal lattice; 1, 2 – displaced Fe atoms
Table 1 shows the calculation data of the degree of
covalence of Fe–C bonds in the Fe2C, Fe4C, Fe6C and
cementite Fe3C clusters, where i corresponds to the number
of Fe atoms forming a bond with the C atom.
Table 1
Degree of Covalence of Fe–C bond at different for i [4]
i
2
3
4
6
C
0,3141
0,2654
0,2438
0,224
CkFe
i
For ferrite, including ferrite, which is a part of pearlite,
sorbitol, troostite and bainite, the generalized value of the
degree of covalency of Fe–C bond, related to the solid
solution is determined by the dependence:
C
CkF   ni CkFe
(1)
i
i

where ni is the fraction of C atoms in octahedral pores in
ferrite; i = 2, 6.
For perlite, sorbitol, troostite, and bainite, the generalized
value of the degree of covalence of the Fe–C bond with
respect to the mechanical mixture as a whole is given by the
equation:

2. Results and Discussion
In the crystal lattice -Fe the most energy-efficient
placement of the carbon atom in the octahedral pore, located
in the plane A, (Figure 1A). The Fe 1 and 2 atoms are shifted
in the direction with a lower packing density of atoms. As a
result, the atom C is placed at an equal distance from the
nearest six Fe atoms. This configuration of 6 iron atoms and
a carbon atom can be considered as a cluster Fe6C. In the
crystal lattice. As is known, there are Fe2C clusters in ferrite
[1, 2], and in martensite there are Fe4C clusters along with
Fe2C clusters [2, 3]. One of the possible variants of the
spatial arrangement of Fe2C and Fe4C clusters in the

C
Ckg FeC  mF CkF  mcemCkFe
3

(2)

where mF, mcem are the mass fraction of ferrite and cementite
C
in the phase mixture, respectively; C kFe
– degree of
3
covalence of Fe–C bond in cementite (table 1). In the table 2
shows the mF and mcem values of the various mixtures formed
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in eutectoid carbon steel calculated on the basis of the mass
conservation law.

The data on table 3 are presented in figure 2.
Equation 1 on figure 4 is determined by the dependence of
HB  41301 ,08  187004 ,83Ckg FeC with R = 0,999, which

Table 2
mF and mcem values for various microstructural components
of eutectoid steel
Carbon
Type of structural
content of
mF
mcem
component
ferrite, %
Perlite, sorbite, troostite
0,022
0,883 0,117
Bainite upper
0,1 [5]
0,894 0,106
Bainite lower
0,16 [5]
0,902 0,098

in terms of hardness HRC at HRC  12 with R = 0,997 takes
the form:

HRC  17040 ,87  193296 ,32Ckg FeC 



 730579 ,208 Ckg FeC

  923819 ,288 C
2



g FeC 3
.
k

(3)

Table 3 summarizes the Fe–C bond covalency for ferrite,
cementite, and various possible types of microstructural
components of eutectoid steel, their respective hardness, and
estimates of the fraction of carbon atoms QFeiC , where
i = 2, 4, 6, octahedral pores in the formation of clusters,
respectively, Fe2С, Fe4С and Fe6С. The values QFe2C on
table 3 obtained based on assumptions about the defining
and the proportional contribution of Fe2C clusters in the
hardening of the ferrite included in the mechanical mixture.

Fig. 2. Hardness of ferrite, cementite and different types of
possible structural components of eutectoid steel (table 3),
depending on the generalized degree of covalence of Fe–C
structural component: 1 – regression equation

Table 3
Generalized degrees of Fe–C bond covalency C kg Fe  C for
ferrite, cementite and various possible types of structural
components of eutectoid steel, their hardness and QFeiC [6]
НВ, MPа
(НВ in
kg/mm2
or HRC)

Ckg FeC

Ferrite

588
(HB60)

0,224
(Table 1)

Perlite

2000
(HRC15)

0,23156
(2)

Sorbite

2800
(HRC30)

0,23564
(2)

Troostite

3640
(HRC40)

0,24045
(2)

Bainite
upper

4125
(HRC45)

0,2429
(2)

Bainite
lower

5075
(HRC55)

0,24821
(2)

Structural
component

Martensitic transformation hasn’t diffusion character and
is carried out by the corporate movement of atoms. The
proportion of carbon atoms in octahedral voids QFe2C C  on

Estimation of
the possible
fraction of
carbon atoms in
octahedral
pores for FeiC
clusters at
i = 2, 4, 6
QFe2 C  0;

the edges with the formation of clusters Fe2C (Figure 1B)
can be considered proportional to the known angular
coefficient of the concentration dependence of the lattice
period martensite, in which the processes of redistribution of
carbon atoms between the internodes,   0,118 [5, 7]. That
is:
(4)
QFe2C C   al  0,118C
where C is mass concentration of carbon in steel; al –
coefficient; l = 1, 2.
In low-carbon steel at the initial stage of formation of
tetragonal lattice distortion -Fe can be considered that:
– the probability of placing an atom C in any of the 18
octahedral pores of the elementary lattice -Fe is
Pp.о.  1/ 18 ;

QFe6 C  1

QFe2C  0,034 ;
QFe6C  0,966
QFe2C  0,085 ;
QFe6C  0,915

QFe2C  0,146 ;

– the probability of the joint occurrence of two
independent events of the placement of atoms of C in 12
octahedral pores on the edges with the formation of the Fe2C
cluster is Ppair  1/(12 12) .

QFe6C  0,854

QFe2C  0,18;
QFe6C  0,82

In
the
joint
appearance
of
these
cases
At
C  0,16%
a1  Pp.о.  Ppair  Pp.о. Ppair  0,0621.

QFe2C  0,248 ;

QFe2C C  in the equation (4) corresponds to the probability

QFe6C  0,752

of placing one of the two atoms on the edges of C with the
formation of the cluster Fe2C as joint events and the
coefficient a2 in the equation (4) corresponds to the
probability of co-location of pairs of atoms on the edges and
is 0,1597 (table 4).
The placement of carbon atoms in octahedral voids with
the formation of a cluster Fe4C is a random process and for
its description the most suitable logarithmically normal
distribution. The proportion of carbon atoms in octahedral
voids forming Fe4C clusters is the same:

QFe2 C for (4);
Martensite

7350

0,26
(8)

QFe4 C for (5);
QFe6 C for (6) to

С  0,8%
8330
0,2654
Cementite
(Table 1)
(HB850)
Note: conversion between different hardness units was
performed according to ISO 18265.
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 ln C 2 
(5)
exp 
2 
C l 2
 2 l 
where l is the standard deviation. The values of l in (5),
providing the closest correspondence of the calculated
martensite hardness values to the experimental data, are
given in table 4.
QFe4C C  

set of all interatomic bonds in all structural components of
the alloy.

1
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Table 4
The coefficients aj and l with different contents of carbon
in the martensite
Coefficient
C < 0,16%
C  0,16%
a
1
1
1
1
a1  

a2   
18 12  12
12 12
1
1

 0.0621

 0.1597
18  12  12
12  12
 1  ln 2,96
 2  ln 2

The fraction of carbon atoms forming Fe6C clusters is:
(6)
QFe6C C   1  QFe2C C   QFe4C C  .





Generalized value of the degree of covalency of Fe–C
coupling in martensite:

Ckg FeC С   Ck6 QFe6C C   Ck2 QFe2C C   Ck4 QFe4C C  (7)

where Ck2 Ck4 , Ck6 – is the degree of covalency of the Fe–C
bond at i, equal, respectively, 2, 4 and 6 (table 1).
The solution of equations (3) – (7) with respect to the
concentration of C is given on figure 3.

Fig. 3. Martensite hardness depending on the mass content
of carbon: 1– solution of equations (3) – (7); experimental
data [8]: ■ – carbon steel, ● – alloy steel
3. Conclusion
It is shown that the generalized degree of covalently
describing in general all inter-atomic bonding between atoms
of iron and carbon in all the structural components of carbon
steel, reflects the chemical and phase composition of the
steel, the structure and functionally determines the hardness
of martensite.
This shows the fruitfulness of the proposed path to the
creation of a new approach to the synthesis of steels and
alloys with the given physical and chemical properties of the
metal in the finished product, in which the entire set of
factors, including the parameters of the production and
processing of the melt, technological redistribution between
the liquid metal and the finished product, will be considered
in a single reference system, taking into account their
influence on the structure of the atomic hierarchical level of
the metal structure, that is the influence on the generalized
degree of metallicity and covalency, characterizing the whole
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ELASTIC PROPERTIES OF Fe UNDER HIGH PRESSURES
УПРУГИЕ СВОЙСТВА Fe ПРИ ВЫСОКИХ ДАВЛЕНИЯХ
Dr. Krasilnikov O.M., PhD. Lugovskoy A.V., MSc. Eng. Dikan V, Prof. Vekilov Yu.Kh., PhD. Korotaev P.Yu.
National Research Technological University „MISiS‟, Leninskii prosp. 4, 119049 Moscow, Russian Federation,
e-mail: omkras@mail.ru
Abstract. The definition of the n -order ( n  2 ) elastic constants of a loaded crystal and the calculation method of the second and third
order elastic constants of hcp crystal under hydrostatic pressure from the energy-deformation relation are given. The energy at the various
pressures and deformations of hcp iron is obtained in framework of DFT. The calculations of the second and third order elastic constants of
hcp Fe at 20-340 GPa (T=0K) are performed. The Gruneisen parameters for long wave acoustic modes in hcp iron are defined. The
obtained results are used for the stability analyses of the hcp phase of iron at high pressures.
Keywords: HIGH PRESSURES, NONLINEAR ELASTICITY, PHASE STABILITY, METALS

~
Cijkl...  (1 / V0 )( n G /  ij  kl ...) T

1. Introduction
According to the experimental data, at the pressures 1015 GPа (the room temperature) BCC Fe experiences the phase
transition in HCP structure (ɛ-Fe). The HCP phase at the
pressures above 50 GPa is nonmagnetic and is stable till the
pressures 300-400 GPа. The elastic properties of ɛ-Fe were
investigated in many experimental and theoretical works. This is
connected mainly with the problems of geophysics (the pressures
in the internal part of Earth core are nearly 330-360 GPa ,and it
consists mainly from ɛ-Fe) . Accordingly, the elastic properties
are important for the interpretation of the seismic observations.
The experiments were performed on the polycrystalline
samples of ɛ-Fe at the different pressures using diffraction (RXD)
[1], the inelastic X-ray scattering (IXS) [2], and the Raman
spectroscopy [3].On this base the second order elastic constants
(SOEC) of single crystal were found. In the theoretical papers the
SOEC of HCP-Fe in the pressure interval were calculated by the
first principles DFT method [4-7].
The SOEC define the linear response of a material. The
third order elastic constants (TOEC) define the lowest order of
the nonlinear response. TOEC are important for understanding
the physical effects connected with the lattice anharmonism, such
us the heat expansion, the temperature and the pressure
dependences of the elastic response. Besides TOEC define the
waveform distortion of the ultrasound waves with the finite
amplitude in solid, and the second harmonic amplitude. The data
on TOEC are absent in the literature.
In the present paper the definition of the n-order ( n  2
) elastic constants of a loaded crystal is given. The calculation
method of SOEC and TOEC from the energy-finite deformations
for the crystals with the hexagonal symmetry at the hydrostatic
pressure is given. The SOEC and TOEC of HCP Fe were
calculated by this method in the pressure interval 20–340 GPа
(T=0K). The energy of a crystal at the different pressures and
deformations was defined by the DFT method. The expression
was obtained for the calculation of Gruneisen parameters of the
longwave acoustic modes in the HCP crystal via the second and
the third order elastic constants. The calculations of these
parameters for the longitudinal and the transverse acoustic modes
in the high symmetry directions were performed in the
investigated pressure interval. The obtained results were used for
the investigation of Iron HCP phase stability at the high
pressures.

Here

G

is the Gibbs potential,

 ij

(1)

are of the Lagrange finite

deformations tensor components, V0 is the volume of a crystal in

P . The change of G under
 ij (pressure P , tеmperature T ) on

the undeformed state at the given
additional deformation

the unite volume in the undeformed state is equal

G / V0  F / V0  PV / V0 ,
(2)
where  F is the change of the free energy, V  V  V0 is
the volume change due to the deformation  ij . So, the elastic
constants (1) take in to account not only the change of the free
energy under deformation, but also the work against the external
load done by the forces due to the additional small deformation

 ij . In this is the main difference between the elastic constants

of a loaded and unloaded crystals. So,

~
Cijkl... are defined not only

by the interatomic forces, but also by the applied load. They fully
characterize the elastic properties of a loaded material. Under the
hydrostatic pressure

~
Cijkl... have the full Voigt symmetry relative

to the indexes permutation. For the definition of EC according to
(1), the elasticity theory relations have the same form as at the
hydrostatic pressure, and as at the P  0 .

3. Calculation details
Now, we express EC (1) via the derivatives of the free
energy and pressure by decomposition
аnd also

V /V0

in the series over

G /V0 и F /V0 ,
 ij , including the third

order contributions [9]. HCP lattice has the 5 independent SOEC

~
~
C , and 10 third order elastic constants C

( EC are given

in Voigt notations). The initial loaded state defined by atomic
volume

V0 . For such each state the different deformations of the

unite cell were considered. The full energy of HCP Fe (

T  0K ) at the different values of V0

2. Definition of high order elastic constants
of a loaded crystals

and deformation

 ij

was calculated by DFT method using VASP [10].The all initial

The n-order ( n  2 ) elastic constants of a loaded crystal
characterize the elastic response on an arbitrary finite
deformation of a material under hydrostatic pressure. The
different order isothermal elastic constants (EC) at the given
pressure can be defined as [8]

configurations of the loaded crystal in the interval

V0 / V( 0 )

=1†0.7 have been relaxed. The exchange-correlation contribution
was taken in to account in the generalized gradient approximation
with the PW91 parametrization. The APW method was used to
take in to account the ion-electron interaction. The integration
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over the BZ was done by the tetrahedron method with the point
massive 28х28х18 using the Monthorst-Pack method. The
limited energy of the plane waves was 700 eV. The big values of
the calculation parameters defined by the smallness of the third
order contributions over

  0.045 )
F ( ) / V0 [9].

0.003 in the interval
dependences

from the polynomial

4. Results and discussion

 ij .The pressure and the different order

The calculation results of the equation of state and SOEC
are given in Table 1. The equation of states is in a good
agreement with the experimental and theoretical results [4,11].

EC defined by the mean square method (30 points with the step

Table 1.The equation of state and SOEC of HCP-Fe at the different pressures (T=0K).
The pressure and EC are given in GPa, B is the bulk modulus.
P

B

~
C11

~
C12

~
C13

~
C33

~
C 44

17,10

365,6

667,9

220,5

195,9

732,4

199,8

8,886

54,30

521,1

8,354

90,70

664,1

912,5
576 *
599(33)”
1134

336,5
307*
403(20)”
444,5

300,6
324*
318(22)”
399,4

991,6
539*
650(45)”
1224

253,7
237*
187(40)”
300,7

7,954

126,6

799,4

1341

547,6

493,9

1444

343,7

7,639

162,1

929,5

1538

647,2

585,8

1654

384,3

7,366

197,4

1055

1727

744,6

675,8

1855

422,3

7,138

232,4

1178

1910

840,2

763,5

2049

458,1

6,939

267,3

1297

2088

934,4

849,6

2237

492,3

6,764

302,1

1415

2260

1027

935,3

2421

525

6,683

319,4

1473

2345

1073

977,6

2511

540,9

6,607

336,6

1530

2429

1118

1020

2601

556,7

V0 A
9,668

3

T  300K
“) experiment [11]. (IXS), P=52 ГПа, T  300K
*) experiment[11], (RXD). P=52 ГПа,

characterize anharmonicity of the lattice vibrations The
calculations results are given on Fig 1.
It is seen that in HCP-Fe the Gruneisen parameters for the
longitudinal modes are larger than for the transverse modes. The
frequencies of the lattice vibrations are increased with the
pressure increasing, what points on the dynamical stability in the
investigated pressure interval. But this increasing is diminished
with the pressure increasing, so, possibly, at the higher pressures
in the beginning the frequencies of the transverse modes become
to soften.
The work is executed at financial support of the Ministry
of Education and Science of the Russian Federation (Grant No.
14.Y26.31.0005) and the Russian Foundation for Basic Research
(Grant 16-02-00699 and Grant 16-02-01027).

The stability conditions for the HCP lattice are following

~
~
~ ~
~
~
C11 ≥ C12 , C33 (C11  C12 ) ≥ 2(C13 ) 2 ,
~
~
2(C13 ) 2 , C 44 ≥0

~ ~
C11C33 ≥

For the HCP Fe they are fulfilled in the all investigated pressure
interval. Our SOEC data are in a good agreement with the first
principles calculation results at the different pressures [4-7]. For
some SOEC there is the big difference between the experimental
and theoretical data (see Table 1, line 2). This may be due to the
fact that the X-ray scattering and the diffraction experiments
were carried out on the polycrystalline samples under nonhydrostatic conditions. The elastic constants of single crystals
were defined from these data by the inversion, what is the
difficult task. The difference between the experimental data,
obtained by the different methods ,also points on it (see Tаble.1).
In the Table 2 the results of TOEC calculations are given.
It is seen, that the all TOEC are negative and are increased by
modulus with the pressure increasing. The results given in the
Table 2 have a practical meaning, because these data are absent
in the literature. In particular, they may be used for the
interpretation of the experimental data on X-ray diffraction in the
non-hydrostatic conditions.
Using SOEC and TOEC, we have calculated for HCP Fe
the Gruneisen parameters
in

the



of the long wave acoustic modes

j

high

symmetry

  (V /  )( d / dV )
j

0

j

normal mode frequency

j


5.

j

P
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defines the change of the

with the volume changes and
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.P

- C111

- C 222

- C333

- C112

~
C
~
- C113

17,10

784,7

707,8

713,3

87,97

54,30

1021

918,5

919,6

90,70

1231

1105

126,6

1424

162,1

1603

197,4

Table 2. TOEC of HCP-Fe at the different pressures (T=0K).

~

~

~

~

are given in 10-1 GPа.

~

~

~

~

~

- C123

- C133

- C144

- C155

- C344

72,05

17,45

151,3

34,89

105,4

168,0

118,1

99,71

18,95

201,2

47,01

135,2

220,1

1103

144,2

124,4

19,69

245,8

57,73

161,6

266,3

1277

1280

169,2

145,9

19,73

286,8

67,46

186,0

308,3

1436

1440

193,0

167,7

20,05

326,1

76,70

209,0

348,0

1772

1586

1590

215,9

188,8

21,39

363,8

85,45

231,0

385,9

232,4

1934

1728

1733

237,1

209,5

22,43

399,0

93,81

252,3

423,0

267,3

2089

1865

1872

256,7

229,8

23,47

433,3

102,0

273,1

460,0

302,1

2243

2001

2012

274,8

249,4

24,56

466,9

110,0

293,3

497,2

319,4

2318

2066

2082

284,0

259,4

25,27

483,8

114,0

303,3

516,0

336,6

2392

2130

2152

293,0

269,2

25,68

501,2

118,0
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Fig. 1. HCP-Fe; the pressure dependence of the Gruneisen parameters for the long wave acoustic modes .
transverse modes [001]/[100], [100]/[001] and [100]/[010] accordingly; □ and
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EFFECT OF THERMAL-CYCLIC DEFORMATION AND HEAT TREATMENT
ON THE STRUCTURE AND ELECTRICAL PROPERTIES OF Ст3
ВЛИЯНИЕ ТЕРМОЦИКЛИЧЕСКОЙ ДЕФОРМАЦИИ И ТЕРМИЧЕСКОЙ ОБРАБОТКИ НА СТРУКТУРУ
И ЭЛЕКТРИЧЕСКИЕ СВОЙСТВА СТАЛИ Ст3
D.Sc. (Eng.), Prof. Prudnikov А., Ph.D. student Prudnikov V.
Siberian State Industrial University, Russia
E-mail: a.prudnikov@mail.ru, vladpr88@gmail.com
Abstract: The results of the effect of preliminary thermal-cyclic deformation on the microstructure of hot-rolled low-carbon steel Ст3пс
are presented. It is shown that the regime of thermal-cyclic rolling leads to a decrease in the average grain size of ferrite from 8 to 6 microns
in comparison with the structure of steel after industrial production. There is a decrease in the size of pearlite colonies and their volume
fraction in the structure of steel after using thermal-cyclic deformation. The results of the effect of heat treatment: normalization and
tempering on the electrical resistivity of the hot-rolled carbon steel sheet Ст3пс produced using thermal-cyclic mode of deformation
processing (DTCT). DTCT preliminary thermal-cyclic was rolled (5 cycles at a reduction of 10-15 % in each cycle and cooled to a
temperature below the Ar1). And normalizing annealing was carried out in the range from 100 to 900 °C increments to 100 °C for 1 hour.
The possibility to reduce the magnitude of the specific electrical resistance of the hot-rolled steel manufactured using DTCT mode through
the use of subsequent normalizing at 700 °C on average 10 %, and by annealing – no more than 5 %. A further increase in the time of
normalization at 700 °C to 3, 5 and 10 hours has no significant effect on the value of the electrical resistance of the steel subjected DTCT.
However, the downward trend in resistivity is maintained. Overall reduction of electrical resistivity of the hot-rolled steel Ст3пс by using
mode DTCT and subsequent normalizing at 700 °C for 1 hour is more than 12 %.
KEYWORDS: STEEL, STRUCTURE, DEFORMATION, THERMAL-CYCLIC ROLLING, ANNEALING, NORMALIZING, ELECTRICAL
RESISTIVITY.

1. Introduction
In the field of electro-technical material engineering lowcarbon steel can be attributed to the most available and cheap
materials exhibiting good mechanical tensile properties. However
its application is restrained by increased specific electric resistance
compared to copper and aluminum alloys. It is well-known that for
structurally sensitive properties, that together with mechanical
characteristics include specific electric resistance, a combined
impact of temperature and deformation is efficient [1-5]. To such
impacts one can attribute deformation thermal-cyclic treatment
(DTCT), which is represented by thermal-cyclic treatment
combined with various types of deformation in the range of low or
high temperatures [1,6]. Such combined treatment leads to
intensification of diffusion processes occurring at preset
temperature fluctuations with application of stresses and
deformations, accumulation of structural changes occurring in
cycles and connected with bulk effects of phase transformations,
difference in thermal-physical characteristics of phases etc.
Ultimately these processes provide for formation of optimal
structure and improvement of physical and mechanical properties of
steels, cast irons, aluminum alloys and other materials [6-15]. A
reserve for reduction of specific electric resistance could be
subsequent thermal treatment to obtain better equilibrium structure
with reduced amount of crystallographic defects and lower level of
internal stress [12,17], normalizing and annealing in the first place.
Therefore the objective of the study was researching impact of
various modes of normalizing and annealing onto specific
resistance of hot-rolled Ст3пс steel, manufactured with application
of DTCT.

steel was determined on ARL 4460 emission spectrometer.
Results are presented in Table 1.
In order to roll sheet with application of DTCT a slab was
cut out from ingot with dimensions of 165×500×1800 mm.
Thermal-cyclic rolling of slab was performed at “NKMK” JSC
on sheet rolling mill 500. One cycle of thermal-cyclic slab and
billet rolling included heating up to 1300 °С, holding for 2-2,5 h,
reduction of 10-15 % and air-cooling down to temperature below
Аr1. There were 5 treatment cycles performed, at that in the 1 st
and 3rd cycles cooling was down to 500-550 °С, and in the
remaining cycles – down to 50-100 °С. Reduction by cycles was
performed by the pattern of 165→140→120→110→100→90
mm and further down to sheet thickness of 5 mm according to
“NKMK” JSC sheet rolling mill process. Upon reaching
breakdown length of 2500 mm it was cut into two halves 12001250 mm each. Samples were cut out from the sheet received
with the dimensions of 5×20×100 mm and thermally-cyclic
rolled down to thickness of 4, 3, 2 and 1 mm over 1-5 treatment
cycles. Rolling was performed on the laboratory mill of 20 kW
capacity with plain rolls of 250 mm diameter. Prior to
deformation the samples were heated to 850 °С and held during
30 minutes, cooled down to rolling temperature of 750 °С.
Reduction ratio in cycles for various thicknesses equaled 20, 25,
30 and 50 % correspondingly. Annealing of sheet samples was
performed in resistance furnaces SNOL 2.2, 5.2/12,5-I1. Optical
microscopes LaboMet-I1 and OLYMPUS-GX51F were used for
studies of steel microstructure, and NORMA М88а unit
assembled on the basis of Thompson bridge circuit was applied
to measure electric resistance. Samples for electric resistance
measurement had square section with 1-5 mm sides and 100 mm
length. Procedural error of specific resistance measurement made
0,05·10-8 Ω·m.

2. Material and methods
Low carbon commercial quality Ст3пс steel served as
material for research. The steel was produced at “Novokuznetsk
integrated steel plant (NKMK)” JSC. Chemical composition of
Table 1. Chemical composition of treated Ст3пс steel
Steel grade
Ст3пс

Elements ratio, % (weight.)

Heat
№

C

Mn

Si

P

S

Cr

Cu

Ni

Fe

060886

0,19

0,54

0,07

0,013

0,028

0,3

0,07

0,03

rem.
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Ω∙m, which is 3-5 % lower, than in sheet steel of industrial
production. Effect of deformation cycles onto specific electric
resistance of steel produced with DTCT, at further thermal-cyclic
rolling from 5 to 1 mm is shown in fig. 2.

3. Results and discussion
Microstructure of hot rolled sheet from Ст3пс steel rolled in
industrial mode and with application of thermal-cyclic deformation
consists of evenly distributed ferritic grains and pearlite colonies
[12]. However, preliminary thermal-cyclical rolling leads to certain
reduction of ferrite average grain size from 8 down to 6 µm
compared with grain within structure of a sheet produced in
industrial mode, as well as to reduction of pearlite colonies size and
their volume ratio (fig. 1).

Fig. 2 – Effect of number of deformation cycles onto
specific electric resistance of hot rolled Ст3пс steel produced
with application of DTCT
It can be noted that increasing the number of deformation
cycles increases specific resistance of rolled sheet, which is
apparently related with extension of grain junction lines in
structure of deformed steel and incomplete relief of work
hardening in thin sheets. For instance, determination of average
size of ferrite grains and pearlite colonies displayed their
reduction after the 4th deformation cycle down to value of 2-3
µm. At that, increase of deformation degree in cycle leads to
more intensive growth of specific electric resistance of samples
cut out of rolled material.
A reserve for reduction of specific electric resistance of hot
rolled steel could be subsequent thermal treatment that allows
obtaining better equilibrium structure compared to deformed
metal condition [17]. Therefore the effect was studied of
temperature and normalizing and annealing time onto the value
of specific resistance of hot rolled Ст3пс steel. Treatment
temperature was altered within the range of 100 to 900 °С with
pitch of 100 °С and holding time of 1 h. Results of determining
specific resistance of samples from hot rolled Ст3пс steel in
normalized and annealed states are drawn in fig. 3.

а

б

Fig. 3 – Effect of annealing and normalizing temperature
onto specific electric resistance of hot rolled Ст3пс steel
produced with application of DTCT
в

It is established that with the increase of treatment temperature
for both normalizing and annealing modes value of specific
electric resistance is reduced until temperature reaches 700°С. At
that in normalized samples specific electric resistance is 6 %
lower compared to the annealed ones, and its absolute value
makes 15,22∙10-8 Ω∙m. Increase of specific electric resistance of
steel with the increase of normalizing and annealing temperature
up to 900 °С may be related with coalescence at this temperature
of cementite present in pearlite component after DTCT in
dispersed form.

Fig. 1 – Effect of deformation thermal-cyclic treatment onto
microstructure of sheet Ст3пс steel, produced by а – industrial
process (sheet thickness 5 mm); b – with application of preliminary
thermal-cyclic rolling (sheet thickness 5 mm); c – with application
of preliminary and subsequent thermal-cyclic rolling (sheet
thickness 1 mm); ×200
Determination of specific electric resistance of sheet steel
indicated that after preliminary DTCT (rolling) its value is 16,8∙10-8
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Further on the effect was studied of holding time of steel
samples at optimal treatment temperatures: for normalizing –700
°С, for annealing – 600 °С. Optimal treatment temperature
corresponds to minimal value of specific electric resistance of
samples. Results of determining specific resistance of sheet Ст3пс
steel produced in industrial mode and with application of DTCT,
after annealing and normalizing at various holding times, are shown
in fig. 4.
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Figure 4 – Effect of thermal treatment time onto specific
electric resistance of sheet Ст3пс steel produced in industrial
mode and DTCT mode
It is demonstrated that sequential increasing of holding time
at annealing and normalizing up to 10 h leads to reduction of
specific electric resistance of sheet industrial steel and steel
produced with application of DTCT. Variation regularity of specific
electric resistance at annealing for experimental and industrial steel
is the same: however, reduction level varies. After annealing DTCT
treated steel has specific resistance 5÷6 % lower, and minimal
value corresponds to annealing time of 10 h and makes 15,3∙10 -8
Ω∙m.
Increasing of normalizing time at 700°С up to 3, 5 and 10 h
does not significantly affect the value of specific electric resistance
of hot rolled steel produced with application of DTCT, although
retains a trend to its reduction. Thereby overall reduction level of
specific electric resistance of hot rolled steel due to application of
DTCT mode and subsequent normalizing at 700 °С within 1÷10 h
averages 10-13 %.

4. Conclusions
1. Application of preliminary thermal-cyclic rolling allows
reducing specific electric resistance in sheet Ст3пс steel by 3÷5 %
compared to industrial mode.
2. Application of high reduction ratios (20-50 %) in DTCT
cycles for hot rolled Ст3пс steel to produce sheet of less than 5 mm
thickness leads to increase in specific electric resistance in
proportion to number of cycles and degree of deformation.
3. Combination of DTCT with subsequent annealing at 600
°С within 1÷10 h for hot rolled Ст3пс steel reduces specific electric
resistance by 4-6 % on average as compared to industrial
production process.
4. Introduction of sequential normalizing at 700 °С within
1÷10 h allows reducing the value of specific electric resistance of
DTCT treated hot rolled Ст3пс steel by the average of 9-10 %.
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THE INFLUENCE OF THE NANOSTRUCTURE CHANGES ON THE STRENGTH
PROPERTIES OF MATERIALS
ВЛИЯНИЕ ИЗМЕНЕНИЯ НАНОСТРУКТУРЫ НА ПРОЧНОСТНЫЕ СВОЙСТВА МАТЕРИАЛОВ
D.E. Kaminski V., PhD Sharenkova N.
Ioffe Institute, Saint-Petersburg, Russia
E-mail: vladimir.kaminski@mail.ioffe.ru, natasha.sharenkova@gmail.com
Abstract: The change of the nanostructural clusters size determined by the size of the coherent X-ray scattering region in various materials
under the action of compressure deformation is studied. It is shown, that in all cases there is a decrease of the coherent scattering region size
and an increase of the microstress under cyclic loads. Further development of the method will allow developing a general approach to
estimating the degree of fatigue of materials before destruction, that is an urgent task today.
KEYWORDS: DEFORMATION, ALL-ROUND COMPRESSION, MATERIAL FATIGUE, X-RAY ANALYSIS, COHERENT SCATTERING
REGION

1.Introdaction/Введение
The search for new methods of nondestructive testing,
which allow us to determine the degree of fatigue of materials and
predict the approach of the moment of its destruction, has always
been an urgent task. One of the signs of nanostructuring of the
material is, that it consists of individual clusters of small
dimensions (<~ 100 nm). One way to determine the fine structure of
the material is the X-ray diffractometric method θ-2θ scanning. In
addition the method makes it possible to determine the
characteristic dimensions of the regions in the material, where Xray scattering occurs coherently. The coherent scattering region
(CSR) is those region, which have an ideal crystal structure in a
certain direction for a given material.

2. Problem discussion/Обсуждение проблемы

Fig.1. A typical peak for calculating the values of L by formula (1).

Non-destructive methods are the most suitable for
determining the strength, deformation and other physical and
mechanical characteristics of structural materials under conditions
when these properties are established for structures of erected and
operated buildings and structures. To control the degree of fatigue
of the structural material, the measurement of the CSR value during
the operation of the structure will allow us to determine its
destruction in advance.

The method made it
microstresses (δ) in the material:

possible

to

estimate

δ=B/(4tg θhkl)

(2)

In this case, the reflection is taken at the large angels θ. In
this study CSR and δ were measured after each loading cycle (N).
The relative errors of the determining these quantities were: for L ~
100nm not more than 20%, for L ~ 10nm not more than 10%; for δ
not more than 20%. During the study of characteristic dimensions
of CSR in a steel sample we observed a change of their magnitude
with increasing of loading cycle number and, correspondingly,
aging of the material. We observed a decrease of the CSR value
with increase of the loading cycles of the sample (Fig. 2). The
loading was carried out by uniaxial compression of the steel 45
specimen to a value ε=Δl/l~0.006, exceeding the yield strength of
the steel.

3. Method and results/Метод и результаты.
X-ray diffraction analysis of all samples was carried out
by goniodifractometric method (θ-2θ scanning, Dron-2, Kαradiation, Cu anode). An estimate of the CSR value (L) were carried
out during the mechanical loading of the samples by the
approximation method from the width (B) of the reflection with the
Miller indices hkl, co-called FWHM (Fig. 1), using the SelyakovScherrer formula [1]:

45
40

(1)

also

Lhkl=λ/(BCos θhkl),

35

where λ is the wavelength of the X-ray radiation.
L, nm
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Fig.2. The CSR size change under the action of uniaxial
compression in steel 45, N – loading cycle.
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а)
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For a more detailed study of this phenomenon, we
conducted similar studies on rare-earth semiconductor material
samarium sulphide (SmS) with comprehensively compressing of the
sample. The choice was due to the fact that compounds of rare-earth
elements are the materials most sensitive in their structural and
electrical properties to external influences, in particular, mechanical
[2]. The loading was carried out by hydrostatic compression of the
sample with a pressure of 7 kbar. The results of the research have
showed, that when the number of loading cycles of SmS single
crystals increases, the CSR value decreases, and the values of
microstresses in the material increase (Fig. 3). When the critical
value of these stresses (ε = 0.003) and the CSR value (38 nm) are
reached, the SmS sample is destroyed. Thus, the trend towards a
decrease in CSR with increasing fatigue of the material was
confirmed. In addition, it turned out that it is accompanied by an
increase of the microstresses, that arise in the volume of the
material, leading eventually to the destruction of the material.
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Fig.4. a – the CSR size change under deformation of the beam with
a rigid embedding in the aluminum alloy (D16AT); b – microstresse
change under deformation of the beam with a rigid embedding in
the aluminum alloy (D16AT).

3. Conclusion/Заключение

а)

L , nm

200

The studies of the coherent scattering region size behavior
and deformation before the material destruction are interesting and,
possibly, their development can lead to a new approach to the
evaluation of strength. In this paper we have considered only
compression deformations (all-round, uniaxial and bending
compression). Further research of the nanostructures behavior in
this direction may allow us to proceed to the development of the
method for determining the degree of fatigue of a material from the
magnitude of the characteristic CSR dimensions and microstresses
measurements in it.
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Fig.3 a) – the CSR size change under the action of all-round
compression in SmS;
b) – microstresse change under the action of all-round compression
in SmS.
The observed regularity was also investigated in the
aluminum alloy (D16AT). In this case, the sample was subjected to
compression up to deformation values not exceeding the elastic
zone, ε = 0.003. The loading was carried out with the flexural
deformation of the beam with a rigid embedding. The deformation
was calculated by the formula:
(3)
ε=6Fl (1-(x/l))/(Ebh2),
where l, b, h - length, width and thickness of the beam; F - applied
force; x - distance from the place of embedding.
In each cycle, the strain ε = 0.003 was held for one
minute. The results are shown in Fig.4. Thus, the results obtained
on steel and SmS were confirmed: the CSR value decreases with
increasing of the number of cycles, and the microstresses quite the
contrary increase.
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MANUFACTURING OF IONIZING RADIATION SOURCE OF IRUDIUM-192 FOR
GAMMA-DEFECTOSCOPES OF GAMMARID-192/120М
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Abstract: The paper presents research on the development of ionizing radiation source of iridium-192 for gamma-ray flaw detector.
Nuclear-physical processes of neutron activation of natural iridium on a nuclear reactor have been studied.
Iridium disks were irradiated with neutrons of the VVR-SM reactor, radiochemical methods were used to reprocess iridium disks, hermetic
sources of Iridium-192 were manufactured,
The iridium-192 source was placed in the source holder and equipped with gamma-defectoscope (gamma-ray flaw detector) of Gammarid192/120M.
With a gamma-ray flaw detector with iridium-192 source, non-destructive testing of welded pipeline seam was carried out.
X-ray photographs of non-destructive testing of welded seams were obtained, according to the sensitivity, which meet the requirements of the
GOST-7512-82 «Control nondestructive control. Connections welded. Radiographic method».
KEYWORDS: NATURAL IRIDIUM, NUCLEAR REACTOR, NEUTRON- IRRADIATION, IRIDIUM-192 RADIONUCLIDE, IONIZING
RADIATION SOURCE, GAMMA-RAY FLAW DETECTOR, NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTING, X-RAY IMAGE.
Iridium disks were irradiated with neutrons in the following
regime: reactor power 10 MW, the arrangement of iridium disks
at a distance of 35-45 sm below the upper point of the reactor
core, thermal neutron flux density is ≥0,9⋅1014 neutron/sm2 sec,
exposure time is 800÷1680 hours.
After irradiation iridium disks were removed from the
packaging and and placed in a special device for radiochemical
processing, where they were treated with a solution of alkali,
water and dried.
Irradiated iridium disks were placed in a stainless steel
capsule, and are provided with a lid and hermetically sealed with
argon-arc welding. Verification of the tightness of the Iridium192 source was carried out by the immersion method [4].
The iridium-192 source was placed in the holder, then
cover is hermetically sealed with argon arc welding
and the holder is connected to a flexible shaft of Gammarid192/120M gamma-ray flaw detector.

Introduction
Gamma-ray flaw detectors of Gammarid-192/120M complete
with iridium-192 ionizing radiation source are universal portable
hose devices designed for radiographic quality control of
products with different manufacturing techniques (cast, welded,
forged, pressed and others) without their destruction [1].
The effective operation of the gamma flaw detector of
Gammarid-192/120M depends on the timely charging of the
gamma flaw detector by the iridium-192 source of necessary
activity.
At the Institute of Nuclear Physics, work was done on the
production of Iridium-192 sources with an 80-120 Curie activity
and their charging into the radiation head of a gamma-ray flaw
detector of Gammarid-192/120M.
Preconditions and means for the decision of problem
For the production of iridium-192 with a high specific activity
(≥250 Ci/g Ir)on the VVR-SM reactor, studies were carried out:
thermal neutron fluxes density in vertical channels of the
reactor, the output of the induced radionuclide iridium-192
activity; cadmium ratios of radionuclide iridium-192; the
influence of the thickness of the iridium disk on the yield of
iridium-192 activity.
For local monitoring of the thermal neutron flux density, a
thermo-neutron sensor TND-2,0 [2]was used, which operates in
the range from 5.⋅1012 neutron/sm2s to 5.1012 neutron/sm2s.
Cadmium monitors in form of metal disks (∅=3mm,
h=0,2mm, m=3,0mg) made from an alloy of aluminum and
cobalt (0,1%) packed with cadmium cover (h=1,0 mm) and
without cadmium cover were used to determine cadmium ratios.
Activity of monitors cobalt-60 and radionuclide iridium-192
were measured by spectrometric equipment: multichannel
analyzer of impulses SU-01P with Ge-Li detector DGDK-100
with the program «Aspekt, Angamma» and multichannel
gamma-spectrometer DSA 1000 «Canberra HP» with Ge
detector GC with standard software package Genie 2000.
For the production of Iridium-192 sources, the following
installations were designed and manufactured: installation for
radiochemical processing of neutron irradiated iridium disks,
installation for the production of iridium-192 sources and their
sealing, equipment for placing the Iridium-192 source in the
holder and rolling the holder from the sources.

Results and discussion
Natural iridium consists of two stable isotopes: Iridium-191
(38,5 %) and Iridium-193 (61,5 %) [5].
Irradiation of the iridium-191 reactor with neutrons leads to a
rapid burn up of iridium-192 radionuclide by the resonant
neutron flux (Table 1).
Table 1. The scheme of reception 192Ir radionuclide and
194
Ir
nuclear - physical characteristics of 192Ir, 193 Ir,
radionuclides [8].
Nuclear
transition

Ir → 192Ir

191

Ir → 192Pt
Ir → 192Os
192
Ir → 193Ir
193
Ir → 194Ir

192
192

Type of
nuclear
reaction

(n,γ)

Cross
section of
activetion,
barn
700

β- (95%)
E.C. (5%)
(n,γ)
(n,γ)

700
130

Half
-life
period

74,1
days

17,4
hour

Еγ ,МэВ

Еγ: 0,296; 0,308;
0,317; 0,468;
0,589; 0,604;
0,612. Еβ:0,24;
0,54; 0,67.
-

Decision of considered problem
It should be noted that during the formation of radionuclides
iridium-193 and iridium-194, iridium-192 burns strongly and the
yield of iridium-192 decreases.
The table 2 shows the potential differences obtained by a
thermo-neutron sensor TND-2.

The metal iridium disks (diameter - 3,0 mm, thickness - 0,2
mm, weight - 31,7 mg) were packed in aluminum foil and
placed in a block-container EC-10 (L=340 mm, ∅=25 mm) [3],
which was loaded into a vertical channel of reactor, located in
the internal cavity of the fuel assemble of IRT-4M.
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Table 2. Potential difference in vertical channels of the reactor
VVR-SM.

Distance
below the top
of the vertical
channel , sm
10
15
20
25
30
35
40
45
50
55
60
65

The iridium disk which has been wrapped up in cadmium
сover is badly activated by thermal neutrons, as cadmium
absorbs practically all thermal neutrons, as for cadmium, the
thermal neutron absorption cross section is 2450 barn.
Resonant neutrons make a partial contribution to the yield of
induced radionuclide activity of iridium-192, however, the yield
of the induced iridium-192 radionuclide activity increases with
the increase in the thermal neutron flux density.
Iridium wrapped in a cadmium cover is activated by resonant
and thermal neutrons by the ratio:
RCd=а/ар
(1)
where: RCd - cadmium attitude, а - activity of iridium without
cadmium cover, ар- activity of iridium with cadmium cover.
It follows from formula 1 that the larger the cadmium ratio,
the smaller the fraction of resonant neutrons in the total neutron
flux density [6].
The basic characteristics of pilot Iridium-192 source are given in
table 5.
Table 5. The Iridium-192 source basic characteristics [7].

Number of the vertical channel

5-7
mV
8,0
10,2
13,7
16,2
18,4
20,0
21,1
20,0
18,6
16,0
15,5
13,2

4-4
mV
11,1
11,1
14,1
17,1
19,8
21,3
22,0
22,0
21,0
18,8
15,2
13,0

4-2
mV
10,3
14,2
18,5
22,0
25,3
27,0
28,6
28,0
25,8
23,0
22,0
15,4

3-4
mV
10,0
11,1
13,9
16,7
19,2
20,5
21,2
21,0
20,0
19,0
16,4
14,2

3-7
mV
10,0
12,6
16,4
19,8
22,1
23,8
25,0
24,4
23,0
20,0
19,9
16,2

2
mV
6,0
8,0
10,4
12,1
13,5
14,1
14,1
14,1
13,0
12,0
11,6
10,2

Name, characteristic and unit of measurement
1. Working surface
2. The power of the exposure dose of the source
measured by the method of direct measurements
using a dosimeter of the type DKS-04, Ampere/kg
3. The power of the exposure dose of gamma
radiation when the radiation head is charged with
iridium-192 source at a distance of 50 mm from the
surface of the radiation head with Iridium-192
source, Ampere /kg (milliroentgen/hour)
4. Confidence limits of the total error in the results
of measuring the exposure dose rate of a source at a
probability of 0,95, in %
5. Date of exposure dose rate measurement

It can be seen from the table 3 that the potential differences
and, correspondingly, the neutron flux density have high values
at a distance of 35-45 sm from the top point of the irradiation
vertical channel of the reactor.
The yield of induced radionuclide iridium-192 activity
depends on the thickness of iridium disk (Table 3).
Table 3. Influence of the yield of induced iridium-192
radionuclide activity on the thickness of the iridium disk.
Activity
Number
Thickness
of reactor
Activity of of Ir-192
of Ir
Weight of
vertical
Ir-192 in the at Ir disk
disk,
Ir disk,
irradiation
iridium disk, weight
micron
g
channel
Ci
1⋅10-5 g,
Ci
1,5⋅10-5
8,9⋅10-6 6,02⋅10-6
0,5
4,7⋅10-3
9,1⋅10-4 1,93⋅10-6
20
2
-3
60
11,1⋅10
1,95⋅10-3 1,75⋅10-6
80
19,7⋅10-3
2,69⋅10-3 1,36⋅10-6
-5
1,5⋅10
2,6⋅10-6 1,75⋅10-5
0,5
-3
6,2⋅10
2,7⋅10-3 3,35⋅10-6
20
4-1
-3
60
13,1⋅10
5,05⋅10-3 2,91⋅10-6
-3
80
19,5⋅10
2,8⋅10-3
1,4⋅10-6

Output of
induced
activity of
Ir-192
radionuclide
1,0
0,32
0,29
0,22

6. Radionuclide activity of iridium-192 in the
source, Bq, (Curie)
7. External dimensions of the source, mm
8. Dimensions of active part of the source , mm

1,0
0,19
0,26
0,23

9. Material of source capsule
10. Source tightness
11. The level of radioactive contamination of the
source with radioactive substances when determined
by the smear removal method
, Bq, not more than

It can be seen from the table 3 that the larger the thickness of
the iridium disk, the less the yield of induced iridium-912
activity.
Table 2 gives the values of cadmium ratios for iridium-192.
Table 4. The values of cadmium ratios for iridium-192.

Irradiated
sample
Iridium-191
Iridium-191
+ Cd cover
Iridium-191
Iridium-191
+ Cd cover
Iridium-191
Iridium-191
+ Cd cover

Weight of
Number Activity
iridium sample of the
of
,
vertical Iridiumg
channel 192, Bq
1,5 ⋅10-5

2-6

5,97⋅105

-5

1,5⋅10

2-6

2,66⋅10

4

1,5⋅10-5

4-1

3,98⋅105

1,5⋅10-5

4-1

3,13⋅104

1,5⋅10-5

2

3,32⋅105

2

4

-5

1,5⋅10

1,67⋅10

Data
bottom
3,2⋅10-6

2,39⋅10-9
(40)
±20
02/26/2016
2,96⋅1012
(80)
∅ - 4,5
h – 8,0
∅- 3,0
h – 4,5
stainless steel
hermetic
capsule
185

Figures 2 and 3 show x-ray photographs of nondestructive
testing of welded joints of pipelines of various diameters,
obtained by radionuclide iridium-192.

Cadmium
attitude,
RCd
9,19
Figure 2. X-ray image of a welded pipeline of a diameter of
1120,0 mm obtained by gamma-ray flaw detector of Gammarid192/120M with the iridium-192 source.

12,69

8,13
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The technological line on manufacturing tight Iridium-192
sources activity 80-120 Ci and their complete sets with gammaray flaw detector of Gammarid-192/120M have been created.
The Irtidium-192 source has been placed in holder with whom
rolling, connection with flexible shaft and charge Iridium-192
source in radiating head gamma-ray flaw detector of Gammarid192/120M are spent.
Nondestructive testing of metal pipes welded seams is spent
and also x-ray pictures are received on sensitivity and quality,
corresponding requirements of GOST-7512-82 «Control
nondestructive control. Connections welded. Radiographic
method» [8].
In the Republic Uzbekistan carrying out of teamwork with
foreign partners under nondestructive testing over USA
standards ASME on construction of the thermal power station,
the gas-chemical plant and, the gas processing plant complex
has obtained of international recognition and has shown
efficiency of application of radiographic quality monitoring with
gamma-ray flaw detector of Gammarid-192/120M completed
with Iridium-192 sources.

Figure 3. X-ray image of a welded pipeline of a diameter of
50,8 mm obtained by gamma-ray flaw detector of Gammarid192/120M with the iridium-192 source.
The main results gamma radiography the test sample of the
metal pipe, received gamma-ray flaw detector of Gammarid192/120M with Iridium-192 source are shown in table 4.
Table 6. The main results of gamma radiography the test
sample of the metal pipe.
Sensitivity
Serial
Expo The exposure of the X-ray
Radiation
number of
-sure dose rate on
picture X-ray
thickness
Gammaridtime, the surface of according to optical
of metal,
192/120M
sec the radiation
GOST
density
mm
(source
head with
7512-82
number of
source, μSv/s (II class of
Iridium-192)
sensitivity),
mm
1128
(15)

20,0

25

0,083

0,4

References:
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Of Spatial Distribution of Thermal Neutrons Stream in Active
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of Neutron Radiation on Reactors and Accelerators. Moscow,
1985. P.67-68;
3. Yuldashev B.S., Ashrapov T.B., Mirzaev N.M., Ashrapov
U.T. Container for irradiation of samples in reactor. //
Preliminary patent of Republic Uzbekistan # IDP04633. 2000;
4. Ashrapov U.T., Ergashev Kh.A., Makhkamov Sh.M.. Method
of Leak Tightness Control of Ionization Radiation Source.
Preliminary patent of Republic Uzbekistan. #4943.1997;
5. Levin V.I.Reception of radioactive isotopes//Moscow,
Atomizdat. 1972. P. 25;
6. Levin V.E. The nuclear physics and nuclear reactors//
Moscow, Atomizdat 1979. P.161;
7. Passport #15/14 for the Iridium-192 experimental source
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welded. Radiographic method ». Standards Publishing House //
Moscow, 1982. p- 22.

2,0

Conclusion
Nuclear-physical processes of neutron activation of natural
iridium on a nuclear reactor VVR-SM have been studied.
At the reactor neutron irradiation of natural iridium disks
radionuclide iridium-192 with specific activity ~250 Ci/g Ir (up
to 8 Ci for one iridium disk) was obtained.
The metal disks of natural iridium had been irradiated by
thermal neutrons in vertical channel of VVR-SM reactor at
reactor power 10 МW, thermal neutrons stream density is
0,9⋅1014 neutron/sm2s and irradiation time is 800÷1680 hours.
After irradiation of natural iridium disks they were advanced
by radiochemical method and Iridium-192 sources are made.
Argon arc welding and check of tightness of Iridium-192 source
capsule have been spent.
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Abstract: Advances in technology since the second half of the 20th century are followed as well as induced by the development of
intelligent materials. These materials are able to respond to external stimuli by measurable changes in structure and intrinsic properties.
Stimuli-responsive hydrogels are soft smart materials as they exhibit significant changes in physicochemical properties in response to small
external stimuli. Acrylate hydrogels are widely used in applications where their smart and soft nature comes to the fore. Synthesis of those
materials by conventional heating is time-consuming and unsuitable from the point of energy and sources saving. Microwave-assisted
synthesis is promising method that provides polymerization under the more favourable conditions, reducing the reaction time. The focus of
present work was to investigate the swelling behaviour, mechanical and thermal properties of acrylate hydrogels synthesized by microwave
heating.
Keywords: INTELLIGENT SOFT MATERIALS, POLY (ACRYLAMIDE-CO-ACRYLIC ACID), MICROWAVE SYNTHESIS,
SWELLING DEGREE, MECHANICAL PROPERTIES

in increase water uptake. One of the most studied synthetic
intelligent hydrogels having both, acidic (-COOH) and alkaline (NH2) functional groups are poly (acrylamide-co-acrylic acid) or
poly (Aam-co-Aac) hydrogels. This type of intelligent material
responds to the changes in environmental pH value, by swelling or
deswelling, which consequently causes changes in its volume, shape
and rheological properties. It is possible to project the poly(Aamco-Aac) hydrogels with desired properties by the variation of
synthesis parameters such as monomers ratio, crosslinking agent
content and synthesis method. The conventional heating is widely
applied in preparation of those hydrogels, but this process takes a
significant energy and time consumption [11,12]. In order to make
process more economical and environmentally friendly, principles
of microwave chemistry are implemented in preparation of
hydrogels. Synthesis in microwave reactor has some advantages
over the conventional ovens: reduction of synthesis time, lower
energy consumption, performing the reaction in ambient conditions
obtaining a high yield of reaction product [13]. Due to their
intelligent nature, this kind of soft materials have potential
applications as sensors [14], flocculants [15], drug delivery vehicles
[16]. In order to consider the possibilities of microwave synthesis
for preparation of intelligent hydrogels based on acrylic acid and
acrylamide for different applications, the properties of microwave
synthesized hydrogels should be investigated. This work aims to
provide information about swelling, mechanical and thermal
properties of microwave synthesized poly (Aam-co-Aac)
hydrogels.

1. Introduction
Functional materials play an important role in modern society
and technologies. Development of IT, safeguarding, packaging
technologies, trafficking, medicine, agriculture and other fields of
contemporary life is strongly influenced by development of
functional materials. This term refer to a material which possess
special native properties and, based on it, perform, distinct
functions. They cover all type of materials including organic,
inorganic, hybrid, soft, hard, etc., with functions which make them
stimuli-responsive, electroconductive, optically active, or able for
storage of energy. Hydrogels as polymer soft materials have
excellent properties which make them suitable for many
applications [1]. They are defined as polymer networks consisting
of crosslinked hydrophilic polymer chains which swell, but do not
dissolve in the water [2,3]. Using the appropriate monomers and
constituent particles, it is possible to obtain hydrogels which change
their properties as response to environmental stimuli such as
temperature, pH, ionic strength, pressure, electrical and magnetic
field [4,5,6] which classified them as intelligent soft materials [7].
Stimulation implies activation of chemical mechanism which leads
to the changes in volume, colour or viscosity of hydrogel [8].
Different types of hydrogels have been developed in the last years
and they have become materials of choice for many applications.
Hydrogels swell in contact with termodinamically compatible
solvent such as water. Molecules of water first hydrate the hydrogel
surface and diffuse into the polymer network causing the segmental
mobility that manifests as transition from glassy to rubbery phase.
Consequently, the meshes in the rubbery phase expand permiting
the penetration of solvent molecules [9]. Great swelling capacity of
hydrogels is due to the osmotic pressure, capillary forces and
presence of hydrophilic groups in their structure [10].

2. Experimental part
2.1. Materials
Acrylic acid (Aac), acrylamide (Aam) and N,N’Methylenebisacrylamide (MBAM) were procured from SigmaAldrich,
Co.
St.
Louis,
MO
USA.
N,N,N',N'Tetramethylethylenediamine (TEMED) and ammonium persulfate
(PPS) were supplied from Fisher Scientific and used without further
purification. Distilled water was used as reaction medium. Swelling
measurements were carried out in citric (pH 3) and borate (pH 10)
buffer solution (Alfapanon, Bački Petrovac, Serbia).

pH-sensitive swelling is attributed to the hydrogels having
ionisable anionic and/or cationic pendant groups. It depends upon
the environment pH relative to the pKa of anionic and pKb value of
cationic pendant groups. Anionic or acidic groups on polymer
chains realise proton when the environment pH value is higher than
their pKa value, leading to the production of negative fixed charges
in polymer network. Electrostatic repulsion between negatively
charged groups enables penetration of water molecules in hydrogel
matrix causing the swelling. Cationic polymer networks, on the
other hand, possess alkaline pendant groups which develop positive
fixed charges in the conditions when the pH of surrounding medium
is below their pKb value. Electrostatic repulsion between polymer
chains as well as increased number of fixed positive charges results

2.2 Methods
2.2.1 Synthesis of hydrogels
Hydrogels were prepared by free-radical polymerization in
microwave reactor, using redox initiator-accelerator system.
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The investigation of swelling properties in mediums with
different pH values should has demonstrated the intelligent nature
of these materials, regulated by their chemical composition ,i.e.
environmental pH relative to the pKa of carboxylic and pKb of
amino groups. In acidic medium (pH 3), water uptake increases
with increase in acrylamide amount in hydrogel composition (Fig.
2). The greater amount of Aam units in hydrogel composition
signifies a higher concentration of amine groups those are in
protonated form below their pKb value (around 8.65). Positive
charged groups repeal each other, contributing to the greater
swelling capacity. Therefore, the greatest value of equilibrium
swelling degree is observed for pure poly (Aam) hydrogel (606 %).

Monomers, Aam and Aac, in different mass feed ratios (100/0,
80/20, 50/50, 10/90) were added in glass vessels together with
crosslinking agent MBAM (1% per monomers mass). After addition
of aqueous solution of initiator and accelerator and homogenization
of all components, simultaneous polymerization and crosslinking
were carried out in microwave filed, at frequency of 2.45 GHz, in
duration of 2 minutes.
2.2.2 Characterization of hydrogels
The spectroscopy analysis of dry hydrogels were performed
using the Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR
spectrophotometer Bomem Hartmann &amp; Braun MB-series).
The FTIR spectra were recorded in the range of 4000–400 cm-1,
using KBr pellets for the samples preparation.

Poly (Aam)
Poly (Aam-co-Aac) 80/20
Poly (Aam-co-Aac) 50/50
Poly (Aam-co-Aac) 10/90

700

Swelling measurements were performed in buffer solutions, at
pH 3 and pH 10 at ambient temperature. Completely dried preweighed hydrogel samples were immersed in appropriate buffer.
The swollen gels were taken out in regular time intervals (after 15
min., 30 min., 1h, 2h, 3 h, 6 h, 12 h, 24 h), gently blotted, weighed,
and then placed in the same bath. The swelling degree was
determined using the following expression:

Swelling degree (%)

600
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400
300
200
100

(1)
0

Dynamic mechanical properties of microwave synthesized
hydrogels were studied using a Haake Mars rheometer. Hydrogels
were equilibrated in distilled water before were subjected to the
rheological measurements. Stress sweeping test was conducted at
23±0.1 °C, using the plate-plate geometry (d = 35 mm). The values
of storage (G') and loss modulus (G'') were measured in function of
applied oscillatory stress, at constant frequency.
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Fig. 2. Swelling behavior of poly (Aam-co-Aac) hydrogels in
acidic medium (pH 3).
In alkaline medium (pH 10), hydrogels demonstrate inverse
swelling pattern (Fig. 3). Water uptake increases with increasing in
acrylic acid content in hydrogel composition. Carboxylic group,
originated from Aac units, are in anionic form above pKa value
(around 4.5). Electrostatic repulsion between negatively charged
ions leads to the greater water uptake. In opposite of swelling
behaviour in acidic medium, in alkaline medium the greatest value
of equilibrium swelling degree is observed for poly (Aam-co-Aac)
hydrogel 10/90 (3811 %).

Thermal behaviour of obtained xerogels were investigated using
a differential scanning calorimetry (DSC). Thermograms were
recorded by heating of samples from 25 do 250 °C, at rate of 10
°C/min, under constant purging of nitrogen.

3. Results and discussion
As results of microwave synthesis, xerogels with expanded
structure were obtained. Expanded structure originates from water
evaporation.
Fig. 1 shows the FTIR spectra of pure poly (Aam) and
copolymer poly (Aam-co-Aac) hydrogels with monomers ratio
80/20, 50/50, 10/90. Absorption peak at 3445-3450 and 3220-3227
cm-1 are attributed to asymmetrical and symmetrical stretching
vibration of –NH2 group and –OH group in copolymer hydrogels.
Asymmetrical and symmetrical stretchings of C-H are appeared as
absorption bands at 2937-2865 cm-1. Carbonyl group (C = O) as
part of carboxyl group give an absorption peak at 1733-1700 cm-1
and C = O group as part of amide bond gives a peak at 1683-1662
cm-1. Peak at 1601-1560 cm-1 corresponds to the stretching of COOgroup in copolymer hydrogels.
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Fig. 3. Swelling behavior of poly (Aam-co-Aac) hydrogels in
alkaline medium (pH 10).
In order to obtain information about the mechanical properties
of synthesized soft materials, the same were subjected to a shear
stress. The results of oscillation shear stress measurements are
shown in Fig.4. Hydrogel 50/50 has the highest G' values and
maintains linearity of viscoelastic behaviour up to applied stress
value of 8.6 kPa. That implies its greater strength in comparison to
the other samples. The other three hydrogel samples demonstrate
non-linearity at lower stress values. Hydrogel retains the structural
integrity while the storage modulus is higher than the loss modulus.
When the loss modulus becomes greater than storage modulus,
microstructure of hydrogel collapses. For hydrogel 50/50, it was
achieved at applied stress of 8.6 kPa. Hydrogel 10/90 was broken

Fig. 1. FTIR spectra of the poly (Aam) hydrogel (a) and poly
(Aam-co-Aac) hydrogels, respectively, 80/20 (b), 50/50 (c) and
10/90 (d).
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down at 6.2 kPa, and the hydrogels with higher Aam content (80/20
and 100/0) were desintengrated under the 3.3 kPa.
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Abstract: Cane chains are very important transmission elements which are carefully designed according to fatigue strength and wear
resistance. To increase the life of cane chains, the resistance of the surface failure should be increased. In this investigation, experiments
were carried out to evaluate the wear resistance using wear test rig designed and manufactured for this purpose. Three types of steels were
used, namely 16MnCr5, 17CrNiMo6, and 18MnCrB5. Discs manufactured from these steels were carburized for different periods of time (6,
10, and 12 hours). Tempering process was carried out at different temperatures to obtain hardness values of 48, 52, and 56 HRC. The
accumulated weight loss was measured and the wear rates were determined for each case hardened steel at the constant normal test load of
800 N. The accumulated weight loss was measured as a function of the number of revolutions. Wear rate was calculated and presented with
case hardened depth and hardness for all steels. The hardness distribution and carbon content of carburized layer was presented as a
function of the distance from the surface. Carburized layer microstructure and carbide percentage were presented and measured. From test
results, it was concluded that the wear rate for all steels under investigation decreases with the increase of their case hardness. Minimum
wear rate was obtained at hardness 56 HRC. Wear rate for all steels decreases with the increase of carburizing time tending to reach a
minimum at carburizing time 10 hours. Wear rate for steel 16MnCr5 is less than that of the wear rate for 17CrNiMo6 and 18MnCrB5 by
about 15℅ and 45℅ respectively under the same testing conditions. Carburized layer, carbon content and case depth increase with the
increase of carburizing time.
Keywords: Heat Treatment, Carburizing, Case Hardening, Alloy Steel, Cane Chain, Wear Rate, Sugar Industry.
manufacturing. Hardness, microstructure and chemical
composition of steel play a marked role in wear resistance.
Although hardness and relative wear are linearly proportional for
most of the commercial metals, the same simple relation does not
hold for a range of steels where it becomes necessary to consider
chemical composition as well as hardness.
Many papers discuss the wear rate with different case depth
and case hardness for different steels [3]. The aim of this work is
to study the best heat treatment for chain components with regard
to hardness and case depth for the three selected steels 16MnCr5,
17CrNiMo6, and 18MnCrB5. Carburizing process was carried
out for 6, 10, and 12 hours, with final hardness values of 48, 52,
and 56 HRC, depending on the tempering temperature to select
the most suitable material which results in the lowest wear and
longer life of chain.

1. Introduction
Chains are very important transmission elements which are to
be carefully designed for efficient working of machines. All parts
of chains are subjected to elaborate machining, heat treatment
[1], grinding and assembling. Chains are the most important
elements in the sugar company.
The parts of chains are manufactured as follows: Rollers
should not only have excellent wear resistance but also rigidity;
therefore, case hardened alloy steels are used as the material for
rollers. Since pins require high wear resistance and toughness,
case hardened alloy steels [2], which are rigorously selected and
the surface is hardened and ground. Bushes require also wear
resistance, case hardened alloy steels with external and internal
surfaces hardened and ground.
Chains usually work under the most severe conditions. They
are subjected to high tensile load since they are transmitting a
large quantity of canes . High wear resistance is necessary to
prevent them from wearing away in service. Thus, steels of
which chains are made must be properly heat treatable.
Wear resistance is considered as the most important parameter
for proper selection of the material to be used for chains

2. Experimental work
2.1. Wear Testing Machine
A rolling contact wear testing machine was constructed
purposely for this investigation and presented in Figure 1.

Fig.1. Schematic layout of the test rig.
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Load, N

2.2 calibration curve of spring
Calibration curve for two springs to apply the required load
between the drive and the driven rollers are presented in Fig. 2
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Fig. 3. The shape and dimensions of specimens.

Fig. 2. Calibration curve of spring

Wear resistance experiments were performed for specimens
with heat treatment under dry rolling condition. In this work 54
discs were used, 18 discs from each tested materials, divided into
9 groups; 2 discs for each group. Each group of two discs was
subjected to a specific heat treatment conditions. The chemical
compositions of tested steels are given in table 1.

2.3. Test specimens
Specimens were obtained in form of round bars 80 mm
diameter, for tested materials 16MnCr5, 17CrNiMo6 and
18MnCrB5 and then cut to 15 mm length, which was machined
as presented in Figure 3.
Steel
16MnCr5
17CrNiMo6
18MnCrB5

C
0.17
0.17
0.18

Mn
1.17
0.60
1.00

Table 1 Chemical composition for tested materials.
Si
P
S
Cr
0.23
0.005
0.009
0.88
0.24
0.009
0.010
1.64
0.23
0.011
0.021
1.02

Mo
0.10
0.27
0.24

Ni
0.082
1.53
0.14

v
0.004
0.006
0.006

Cu
0.25
0.19
0.11

of 9150C[4], for a predetermined period of time. The specimens
hardening at temperature 8600C and kept for 1 hour to be
hardened by oil quenching. After quenching the discs were
tempered to obtain the hardness 48, 52 and 56 HRC respectively.

2.4. Heat treatment of specimens
The heat treatment technique used in this investigation was
liquid carburizing followed by hardening and tempering as
presented in Figure 4. Discs and other small specimens
examinations were heated in liquid carburizing at the temperature

Fig. 4. Applied heat treatment cycle of test discs.

15 mm length were prepared grinded, polished and etched using
4℅ Nital solution
Carbon percent distribution in the carburized case was
measured using Emission Spectrometer, type Thermo Jarrell Ash
(TJA) 181, wave spectra 14000 Kv.

2.5. Wear Measurements
Before each test, the discs were carefully cleaned. The discs
were mounted in such a way to have always the same orientation
in order to be sure that rolling has occurred in the same starting
and direction through out the test. Tests were carried out using a
constant load of 800 N created by means of two springs, as
shown in Fig. 1. Tests were also carried out at the constant speed
of 1500 r.p.m., corresponding to a rolling velocity of 4.71 m/s at
the surface of the discs.
The machine was stopped after a predetermined time interval
for weighing the discs, after cleaning and dried, using a digital
balance of 210 gr capacity and 10-4 gr accuracy. The accumulated
loss of weight in mgr. was plotted against the number of
revolutions. Wear rate was calculated using the following
equation [5].
Wear rate = (Accumulated weight of removed
metal) /
(Load*total number of revolutions).

3. Results and Discussion
Figure 5 demonstrates the variation of accumulated loss of the
driving and driven discs with the number of revolutions for the as
received materials under investigation.
loss of weight(mg)

20000
witout heat
16MnCr5
17CrNiMo6
18MnCrB5

15000
10000
5000
0

2.6. Examinations
Hardness, microstructure and Scanning Electron Microscope
examinations were carried out using instruments types HWDM7,
TSS capacity 1500 HV, optical Microscope type OLMYPUS
X50 – X400 and type JSM 5410. Specimens 29 mm diameter and

0

1

2
3
No. of revolutions*106

4

Fig. 5. The losses of weight for tested materials, as received.

Figures (6.a,b) demonstrates the variation of accumulated loss
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of weight of the driving and driven discs versus the number of
revolutions at carburizing time (6, 10 and 12 hours) for different
materials and different case hardness respectively.
From Figures 6.a and 6.b it is noticed that the accumulated loss
of weight increases with increasing the number of revolutions for
all materials, also for all case depth and case hardness.
Figure 6.a demonstrates the variation of the rate of wear and
case hardness for 16MnCr5 at the different carburizing time.
Figure 6.b demonstrates the variation of the rate of wear and
carburizing time for 16MnCr5 at the different hardness.
From Figure 6.a it is clear that the wear rate decreases with
increasing the case hardness for all tested materials and
carburizing time [6]. Also, the wear rate of 16MnCr5 is smaller
than that of the wear rate for 17CrNiMo6 and 18MnCrB5 for all
carburizing time and from Figure 6.b it is clear that the minimum
wear rate occurred at carburizing time 10 hours for all hardness.
Also the wear rate of 16MnCr5 is smaller than that of the wear
rate for 17CrNiMo6 and 18MnCrB5 for all carburizing time, and
from figure, it is clear that the wear rate will decrease with
increasing the case hardness[7], and from Figure 6.b it is clear
that the minimum wear rate will occur at carburizing time equal
10 hours for all hardness. Also, the wear rate of the hardness 56

HRC is smaller than that of the wear rate for hardness 52 HRC
and hardness 48 HRC for all materials.
Wear rate for material 16MnCr5 is less than that of the wear
rate for materials 17CrNiMo6 and 18MnCrB5 by about 15℅ and
45℅ respectively at carburizing time 10 hours and hardness 56
HRC. This attributed to the carbides contents for material
16MnCr5 is less than that of the carbides for materials
17CrNiMo6 and 18MnCrB5 respectively, the carbides contents
for materials 16MnCr5, 17CrNiMo6 and 18MnCrB5 equal to
38℅, 42℅ and 56℅ respectively.
The retained austenite for steel 16MnCr5 is regular and
quantity is less. The retained austenite for steel 17CrNiMo6 is
irregular, its volume and area are bigger. The retained austenite
for steel 18MnCrB5 is medium but concentrated and its volume
is bigger.
The increase of retained austenite resulting from further
increase the case depth decrease the yield and ultimate stress of
the material[8]. It also decreases the fatigue limit. This is
believed to be the reason for the increase in the wear rate. Also
for the greatest case depth and case hardness, the rigidity of the
case hardened materials increase and a further increase of weight
of removed metal and wear rate.
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Fig. 6.a. The relation between wear rate and case hardness for steel
16MnCr5
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Fig. 6.b. The relation between wear rate and carburizing time for steel
16MnCr5 at the different case hardness.
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Fig. 7.a. The hardness distribution with subsurface depth for steel 16MnCr5
at different carburizing time.
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Fig. 7.b. The hardness distribution with subsurface depth for different steels
at carburizing time 10 hours.

Figures 7. a, b. Demonstrates the hardness distribution with
subsurface depth for different steels and different carburizing
time after quenching.
The core hardness of steels16MnCr5, 17CrNiMo6, and
18MnCrB5; measured after quenching are 314, 449, and 333 HV
respectively. This attributed to the hardness values increasing as
the martensite volume fraction increased [9]. The material
16MnCr5 has lowest wear rate. This result indicates that hardness

Fig. 8. Material 16MnCr5 after 10 hours
carburizing time and hardness 56 HRC.

0.5

Distance from surface (mm)

Distance from the surface (mm)

strongly affects the wear resistance of materials. Martensite for
steel 16MnCr5, its distribution is better and quantity is high[10].
From Figures (8, 9 and 10) the retained austenite in material
16MnCr5 is less than that for materials 17CrNiMo6 and
18MnCrB5, and the martensite fraction in material 16MnCr5 is
higher than that for materials 17CrNiMo6 and 18MnCrB5.
Structure for all materials are martensite, retained austenite and
carbide.

Fig. 9. Material 17CrNiMo6 after 10 hours
carburizing time and hardness 56 HRC.
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Fig. 10. Material 18MnCrB5 after 10 hours
carburizing time and hardness 56 HRC.
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Fig. 11. X-ray analysis of carburized layer for material 16MnCr5 at
carburizing time 10 hours and hardness 56 HRC.

Fig. 12. X-ray diffraction pattern of 16MnCr5 at carburizing time 10 hours
and hardness 56 HRC.

Table 2 Chemical composition at points (1,2,3) for material 16MnCr5
Element

Si

Mo

Cr

Mn

Fe

Ni

Cu

C

Point

Wt %

0.1

0.1

4.1

2.5

92.7

0.1

0.4

0.1

1

Wt %

0.1

0.1

1.6

1.6

96.3

0.1

0.4

2

Wt %

0.1

0.4

1.8

2.3

95

0.4

3

The phase structure of the surface alloying layer by X-ray diffraction for material 16MnCr5 at carburizing time 10 hours and hardness 56 HRC.

Table 3 Phases present in material 16MnCr5 at carburizing time 10 hours and hardness 56 HRC.
Phase number

Symbol

Phase name

01 – 085 – 1410

α – Fe

Martensite

Cubic

01 – 085 – 0871

Fe3C

Iron Carbide

Orthorhombic

01 – 071 – 7667

Fe, Cu

Copper Iron

Cubic

00 – 023 – 0298

Fe, C

Austenite

Cubic

X-ray analysis was shown in figure 12. The carbides in the
diffusion layer formed by alloying and carburizing were α – Fe,
Fe3C, and Fe, Cu. And table 3 shows the types and the phases for
material 16MnCr5 [11].
From microstructure, Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM)
and X-ray diffraction, it was noticed that the retained austenite
for material 16MnCr5 is regular and quantity is less.
Furthermore, martensite distribution is better and its area fraction
is larger.

3
4
5

6

Conclusions
1- Wear rate for all materials under investigation decreases with
the increase of their case hardness. Minimum wear rate was
obtained at hardness 56 HRC.
2- Wear rate for all tested materials decreases with the increase of
carburizing time, tending to reach a minimum at carburizing time
10 hours. This may be attributed to the decrease in retained
austenite in the carburized matrix. Further increase of the
carburizing time may result in a pronounced increase in wear rate
due to larger area of carbides obtained at longer carburizing time.
3- Wear rate for material 16MnCr5 is less than that of the wear
rate for 17CrNiMo6 and 18MnCrB5 by about 15 ℅ and 45℅
respectively under the same testing conditions.
4- Carburized layer, carbon content and case depth increase with
the increase of carburizing time.
5- The appearance of the retained austenite was accompanied by
a decrease in both hardness and wear resistance of tested
materials.
6- Wear rate for materials 16MnCr5, 17CrNiMo6 and 18MnCrB5
at carburizing time 10 hours and hardness 56 HRC is less than
that of the wear rate for the same materials without heat treatment
by 55℅, 67℅ and 83℅ respectively.
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DIRECT OBSERVATION OF THERMAL EFFECT APPEARANCE DURING
GRAIN BOUNDARIES COMPLETE WETTING TRANSITION IN COPPERBISMUTH SYSTEM
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Abstract: Grain boundary wetting process takes place during the contact of solid metal phase with the metal melt. The liquid bismuth
network formation along grain boundaries (GB) connected with wetting process was investigated in copper polycrystalline samples. The
endothermic thermal effect in the temperature range close to complete GBs wetting transition temperature for Cu-Bi system was observed.
Thermal effect size of GB wetting per mol of copper passed into bismuth melt during process of forming wetting GB channels was
characterized as 21-23 kJ/mol.
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predetermined grain size were used. In the second case, the copper
samples, that were prepared, have the same size and shape as in the
first case but which have a monocrystal structure. It helps to
identify effects associated only with GBs, because in the first case
(a polycrystal) there were enough of them, and at a given grain size
we could make an estimate of their total amount in the test sample.
In the second case, they were no effects (a monocrystal), and thus
GB grooves and channels at complete wetting could not be formed.
(Volume dissolution of copper samples in both cases could not
occur, because they were in contact with saturated with copper
bismuth melt).

1. Introduction
Grain boundaries wetting via interaction of solid copper with
bismuth melt saturated with copper was investigated in detail in
works of several liquid-metal wetting research teams [1, 2]. In
particular it has been found that in temperature interval 560 –
620 ºС in polycrystal copper samples transition to grain boundaries
(GB) complete wetting takes place, wherein GB surface energy (γb)
passes through a value equal to double energy of boundary surface
solid copper - melt (2·γSL) and by further heating becomes larger
than it. Each GB in polycrystal has its own complete wetting
transition temperature [3] that is due to the fact that GB surface
energy is different in any single case because of individual
crystallographic misorientation of bound grains [4]. As a
consequence, complete wetting transition temperature range in
polycrystal occurs. At temperatures higher than complete wetting
temperature, instead of GB a substitutional grain boundary melt
channel forms; and it “eats” overtime GB al over it [5].

For polycrystal and monocrystal versions of copper samples the
original copper subjected to preliminary mechanical deformation
(sediment under pressure) and subsequent heat treatment. Selection
of an appropriate heat treatment conditions in the first case provided
the polycrystal samples with an average grain size of 50 microns.
Heat treatment in the second case allowed growing to a value of
grain diameter of 5-7 mm. The grain size was determined by optical
microscope Leica DMILM and scanning electron microscope
Hitachi S-800. Using the method of electroerosion cutting, the
copper samples were cut from large grain preform to monocrystal
containing no more than one of each grain. The size of each copper
blanks for runs in the first and second cases was the same. Blanks
were made as thin circular disks of thickness 300 mm and 5 mm in
diameter, which corresponds to the conditions of their use in the
differential scanning calorimeter Setaram «AlexSys».

The morphology of complete wetting growing channels and
kinetics of their growth were investigated in [6]. In the work [7] it is
marked that via passing to complete wetting negligible positive
(absorbing) thermal effect may be observed. The reasons and the
value of the effect, as well as the fact of its existence are still
opened to question. That is why the aim of this investigation was
reliable detection of GB complete wetting transition thermal effect
and its quantitative assessment for the system copper – bismuth.

In both cases copper plates in contact with crushed bismuth
(saturated with copper) were put into alumina crucible posed in the
calorimeter. In the atmosphere of high-purity argon the samples
were heated with the rate 5 К/min from room temperature (250С) to
650 ºС, and inverse cooling with the same rate to room temperature.
Consequently, calorimetric curves “heating –cooling” became
available:- in the first variant – for the polycrystal copper plates in
contact with bismuth;- in the second variant – for the monocrystal
copper plates in contact with bismuth.Basic materials and
experimental regimes in both cases were the same.

2. Experimental
For the thermic analysis of thermal effect interactability
connected with GB wetting with melt the process of polycrystal
copper sample should be investigated, i.e. the sample that contains
large amount of GBs in contact with bismuth. At temperature close
to 271 ºС (melting point of pure bismuth) bismuth, saturated with
copper, melts, that provides melt interactability with GBs of solid
copper sample via further heating. The heating process itself as well
as concurrent thermal effects measurement was carried out with the
use of differential scanning calorimeter DSC Labsys.

3. Results

In experiments copper (with purity 99,996 mass %) and
chemically pure bismuth (99,99 mass%) were used. Bismuth melt
was saturated with copper till the saturation concentration at a
temperature of 650 ºС.

Fig. 1 shows the thermal heating curves of polycrystal copper
samples in bismuth (upper curve) and monocrystal copper samples
in bismuth (lower curve). At a temperature of about 270 C (the
exact value of 267 C) in both curves the deep (substantial) positive
thermal effect is observed. It is associated with the melting of
bismuth (saturated with copper) that is present in both cases.
Further heating to a temperature of 590 C for both variants occur

Studying the process of heating the copper in contact with
bismuth was carried out in two variants. They differ in that: in the
first case the copper samples with a polycrystal structure with a
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without observed thermal effects. When such heating studied melts
liquidus point is not achieved [8]. At temperatures of 596-615 C
samples with polycrystal structure demonstrate double positive
thermal effect, which is clearly seen in the inset in the right part of
Fig. 1 on an enlarged scale. This effect is small in comparison with
the effect of melting bismuth, but it appears quite clearly. At the
lower curve (monocrystal copper), this effect is absent.

It may be noted that cooling occurs in both cases the same, without
the observed thermal effects.
The full view of curves "heating - cooling" can be found in a
scaled-down view by the example of copper monocrystal samples in
contact with bismuth in fig. 3

Fig. 3. Thermal curves "heating-cooling" for monocrystal copper in
contact with bismuth.

The presented curves show that the monocrystalline copper in
contact with bismuth undergoes no transformations in the "heating cooling" process in the temperature range 25 – 650 C. Bismuth
melts independently from copper (positive effect on the heat curve)
and crystallizes (a negative effect on the cooling curve). Similar
curves for polycrystal copper in contact with bismuth differ from
those shown in fig. 3 only in the presence of a positive thermal
effect at 596 - 615 C (see Fig. 1), which is inappropriate to show in
this scale.

Fig.1. Thermal heating curves of polycrystal (upper curve) and
monocrystal (lower curve) copper samples in the bismuth melt.

When the experiment had been carried out, metallographic
specimen of polycrystal copper in sections perpendicular to the
plane were made, i.e., contact surfaces of solid copper and bismuth
melt at temperatures above 270 C. Fig. 4 show photo of the copper
microstructure. In picture GBs are clearly visible, which are
partially or completely filled with bismuth. Light thin strips of
bismuth are grain-boundary channels of penetration of the melt in
the complete wetting of the GB. However, it should be noted that
only a part of GBs in a polycrystal sample is filled with bismuth,
there are a completely "empty" (i.e. without bismuth) GBs as well
as partially "empty" GBs.

Fig.2. Thermal cooling curves of the polycrystal copper (lower
curve) and the monocrystal copper (middle curve) in the bismuth
melt. The upper curve shows the temperature interval of occurrence
of the thermal effect when heated polycrystal copper in bismuth.

Fig. 4. Microstructure of polycrystal copper after "heating cooling" in bismuth melt.

Fig. 2 shows the thermal cooling curves of polycrystal and
monocrystal copper in bismuth melt. The temperature range of
cooling curves is associated with the temperatures of the thermal
effect appearance during heating of polycrystal copper in bismuth,
which is presented for comparison in the same figure (upper curve).

Detailed analysis of microphotographs of specimen of
polycrystal copper after the "heating - cooling" in bismuth melt has
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given the opportunity to assess the proportion of GBs filled with
bismuth, i.e., the proportion of GB channels of bismuth formed
during the experiment (fraction of fully wetted with bismuth GBs in
samples of polycrystal copper). This proportion is approximately
10 % of all GBs in polycrystal samples, which were in contact with
bismuth during the experiment.

of bismuth in the channels was assumed to be 2 microns), and the
amount of copper in the moles, repressed in the melt when wetted
were determined. As a result, the thermal effect value was obtained
equal to 23 kJ/mol (cubic grain shape for copper) and 21 kJ/mol (for
the icosahedral shape of grains of copper). It is of the same order of
magnitude as the fusion heat of pure copper which equals to 13
kJ/mol. Received "specific" values of the thermal effect, as can be
seen, not very sensitive to the method of description of the grain
structure of the sample. But they may undergo significant changes
due to the influence of the two factors that require a reliable
experimental confirmation. This is the value of the thickness in the
GB layer of bismuth channels which, as shown by microarray
analysis, may vary for different channels and at different depths
within a wide range (0.1 to 10 microns). Furthermore, this is
proportion value of bismuth fill GBs of all GB network of the
sample. Both of these quantities cannot be defined exactly, the
interval value depends on the depth of the statistical analysis of the
sample structure after thermal tests. Those are why the values of the
thermal effect of wetting the GBs should be regarded as tentative,
and require clarification.

4. Discussion
Calorimetric study of the copper polycrystal samples heating in
bismuth melt showed that in the transition temperature range of the
GBs to complete wetting with melt the thermal effect is observed,
which is absent in the same conditions in case of monocrystal
samples, i.e. in the absence of GBs. As in the polycrystal occurs the
growth of deep GB channels, it is natural to assume that this process
is the cause of the thermal effect. We can assume that the thermal
effect is a consequence of the withdrawal of copper from sample
volumes (border volumes), which when GBs were wetted were
filled with bismuth. The only way out of copper from the border
areas of the grain and making space for melt via formation of
channels is the transition (displacement) it in melt, and thus the
formation of a supersaturated bismuth-copper melt. Copper
dissolution in the melt can be regarded as the cause of the thermal
effect when wetted GBs. The fact, that in a subsequent cooling the
occurrence of any thermal effects up to the crystallization
temperature of bismuth is not marked, is that reversibly reverse
formation of dissolved during the formation of GB channels copper
does not happen.

5. Conclusion
In consequence of the experiments on copper GB complete
wetting with bismuth melt study that were carried on, it was found
that:
- thermal effect due to process of passing to copper GB
complete wetting was found which is proved by carrying out a
parallel investigation of monocrystal copper behavior in bismuth
melt when heated;

The heat effect magnitude, accompanying the transition to
complete wetting of the GBs and the formation of GB channels, can
be estimated from the known heat of bismuth melting – Δ H S → L
(Bi). The area on the thermal curve corresponding to the thermal
effect on bismuth melting is proportional to the total heat absorbed
by the sample containing a known amount of moles of bismuth. The
magnitude of the thermal effect upon GB wetting (596-615 0 C)
may be determined by the ratio of areas of the GB melting thermal
peak and the peak at the bismuth melting. Using this fact thermal
effect of GB wetting, divided by the total mass of the sample, was
calculated. It was equal to 0.0327 J.

- thermal effect size of GB wetting per mol of copper passed
into bismuth melt via process of forming wetting GB channels was
characterized as 21-23 kJ/mol.

6. References

To compare the magnitude of the observed thermal effect with
the magnitude of changes in the surface energy of the transition to
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MODEL DESCRIPTION OF GRAIN BOUNDARY DIFFUSION PROCESSES IN
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Abstract: The simple model of grain and phase boundaries diffusion into polycrystalline solid system with micro grain dimensions is
proposed. There are considered different types of diffusion regimes which are realized by definite correlations between volume and grain
boundary diffusion lengths and average grain sizes.
.
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2. Problem discussion

1. Introduction
Let us consider the process of propagation of diffusing atoms in
a solid polycrystalline metal system. The diffusion at relatively low
temperatures is of particular interest under the circumstances where
the bulk diffusion coefficient is small, and most of the diffusion
flow is carried along interfaces (grain boundaries) and linear lattice
defects. If we are dealing with a microcrystalline system, i.e. if the
average grain size d is not more than one micrometer, then the grain
boundaries (and also the interphase boundaries in a multiphase
metal system) and the triple junctions must be considered as
accelerated paths of low-temperature diffusion. It has been wellestablished that at temperatures below 0.7Tm (Tm stands for the
melting temperature of the system being studied) the grain
boundary self-diffusion [1] and hetero-diffusion [2] coefficients are
103–105 times bigger than the bulk diffusion coefficients. It is
shown in [3] that at even lower temperatures (T ≈ 0.55 ÷ 0.6Tm) the
diffusion penetration rate through triple junctions is over a thousand
times higher than the diffusion rate along grain boundaries.

Figure 1 - Triple junctions network in the polycrystalline solidstate system;

Let us choose the following conditions for description of a lowtemperature diffusion process in a polycrystalline solid. Suppose the
temperature (and the observation time) corresponds to the diffusion
path of bulk diffusion LV = 2 (DVt)1/2 (DV is the bulk diffusion
coefficient) which does not exceed the width of the grain
boundaries ‒ δ. This equates to the C mode of the grain boundary
diffusion according to the Harrison classification [4], which means
that bulk diffusion can be disregarded in the total balance of
diffusion flows. Additionally, let us consider that at the given
external conditions DT >> DB, DB – diffusion coefficient along the
grain boundaries (its value is the same for all grain boundaries), DT
– diffusion coefficient along triple boundary junctions (its value is
also the same for all triple junctions). In such a way, the advance
diffusion of diffusing atoms occurs along triple junctions with
substance outflow to the grain boundaries; the diffusion from grain
boundaries to the grain bulk is not considered. Fig. 1 shows a
simple scheme of a network of triple junctions which are parallel to
each other in two orthogonal directions – along the y and x axes.

axes x - directions of grain boundaries that spreading from each
triple junction (y axes) in a perpendicular plane
The distances between the lines of triple junctions parallel to the
y axis are equal to d; let us use the value of d as an estimation of the
average grain size in the sample. The source of the diffusing
substance is located on the sample’s surface (y = 0) and has a
constant concentration c0. The diffusion flow along triple junctions
is directed along the y axis. The high transfer rate along triple
junctions and the ratio of grain size d to the sample size l (d << l),
allows us to ignore redistribution of the diffusing substance between
triple junctions that are directed from the diffusion source into the
sample depth (along the y axis) in transverse directions
perpendicular to the y axis. It can be assumed that a single diffusion
front exists along triple junctions whose distance from the source
surface is determined by the diffusion path along triple junctions –
LT. The triple junction inside each grain layer along which the
diffusing substance spreads is the diffusion source for the three
grain boundaries "belonging" to this junction. Meanwhile, the
sources of the diffusing substance for each of these three boundaries
are two adjacent triple junctions (Fig. 2).
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Variant 2
LB/d >1/2 – a diffusion model in a single system of connected
triple junctions and grain boundaries.
The diffusion flows in this option from the adjacent TJs to GB
collide and overlap. The solution of equation (2) for the diffusion in
GB corresponds to the solution of the problem of diffusion in a
plate, and has the form
Figure 2 – The spread of diffusing atoms in nearby triple
junctions and grain boundaries

4
πx


cB ( x, y, t ) = cT ( y, t )1 − exp(−λ  sin
d
 π


According to the proposed scheme, the model of the diffusion
process can be represented as follows:

3
∂cT
∂ cT
∂cB
= DT
+ DB
2
∂t
∂y
δ
∂x

where

2

x =±

∂c B
∂ cB
= DB
∂t
∂x 2

δ
2

(1)

(2)

 y 
cT ( y, t ) = c0 exp −
,
 LT2 

where cT and cB – the concentration of the diffusing
substance in the triple junction (TJ) and the grain boundary (GB)
respectively. This model is appropriate for describing self-

system of connected TJs)

is different from
1

LT1

2

(8)

The depth to which the diffusing substance penetrates along the
system of connected TJs depends not only on TJ diffusive
permeability (DT) and GB diffusive permeability (DB), but on the
average grain size d in the sample. According to the equation (8),
the distance of the diffusion front in the connected TJ system from
the outer surface which is the diffusion process source in a
polycrystalline sample increases with decreasing d.

3. Objective and research methodologies
Variant 1.
LB/d <<1 – a diffusion model along individual independent TJ
with substance outflow to GB.

This variant has another peculiarity. Isoconcentration lines in
each GB fall from TJs to the middle distance between TJs, i.e. at x
= d/2 (see Fig. 3).

It can be assumed in this variant that the grain boundary
diffusion path is so much less than the grain size that the
concentration in GB in the middle of the distance between TJs falls
to zero – cB(x = d/2, y,t) = 0. The initial and boundary conditions
will then be as follows: cB(x, y,t = 0) = 0, cB(x = ± δ/2, y,t) = cT. If,
following Fisher, we assume that ± δ/2 → 0, then the concentration
in GB is determined by the equation (2)

(3)

Figure 3 – The position of the diffusion fronts in triple junctions and
grain boundaries in the related triple junctions model;

The expression for concentration in each TJ can be
obtained from the equation (1); in a quasi-stationary case, it will
take the form

– – – - diffusion front along the grain boundaries;
–·–·–· - diffusion front along the triple junctions.

(4)

When x = d/2, the concentration in GB is minimal. Using the
equations (6, 7) it is possible to find the distance from the outer
surface to the concentration minimum in GB, provided that the
isoconcentration line corresponds to the concentration equal to the

where the diffusion path along the triple junction, or,
equivalently, the average position of the diffusion front depth along
individual TJs, is described by the expression
1

LT2

 D δd 
LT2 =  T e λ 
 12 DB 

This model is an extension of the Fisher model [5] for grain
boundary diffusion. Depending on the ratio of two parameters (the
grain boundary diffusion path LB and the average grain size d)
different variants of considering this diffusions problem are
possible.

 D δ πt 

LT1 =  T
 3 D 
B 


(7)

however, the diffusion path (the diffusion front position in the

diffusion. It can however be used for heterodiffusion as well,
assuming that the diffusing substance distribution coefficient
between TJ and GB is equal to 1.

 y 
cT ( y, t ) = c0 exp −
.
L
 T1 

π 2 DB t
d2

The solution of equation (1) in a quasi-stationary approximation
gives an expression similar to the equation (4)

2

cB(x, y,t) = cT(y,t) erfc (x/2(DBt)1/2)

λ=

(6)

concentration in TJ at the depth

LT2

(i.e. it corresponds to the

concentration in the diffusion front in the connected TJ system). Let
B

2

.

us denote this distance LT2 , which means that this is the diffusion

(5)

path in GB (the superscript), formed due to advance diffusion along
TJ (the subscript), which are the sources of filling GB with the
diffusing substance. Its value can be determined by the formula
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4


LTB2 = LT2 1 + ln1 − e − λ 
π



The diffusion path

LTB2

(9)

, which has the same value for the

considered external conditions in all GB of the sample, means the
diffusion front along GB. With decreasing average grain size, the
distance between the diffusion front along TJ and the diffusion front
along GB diminishes (see Fig. 4).
Figure 4 – Zn diffusion depth in polycrystalline Al depending on
the average grain size d

In order to demonstrate the dependence of the penetration depth
of the substance diffusing into a polycrystalline solid on grain size,
let us consider an example of low-temperature diffusion in a real
binary system. Let us choose the Al-Zn system for this purpose, for
which the bulk and grain boundary diffusion coefficients of zinc in
aluminum are well known over a broad temperature range; and the
value of the coefficient of zinc diffusion along the triple grain
junction in a polycrystalline aluminum sample has been
experimentally determined [3].

- diffusion depth along the triple junctions;
- diffusion depth along the grain boundaries.

Therefore, if the grain size in the polycrystalline solid is
comparable with the diffusion path along GB, two diffusion fronts
are formed in the sample with diffusing substance propagation. The
first is the diffusion front along TJ, the second – the diffusion front
along GB, which is also formed due to a rapid transfer of the
substance along TJs. When decreasing grain size, the penetration

4. Conclusion
For calculation of zinc penetration depth along triple junctions

LT2 and along grain boundaries LTB2

depth along TJ and GB increases ( LT2 and

, a temperature should be

LTB2

increase), and

chosen that corresponds to an almost total absence of bulk
diffusion, i.e. to the C mode of grain boundary diffusion according
to Harrison. According to the diffusion data in the literature, an
estimation of the bulk diffusion path of zinc in aluminum at 50 oС
during 10 minutes gives LV = 4·10-11 m (0.04 nm), which
corresponds to the C mode. The grain boundary diffusion
coefficient at this temperature is DV = 1.66·10-14 m2/s, and the grain
boundary diffusion path is LB = 6.3·10-6 m (6.3 µm). Let us assume
that the DT /DB ratio in this case is not less than 104 according to [6].
The GB thickness and transverse TJ size are taken to be 5·10-10 m.
On the basis of these numerical data and using the formulas (8, 9),

both fronts converge. This means that the total depth of the
diffusing substance penetration into a sample increases with
decreasing average grain size (at constant external conditions). At
relatively low temperatures, a small-grained material becomes more
permeable to diffusion than a large-grained material. A diffusing
substance penetrates into it to a greater depth, and the material is
saturated more.

B
T2 for the average grain size from 10
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DEVELOPMENT OF METHODS FOR CALCULATING THE NONEQUILIBRIUM
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STEAM IN THE TURBINE FLOW PATH
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Abstract:
Methods for calculating the nonequilibrium phase transformations during the condensation of supercooled steam in the turbine flow path are
developed. In the process of realization, the development of the classical Zel'dovich-Frenckel’s theory for the case of nonstationary
nucleation of a new phase with fast extensions of supercooled steam is considered. A numerical-analytical method for calculating
condensation was designed and implemented in the form of a software package, which consistently takes into account the nonstationarity of
the process. Numerical studies have shown high efficiency and accuracy of the method.
KEYWORDS: PHASE TRANSFORMATIONS, CONDENSATION, SUPERCOOLED STEAM, MOISTURE, TURBINE STAGE,
MATHEMATICAL MODEL.

With time-independent external conditions, the system
establishes a stationary distribution of droplets in size
1
𝑔−𝑔
𝑓ST = 𝑁erfc( ∗ ),

1. Introduction
Every year, the consumption of electricity increases, which in
turn is compensated mainly by powerful thermal and nuclear power
plants. One of the main problems arising in the operation of
powerful power units is the work of the last stages of the lowpressure part in the wet steam area. Improvement of working
processes in the two-phase flow, in which the formation,
transformation and transfer of moisture has a significant negative
effect on the characteristics of the stages, is one of the possibilities
for further improving the economy and reliability of
turbomachines [1, 2].
At the present time, at the modern period of development of
turbine construction, the problems of the theory of the nucleation of
moisture are analyzed and solved with taking into account the threedimensional flow of steam in the turbine stages, the nonstationarity
of the nucleation of a new phase and the energy exchange with the
growth of condensed particles [3 – 5]. To solve the problems posed,
it is necessary to obtain a system of equations that take into account
nonstationarity, nonisothermal effects, and those that possess
universality.
In this paper, we consider the problems of nonequilibrium
homogeneous condensation in the expansion of supercooled steam
in the turbine flow path. These studies are very relevant, since the
nucleation of drops largely determines the nature of the further
course of the working fluid. Its detailed investigation and
description is necessary for the creation of appropriate gas-dynamic
calculation schemes and for studying complex physical phenomena
associated with the emergence of "condensation turbulence", the
intensification of nonstationary processes, as well as the further
transformation of water-droplets and their influence on working
processes in the turbine flow path.

where erfc 𝑧 =
integral; ∆= −

(2)

∙

𝜕𝑔 2 ∗

is critical region width; KB

𝑗ST = 𝐼ST =

𝐷∗ 𝑁∗
∆ 𝜋

=

1
2 𝜋

∙

𝜕𝑔
𝜕𝑔 ∗

𝑁∗ −

1
2𝐾B 𝑇

∙

𝜕2𝑊

−1 2

𝜕𝑔 2 ∗

,

where 𝑔 is the macroscopic rate of change in the size of the
nucleus, which can be determined through the diffusion
coefficient D in accordance with the well-known Einstein’s
relation
𝐷 𝜕𝑊
−
= 𝑔.
𝐾B 𝑇 𝜕𝑔

Concretizing the input quantities in the equation (2) as
applied to the condensation of supercooled steam,
Ya. I. Frenckel obtained an expression for the stationary
nucleation rate (the Zel’dovich-Frenckel’s formula) [7]
(3) 𝐼ST = 𝛼𝑐 𝑊

2
𝜋

1

2

𝑝
𝐾B 𝑇

∙

1
𝜌′

𝜍𝑚M

1

2

𝑁1 exp −

4𝜋𝜍
𝑟2
3𝐾B 𝑇 ∗

,

where p is the steam pressure; ρ' is the liquid density; σ is the
surface tension coefficient; 𝑚M is the molecule mass; 𝑟∗ is
the radius of the critical nucleus; 𝛼𝑐 is the condensation
coefficient.
An analysis of the above theory shows that the
assumption of stationarity of the nucleation process is
violated in many practical cases, in particular, with the
expansion of supercooled steam in the turbine flow path.
In this connection, it is advisable to consider the
refinement of the kinetic aspects of nucleation associated
with the situation noted above, when the steady-state
approximation for the solution of equation (1) is not
applicable. It should also be noted the need for detailed
consideration of heat- and mass-transfer between a separate
nucleus and steam.

The new phase nucleation theory is closely related to the
basic concepts of statistical physics and uses the fundamental
results of Gibbs and Einstein. In the modern form it was
developed by Zel’dovich [6], who received
𝜕𝑓
𝜕𝑗
𝜕 𝑓
(1)
+ = 0, 𝑗 = 𝐷𝑁
.
𝜕𝑔

2𝐾B 𝑇

∆

is additional probability

is the Boltzmann's constant.
The nucleation rate IST, that is, the number of stable
nuclei formed in the system per unit time, is defined as the
size-independent stationary flow

2. Fundamentals of the classical theory of the new
phase nucleation

𝜕𝑡

2
∞ −𝑥 2
e
𝑑𝑥
𝜋 𝑧
−1 2
1
𝜕2𝑊
2

𝜕𝑔 𝑁

Expression (1) has the form of the Fokker-Planck’s
equation and represents the basic equation of the new phase
nucleation kinetics, where 𝑔 is the number of molecules in
the nucleating droplet ("size"); 𝑗(𝑔, 𝑡) is the flow of nuclei in
the size space; 𝐷(𝑔) is the diffusion coefficient; 𝑓(𝑔, 𝑡) and
𝑁(𝑔, 𝑡) are the kinetic and equilibrium distribution functions,
respectively.
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coordinate rd is highly undesirable. The way out of this
situation is to look at the evolution of several initial moments
instead of the evolution of the distribution function
∞
Ω𝜈 = 𝑟 𝑟𝑑𝜈 ∙ 𝑓 𝑟𝑑 𝑑𝑟𝑑 , 𝜈 ≥ 1.
∗
Such an "intermediate", between analytical and
numerical, the method has become quite widespread. In this
method, while preserving the first two assumptions of the
analytical approaches on the possibility of using the
stationary expression for the nucleation rate and on the
independence of the drop growth rate on their size, the
integral equation (5) reduces to a system of differential
equations for the moments of the distribution function

3. Development of the classical theory as applied to
working processes in the stages of wet-steam turbines
Let us further consider the development of the classical
theory for the case of a nonstationary nucleation of a new
phase with fast extensions of supercooled steam. The process
of the nonstationary nucleation of a new phase is described
by the Zel'dovich’s equation (1). The nonstationarity of the
problem is related to the time dependence of the external
conditions and, consequently, the coefficients of
equation (1).
To characterize the nonstationarity level, we introduce a
certain quantity connecting the relaxation time to the
stationary distribution 𝜏rel and the change rate of the
𝜕
𝑊
nucleation barrier
( ∗ ), it is the nonstationarity
𝜕𝑡 𝐾B 𝑇

The system (6) is actively used to study condensation in a
variety of situations [8].
At the same time, the rejection of the assumption of
stationarity of the nucleation process requires the refusal of
the direct use of the system (6).
Thus, the problem of creating a sufficiently accurate and
simple method for calculating the condensation process,
taking into account the peculiarities of the nucleation of a
new phase in the case of fast steam expansion in the turbine
flow path and convenient for inclusion in gas-dynamic
calculation schemes and in the synthesis of optimal
constructions for wet-steam turbines, remains very relevant.
We note here that in carrying out numerical studies it is
convenient to construct a general system of equations that
makes it possible to perform calculations uniformly for
arbitrary values of the coefficient 𝜆, which characterizes the
heat exchange between the steam and the nucleus. For the
stage of moisture nucleation, the system of equations in the
final form is represented as follows:
(7)
Ω3 = 3𝑟𝑑 ∞ Ω2 , Ω2 = 2𝑟𝑑 ∞ Ω1 + 𝐽δ2 ,
Ω1 = 𝑟𝑑 ∞ Ω0 − 𝐽δ,
Ω0 = 𝐽,
where

coefficient n
(4)

𝑛 = −𝜏rel

𝜕 𝑊∗
( ).
𝜕𝑡 𝐾B 𝑇

To describe the initial period of condensation during the
expansion of steam in the turbine flow path, it is necessary to
solve the problem of determining the nucleation rate I under
nonstationary external conditions, taking into account the
release of heat in the growth of nuclei. The correctness of the
obtained result is confirmed by the transition of the solution
to the stationary solution if 𝑛 → 0. The solution of this
problem for both isothermal (one-parameter) and
nonisothermal nucleation was considered in [8, 9].
For us, the so-called "effect of the presence" of a new
phase, which occurs only after a significant increase in the
size of the nuclei formed, is of special interest. For such
nuclei, the macroscopic growth equations and the change in
the total number of molecules that have entered the new
phase 𝑁 ′ are valid, which are described as follows:
𝑑𝑁 ′

Ω 𝜈 =ν𝑟 𝑑 Ω 𝜈 −1 , 𝜈=1,2,3;
Ω =𝐼ST .

(6)

∞

(5)
= 0 𝐼 𝑡 − 𝑡 ′ 𝑔(𝑡 ′ ) 𝑑𝑡 ′ ,
𝑑𝑡
where 𝐼 𝑡 − 𝑡 ′ is the nucleation rate, which in the general
case should be determined from the Zel'dovich’s
equation (1); 𝑔(𝑡 ′ ) is the number of molecules in the
nucleating droplet that was formed at the time 𝑡 − 𝑡 ′ and is
observed at time t.
The methods available in the literature for an
approximate analytical study of equations of the type (5),
together with the drop growth equation, in spite of their main
advantage, which consists in obtaining closed analytic
expressions for the total number of nuclei formed, have not
found universal application. This is due to the use of a
number of serious assumptions in their implementation, as
mentioned above.
An alternative to the analytic description is the rejection
of all sentences, except for the equations (1), (5) used in the
derivation of the equations, and the subsequent numerical
solution of these equations by a computer. This procedure
was implemented by us to obtain an "exact" solution, which
is then used to control the results obtained in the work and
compare it with the results of other authors. However, in
connection with the cumbersome numerical solution of the
partial differential equation (1) in conjunction with the
integral relation (5), the application of the method in
problems
characteristic
of
turbomachines,
where
condensation is only a part of very complex gas-dynamic
processes
(including
multidimensional
flow,
its
nonstationarity, turbulence and etc.) or in problems of
synthesis of the optimal flow path is very difficult. In other
words, in real calculation schemes, an increase in the
"dimensionality" of the problem by adding an additional

𝜇
Γ 𝑛+1
ln 𝑆
2
𝜇
∙ ln ′
𝛿=
𝑛
exp
(𝜇 − 1)
𝑟𝑑 ∞ = 𝛼𝑐 𝛽𝑉M′ 1 − exp
𝐽 = 𝐼ST
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2

4𝜋 4 𝑞
1
𝑟
∙ ′
𝛼𝑐 𝛽𝜇
𝑛=
3 ∗ 𝐾B 𝑇
𝑉M
𝜆 ln 𝑆
𝜇=
;
𝐾B 𝑞 2
𝜆+ ′ (
)
𝐾
𝑇
𝐶M B

−1 𝜒;

𝑟𝑑 ∞ is the growth rate of a "large" droplet (𝑟𝑑 ≫ 𝑟∗ ); β is the
collision frequency with a unit surface; Γ is the gamma
function; S is the degree of supersaturation; 𝑉M′ is the
molecular volume; 𝜒 is the cooling rate; 𝑞 and 𝐶M′ are the
heat of a phase transformation and the heat capacity of a
liquid per molecule; 𝑛′ is the nonstationarity parameter,
determined by the adiabatic expansion.
For the phase of recondensation, the analogous system of
equations has the form
𝑟Ω
(8) Ω𝜈 = 𝜈 𝛼𝑐 𝛽𝑉M′ Ων−1 1 − exp[(μ ∙ Ω∗ ν −2 − 1)] , ν = 2,3,
ν −1

3
Ω0 = − 𝛼𝑐 𝛽𝑉M′ 𝜇Ω0 𝑟∗ 𝑅−2 ,
4
8
9 Ω2 1
1
Ω1 = ( Ω0 Ω2 ) 2 , 𝑅 = ( ∙ ) 2 .
9
8 Ω0
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In Fig. 1, curve 1 corresponds to a direct numerical
solution of the system of equations, curve 2 corresponds to
the proposed method, curve 3 corresponds to a stationary
calculation using the method of moment equations and
curve 4 corresponds to a "stationary integral" method.
Apparently, the presented method has the best agreement
with the results of a numerical experiment.
In Fig. 2 shows the results of a description of the
condensation process under expansion with a time-periodic
velocity. The expansion rate is given by expression
Q  Q(1  A sin{  (t  t 0 )}) ,
where ω is the angular velocity of rotation.
In Fig. 2, "solid lines" correspond to the numerical
experiment; "dots" correspond to the calculation by the
proposed method.
Apparently, the proposed method well "follows" the
changes in the flow parameters, which determines its
prospects when using the calculations for the condensation
process in conditions of unsteady flows.

4. Numerical studies
In the comparative analysis, the simplest case of
isothermal nucleation under expansion with constant velocity
Q is considered
𝑉 = 𝑉0 1 + 𝑄𝑡 ,

so that the cooling rate equation has the form
𝜒= 𝑘−1 ∙𝑄

𝑉0
𝑉

𝑞

1

𝑡

′
𝑁1 𝐶𝜈 +𝑁 ′ 𝐶𝑀

− ∙

∙

𝑑𝑁 ′
𝑑𝑡

.

Based on the two models presented in [9], a stationary
description was made. In the first case, the system of
equations for the moments of the distribution function is
considered, and in the second case the initial size of the
emerging nuclei is assumed to be equal to the critical one,
and the growth is given by the following equation
𝑟
𝑟𝑑 = 𝛼𝑐 𝛽𝑉M′ 1 − exp
[ln 𝑆( ∗ − 1)] .
𝑟𝑑

In the integral equation, the nucleation rate I is replaced
by the stationary value IST, this method was called the
"stationary integral", in contrast to the "nonstationary
integral" corresponding to the numerical experiment [9].
In Fig. 1 shows the results of the description of the initial
period of the condensation process in the form of the time
dependence of the quantity IST calculated in accordance with
the process parameters obtained in calculations by various
methods (the use of IST is related only to the clarity of
comparison of various methods for describing the
condensation process).
IST·10-22, m-3 s-1

a)
IST·10-27, m-3 s-1

Fig. 2. Dependence of temperature and nondimensionless
moments on time for the phase of recondensation at a
periodic rate of expansion
Q  Q(1  A sin{  (t  t 0 )})

5. Conclusion
1. An analytical solution is obtained for the nucleation
rate of the nucleating droplets, which is valid practically at
an arbitrary level of nonstationarity; the well-known
Zel'dovich-Frenckel’s expression follows from it for weak
nonstationarity.
2. The developed numerical-analytical method for
describing the condensation process, based on a consistent
consideration of the nonstationarity of nucleation is
practically accurate (within the framework of the basic
assumptions of the classical theory of nucleation) both in the
period of nucleation and in the period of recondensation.
3. The simplicity of the method makes it possible to
significantly accelerate calculations in comparison with
numerical experiment (the time of the account is greatly
reduced). This circumstance determines broad possibilities
for using it in problems of synthesis of the optimal flow path
of a wet-steam turbine or in direct research problems, where

b)
IST·10-28, m-3 s-1

c)
Fig. 1. Dependence of IST on time, determined on the
basis of various methods:
a) 𝑄 𝛼𝑐 = 1 ∙ 105 , s −1 ; b) 𝑄 𝛼𝑐 = 2,5 ∙ 106 , s −1 ;
c) 𝑄 𝛼𝑐 = 1 ∙ 107 , s−1 .
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condensation is only a part of complex gas-dynamic
processes.
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Abstract. The structure and physicomechanical characteristics of vacuum coatings formed from refractory metal compounds on steel
substrates of different chemical composition are studied. The possibility of applying refractory metal coatings to protect metal substrates
used for the manufacture of metalworking tools and steel tools used for casting non-ferrous metals has been analyzed.
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minimal mobility of macromolecules are formed. With an
increase in the thickness of the coating and the dose of the
energy effect, the orientational effect of the solid substrate
decreases, and the supramolecular structures exert a
predominant influence on the structure and properties of the
films. The obtained results were used to apply antifriction
coatings to experimental batches of metalworking tools that
were successfully tested in the production conditions of
machine-building enterprises [7]. However, insufficient
attention is paid to the study of tribotechnical characteristics
of coatings, including those exposed to cryogenic
temperatures.
The purpose of this work is to study the tribological
characteristics of composite coatings based on zirconium
carbonitride, subjected to cryogenic treatment

1. Introduction
The use of nanocomposite thin-layer coatings on the
basis of titanium, zirconium, chromium and also their
combinations
have
increased
physicomechanical
characteristics in comparison with other surface layers of
metals and their combinations formed by plasma-chemical
methods. Established is the fact that coatings based on
zirconium nitride, zirconium carbonitride have a higher
resistance to higher temperatures in comparison with
coatings of nitride, carbonitride, titanium carbide [1-3].
According to the data available in the literature, coatings
based on titanium nitride have an increased hardness in
comparison with zirconium nitride [4-5]. However, it was
shown in [6-7] that coatings of zirconium nitrides and
carbonitrides have strength characteristics comparable to
those of titanium nitride, as well as those exceeding them. It
is established that the hardness of ZrN, ZrCN coatings
depends on the conditions of their formation, as well as the
preparation of the substrate for application [8-9]. The change
in the values of hardness of materials usually has a
significant effect on tribotechnical characteristics. Plasmachemical vapor deposition (PECVD) and physical vacuum
deposition (PVD) coatings on various metal products are
widely used in many areas of tribology. In particular, these
superhard coatings are used as heat-resistant, wear-resistant
layers for motor vehicle components, leading, among other
things, to a decrease in the coefficient of friction [10]. So in
[7], the structure and physicomechanical characteristics of
vacuum coatings formed from refractory metal compounds
on steel substrates of different chemical composition were
studied. The possibility of applying refractory metal coatings
to protect metal substrates used for the manufacture of
metalworking tools and steel tools used for casting nonferrous metals has been analyzed. The energy parameters of
the formed coatings are calculated by the method of direct
determination of the contact angle of wetting. The structure
and morphology of nanocomposite coatings based on a
multicomponent TiAlSiN compound modified with fluorinecontaining compounds are considered. The energy state of
the surface layers of these coatings was studied, including
under the influence of energy factors. A general mechanism
of the modifying effect of fluorine-containing compounds on
the surface layers of vacuum coatings formed from refractory
metals is established. The regions of normal load with the
lowest coefficient of friction for nanocomposite coatings
TiAlSiN, ZrCN [7] are determined. It is shown that the
influence of technological factors on the structure of coatings
formed on nonmetallic substrates from fluorine-containing
oligomers promotes the formation of pseudocrystalline
structures. As a result of this action, boundary layers with

2. Research methodology.
Tribotechnical studies were carried out on a friction machine
of the FT-2 type, which operates under the "finger-disk"
scheme under conditions of dry rubbing of three spherical
specimens with a diameter R = 1.5 mm on the flat surface of
a disk (counterbody) made of steel and ground on a flat
surface emery cloth or grinding paste to the average
arithmetic deviation of the surface profile Ra = 0.1 - 0.3 μm.
The tests were carried out at a normal load of 20 to 100 N
and a linear sliding speed of 0.1-0.5 m / s, the type of
displacement of the indenter is reciprocating. As the
substrate used steel 12H18N10T. The samples were held for
60 minutes in liquid nitrogen at a boiling point of T = 77.4 K.
Formation of ZrCN-based composite coatings was carried
out under different deposition regimes. These regimes
differed in the valuesof the arc source, the ion source, and the
pressure of the reaction gas in the vacuum chamber. We
select three types of precipitation and designate them as
processes - №2, №3 and №5.
3. Research results.
Figures 1-4 show the friction coefficient of steel samples
with ZrCN composite coating. According to the data
obtained, the coefficient of friction of the pair ZrCN-ShKh15
during the cryogenic treatment is increased. This process can
be explained on the basis of changes in the morphology of
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coatings

in

cryogenic

processing.

cryogenically treated for 60 minutes (process
number 3).

a)

а)

b)

b)
Figure 3. Dependence of the friction coefficient of the
friction pair ZrCN-ShKh-15on the number of test cycles. a initial coating of ZrCN; b-coating ZrCN, cryogenically
processed for 60 minutes (process number 5).

Figure 1. Dependence of the friction coefficient of the train
pair ZrCN-ShKh-15 on the number of test cycles. a - initial
coating of ZrCN; b-coating ZrCN, cryogenically treated for
60
minutes
(process
number
2).

а)
а)

b)
b)

Figure 2. Dependence of the friction coefficient of
the friction pair ZrCN-ShKh15 on the number of test
cycles. a - initial coating of ZrCN; b-coating ZrCN,
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а)

c)
Figure 4. Dependence of the friction coefficient of the
friction pair ZrCN-ShKh15 on the number of test cycles. The
ZrCN coating was preliminarily processed in liquid nitrogen
for 24 hours. a - process №2; b-process № 3, in-process №
5.

b)

Figure 6. Linear wear of the friction pair ZrCN-ShKh15
from the number of test cycles. a - initial coating of ZrCN; bcoating ZrCN, cryogenically treated for 60 minutes (process
number 3).

а)

b)

a)

Figure 5. Linear wear of the friction pair ZrCN-ShKh15
from the number of test cycles. a - initial coating of ZrCN; bcoating ZrCN, cryogenically treated for 60 minutes (process
number 2).
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pretreated in liquid nitrogen for 24 hours. a - process
number 2; b-process № 3, c-process № 5.
It is shown that when the ZrCN coatings are exposed in
liquid nitrogen, an increase in the linear wear value is
observed for the coatings obtained by processes № 3 and №5
(hereinafter sample № 3, sample № 5) as compared to the
control sample. Treatment of the coating of the zirconium
carbonitride obtained according to process № 2 (hereinafter
sample № 2) shows an increase in the coefficient of friction
to values of ~ 0.52 and a decrease in the values of linear wear
to 0.08 μm with respect to the original sample.
4. Conclusion. An increase in the exposure time
of the test coatings in a cryogenic liquid up to 24 hours leads
to a decrease in the coefficient of friction and linear wear
with respect to the control sample. Morphological studies of
the friction surfaces of coatings based on ZrCN show a
smaller size of friction paths for modified coatings in a
cryogenic medium compared to control samples. A full-scale
drill Ø3 mm made of HSS steel coated with ZrCN, modified
at cryogenic temperature, was carried out. It has been
established that the best abrasion resistance is possessed by
coated drills that are kept in liquid nitrogen for 24 hours.

b)
Figure 7. Linear wear of the friction pair ZrCN-ShKh15from
the number of test cycles. a - initial coating of ZrCN; bcoating ZrCN, cryogenically processed for 60 minutes
(process number 5).
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Figure 8. Linear wear of the friction pair ZrCN-ShKh-15
from the number of test cycles. The ZrCN coating was
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Abstract: In the present work, the process of water quenching of a steel cylindrical body imitating a stepped shaft is considered. The
cooling function was determined experimentally, based on which the heat transfer coefficient was determined according to an existing
methodology. The results obtained are used as input data for simulation using the finite element method. Results are obtained for the cooling
functions at different points in two sections of the shaft. The results of the simulation are compared with the CCT curves and with the
measured hardness at these points.
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data process. After obtaining the cooling curves, the calculation of
HTC α is made using the equation:

1. Introduction
Heat treatment is the most common and most effective method
to altering the properties of metals and their alloys [1]. The most
commonly thermally treated metal alloys are those of iron, and the
most commonly used in the thermal process is quenching. A
responsible transition (where more than 90% of the waste is
obtained) when quenched is the cooling transition. The reason for
this is that during cooling due to the large temperature gradient in
the different points of the cooled object and the formation of the
final structure and properties of the articles, conditions are created
for the occurrence of large internal mechanical stresses. One way to
reduce the risk of inadmissible strain or destruction due to an
increase in stresses above the yield strength while at the same time
achieving total quenching is the right choice of cooling environment
and the conditions under which it works.

(1)
,
with dimensionality
, where V is the cooling rate in °C/s, G
in kg is the mass, cp in J/kg.K is the specific heat capacity, Δt in °C
is the temperature difference between the heated body and the
cooling fluid, and F in m2 is th contact area.

Appropriate modeling and simulation of different quenching
cooling processes can provide reliable information about the
temperature distribution of the volume of the objects under
investigation as a function of the time directly related to the changes
in structure occurring during the cooling process. Due to the
flexibility of the method and the possibility of an easy and rapid
change of the introduced data on the cooling characteristics of the
environments used for quenching, it is possible to simulate different
cooling conditions for short time and to choose those which
guarantee the highest quality of the heat-treated products [2-7].

Fig. 1. Shape and dimensions of the quenched body

The choice of the boundary of the mathematical model is
dictated by various considerations: choice of method of soling the
mathematical task, knowledge of the physical properties of the
volume consideration, knowledge of the specific boundary
condition, enc. In this work, only the solid steel body is considered
and for the definition of the mathematical model, it is necessary to
know the heat transfer coefficient (HTC). It is possible to determine
it by lumped-heat-capacity method or by inverse method [8].

Table 1. Chemical composition of the quenched body

Element
C
Si
Mn
S
P
Contents %
0,46
0,35
0,71
0,041
0,04
As a cooling medium, tap water was used with an initial
temperature of 15 °С and volume 1 liter.
The test body is heated to a temperature of 857 °С (temperature
recommended for quenching of the used steel) in a laboratory
furnace and oxidation medium and then transferred to the cooling
bath. Three attempts were made, and after each attempt, the test
body was cleaned with sandpaper. The recorded cooling curves are
averaged and the results is used as the starting point for calculation
of HTC.

The ABAQUS [9] commercial program for finite elements
analysis has been chosen for use because it is possible to create
custom subroutines.

2. Methodology of Experiment

The second sample is heat treated in a manner identical to that
described above. After cooling for quenching, it is cut in the manner
shown if Fig. 1. The determination of the hardness distribution in its
volume was made after polishing the surfaces by the Vickers
method with load of 10 kg. The results obtained for the hardness
were convered to Rockwell hardness scale “C” (HRc).

In the work were used cylindrical test bodies imitating a stepped
shaft – Fig. 1, The material of shaft is C45 steel (1.0503, EN 100832), and the chemical composition determined by quantum analysis
is shown in Table 1.
Two test pieces were made, with the type K thermocouple
(Chromel/Alumel) mounted in the geometric center of one. The test
piece made in this way serves to obtain the cooling curves (T-t
curves), recording and using LabVIEW software application for

Due to technical limitations, no cooling data has been taken of
the surface of the body, but only at the central point.
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3. Mathematical and numerical models
The quenching of steel in water is considered as a problem for
transient heat transfer [10], in which using the temperature
equilibrium condition and the Fourier law, the following equation is
obtained:

div λ  grad T   Q  VU .

(2)

In this equation, λ is a symmetric second-order conductivity tensor,
T is a temperature, Q is an internal heat volumetric source, V is the
volume of the body, ρ is the density, and U is the variation over
time of the specific enthalpy.
The boundary conditions are described by the equations for the
heat flux on the outer surface and the heat flux of the convection of
the body, respectively:

q  qx, t  ,



Fig. 2. Discretization

The initial temperature of the shaft is 857 °C. The temperature
of the cooling fluid - Т0, is 15 °C, and the HTC is a non-linear
function of the temperature (time) and is tabled in 1000 steps,
according to the experiment – Fig. 3.

(3a)



(3б)

q   T T 0 ,

where the vector x describes the position in time t, and T0 is the
temperature of the cooling fluid.

5. Results and discussion

The initial condition is:
(4)

.

The solution of equation (2) under conditions (3a), (3b), and (4)
was done using the finite element method [10]. Spatiol
discretization is realized through standard Galerkin approach for
energy balance:



V

UTdV  

V

T
T
λ
dV 
x
x

(5)

  TrdV   TqdS ,
V

The cooling temperature obtained experimentally is replaced in
equation (1) and the HTC function is obtained – Fig. 3 (red color,
continuous curve) that applies to the central point of the shaft. In
order to be transferred to the border of the body, a iterative
procedure was performed. As a proximity criterion, the ratio
between the temperature at the center point of the experiment and
from the simulation was chosen. A subroutine was created for
interpolation of the temperature and HTC values obtained
experimentally in the simulation time points. The HTC determined
in the manner described above is shown in Fir. 3 with a blue color
and a broken line.

Sq

In this equation δT is the variation of the temperature, satisfying the
boundary condition in outer surface and the volume.
The body is discretized with finite elements with shape
functions and functions of temperature:

T  N n xT n ,

(6)

where n is the node number in discrete element, and N is the
interpolating functions, dependent from the type of the finite
element.
The integration of the time, τ, is done by equation:

U    U   U  / 

Fig. 3. Heat transfer coefficient

(7)

.

In the second iteration step, a satisfactory approximation was
obtained, with the maximum difference between the temperature at
the center point of the experiment and the simulation at temperature
above 300 °С being 2.67%. In Fig. 4 is a diagram of the temperature
distribution in 6.026 s.

4. Finite element model
A 3D geometrical model of the body was created in ABAQUS.
The discretization is made with 20013 tetrahedral elements with one
nod in the middle of the edges (typ DC3D10 in ABAQUS). This
number of elements is enough for convergence according Draganov
at all. [11].
The heat conductivity coefficient and the specific heat capacity
are non-linear temperature functions set out in Table 2. For dhe
density of the steel, a value of 7850 kg/m3 is adopted.
Table 2. Physical properties

Temperature, °C

300

400

600

800

1000

Specific heat capacity,
J/kg.K

469

506

521

660

616

Conductivity, W/(m.K)

48

47

41

37

32
Fig. 4. Температурно поле в 6,026 s
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The reasons for inconsistency of the experimental cooling curve
either the measured hardness may be many, but in this case it is
most likely due to poor contact of the thermocouple with the test
body. Once the coefficient is established, the resulting simulated
cooling curves show a very good match between the expected and
hardnesses obtained and can be used to predict the stiffness of
bodies with similar shape and size made of different grades of steel
for which a thermodynamic breakage diagram of the supercooled
austenite.

In Fig. 5 shows the CCT diagram of steel 45 [12] with the
cooling curves imposed on it at selected five points in sections A
and B obtained after simulation. In the initial comparison of the
obtained cooling curves with the thermokinetic diagram, there is a
discrepancy between the fields in which they fall and the measured
hardness results. For the correct positioning of the cooling curves
relative to the conversion curves, the values for the time of curves
obtained it the simulations must be multiplied by a factor of 0.5.
The coefficient is established after determining the hardness at the
selected points – Fig. 6, with 1 being the function of hardness in
section B, with 2 – section A, and 3 – hardness in half-martensitic
zone
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Fig. 6. Hardness

6. Conclusion
The hardness distribution found is logical due to the differences
in the studied cross-sections. As can be seen from the figure 6, the
cross section of 20 mm in diameter there is a total quenching and
when the cross-section increases to 30 mm, the hardened structure
(with a hardness greater than HRc 42) is at a depth of 5.5 mm.
The numerical simulation by finite element method based on the
transfer of the HTC from central point to the shaft boundary gives a
quality plausible result in terms of the expected stiffness that will
allow the predictability of the quenching depth in bodies with
similar configurations.
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Abstract: In this study, the stress state of metal coating on a steel substrate under tensile straining was investigated by with finite element
modelling with the aim of better understanding the mechanism of delamination for the coating. The investigations showed cracking and
delamination of the coating by the application of uniaxial tensile strain to the substrate. Due to interfacial stress crack appeared in the
coating-substrate interface. The stress measurements in coated substrate, using FEA, indicated interfacial shear and peeling stresses at the
interface near the edges of the coating under tensile load. When tensile stress is applied externally on the coated substrate, the coating
exhibits multiple cracking perpendiculars to the tensile direction, and then interfacial debonding occurs. A good agreement is found between
the modelling approach and the corresponding experimental tensile tests of the coated specimens. The effect of coating thickness on the
evolution of the stress distribution was also studied. The cracking and delamination of the coatings with a thickness ranging from 90 to
160 m was studied by tensile test experiments. The estimation of the stress distribution and concentration at the interface during these
experiments allows the failure stress of the coating in the interface coating–substrate to be evaluated.
Keywords: FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS; STEEL; COATING; CRACKING; SPALLING; INTERFACE.

1. Introduction
For many years now, protective coatings have been extensively
used to confer some properties to substrate. In many cases, these
properties are dependent on adhesion strength of the coatings. The
coatings are however generally submitted to high level of external
stresses and are then susceptible to cracking and/or delamination.
Failure can occur during the application of the coated substrate and
results in the decrease service lifetime. There is thus a need to
reliably measure the adhesion strength of the coating. Different
methods are used for estimation of adhesion strength [1]. Various
studies have related the coating cracking behaviour and shear
interface strength by analytical models [2] that produces results
through a uniaxial tensile test.
One of the most perspective methods for estimation strength
properties of coating is the technique of stretch of flat standard
tensile specimen with coating [3, 4]. This method used of stress
concentration near of free edge of coatings, which causes their
delamination at the tensile tests.

of the coating. Cobalt-chromium alloy powder was used for
spraying [5]. Spraying of coatings was carried out on specially
created plasma equipment [6]. Coating of 90 m in thickness was
sprayed onto 1Kh18N9 (AISI 302) stainless steel (containing
0.9% C, 16.7% Cr, 7.8% Ni, 0.37% Si, and 1.47% Mn) substrate
1.5 mm in thickness. Coating delamination occurs at a tensile
applied force which generates a stress in the uncoated substrate
of 752 МPа.

Fig. 1. Flat specimen (dog-bone shape) with plasma-sprayed
coating (the left part of the specimen) from Co-Cr alloy powder

2.2. Numerical simulation

Usually in the research devoted to the tests of specimen with
coating influence of technological conditions is studied on fracture
character and evaluation of stress state at the coating-substrate
interface during tensile test is practically absent. Therefore problem
devoted to the study of the stress state in coated substrate at the
tensile test is topical.

Studies were conducted by the method of modelling by finite
element analysis. Substrate with coating on the top and bottom
surfaces was investigated. Material behaviour of the substrate and
coating was modelled as elastic. The schematic diagram of the
coated substrate and his finite element model is shown on Fig. 2.
Differences in elastic properties between the coating and the
substrate result in stress singularity at the free edge of the coating
for tensile coated specimens. Fine finite element mesh was
constructed in the vicinity of the free edge of the coating. The mesh
around the vicinity of the free edge is divided most finely with the
smallest mesh size of 0.7 m. The elastic properties of substrate and
coating (table) were determined by stretching of coated specimen
according to the procedure given in [7]. The tensile test of the
coated specimen (Fig. 2) was used to evaluate the Young’s moduli
and Poisson’s ratios of the coating and the substrate by monitoring
of strains on their surfaces. Stress distribution in the specimen at
coating delamination is resulted on the Fig. 3 – Fig. 5.

In this paper, we will show how stress state in coating-substrate
interface can affect the mechanical failure of the plasma-sprayed
coating and especially their resistance to delamination. To this aim,
stress distribution in coated test specimens under tensile stresses
have been studied by finite element modelling. The study has been
carried out on Co-Cr alloy coating sprayed by plasma spraying on
steel substrate, which will be considered as specimens for
evaluation of adhesion strength.

2. Materials and methods
2.1. Experimental
Coated specimens were pulled uniaxially at room temperature
using a testing machine (FM-1000) with a strain gauge attached to
monitor the strain levels (Fig. 1). Coating delamination occurs by
induced stresses in the coating-substrate interface near the free edge
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Coating cracking resulted in a redistribution of the normal stress
and the shear stress at the coating–substrate interface.

L
l
0

h

x

substrate
2H

coating
(a)

h

Fig. 3. Normal stress, y, in the specimen in the vicinity of
the free edge at coating delamination

sub

H
(b)
Fig. 2. (a) Schematic diagram of the coating-substrate systems,
(b) schematic showing the geometry of the half of the modelled
coated specimen (with thicknesses h and H of the coating and half
substrate) and boundary conditions. The triangles represent node
path, where a restriction of movement in the x- and y-axis

Table. Elastic parameters of the materials
Material
Elastic
Poisson's ratio
modulus
(GPa)
Substrate
1Kh18N9
199
0.28
Coating
Co-Cr alloy
70
0.3

Fig. 4. Shear stress, , in the specimen in the vicinity of the free
edge at coating delamination

3. Results and Discussion
3.1 Results of numerical modelling
The finite element modelling results show that stress
distribution in coated substrate are generally nonuniform in the
coating-substrate interface and through the thickness of the coating
as well as the substrate. The stress gradient through the coated
substrate is essential. This through-thickness stress gradient is
difficult to consider in analytical modelling [2].
The stress analysis showed that the most stressed area
(singularity point) is near of free edge of the coating. The normal
stress achieves maximum value near of free edge at coatingsubstrate interface (Fig. 3). The normal stress distribution at the
surface of a coating segment is shown tensile stress at the centre of
the coating and compressive stress near the free edge. Compressive
stress near the edge of coating occurs is due to the bending of the
coating under the deformation of the substrate. The maximum
normal stress in the coating is limited by its cohesion strength and
upon further straining the coating will divide in two segments.

Fig. 5. Peeling stress, y, in the specimen in the vicinity of the
free edge at coating delamination

The shear stress distribution at the coated substrate is shown in
Fig. 4. The analysis of this distribution along coating-substrate
interface was shown, that shear stress decrease slowly in direction
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of the coating centre. Peeling stress decrease more intensively
(Fig. 5). Thus they change the nature from tensile stress to
compressive one in direction of the coating centre.

Several stages with different deformation mechanisms are
observed during tensile test of a coated substrate namely:
(a) cracking of the coating followed by a reduction in the
fragment size and than delamination of the coating (h = 100 and
90 m);

Thus, most stressed area and consequently the zone of the most
probable delamination of coating are located near its free edge.
Here are most interfacial shear and peeling stresses.

(b) delamination of the coating without cracking (h = 160 m).

2.3 Effect of coating thickness
The effect of coating thickness on the evolution of the stress
distribution was studied. Specimens with metallic coating in
thickness 100 and 160 m accordingly on the 1Kh18N9 steel also
subjected tensile testing. The specimen with coating in thickness
160 m after the test was shown on a Fig. 6. Forces were measured
at coating delamination. Coatings 100 and 160 m in thickness
were detached at loadings which cause in the uncoated substrate
stress 625 and 340 MPa accordingly. Therefore when thickness of
the coating increased, decrease in interfacial stresses at
delamination was observed.

Normalized peeling stress

1,0
160 m
100 m
90 m

0,8
0,6
0,4
0,2
0,0
0,8

0,85

0,9

0,95

1

Normalized distance x/l
Fig. 6. Specimen with Co-Cr alloy plasma-splayed coating 160

m in thickness after tensile testing

Fig. 8. Normalized interfacial peeling stress, y/sub, along the
normalized distance, x/l, obtained from the finite element analysis
for h = 160, 100 and 90 m at sub = 752, 625 и 340 MPa
respectively

The following material properties and experimental data were
used in the calculations normalized interfacial shear and peeling
stress: coating thicknesses are 160, 100 and 90 m respectively;
stress in the uncoated substrate at coating delamination are taken as,
340, 625 and 752 MPa, respectively (Fig. 7, Fig. 8).

4. Conclusion
In the present work, tensile tests were performed on a coated
substrate. The experimental results were analyzed by finite element
modelling.
1. The maximum stress in the coated substrate occurs at the
coating-substrate interface, and several stages with different
deformation mechanisms could be discerned for tensile testing of
coated on substrates:
(a) cracking of the coating followed by a reduction in the
fragment size and than delamination of the coating;
(b) delamination of the coating without cracking.
2. Peeling stress change the nature from tensile stress to
compressive one in direction of the coating centre.
3. Both peeling stress and shear one in the coating-substrate
interface influence on coating delamination. These stresses are
necessary take into account both at strength calculations of
structural component with coating and at measurement of adhesion
strength.

Fig. 7. Normalized interfacial shear stress, /sub, along the
normalized distance, x/l, obtained from the finite element analysis
for h = 160, 100 and 90 m at sub = 752, 625 и 340 MPa
respectively
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Abstract: An experimental electron-beam technology for obtaining tube billets from NiCrAlY alloys used as cathodes for the deposition
of heat-resistant coatings by the ion-plasma method has been developed. It is established that coatings applied to gas turbine blades of aircraft
engines using cathodes of electron beam melting meet the requirements of Motor-Sich JSC TU for this type of products.
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COATING.

1. Introduction
NiCrAlY materials are used to protect high-temperature
nickel-based heat-resistant alloys from high-temperature oxidation,
in particular, they are widely used as an internal bonding metal layer
in thermal barrier coatings on gas turbine engine (GTE) blades,
performing not only protective functions, but also reducing the
difference in coefficient of thermal expansion between base and
ceramic outer layer. Rigid conditions for the operation of gas turbine
blades, associated with the multiple change of the thermal regime
under the influence of gas streams saturated with combustion
products of the fuel, give rise to special requirements for the quality
of coatings on the base material. The search for optimal technologies
for the formation of a qualitative layer applied to the blade material,
begun as early as the late 1980s. last century, showed the high
efficiency of the ion-plasma method with the use of cathode-cast
tube castings made of high-purity NiCrAlY alloys [VIAM RF, is
available by https://viam.ru/review/2725].
In most cases cast billets are subjected to rolling, drawing,
mechanical and other types of processing for the subsequent
manufacture of tubular products. Naturally, the use of multiple
technological redistribution leads to a significant increase in the cost
of products, and therefore the development of technologies that
allow to obtain blanks with subsequent minimal mechanical, thermal
and other treatments remains the main problem of their production.
System studies on the development of technologies for the
production of tube billets from copper, zirconium, titanium and other
alloys are held at the Paton Institute of Electric Welding. NAS of
Ukraine, Physical and Technological Institute of Metals and Alloys,
International Campain "ANTARES", etc. [1-3].
A promising direction in the development of this technology is
the use of electron beam melting (EBM), widely used to produce
ingots (slabs) of metals and high purity alloys [4]. However,
obtaining high-quality pipe billets from heat-resistant nickel-base
alloys is a rather complicated technical problem due to the
substantial difference in the physico-chemical characteristics of the
alloy components and technological difficulties in obtaining hollow
articles from these alloys [5, 6].
Therefore, at the initial stage of the introduction of ion-plasma
equipment in 1981 (the MAP-1 unit with a vacuum-arc evaporation
method - the development of the Institute of Aviation Materials
(Russian Federation), ingots of the appropriate alloys were used for
the production of cathodes, which were subjected to drilling and
subsequent machining of the inner and outer parts hollow billets to
the required geometric dimensions.
This technology is extremely time-consuming and costly,
especially in the manufacture of cathodes made from alloys МЗП 6
and СДП 2 (Ni-basis; 18-24 % Cr , 10-14% Al; 0.4-1% Y; % by
weight), with increased hardness and brittlene ss [7, 8]. About 50%
of the metal goes to waste, re-melted. To optimize the technological
process, the Institute of Aviation Materials proposed a method for
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producing cast pipe products from nickel and / or cobalt-based
alloys, including melting the charge materials and casting the melt in
a vacuum into a preheated casting mold in the form of a ceramic
shell with a sprue-feeding system or a mold of casting graphite with
a casting bowl (fig. 1), and subsequent machining of the workpiece
[9].

Fig. 1. The design of the
ceramic shell mold for casting
of tube billets: 1- tubular shell
part; 2 - gating system with
molding cup [9]

In the technological process, a two-chamber induction furnace
with a melting and casting chamber and a charging chamber is used,
which are separated by a vacuum gate providing a vacuum of 0,6 Pa
in the melting chamber. Form before pouring it is necessary to warm
up to a temperature of 950-1000 оС. The casting in the mold is
carried out at a melt temperature of 1420-1600 °C at a speed of 2050 kg / min. Cooling of the casting to a temperature equal to or less
than ½ the melting point of the alloy is carried out in a vacuum, the
subsequent - in the air. It should be noted that the use of vacuum
induction melting in the manufacture of blanks has a number of
significant drawbacks.
Among them:
- degree of refining of liquid metal is lower in comparison
with electron-beam melting;
- need to produce single shell molds, as well as sprue-feeding
systems and pouring bowls;
- need to heat and maintain the required temperature of the
ceramic or graphite shell shape;
- interaction of molten metal with a ceramic or graphite
material, leading to contamination of the casting;- the difficulty of
providing and maintaining high melt overheating;- the difficulty of
ensuring a high rate of pouring liquid metal.
Reducing the casting speed leads to the formation of foundry
defects of the "non-braze" type, due to the high rate of crystallization
on the walls of the metal jet shape, the oxidation of its surface, which
does not allow obtaining a reliable metallurgical connection between
the primary casting and the crystallized icicle of the primary metal
on the inner surface of the mold.
These shortcomings are not inherent in the EBM method,
which, as is known, is the most promising method of metal refining
and degassing in vacuum [1, 4]. Therefore, in Research Association
"ELTEHMASH" (Vinnitsa, Ukraine) together with the Frantsevich

Institute for Problems of Materials Science of National Academy of
Sciences of Ukraine mastered the experimental production of tubular
cathodes for ion-plasma spraying of NiAlCrY alloy coatings. An
important role in the development of the technology of
manufacturing tubular type cathodes was played by the urgent need
in Ukraine for import substitution of similar products from the
Russian Federation.

2. Materials and experimental procedure
The melting of tubular billets from MЗП 6 and MЗП 7 alloys
was carried out in 2 stages on an electron beam installation L-4,
developed and manufactured by SA "ELTEHMASH" [10]. The unit
is equipped with 4 gas-discharge electron guns with a cold cathode
of 100 kV each. In the first stage, according to [8], ingots of alloys
(table 1) were prepared in the form of cylindrical billets with a
diameter of 100 mm and a length of 250 ... 300 mm.
Table 1
Chemical composition of ingots after electron-beam remelting
Content of elements, % (wt.)
Alloys
Cr

Al

Y

Ni

МЗП 6

18...24

11...14

0,4...1

basis

МЗП 7

18....24

4...6

0,4...1

basis

a
b
Fig.2. Scheme of the crystallizer design for the manufacturing of
tube billets by ELF (a) method and the heating scheme of the melt
bath by two electron guns with sweeps of rays in the form of
semirings (b - top view): 1 - water cooled mandrel, 2 - traverse; 3 water-cooled crucible; 4 - intermediate capacity; 5 - water-cooled
rod with seeding

3. The results and discussion

In the working chamber of the installation L-4, a crucible
was installed to melt the tube-type blanks (Fig. 2). The necessary
number of ingots of a given chemical composition was placed in the
chamber of the horizontal feeder of the charge into the melting zone
(not shown in Fig. 2). Before the start of the process (step 2), the
water-cooled rod with seed was transferred to a copper water-cooled
cylindrical mold at a height of 10 ... 15 mm from its upper edge. In
this case, the rod was fixed in such a way that there was no gap
between it and the crystallizer, as well as a copper water-cooled
cylindrical mandrel arranged coaxially with the crystallizer and fixed
by means of a special traverse through which water is circulated.
Otherwise, it is possible to shed liquid metal, which makes it
impossible to carry out the technological process. The diameter of
the mandrel in the lower part is slightly less than in the upper part,
which excludes jamming and deformation of the mandrel walls when
it is removed from the cast preform. This ensures the production of
cylindrical metal tubular castings of different chemical composition,
since during crystallization of the alloy, subsequent cooling of the
casting and its thermal shrinkage, its jamming and deformation of
the mandrel walls are excluded. The preforms of the nickel alloy are
alloyed into an intermediate vessel - the liquid metal is gradually
merged through the spout of the intermediate capacity into the
crystallizer. The height of the filling is 9 ... 11 mm. In connection
with the presence of a traverse, which serves to fix the copper
mandrel and the supply of cooling water to it to prevent its
destruction under the action of an electron beam, heating of the metal
surface in the crystallizer is carried out by means of two electron
guns 1, 2 (Fig. 1, b). The beams of the guns are scanned according to
the program (scanning frequency 50 Hz, current for each gun 0.8 ... 1
A), forming two heating zones in the form of osculating semirings
(Fig. 2, b). When the power control of electron beam heaters is
separately controlled, a significant temperature gradient can occur in
the heating zones, which under certain conditions leads to cracking
and jamming of the casting in the crystallizer.
Therefore, during the formation of the pipe blank,
synchronous regulation of the gun power is performed to maintain
the material surface in the crystallizer in a liquid state at
approximately the same temperature. After holding the first portion
of the filled metal in the crystallizer for 6-8 seconds, the workpiece is
pulled at a speed of 1 mm / s, while simultaneously filling the next
portion of the metal and controlling its height by the sensor to 9...11
mm, the total yield of the crystallized part of the casting from the
crystallizer.
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Thus, the tubular blank with outer and inner diameters outside
198 mm, and inside 114 mm and length L = 358...360 mm is formed
during 240...250 min. It is completely drawn out of the crystallizer
and cooled in a vacuum to a temperature of 300 °C. After cooling to
room temperature, the workpiece is machined to diameters outside
180 mm and inside 140 mm and L = 348...352 mm. The chips after
chemical cleaning, drying and compacting are reused as a starting
material for melting the tube-type blanks. The appearance of the
billet after melting and machining is shown in fig. 3.

а
b
Fig. 3. General view of the tube billet produced by electron-beam
remelting (a) and those after machining (b)
The chemical composition of pipe billets fully meets the
specifications for cathodes according to TU U 27.4-200113410.0022001 [8] and TU U 1-92-113-87 [11]. Visual inspection and control
of geometric dimensions confirms the compliance of cathodes with
the requirements of the drawing in accordance with TU 6823-21-38
(JSC “Motor Sich”, Ukraine).The phase composition of the materials
of the tube billets was determined on a DRON-4 diffractometer by
shooting in KCu filtered radiation in the range of angles 2 = 20-100
deg with silicon as a reference. Recording of diffractograms was
carried out with scanning in steps of 0.05 deg. According to the
analysis results for the cast material from the МЗП 7 alloy, the
formation of a solid solution based on nickel is characteristic. The
phase composition of the МЗП 6 alloy is more complicated. The
main constituents of the material are the heat-resistant  (NiAl) and
' (Ni3Al) phases, as well as the -solid solution based on chromium

(fig. 4). A typical microstructure of cast billets from MЗП 7 (a) and
MЗП 6 (b) alloys is shown in fig. 5.
Portion filling and rapid crystallization of the melt lead to the
formation of a dispersed structure. At approximately the same
content of Ni, Cr, and Y in alloys, the dispersion of structural
elements increases with increasing aluminum content from 4-6 % by
weight (MЗП 7) to 10-14 % by weight (MЗП 6), which contributes
to the formation of new phases. It should be noted that MЗП 7 alloy
is characterized by a smooth transition from a fine-grained structure
in the zones adjacent to the cooled surfaces of the mandrel and
crystallizer to a coarse-grained structure formed in the central
regions of the casting. For casts of alloy MЗП 6, this phenomenon is
less pronounced.

Conclusions
1) An experimental electron-beam technology for the
production of tubular cathodes for ion-plasma coatings has been
developed.
2) The performance characteristics of coatings on blades
obtained by spraying experimental cathodes correspond to the
characteristics of standard coatings.
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Fig. 4. Phase composition of the alloy tube billet from МЗП 6

а
b
Fig. 5. Microstructure of cast billets from alloys MЗП 7 (a)
and MЗП 6 (b)
Experimental work was carried out to evaluate the possibility
of using experimental cathodes in Joint-stock company “MotorSich” joint-stock company. In comparative studies on the application
of coatings on the surface of the blades, two castings of the
production of the Research Association "ELTEHMASH" from the
M3П-6 alloy and one serial sample of the same composition from
the СДП 2 alloy (batch production RF) were used. Coating was
carried out on the АПН-250. The installation with an experimental
cathode worked stably, all technological parameters corresponded to
the parameters of the serial technology. On the coated blades, a
roughness control was performed, which showed that the roughness
was Ra = 1.63 ... 2.88 per shear, and Ra = 0.67 ... 3.2 - on the flow
surfaces of the shelves. ЛЮМ-10В control of blades with a coating
showed that they meet the requirements of TU-222-TU-20 of Jointstock company “Motor-Sich”. The conducted studies confirmed that
the structure and thickness of the test coatings correspond to coatings
obtained using serial cathodes.
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Abstract: Electrochemical behavior of silver in tungstate-molybdate melts was studied by potentiometric and voltammetric methods. The
electrode process was identified as a single-electron reversible one. The effect of silver on the electrochemical deposition of molybdenum
carbide coatings and their electrochemical corrosion behavior in a sodium polysulfide melt was studied.
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1. Introduction
Electrochemical deposition of molybdenum carbide coatings
from oxide and halide-oxide melts was studied earlier. Deposition
of coatings with a thickness of up to 50 m and roughness of 2-3
m was shown to be possible. The effect of silver ions on electrochemical deposition of tungsten and tungsten carbide from chloride
melts was also described [1, 2]. But the effect of silver ions on
electrochemical deposition of molybdenum carbide from tungstatemolybdate-carbonate melts has not been studied yet.

(0.3-0.4) V due to electrodeposition of molybdenum on already
deposited silver, the molybdenum oxidation wave is displaced from
-(1.0-1.1) V to -(0.3-0.4) V.

In order to study cathodic reduction of silver from a tungstate
melt, and apply it for electrochemical deposition of molybdenum
carbide-silver coatings, we used a complex of electrochemical and
physico-chemical methods such as: voltammetry, potentiometry,
potentiostatic and galvanostatic electrolysis, X-ray analysis, and
profilometric analysis.

2. Experimental
All the measurements were performed with an access for air. A
graphite crucible (grade MPG-7) with the melt acted as an anode.
The melt was prepared from pre-dried components: analytical grade
Na2WO4 and Na2MoO4, chemically pure MoO3 and LiCO3. Silver
molybdate was synthesized in a form of deposit by mixing aqueous
solutions of AgNO3 and Na2MoO4. A half cell [Pt,O2|Na2WO40.2WO3] acted as a reference electrode. It was separated from the
bulk melt by an alundum diaphragm [3, 4]. A face silver indicator
electrode was prepared by melting the silver in an alundum tube of
1.5 mm diameter. Nickel plates (10 x 20 x 1 mm) were used as
cathodes for the electrochemical deposition.

Fig. 1 Voltammograms for Na2WO4 (1), Na2WO4 - 2mol.%MoO3 (2), and
Na2WO4 - 2mol.%MoO3 - Ag2MoO4 melts with the following concentrations
of Ag2MoO4: 3,4 - 2.5×10-5; 5 - 5×10-5; 6 - 7.5×10-5; 7 - 1×10-4; 8 - 1.5×104
mol/cm3. Cathode - Pt, T = 1173 K.

Electrochemical behavior of both molybdenum and silver
should be known for elaborating the process of their electrochemical codeposition with a formation of electroplate. The electrochemical behavior of molybdenum was studied earlier [5].

3. Result and discussion
3.1 Electrochemical behavior of silver in the tungstatemolybdate melt
Two waves are observed in voltammograms for Na2WO4MoO3-Ag2MoO4 melts at -(0.3-0.5) V and –(1.1-1.2) V (Fig. 1).
The last of them corresponds to reduction of dimolybdate ions
Mo2O72- to molybdenum metal. The major wave at the platinum
electrode is preceded by the alloy-formation wave absent at the
silver electrode. Potentiostatic electrolysis at the first-wave potential
produces silver metal. The following changes occur in the currentpotential curves with increasing Ag2MoO4 concentration: the silver
deposition potential is shifted by about 300 mV positive; the
Mo2O72- reduction wave potential is shifted from -(1.1-1.2) V to -
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Potentiodynamic polarization curves of the silver electrode in
the melt Na2WO4-MoO3-Ag2MoO4 (Fig. 2) exhibit two waves in the
potential ranges -(0.3-0.5) V and -(1.1-1.2) V, respectively. The
first wave corresponds to the cathodic reduction of silver ions Ag +
to the metallic silver. The second wave indicates the reduction of
dimolybdate ions Mo2O72- to the metallic molybdenum.
A proportionality between the limiting current i1, and the
Ag2MoO4 content; the wide-range independence of the i1,/v1/2 ratio
from the scanning rate of the electrode polarization (here i1, is the
limiting current, v= dE/d is the scanning rate), as well as the
magnitude of the diffusion constant i1/nFc (1-6 m/s) indicate the
diffusion control of the electrode process. Stationary polarization
curves plotted in semilogarithmic coordinates E - log(id - i) confirm
the single-electron reversible type of the charge transfer (0.93 < n <
1.19) (Fig. 3).

Fig. 4 Chronopotentiometric curves of Mo (1) and Ag (2) electrodes in the
Na2WO4 melt with the sequential addition of MoO3 and Ag2MoO4. T = 1173 K.

3.2 The effect of silver and the electrolysis conditions on
electrochemical deposition of molybdenum carbide deposits

Fig. 2 Potentiodynamic polarization curves (T = 1173 K, polarization rate
0.1 V/s) of the Ag electrode in the following melts: Na2WO4 - 2mol.% MoO3
(1); Na2WO4 - 2mol.% MoO3 - 75 mmol/l Ag2MoO4 (2); Na2WO4 - 2mol.%
MoO3 - 100 mmol/l Ag2MoO4 (3); Na2WO4 - 2mol.% MoO3 - 250 mmol/l
Ag2MoO4 (4).

The effect of silver on the electrochemical deposition of Mo 2C
coatings was studied earlier in a Na2WO4-Na2MoO4-5mol.%MoO310mol.%Li2CO3 melt. Silver molybdate was added within the
concentration range from 10-3 to 10-1 mol.%. A graphite crucible
(grade MPG-7) was used as the anode. Nickel plates (10 x 20 x 1
mm) were used as the cathodes. Electrochemical deposition of
Mo2C was performed at 1073 -1223 K and cathodic current density
of (2-50) x 102 A/m2. The deposit was subjected to X-ray analysis
(using a diffractometer DRON-2.0) and profilometric analysis
(using a profilograph PR-201). The thickness of the coatings was
measured by a high-speed indicator 2IGM.
Small additions of Ag2MoO4 (10-3-10-2 mol.%) to the previously
studied electrolyte result in significantly decreasing the roughness
of the electroplate (the profile amplitude becomes lower than 1 m
instead of 2-3 m) and increasing its maximum thickness to 150
um. However, when Ag2MoO4 content exceeds 10-2 mol %, the
deposit becomes spongy and their adhesion to the substrate
worsens.
At 1073 K and Ag2MoO4 content 10-3-10-2 mol.% the spongy
deposits Mo2C-Ag are formed. In a temperature range of 1073 to
1123 K thin (up to 10 m) deposits are obtained, while above 1223
K they are again non-adhered and spongy. The optimum is a range
from 1123 to 1173K.
When cathodic current density is lower than 5 A/dm2, the
metallic silver is mainly deposited, within the range 5-15 A/dm2 it is
a Mo2C-Ag coating with proper adhesion, and at a higher current
density the dendrites rapidly begin to grow.

Fig. 3 Cathodic (1) and anodic (2) polarization of silver electrode in
Na2WO4 - 1×10-4 mol/cm3 Ag2MoO4 melt and its semilog presentation (3).
T = 1173 K.

The co-deposited silver increases the free corrosion potential of
Mo2C by 0.7-0.8 V, i.e. from -1.05 ± 0.05 to -0.35 ± 0.05V.

Potentiodynamic measurements (Fig. 4) lead to the following
conclusions: (1) the silver equilibrium potential does not depend on
MoO3 content within its range from 1 to 20 mol %; (2) the
dependence of silver equilibrium potential on the Ag+ concentration
corresponds to the single-electron reaction; and (3) platinumoxygen electrode potential is almost independent of Ag2MoO4
content.

3.3 Corrosion-electrochemical behavior of steel 45 electroplated with molybdenum carbide, in the sodium polysulfide melt

The abovementioned indicates that silver in the sodium
tungstate solution exists in a form of single-charged cations Ag+,
that are not bonded with the O2- ions.
Silver deposition potential is 0.5 - 0.6 V higher than that of
molybdenum. Insofar as there are no Ag-Mo alloys in the phase
diagram [6-8], silver may be supposed to somehow affect the
electrochemical deposition of the molybdenum carbide and, in so
doing, to affect properties of the electroplate.
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Weight loss of the samples with a Mo2C-Ag electroplate after a
34-day test in the Na2S3 melt at 623 K is 3.5 ± 0.5 g/m2, which is
comparable to the losses of the diffusionally chromized Steel 45.
This testifies the applicability of the electroplating for corrosion
protection of containers for sodium-sulfur chemical cells.
Cyclic potentiodynamic polarization curves of the electroplated
and diffusionally chromized Steel 45 recorded in the Na2S3 melt at
623 K are similar (Fig. 5), being analogous to the curves of the
graphite electrode [9]. The cathodic peak A is attributed to a
formation of the blocking layer of Na2S2 and the peak B is
attributed to the transformation of Na2S2 to Na2S. Polarization
curves of samples with porous electroplate (Fig. 5) exhibit also
peaks C and D, which are peculiar to steel electrodes. The peaks
become more distinct with an increase in the test duration, thus

indicating the accelerated etching of the defects. This fact can be
used to assess the quality of plating.
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for sodium-sulfur chemical cells.
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Abstract/Резюме: A non-equilibrium thermodynamic model of the austenite non-diffusion transformation in iron and alloys based on it is
developed, taking into account internal stresses in the system. Onsager motion equations are found for a model thermodynamic system
describing a non-diffusion transformation and kinetic equations for changing deformations and growth rates of the α-phase. A scheme of
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1. Introduction / Введение
The study of phase transformations is one of the most
important problems in the physics of metals [1-3]. Phase
transformations are divided into diffusion and non-diffusion [1]. If
the kinetics of phase transformation in steels and cast irons is
determined by the diffusion of carbon, this allows them to be
attributed to conversions controlled by diffusion [1-4].
Such transformations in iron-carbon alloys include pearlitic
transformation of austenite, and transformations occurring during
tempering, graphitization of undoped cementite, separation of
carbides in alloyed steels, and others [4-6].
When the rate of transformation of austenite is determined
by the rate at which the interface separates, differing only in its
crystalline structure, the transformation is called non-diffusion [1].
Kinetically,
the
normal
polymorphic
and
martensitic
transformations of austenite are distinguished. When the
temperature of the normal transformation decreases, its velocity first
increases, and then decreases. The kinetics of the martensitic
transformation is characterized by a very high rate of growth of
individual crystals and the maximum space velocity at the initial
moment of transformation under isothermal conditions.
In addition to martensite, at least two other structural
components are known, which are formed with a shear
("martensitic") morphology of crystal formation - ferrite side-plates
(widmanstätten) and acicular ferrite. They can also be attributed,
with some simplifying assumptions, to the products of the nondiffusion transformation of austenite. In addition, in some alloys
martensitic and normal transformations occur at the same
temperature [1]. The consistent theory of non-diffusion
transformations should explain this phenomenon.
The purpose of this paper is to analyze the nondiffusion transformation of austenite based on the positions of
nonequilibrium thermodynamics, taking into account the influence
of internal stresses and finding the main kinetic parameters of the
process.

2. Equations of motion and model parameters/
Уравнения движения и параметры
модели
Martensite is the basis of hardened steel, so studying the
mechanism and kinetics of its transformation is still of extreme
interest for the theory and practice of heat treatment.
In the works of G.V. Kurdyumov and co-workers, the
martensitic transformation is considered as the usual phase
transformation in a one-component system, further complicated by
the influence of a strong interatomic interaction, which leads to the
development of significant stresses in the martensite crystal and
matrix [5].
In accordance with the alternative mechanism, the
martensitic transformation takes place by means of an instantaneous
shift of atomic planes that does not require thermal activation and is
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not associated with thermodynamic transformation stimuli [1, 6]. In
this case, the stress initiating the transformation is believed to be the
stresses arising from the sharp cooling of the sample (quenching)
[6].
Considering the martensitic transformation as a thermally
activated process, B.Ya. Lyubov used the equations of normal
transformation obtained on the basis of the positions of
nonequilibrium thermodynamics to describe his kinetics [3].
Changes in a complex or composite system under constant
external conditions can be described as the process of increasing
entropy. The rate of increase of entropy σ can be represented as the
sum of the flux products and the corresponding forces for all
transfer substrates in an amount of N [10-13]:
N
σ = (dS/dt)irrev = J X (k=1,..,N),
(1)


к 1

k

k

In the general case, the flows can be represented in the form
[11, 12]:
N
Ji =
(2)
L X (i,k=1,..,N),


к 1

ik

k

The irreversible change in the entropy dSirrev is equal to the
sum of entropy changes in the system and the environment:
dSirrev = dS + dSe
(3)
Under isothermal conditions, when the released heat is
absorbed by the environment and the temperature remains constant:
dSe = - dQ/T,
dQ = dU + PdV.
dSirrev = dS – (dUa + PdV)/T = (TdS – dU - PdV)/T.
(4)
Since dU + PdV – TdS = dG, and if we take into account
the low compressibility of bodies in the condensed state and
relatively small pressures, then
(dS/dt)irrev = - Т-1dG/dt ≈ - Т-1dF/dt,
(5)
where F is the free energy of the system.
The change in free energy in a system with a variable number of
particles and internal stresses can be represented in the form [3,
p.142]:
dF = dFε + dFn = σikdεik + φldnl,
(6)
where dFε is the change in free energy in the system related to
internal stresses; dFn is the change in the free energy in the system,
determined by the variable number of particles of type l; σik is the
stress tensor; εik is the strain tensor of the system; φl is the chemical
potential of the lth element of the system; nl is the number of
particles of the lth element of the system per unit volume, l = 1, N.
We now introduce some simplifying assumptions. First, for
the non-diffusion transformation of austenite, only one kind of
particles, the α-phase of iron nα, will be taken into account.
Approximately this is also true for alloys of iron with close
elements (nickel, chromium, cobalt). Of course, φ is some effective
(averaged) chemical potential of the atoms of the alloy.
Secondly, we assume that the deformation of the system is
a triaxial compression-expansion, and in the expression for dFε only
the diagonal components of stress and strain tensors are taken into
account:
σik= εik = 0, i≠k. σii = σ, εii - ε.
(7)

L22 = v(1 - 2  ) .

The change in internal energy can then be represented as:
dF = 3σdε + φdnα,
(8)
but the change in entropy:
(dS/dt) irrev = - Т-1(3σdε/dt + φdnα/dt).
(9)
Thus, in our system, in addition to the particle flow from
the γ phase to the α-phase of J1 = dnα/dt, we will also take into
account the change in the strain of the sample with time J2 = dε/dt.
These flows are related to the driving forces by the equation (2).
If, as charges of the process of non-diffusion transformation
of austenite, two quantities-the concentration of α-phase particles
and the strain value, then, according to (1), the equations of motion
take the form:
(10.1)
J1  L11 Х 1  L12 Х 2

The cross-coefficients L12 = L21 for a nonequilibrium
thermodynamic system are found with sufficient accuracy by the
formulas proposed in [5]:
L12 =

Dγ =

D0 e

U
kT

-4

5

= 4,58·10 ехр(-2,52·10 /RT),

L11 L22 =

D v(1 - 2  )
LЕ

(18)

RT

(10.2)
J 2  L21 Х 1  L22 Х 2 ,
where X1 = Δφ - the thermodynamic force for iron - the
change in the chemical potential at the transition of particles from
the γ-phase to the α-phase, X2 = Δσ - the change in the internal
stress during the transition from the γ-phase to the α-phase.
The system of equations (42) describes the contribution of
stresses and deformations to the non-diffusion transformation of
austenite. However, we do not yet know the coefficients of the
equations in it.
We now find expressions for the coefficients of the system
of equations (42).
The coefficient L11 characterizes the normal transformation:
J1 = dnα/dt = L11(φγ–φα).
(11)
In the normal kinetics of the phase transformation, the
formation of the center (particle) of the α-phase occurs through
separate (independent) acts of detachment of particles from the γphase and the attachment of atoms to the ferrite center. If we
consider the process of formation of an α-phase close to the process
of self-diffusion of iron in the γ-phase, then the coefficient L11 has
the form [12]:
L11 = Dγ/RT,
(12)
where Dγ is the self-diffusion coefficient of iron in the γphase (or the effective coefficient of self-diffusion in the γ-phase of
the alloy),
T is the transformation temperature,
R is the gas constant [16].
The self-diffusion coefficient of iron is taken in the usual
notation [17]:


(17)

LЕ

(13)

D0 is a multiplier;
U is the activation energy of diffusion;
The coefficient L22 characterizes the direct relationship:
J2 = dεα/dt = L22(σγ–σα).
(14)
where σα is the v stress in the α phase,
σγ
is
the
stress
in
the
γ
phase.
Let σγ = 0. Let us take into account that for triaxial
compression-stretching [28]:
E
V = E
(15)
σα =
 ,
3(1 - 2 ) V 1 - 2 
where E is the modulus of elasticity of steel(~2,17·105
МPa),
μ
is
the
Poisson
ratio
(~
0.26).
Then expression (14) can be transformed as follows:
E
v
dεα/dt = L22σα = L
(16)
 =   ,
22
L
1 - 2
where
the
following
values
are
entered:
v is the propagation velocity of the microdeformation in
sample (~1000 m/s) [3];
L is the characteristic distance over which the microdeformation of the shear is propagated (the size of the
martensitic strips or plates). At the initial stage of the
formation of the shear structure, it has a magnitude of the
order of the diameter of the austenite grain (~ 100 μm),
and then decreases with decreasing temperature [1].
From equation (48) we find that the coefficient L22 is
equal to:
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Thus, we obtained simple differential equations for a
nonequilibrium thermodynamic system describing the non-diffusion
transformation of austenite taking into account the influence of
internal stresses.
Let us write the equations of motion of our system in the
form:
dnα/dt = L11∆φ + L12σγ – L12σα.
(19.1)
dεα/dt = L21∆φ + L22σγ – L22σα.
(19.2)
We first transform equation (19.2) taking into account
expression (16). We have:
(20)
dεα/dt + vεα/L = L21∆φ + L22σγ,
where εα is the magnitude of deformations of the α-phase. The
differential equation (20) with constant coefficients (temperature)
has a solution:
v
εα = (L 21  L22  ) (1 - 2  ) (1  e  L t ) .
(21)
L22 Е
This kinetic equation describes the change in the
magnitude of the deformation of the α-phase in time. At t = 0, εα =
0. When the time is counted, a fast (~ 10-6 s) process of transition to
deformation occurs:
εα = εγ + Δεα =   L 21 (1 - 2 ) .
(22)

L22 Е
Equation (22) shows that the residual deformation of the
α-phase after the transient process consists of the deformation of the
austenite εγ and the additional deformation Δεα. This additional
deformation determines the change in the volume of the sample as γ
→ α-transformation:
ΔVsam/Vsam = 3nαΔεα.
(23)
Then substituting expression (21) into equation (19.1), we
find:
v
dnα/dt = L11∆φ + L12σγ – L12 (L 21  L22  ) (1  e  L t ) = L11∆φ + L12σγ
L22

– ( L11  L12  )(1  e

v
 t
L

) = ( L11  L12  )e

v
 t
L

.

(24)

It can be concluded from expression (24) that the growth
rate of α-phase particles depends on the stresses in the γ-phase. The
greater the value of tensile stresses in the γ phase, the higher the
growth rate of ferrite particles. The rate of growth of the α-phase
particles at a constant temperature very rapidly (exponentially)
decreases in time, determining the incompleteness of the
transformation.
Integration of equation (24) with time-independent
coefficients L11 and L12 allows us to obtain the kinetic equation for
nα:
nα =

( L11  L12  ) L
v

(1  e

v
 t
L

).

(25)

In accordance with equation (25), the amount of α-phase
formed depends not only on the thermodynamic force Δφ, but also
on the magnitude of the stresses in the γ-phase.

3. Scheme of the non-diffusion transformation
of austenite / Схема бездиффузионного
превращения аустенита
Before discussing the equations obtained, we introduce
some more useful relations characterizing the γ → α transformation.
With the γ → α transformation, the effective atomic
volume of the iron lattice changes in the sample under

consideration, characterized by ΔVγ→α and the relative volume
change ΔVγ→α /Vγ.
According to the data of [3]:
ΔVγ→α = 0,268 – 1,62*10-4Т, sm3/mol.
(26)
We will assume that with the formation of the α-phase,
the relative change in volume is determined by the additional
deformation: ΔVγ→α /Vγ = 3Δεα, and the compressive stress arising
in the α-phase has the value
σα = E  .
(27)

1 - 2
When the alloy sample is cooled by ΔT, a deformation
occurs in its surface layer: εγ ~ αΔТ and the tensile stress σγ
corresponding to this deformation:
σγ = E Т .
(28)
1 - 2
Comparing the values of thermodynamic forces among
themselves, it is possible to classify the types of non-diffusion
transformation according to the kinetic criterion. As shown in [1, p.
208], for small deviations of the system from equilibrium, the
growth of crystals is more likely, controlled by self-diffusion, at
large - cooperative growth. The same phase transition in a singlecomponent system under different external conditions can take
place with an independent (or slightly dependent) temperature
growth rate (martensitic kinetics) and with a rate that exponentially
depends on the temperature at an activation energy close to the
activation energy of self-diffusion (normal kinetics).
The parameter characterizing the deviation of the system
from equilibrium is the supercooling of the alloy ΔT = Ac3-T,
where Ac3 is the temperature of the end α → γ of the conversion
upon heating, and T is the transformation temperature. The
transformation scheme for the constructed model is shown in Fig. 1
Ac3
L11∆φ > L12σα > L12σγ, normal transformation, polygonal ferrite

Ac1
Mni

The existing thermal stresses in the γ-phase (28)
contribute to the formation of the α-phase by the shear mechanism;
the stresses arising in the α-phase compensate thermal stresses in
the γ-phase. With a certain amount of α-phase, the stress equals σα =
σγ arises and the further formation of the α-phase occurs according
to the normal mechanism with the relaxation of the arising stresses
by recrystallization. Consequently, the condition (29.2) corresponds
to the transformation of the γ-phase by a mixed mechanism, and
also to the formation of a ferrite side-plates (widmanstätten),
followed by the release of the α-phase by the normal mechanism
[1].
With a certain supercooling of ΔTi, stress compensation
occurs only when the γ-phase is completely transformed into ferrite
by a shearing mechanism. In this case:
(29.3)
L11∆φ ~ L12σα, σα =σγ,
The temperature corresponding to this supercooling is the starting
point for the formation of the isothermal martensite Mni (Мнuз on
Fig. 2). Below the point Mni, the formation of the α-phase occurs
by a shearing mechanism; However, the normal component of the
process still has a significant value, affecting the morphology of the
resulting precipitates.
When supercooling a greater ΔTi:
L11∆φ < L12σα, σα < σγ,
(29.4)
At temperatures below Mni, isothermal martensite or
acicular ferrite is formed with a "reticular" or acicular morphology
of precipitates.
Finally, for large ΔT below Мna (Мнam on Fig. 2):
L11∆φ << L12σγ,
(29.5)
Inequality (29.5) determines the condition for the formation
of "athermal" martensite, when the normal component does not
affect the formation of the shear structure. The main effect on the
rate of the γ → α transformation, in accordance with expression
(24), is due to thermal stresses in the γ phase.
The temperature region for the formation of this
structural component for real alloys is also shown in Fig. 2.

L11∆φ ~ L12σα > L12σγ, shear + normal transformation,
ferrite side-plates
L11∆φ < L12σα, σα =σγ,
L11∆φ < L12σα, σα < σγ, shear transformation
isothermal martensite, acicular ferrite

Mnа

Mк

L11∆φ << L12σγ, shear transformation
athermal martensite

Fig. 1. Scheme of non-diffusion transformations from the
constructed model. Ac1 is the temperature of the beginning of α → γ
transformation when the alloy is heated; Mni is the temperature of
the onset of the formation of isothermal martensite upon
supercooling of the alloy. Mn is the temperature of the onset of
athermal martensite formation upon supercooling of the alloy. Mk
is the temperature of the end of martensite formation upon
supercooling of the alloy.

Fig. 2. Temperature regions of the athermal Мнаm and
isothermal Мнuз kinetics of the formation of martensite in Fe24.5%Ni-Mo alloys with different Mo content [1].

Thus, for small ΔT:
L11∆φ > L12σα > L12σγ,
(29.1)
then the growth of α-phase crystals is determined by selfdiffusion by the normal mechanism. However, as follows from
equation (19), in this case too, the contribution of deformations (and
stresses) to the conversion kinetics is very significant. In order that
the condition (29.1) is satisfied, it is necessary that the stress level
in the γ- and α-phases be small; for the α-phase this is possible only
in the case of relaxation of internal stresses in the alloy at high
temperature by the mechanism of recrystallization.
With increasing supercooling of the alloy, the
thermodynamic stimulus and the rate of normal transformation
increase.
For a larger ΔТ:
L11∆φ ~ L12σα > L12σγ.
(29.2)

In order that the transformation of austenite into
martensite occurs with a temperature-independent growth rate of the
α-phase, it must be assumed that the coefficient L12 is practically
independent of temperature; this is possible under the following
conditions:
Dγ /(TL) = const.
(30)
We will perform some estimated calculations. Assume
that at Т0 = 400 ° C ≈ 673 ° K, the size of the martensite plates is L0
= 100 μm. Substitution of the values of L0 and T0 in (30) makes it
possible to obtain an equivalent dependence of the martensite plate
size on the temperature (Fig. 3). At 580 °K, the length of the
martensitic plates corresponding to the condition (30) is only 0.084
μm.
Consequently, with a further decrease in temperature,
the formation of martensite will occur with a decrease in the rate of
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the γ → α transformation (but not the rate of shear deformation),
since the contribution of the diffusion component to the L12
coefficient is very significant. The rate of martensitic
transformation in this case is many orders of magnitude greater than
the rate of normal transformation.
As the direct calculations show, with the indicated
parameters: L11 = 4,3·10-29; L22 = 18,4; L12 = 0,89·10-14. The rate of
martensitic transformation at T0 = 400 ° C is approximately 1014
times greater than the rate of the normal (self-diffusion)
transformation component.

Fig. 3. The calculated equivalent dependence of the
martensite plate size on temperature
The temperature at which the rate of martensite
formation begins to decrease can characterize the temperature of the
end of martensite formation Mk, if the amount of the residual γ
phase is small (less than 1.0%).
Reduction in the rate of martensite formation at low
temperatures should be taken into account in cryogenic technologies
for increasing the wear resistance of steels and alloys.
Thus, the constructed model of the non-diffusion austenite
transformations allows us to consider the normal and martensitic
transformations, as limiting cases.
CONCLUSIONS
1. The application of nonequilibrium thermodynamics to the
analysis of the non-diffusion transformation of austenite made it
possible to obtain a system of equations for the thermodynamic
system and to generalize the results obtained earlier by
B.Ya.Lyubov the equations for a normal transformation.
2. The theoretical expression for the growth rate of the α-phase,
obtained in this paper, takes into account the influence of stresses
on the process of austenite transformation. It is shown that the rate
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of growth of α-phase particles at a constant temperature very
rapidly (exponentially) decreases in time, determining the
incompleteness of the transformation.
3. According to the constructed model, a scheme of non-diffusion
austenite transformations was developed, including normal and
martensitic transformations, as limiting cases.
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Abstract: Lanthanum strontium manganites, doped with zinc have been studied by magnetic resonance. In the paramagnetic phase,
regions with a ferromagnetic order with superparamagnetism properties are observed. Using the theory of Raikher and Stepanov for
superparamagnetic particles, the analysis of the temperature dependence of the magnetic resonance linewidth and resonance field was
performed. This analysis allowed to estimate the size of ferromagnetically correlated regions and the magnitude of the magnetic anisotropy.
Keywords: MANGANITES, MAGNETIC RESONANCE, GRIFFITHS PHASE

1. Introduction
Hole doped manganites having the general formula
A1⎯xBxMnO3, where A is one or several trivalent cations from the
group of lanthanides and B is a divalent alkaline-earth metal such as
Ca, Ba, or Sr, have a quite rich phase diagram resulting from the
interplay between the spin, orbital, charge, and lattice degrees of
freedom. In addition to the problems related to the orbital, charge,
and magnetic ordering, these materials attract considerable current
interest owing to such phenomena as the colossal magnetoresistance
and phase separation [1, 2].
More than 40 years ago, it was predicted the formation of
ferromagnetic drops [3]. The idea of the existence of ferromagnetic
correlated regions in the paramagnetic phase of manganites was
developed by Kugel et al. [4]. They explain the transport and
magnetic properties of manganites of various types. According to
their estimates, the size of ferromagnetically correlated regions (FM
droplets) is about 30 Å.
Khokhlov et al [5] study of magnetic and transport properties of
Nd0.52Sr0.48MnO3 films of different thicknesses, it was found that the
films are phase-separated and are composed of magnetic clusters
(droplets) in an electrically insulating paramagnetic (at T > TN), or
antiferromagnetic (at T < TN) matrix. In the same paper it has been
suggested that the ferromagnetic clusters in a magnetic field of 1 T
and above can decay into smaller areas, consisting of magnetic
polarons of small radius of the order of 1-2 nm.
Electron spin resonance (ESR) turned out to be very sensitive to
the formation of ferromagnetic regions in the paramagnetic phase,
as has been reported e.g. for La1-xSrxMnO3 in the regime
0.075 ≤ x ≤ 0.175, where weak, strongly anisotropic ferromagnetic
resonance (FMR) lines appear besides the paramagnetic resonance
line at g ≈ 2 already below 270 K far above the magnetic ordering
temperature [1]. The nature of these ferromagnetic resonances can
be explained in terms of a Griffiths phase arising due to the
presence of correlated quenched disorder in the orthorhombic
cooperative Jahn-Teller phase.
In the paper [6], the authors studied the La1–xSrxMn0.925Zn0.075O3
(x = 0.075, 0.095, and 0.115) ceramic by magnetic resonance and
magnetization. For all three samples, the magnetic moment of the
ferromagnetically correlated region turns out to be about μ =
(175±10)μB, the decay parameter is α=0.025±0.005, and the
resonance field is H0=3400±10 Oe. The average linear size of the
ferromagnetically correlated regions is of the order of 1–2 nm.
However, the concentration of holes was controlled by only one
impurity. Therefore, it is not clear that effects are associated with
magnetic properties or changes in the crystal lattice. Controlling the
concentration of holes with the help of two impurities, you can try
to answer the question posed. The aim of this study is to determine
the magnetic moment, the resonance field and the decay parameter
for the ceramic La1–xSrxMn1-yZnyO3 (where c=x+y is constant). The
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substitution of divalent Zn2+ ions for manganese leads to the growth
of the Mn4+ content and hence to the simultaneous lowering of the
Mn3+ content. Zn2+ ions having the 3d10 electron configuration break
the transport and exchange coupling between manganese ions [7].
The zinc doping enhances the tendency to charge localization and
thus reduces the mobility of charge carriers. This favors the
formation of the regions with ferromagnetically correlated spins
within the paramagnetic phase.

2. Theoretical background
To evaluate our ESR data, we refer to the theory of Raikher and
Stepanov published in a series of papers, e.g. Refs. 8 and 9, in
which theoretical expressions are obtained for the temperature
dependence of the magnetic resonance linewidth of an ensemble of
superparamagnetic particles with uniaxial anisotropy. The linewidth
∆H(T) of the superparamagnetic ensemble basically consists of two
contributions

H  H S  HU

(1)

i.e. the homogeneous broadening ∆HS due to superparamagnetic
fluctuations and the inhomogeneous contribution ∆HU resulting
from the statistical distribution of resonance fields caused by the
uniaxial anisotropy given by

H S 

2H 0  0  L1
3  0 L1

H U  3H 0

, with

 0  3L1
 02 L1

0 

, with
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k BT
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(2)

(3)

respectively. The average resonance field reads


(  3L ) 2 
H res  H 0 1  2 0 3 1 
 0 L1 


(4)

Here H0 denotes the external magnetic field, α is a damping
parameter, and L1  coth 0  1 0 abbreviates the Langevin
function. The effective magnetic moment μeff and anisotropy energy
WA,eff of the superparamagnetic particles can be empirically written
as [10]

 eff  

1
1 T * T



W A,eff   eff H A  W A



1
1 T * T



(5)



(6)

with the magnetic moment μ, the magnetic ordering temperature T*,
and the anisotropy field HA.

4. Results and discussion
Typical ESR spectra as observed in all manganites under
consideration are shown in Figure 1 exemplarily for
La0.875Sr0.125Mn0.975Zn0.025O3. In the paramagnetic regime the
spectrum of magnetic resonance consists of a single exchangenarrowed line, which is well described in terms of a Lorentz shape
with a small contribution of dispersion [11]. Deviations from the
ideal Lorentzian appear only on approaching magnetic order.
La0.875Sr0.125Mn0.975Zn0.025O3 as obtained from the Lorentz fit.
As observed for all samples under consideration, the resonance field
is approximately constant at high temperatures corresponding to an
effective g-value of g≈1.98. Only within a temperature range
∆T≈50 K above the onset of magnetic order, the resonance field
significantly shifts to lower fields with decreasing temperatures. As
shown earlier, the observed paramagnetic resonance signal with an
effective g value slightly below g = 2, is due to all manganese ions,
Mn3+ and Mn4+, in the compound [12].
La0.975Sr0.025Mn0.875Zn0.125O3
La0.95Sr0.05Mn0.9Zn0.1O3

1400

La0.9Sr0.1Mn0.95Zn0.05O3

Linewidth (Oe)

1200

La0.875Sr0.125Mn0.975Zn0.025O3

1000
800
600
400
200

Fig. 1. Magnetic resonance spectra of La 0.875Sr0.125Mn0.975 Zn0.025O3 taken
at several temperatures above magnetic order. The solid lines represent
the field derivative of Lorentzian profiles including dispersion and
counter resonance following Ref. 11, which is necessary in the case that
the linewidth is of the same order of magnitude like the resonance field

50

100
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200
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300

Temperature (K)

Fig. 2. Temperature dependence of the linewidth in La 1-xSrx Mn1-y ZnyO3.

The linewidth exhibits a minimum close to the temperature,
where the resonance field starts to diverge from its hightemperature value. To higher temperatures we observe a
monotonous, approximately linear increase, while to lower
temperatures the linewidth strongly diverges. This behavior is well
described by Eq. 1 developed for the superparamagnetic ensemble:
At low temperatures the linewidth is large due to the distribution of
directions of the anisotropy fields of the particles (inhomogeneous
broadening); as the temperature increases the thermally induced
tendency to make the magnet isotropic at first causes the linewidth
to decrease, but then the superparamagnetic fluctuations induce
another increase to higher temperatures.

3. Experimental details
Polycrystalline samples of La1-xSrxMn1-yZnyO3 were
synthesized by traditional ceramic processing. The starting
components (dried La2O3, SrCO3, BaCO3, MnO2, ZnO powders)
were mixed in stoichiometric proportions and ground in a ball mill

with addition of ethanol. The obtained powder was pressed into
pellets, which then were preliminarily annealed at 1273 K for 4
hours. This operation was followed by trituration in a mortar, fine
grinding in a ball mill for 10 hours, introducing a binder (an
aqueous solution of polyvinyl alcohol), drying and granulation.
From the obtained powder, rings of standard size (7 x 4 x 2 mm)
were pressed. After burning out the binder, the final sintering step
was performed at 1473 K for 10 hours and in the end the samples
were cooled down together with the furnace.

Table 1. Characteristics of the ferromagnetic correlated regions in the
La1-xSrxMn1-y Zny O3

The magnetic resonance measurements were performed on a
Bruker ER 200 SRC (EMX/plus) spectrometer at X-band
frequency. The temperature was controlled in the temperature range
from 100 K to 340 K using a Bruker nitrogen-evaporation cryostat.
ESR probes the microwave absorption due to magnetic dipolar
transitions between the Zeeman levels split by an external magnetic
field H. Lock-In amplification with field modulation experimentally
yields the field derivative of the absorption signal. In case of
conducting samples a contribution of dispersion is admixed to the
absorption due to the skin effect resulting in an asymmetry of the
absorption lines. For the microwave field with a frequency of ν≈9
GHz the skin depth is comparable to the size of the samples (~ 1
mm) in the experimental temperature range. Therefore, to eliminate
the influence of the skin effect on the shape of the ESR, the ceramic
samples were powdered and mixed with NaCl.
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Temperature dependence of the magnetic resonance linewidth in
La1-xSrxMn1-yZnyO3, are shown in Figures 2. As we can see, the
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behavior of the temperature dependence of the positions and linewidths
of the electronic magnetic resonance in La1-xSrxMn1-yZnyO3, is similar
that for superparamagnetic particles [8, 9]. For low temperatures
linewidth is large due to the scatter in directions of the anisotropy fields
of the particles (inhomogeneous broadening); as the temperature
increases the thermally induced tendency to make the magnet isotropic
causes linewidth to decrease, but in the fluctuation region it once again
begins to increase (Fig. 2).
We have described the temperature dependence of the magnetic
resonance field, the linewidth of the magnetic resonance in La1-xSrxMn1yZnyO3, using the formula 1- 4. Obtained from the approximation of the
temperature dependence of the linewidth and resonance field
parameters: the magnetic moments, the anisotropy energy of the
ferromagnetically correlated regions WA, magnetic moment μ as well as
the damping coefficient α, resonance field H0, anisotropy field HA =
WA/μ [13], the ordering temperature T*, and the blocking temperature
KV
Tb  v [14], are shown in Table I.
25k B
As can be seen, the average value of the magnetic moment in the
ferromagnetically correlated regions of the ceramic La1-xSrxMn1-yZnyO3
is about μ = (250 ± 30) μB. Taking into account that the magnetic
moment of the Mn3+ ion in perovskites is about 3.5 μB,
ferromagnetically correlated regions contains about 70 of the
manganese ions. If we consider that the grating period is about 7 Å [15],
whereas the size of ferromagnetically correlated regions is about 1-2
nm.

4. Summary
The study of magnetic properties of ferromagnetic correlated
regions in ceramic La1-xSrxMn1-yZnyO3 was carried out by the
electron magnetic resonance. Temperature dependence of electron
magnetic resonance spectra over the entire range of measured
temperatures have features which characterize the magnetic
resonance of superparamagnetic particles. As a result of
approximation of the temperature dependence of electron magnetic
resonance spectra there were obtained the value of the
magnetization, the anisotropy energy of ferromagnetically
correlated regions and the ordering temperature. The average size of
ferromagnetically correlated regions in the ceramic manganites La1xSrxMn1-yZnyO3 may reach the values about of 1-2 nm.
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Abstract:
Cu-based shape memory alloys are increasingly used instead of nitinol alloys, due to their low price, good shape memory effect and
superelasticity. In this work, Cu-Al-Mn alloys with different content of aluminium were investigated. Alloys were melted in the electric-arc
furnace and casted in the cylindrical moulds as well as continuous casted. Microstructure of prepared samples was followed by scanning
electron microscopy and phase transformations were determined by DSC analysis.
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Introduction:
Shape memory alloys (SMA) are smart, functional materials which
have ability to memorize or recover to its original shape, under
thermal changes or plastic deformation as well as magnetic
variations [1-3]. Properties such as shape memory effect,
superelasticity, good mechanical properties and damping properties
makes them very interesting for a wide range of applications, as
bioengineering, automotive and aircraft industry as well as electroindustry. Cu-based shape memory alloys recently more often replace
the most important commercial SMA alloy, nitinol, due to easier
production, low cost and good mechanical and electric properties.
Addition of manganese to binary Cu-Al alloy significantly increases
ductility and cold-workability of material, so Cu-Al-Mn ternary
shape memory alloy has become a more significant commercial Cubased SMA alloy than well-known Cu-Al-Zn and Cu-Al-Ni alloys
[4]. Further addition of micro-alloying element to ternary Cu-Al-Mn
alloy can influence on phase transformation temperatures,
microstructure, grain size, shape memory effect (SE) and final
properties. SE effect is a consequence of diffusionless martensitic
transformation between high-temperature austenitic and lowtemperature martensitic phase in material. Martensitic phase is
metastable phase, formed under fast cooling or quenching in water,
that can exists as 2M or 6M crystal structure.

Prerequisites and means for solving the problem:
The main aim of paper was investigate processing route for
preparation of Cu-Al-Mn alloy with shape memory properties, by
electric-arc furnace and continuous casting. Further, comparison of
experimental results for transformation temperatures of Cu-Al-Mn
alloys with different Al content, with calculated values by TCW5.

Materials and Methods:
Cu-Al-Mn ternary alloys were prepared by melting of pure metals of
copper, with purity 99.9 %, aluminium, purity 99.5 % and
manganese, purity 99.8 %. Cu-Al-Mn alloys with 9 wt.% of Mn and
1, 7, 8 and 11 wt.% of Al were prepared. Samples were melted in
the electric-arc furnace under argon atmosphere, with current of 112
A. Furnace was vaccumed for 2 times during 15 minutes before each
melting. Specimens were re-melted for 5 x due to better
homogenization of material. Then, sample were casted in the

cylindrical mould with dimensions: diameter = 8 mm and length of
12 mm. Continuous casting of Cu-Al-Mn alloy was performed by
melting of pure metals in the vacuum induction furnace at the
temperature of 1250°C and casting of =8 mm rod, with casting
speed of 290 mm/min.
Further, samples were aged at 300 °C for 14 days for
thermodynamic measurements. SMA compositions of Cu-Al-Mn
alloys were heat-treated at 900 °C and quenched in the water. CuAl-Mn samples were prepared for microstructural investigations by
inserting into the conductive paste by Automatic Mounting Press
Buehler SimpliMet 1000. Grinding was performed by Buehler
machine, with water-cooled SiC papers from 240 till 1200 grit, at
force of 5 N and speed 150 rpm/min. Polishing of all specimens was
done by microfiber felt with diluted alumina solution, at same force
and speed. Specimens were then etched with solution of 2,5 g
FeCl3/48 mL CH3OH/10mL H20.
Microstructure of as-cast and heat-treated samples were determined
by optical microscopy at Olympus GX 71s with digital camera
DP70 and software for automatically imaging processing AnalySIS
Materials Research Lab, Japan. Scanning electron microscopy was
performed by Tescan Vega TS 5136 MM, equipped with EDS
Brucher. Differential sccaning calorimetry was conducted by
NETSZCH STA Jupiter 449. Dynamic measurements were done in
2 heating/cooling cycles, in temperature range from 25 °C till 1250
°C, with heating/cooling rate 10 K/min in the inert atmosphere.
Transitions at lower temperatures were determined by MDSC
Mettler-Toledo 822e, in temperature range from -50°C till 250 °C.

Results and discussion:
Phase diagram calculation of Cu-Al-Mn system under equilibrium
conditions was performed by software Thermo-Calc 5, based on the
CALPHAD method and minimisation of free Gibbs energy for all
phases and components in ternary system. Thermodynamic database
was prepared with thermodynamic parameters for pure elements
taken from SGTE database, parameters for binary sub-systems CuAl, Al-Mn and Cu-Mn as well as optimized parameters for ternary
Cu-Al-Mn system, for Cu-rich corner, according to Miettinen [5].
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Figure 1. Calculated vertical section for Cu-9wt.%Mn by TCW 5
Calculated vertical section for Cu-9wt.%Mn with different
aluminium content is given in Fig. 1. It can be seen that in system
Cu-1wt.%Al-9wt.%Mn
solidification
mechanism,
under
equilibrium, starts with precipitation of -phase (Cu-rich phase) at
1001 °C and then at 177 °C precipitates also manganese, as -Mn
(Fig. 1). Fig. 2a shows two-phase microstructure of Cu-1 wt.%Al9wt.%Mn alloy in the as-cast state, with -phase as matrix and
existance of manganese precipitates. After aging at 300 °C for 14
days, morphology was changed and it is observed mostly - (Curich) phase with fcc structure, what is in correlation with calculated
phase diagram (Fig.2b).

Figure 3. DSC cooling curve for Cu-1 wt.%Al-9wt.%Mn alloy after
aging at 300 °C for 14 days

Figure 4. DSC heating curve for Cu-1 wt.%Al-9wt.%Mn alloy after
aging at 300 °C for 14 days

a)

DSC cooling curve for investigated sample presents precipitation of
-phase at temperature of 1008 °C, what is in good agreement with
predicted theoretical value (Fig. 3), as well as DSC heating results
(Fig. 4).
Sample with higher content of aluminum, Cu-7wt.%Al-9wt.%Mn,
under equilibrate conditions, solidifies with precipitation of β-phase
at 972 °C and at 944 °C precipitation of -phase. Solidus
temperature is calculated at 936 °C and reciiation of ternary phase,
Cu3Mn2Al (3-phase) at 490 °C (Fig. 1).

b)
Figure 2. SEM micrographs for Cu-1 wt.%Al-9wt.%Mn alloy:
a) as-cast state, b) after aging at 300 °C for 14 days

a)
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b)
Figure 4. SEM micrographs for Cu-7 wt.%Al-9wt.%Mn alloy:
a) as-cast state, b) after aging at 300 °C for 14 days
b)
Microstructure of Cu-7wt.%Al-9wt.%Mn alloy in the as-cast state
show two-phase morphology, but not +3, as it can be expected
due to Thermo-Calc calculation, but + morphology, what
indicates that high-temperature -phase remains in microstructure
during casting due to faster cooling (Fig. 4a). After aging at 300 °C
for 14 days, it can be observed new precipitates in -matrix,
probably τ3-phase (Fig. 4b).

Figure 6. SEM micrographs for Cu-11 wt.%Al-9wt.%Mn alloy
after aging at 300 °C for 14 days

Figure 7. DSC heating curve for Cu-11wt.%Al-9wt.%Mn alloy after
aging at 300 °C for 14 days

Figure 5. DSC heating curve for Cu-7wt.%Al-9wt.%Mn alloy after
aging at 300 °C for 14 days
DSC results show first transformation at heating curve at 482 °C and
the second transition at 495 °C, related to dissolution of τ3-phase
and order-disorder transition of -phase (Fig. 5). Two more
transitions are determined at 973 °C and 1005°C at heating curve.
Calculated solidification mechanism for Cu-11wt.%Al-9wt.%Mn
alloy is given as:
991 °C: L `   phase
964 °C: solidus
467°C:   + 2
408 °C:  + 2 +3
393 °C:  + 2 + 3
SEM micrograph after homogenization at 300 °C shows existence of
three-phase morphology (Fig. 6), and DSC results presents two
transitions at heating curve, with temperatures at 450 °C and 511 °C.
Solidus temperature is experimentally obtained at 968 °C, what is in
very good agreement with calculated value (Fig. 7). Temperature of
999 °C at heating curve, as well as 986 °C at cooling curve is related
to -phase. (Figs. 7,8).

Figure 8. DSC cooling curve for Cu-11wt.%Al-9wt.%Mn alloy after
aging at 300 °C for 14 days
Cu-8wt.%Al-9wt.%Mn shape memory alloy prepared by electric.arc
furnace, in the as-cast state after homogenization at 900 °C and
quenching in water, show also two-phase microstructure, + (Figs.
9,10).
After continuous casting, in the as-cast state it can be observed
martensitic needles inside grains, what indicates partially formation
of metastable, `-phase (Fig. 11). Figure 12. shows completely
formed martensitic structure after homogenization and quenching.
Based on DSC results, start martensitic temperature in the as-cast
state is at Ms=37°C and finish Mf =13 °C. After homogenization,
two exothermic peaks at cooling curve indicate formation of
different martensitic structures, with Ms=42 °C and Mf =5°C.
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Figure 9. Optical microscopy of Cu-8wt.%Al-9wt.%Mn SMA alloy
in the as-cast state

Figure 12. OM micrograph of continuously casted
Cu-8wt.%Al-9wt.%Mn SMA alloy after homogenization at 900°C/30
minutes/H2O

Figure 10. SEM micrograph of Cu-8wt.%Al-9wt.%Mn SMA alloy in
the as-cast state
Figure 13. SEM micrograph of continuously casted
Cu-8wt.%Al-9wt.%Mn SMA alloy after homogenization at 900°C/30
minutes/H2O

Conclusion:

Figure 11. OM micrograph of continuously casted
Cu-8wt.%Al-9wt.%Mn SMA alloy in the as-cast state

Experimental results of Cu-Al-Mn samples with different content of
aluminium show good agreement with theoretical calculations of
phase diagram for investigated ternary system. Cu-8wt.%Al9wt.%Mn was successfully prepared by continuous casting and
homogenization at 900 °C and quenching in water, with intensively
formed martensitic structure through the sample. Start martensitic
temperature was determined at 42°C and finish martensitic
temperature at 5°C.
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Abstract: X-Rays diffraction method were used to determine the residual stresses and local phase composition through the thickness of
as-sprayed by flame-sprayed thermal barrier coatings consisting of a NiAl bond coat and composite ceramic coatings (Al2O3 –22wt%
ZrSiO4) topcoat produced. The as-sprayed residual stresses reflected the combined influence of quenching stresses from the flame spray
process, thermal expansion mismatch between the topcoat, bond coat and substrate, and stress relief from the segmentation cracks. The
thickness of bond coating was (150ϻm) and for composite ceramic coating was (450 ϻm). The residual stresses evaluated by X-Ray
diffraction technique were maximum tensile residual stresses (15.626) Mpa.

Keywords: (Al2O3 –22wt% ZrSiO4) WEAR PROTECTION COATINGS,RESIDUAL STRESSES , X-Ray DIFFRICTION TECHNIQUE.

1. Introduction
Increased use of thermal spray coatings, especially for hightemperature environmental resistance, requires confidence in
coating durability, i.e., resistance to cracking, debonding, and
spallation, both during application and in service. Residual stresses
are known to play an important role in coating durability; for
example, tensile residual stresses typically increase the
susceptibility to cracking and debonding. Many studies have been
devoted to the measurement of residual stresses in coatings [1-4].
Residual stresses develop during cooling of a thermal spray coating
due to the mismatch of thermal expansion coefficients of the
coating and substrate. Depending on the relative magnitudes of the
thermal expansion coefficients of the coating and substrate [5-7]
residual stress can be either tensile or compressive Parameters that
strongly affect the magnitude of residual stresses are coating and
substrate temperature during spray deposition and properties of the
coating such as thickness, roughness and porosity. Experiments
have shown that residual stresses increase with coating thickness
and deposition temperature [8]. Thermal barrier coatings (TBCs) are
the best way to protect components of gas turbine engines and the
demand for such coatings is becoming more important as higher
temperature engines are being developed [9-14]. Generally, the
residual stresses of thermally sprayed coatings are induced by
different mechanisms and sources [15-17]. In a thermal spray
process with a high flame temperature, such like flame spray,
plasma spray, or arc spray, fully and partially molten particles
striking onto the surface of the substrate, are flattened, solidified,
and cooled down in a very short period of time (few microseconds).
After their solidification and adhesion onto the surface of the
substrate, substrate material or the underlying solidified coating
material, which results in tensile stresses, which are called intrinsic,
deposition, or quenching stress, can hinder the contraction of the
splats. Due to an extremely high temperature difference, a high
theoretical residual stress in the order of up to 1 GPa can be induced.
However, due to the many relaxation mechanisms, such as the
sliding of the splats, micro cracks, plastic deformations, and
material creep, the experimentally measured values are much lower
(<100 MPa) [18]. X-ray diffraction was used as a complementary
technique; it can determine stress only in a thin surface layer,
whereas the penetrating power of neutrons enables throughthickness stress profiling without any material removal [19].
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This work aims to evaluation of the residual stresses in
advanced composite ceramic coating (Al2O3 –22wt% ZrSiO4)
using X-ray diffraction technique (XRD).

2. Materials and method

2.1 Materials and parameters of the spraying
processes
The coatings were applied by thermal spraying method
(flame spraying) in air on the plain-carbon steel (AISI 1050),
cylindrical substrate that’s dimensions were 15 mm in diameter and
10 mm in height. The flame spraying system is designed and
implemented in the welding laboratory of Mechanical Engineering
Department, College of Engineering, University of Diyala, Iraq
using spray gun the heat flame is produced by the burning of
oxygen and acetylene, where the molten powder is carried out in the
gas mixture and is attached to the surface to be coated by the high
temperature of the torch which can raise to 3000 Cº. It is required
to control the pressure of the gases to obtain the flame equal to the
speed of the powder rush. The oxygen pressure should be adjusted
according to the spray gun used no more than 4 bar and the
acetylene pressure not more than 0.7 bar before spraying process.
Two coating layers were used in this work are the bond coat from
(AlNi) alloy to reduce mismatch of thermal expansion coefficient
between substrate and composite ceramic coating as a top coating
layer. The conditions of deposition process are listed in Table1.

Table 1 Operating parameters during coating deposition process
Operating Parameters

Values

Oxygen pressure

4 bar

Acetylene pressure

0.7 bar

Distance
Powder feed rate
Particle size

20 cm
7 cm3/min
Mish (100-300)

Temperature substrate

(300 - 450) Cº

2.2 Residual stress analysis

3. Results and discussion

2.2.1. X-Ray stress evaluation
XRD-based residual stress measurements were made using
standard dspacing vs. sin2ѱ techniques using Shimadzu X-Ray
Diffractometer type XRD-6000 and CrKα radiation. The sin2 ѱ
method [20, 21] was used to determine the residual stresses in this
work, the change of a lattice plane distance (d spacing) of a phase,
i.e., the peak shift of the corresponding reflection, was measured for
tilt ѱ-angles between 0º and 45º. To calculate the residual stresses,
the linear regression of the plot (d spacing) versus sin 2ѱ and the Xray elastic constants. The coating and substrate physical properties
(elastic modulus, Poisson’s ratio, and coefficient of thermal
expansion), thickness of the top coating, bond coat and substrate are
shown in the table 2. The deposition temperature used in the present
work during coating process for the topcoat and bond coat was
850Cº.

It can be referred from from Eq. (1) that in topcoat
(Al2O3 –22wt% ZrSiO4) was subjected to compressive
residual stresses (15.626 Mpa). This residual stresses were
evaluated in the surface layer of coating adherent to the substrate.
Thickness of topcoat layer conforming to the X-ray penetration was
observed 450 µm. The study was carried out at several sites of each
coating and the residual stresses were always determined along two
perpendicular directions corresponding to azimuth angles of 0º and
120º. The results showed for each sample characteristics of a planeequiaxial and compressive stress state, with constant values at sites
far from the borders or irregularities. The results presented in the
remainder of the study confirm this feature.
The level of the residual stresses in the topcoat surface
was related to characteristics of composite ceramic coating (Al2O3

Table 2 The physical properties of substrate, bond coat and
topcoat [22-25]
Physical
Substrate Bond coating Top coating
properties
Yong's modulus
200
105
27
(Gpa)
Poisson’s ratio
0.33
0.315
0.22
Thickness
10 (mm)
150μm
450μm

–22wt% ZrSiO4) deposited by flame spraying technique. The

parameters considered were the substrate material (AISI 1050), the
substrate thickness (10 mm), and a bond coat of NiAl (150µm). As
can be observed, the level of the residual stresses remains constant
for all the samples inside the error bars. This behavior can be
related to the stress relief by extensive micro-cracking during
spraying. The coating flaws, porosities and microcracks have an
important effect on the stress release and only quenching stresses
remain in the finished deposit [18].

From Shimadzu X-Ray Diffractometer XRD-6000 chart, will be
getting on the following values are shown in the table 3.
Table 3 Shows the relationship between 2Ɵ & ѱ to the topcoat
(60%Al2O3+40% SiO2)
2Ɵ
ѱ
157.787
0
158.384
15
158.353
30
157.736
45

4. Conclusions
X-ray diffraction technique used in the present
work to estimate residual stresses generated during
flame spraying process was (15.6 Mpa). The
analysis of residual stresses also showed the
beneficial effects of substrate preheating and
cooling rates on reducing tensile residual stresses
distribution in flame spraying coatings. Preheating
of substrate at 650 Cº resulted in a lower residual
stresses while a slower cooling rate was shown to
yield lower residual stresses.

By Brag Law (nλ = 2d sinθ) may be calculated (d), where n=1, λ=
2.28970 Aº and Ɵ (0, 15, 30, 45) degree. From the figure1 may be
calculated the linear slop of the plot dspacing versus sin 2ѱ.
The stresses can then be obtained from the following equation:
Ϭ= (E/(1+ѵ)) *1/dо (∂d/ (∂〖sin〗^2 d))
From figure1 the slop ∂d/ (∂〖sin〗^2 d)) = 0.000936,
dº = 1.42469Aº
from Eq. (1), the value of the Residual stresses is:
Ϭ = 15.626Mpa

3.1. Residual stress measurement—XRD results

(1)
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